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Around The Campfire

F
iV~ ni'ghts ,in on a ten-day canoe trip in
Minnesota s Boundary Waters WIlderness

Area, I awake during a,lull in the rain·storm. '
That's not wind or rain or waves; it's not a loon.
On the horizon of my hearing a pack of wolves
is howling.

A week later, the muddy trail in Michigan's
Isle Royale Natiqnal Par~ tells of the passage of wolves. The big, splayed, four-toed prints are
unmistakable as Nancy and I kneel beside them.

Two weeks after that, Nancy, John Davis, and Istand in an October snow squall on the
shores of Wolf Pond in the heart of the wildest corner of New York's Adirondack State
Park, amidst.the largest stand of old-growth Northern Hardwood forest left in the United
States, in the Five Ponds WildemessArea, and dream of Gray Wolves once again whittling'
swift legs of Moose here, once again filling the Adirondack air with the call of the wild.

I am a Western chauvinist. My heart and soul belong to the sunburnt naked rock of the
desert Southwest, to the shining mountains 'of the Rockies, to the unfenced sky of the high
plains. But the North Woods call tome, too, now that I've dabbled my paddle in their wa
ters and soaked my boots in their trail-mud. The North Woods call with a wildness that is,
and with a deeper wildness that once was and will be again.

It is only because of the vision of past generations of conservationists that Gray Wol ves
still roam and eat Moose in Boundary Waters and'Isle Royale, that four-hundred-year-old
trees still grow unscarred by Bunyan's ax in Five Ponds, and that the. smell of gasoline and
Ford dust doesn't gag dozens of wild comers from Minnesota to Maine. It will be only
because of the vision of our generation that this great dance of life continues in these places,
and that the wild tempo recovers its "chesty bawl" throughout the North Woods.

l-Vlld Earth magazine exists to translate that wildwood howl into modem English prose.
It's here aplenty in this issue. I especially encourage you to look at Paul Martin's discussion
of his Overkill Hypothesis, Frank Forencich's "Homo carcinomicus," aFId Bron Taylor's
review of grassroots conservation activism in the Third World. If this trio doesn't stir up
some controversy, I'm not sure what will. .

One of the things that differentiates Wild Earth from other.conservatipn·periodicals is
our long view. N~ly all of us are involved in immediate brush.fire battles. Conservation
biology is a crisis discipline and weare in the middle of the Mother ofAll Crises. Nonethe
less, it is important to step back from the fire line (or is it the firing line?) now and then, take
a.deep breat~, remember what we are really fighting for, and set our eyes on ~at distant _

. VISion. . . .
It is the task of l-Vlld Earth to spread that vision of a wild Earth. Every issue of l-Vlld

Earth does that, but a special issue of Wild Earth discussing the North American Wilder
ness Recovery Plan.should arrive in your mailbox about the same time that this regular
Winter 92 issue arrives. It's our slightly belated Yuletide gift to you. Cherish it, dream it,
and midwife the unfolding of a grand and glorious vision of our beautiful, buzzing, blos-
soming, blue-green, living Earth rewilding itself. .
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You should soon be noticing a higher level of effi
ciency in this magazine and in the business operations
of its parent, the Cenozoic Society. That is partly due to
our new business manager, Marcia Cary. Marcia comes
from gradu~te school (biology), but is an immensely
capable and competent manager as well. Welcome,
Marcia. Believe me, we've needed you!

My dear friend Kris Sommerville is another part
of this dawning of responsible efficiency. Kris is the
fonner business manager for the once-upon-a-time Eanh
First! Journal, and is now the business manager for a
micro-brewery in Durango, Colorado. Kris is the chair
of the Cenozoic Society Board of Directors' Finance
Committee and is working closely with Marcia. Just as
I'm a professional uncle, Klis is a professional big sis
ter. It's wonderful to be working with you again, Kris!

Finally, let me shine a well-deserved spotlight on
Kathleen Fitzgerald, Wild Earth's assistant editor. I'm
constant!y asked by college students how they can get a
job with a conservation organization. I tell them to vol
unteer (or a group, get involved, work as an intern. Con
servation jobs are few and the competition is fierce.
You've got to earn a job by toiling in the trenches first.
Kathleen proves that approach. As a senior at SI.
Lawrence Uni versity, she vol unteered last year for Wild
Earth as an intern. She was very good and very dedi
cated~ John and I noticed, ,md we hired her. Welcome to
the staff, Kathleen!

Finally, thanks to all of you readers and supporters
of Wild Earth who have responded generously to our
Research Fund pleas this fall. Subscription income can
not cover even modest payments to our talented wri ters
,md artists. It is only through your contributions to our
Research Fund that we can keep them keeping you en
lightened, entertained, activated, and inspired. On their
behalf, and that of all of us at Wild Earth: Thank you,
friends. Your SUPIX.lrt feeds us in Ixldy and spirit! Happy
Trails.

-Dave Foreman. Cockscomb Jaguar Reserve, Belize

EDITOR'S NOTE:

At the Campfire this issue, Dave gently reminds
you of our need for money. I wish to remind you less
gently here of our need for gastropods: Send Slugs! \#ld
Earth is:2 years old now, and we've not yet received any
drawings of pearly mussels, snails, or slugs. Wild Earth
art director Tom Butler-.whose good aesthetic sense is
responsible for the right natty appearance of our recent
issues-has issued a clarion call for illustrations of gas
tropods and other seldom-sketched creatures. Tom op
erates our Vermont oflice, but please send your art to
him clo the Canton office (POB 492, Canton, NY
13617).

-Jolm Davis

Father Kno"Ws Best,
Or Does He?

by George Wuerthner

When I was a kid there was a popular TV show called "Father Knows Best." In
this situation comedy,.dad was the wise patriarch who held the family together and
guided it through daily crises.

The way most scientists and government bureaucrats relate to the Earth reminds
me of Father Knows Best. Typically, we feel there is acrisis that will not resolve itself
unless we step in and take control, and almost always we feel we know how to solve
the problem. Bugs in the trees. No problem-cut the trees down. Wolves killing otT
Moose. No problem-kill the wolves. .

Unfortunately, people with this parental attitude often approach problems in iso
lation with little regard to the ecological consequences of their actions. Few foresters
stop to ask whether 'bugs" may have some important role in nutrient cyclingor whether
they may support insect and bird predators. Biologists shooting wolves seldom ask
whether perhaps even low numbers of Moose can be too many for a particular ecosys
tem at a particular time.

Today we hear about "New Forestry," 'Holistic Resource Management," "Change
on the Range" and "Ecosystem" approaches to correct past failures to successfully

. "manage"our natural "resources."We fail to recognize that it is not so much a failure
of technique as it is a fail ure of attitude or phi losophy. We practice the "Father Knows
Best" approach to management. Until this patronizing attitude is changed, "better"
forestry techniques and "better" livestock or wildlife management will fail, as earlier
attempts to control the environment have failed. We don't need better techniques or
technology; we need a new relationship with the Earth.

Writing in Conservation Biology, David Orr summed up his feelings about natu
ral resource management: 'The salient fact is not our knowledge, but our ignorance."
Orr's skepticism about the abi Iity offoresters or anyone else to manage any "resource"
such as timber, much less somethi ng as complex as ecosystems, is not shared by those
who would tinker with our planet. It is increasingly apparent that our knowledge base
is inadequate to even ask the right questions, much less provide the right answers.

Not long ago, for example, foresters considered all old trees as "ovennature" and
"decadent." We have only recently realized that the forest is far more than trees. It is
an intricate assemblage of biotic and abiotic components and processes which includes
everything from geochemical breakdown ofsoils to soil invertebrates. How many for
esters know even the birds and mammals in a particular forest stand, let alone the
insects, bacteria, and lichens there?

Yet each of these influences the overall heal th of the forest. Contrary to foresters'
assumptions, forest health is not the absence of disease, insects, windfall, fire, and
other influences, but is actually dependent upon these ecological processes.

I believe many of the current debates over how best to protect our envirOnment
stem from two radicalIydi fferent paradigms. One school of thought holds that we have J.
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the capacity to "manage" the pIanet - we only need greater knowledge
and better access to information. According to this view, global envi
ronmental problems can be solved by fine tuning present technologies
and management schemes. Hence we have "New Forestry" which seeks
to mimic natural processes while still permitting extraction of timber;
and we have Holistic Resource Management for range ecosystems
which uses livestock as a "tool."These "new" approaches assume that
we now have at least enough of the answers that mistakes we made in
the past will not be repeated: Father knows best.

Given our limited knowledge of ecosystems, such a view is ex
ceedingly optimistic. Furthermore, this view assumes that we will ra
tionally apply what we know. Yet, history is replete with examples of
humans applying knowledge in irrational ways.

Is it wise to harvest timber at 10,000 feet, as we do on many Rocky
Mountain National Forests, where the rotation for eight inch trees is
150 years?Does it make sense to grow cows in the Nevada desert, where
it takes 200 acres to support one cow, compared to 1 acre in eastern
Texas or Georgia? Is it rational to destroy Bison, grazers adapted to the
arid West, and replace them with cattle, whose evolutionary heritage is
moist woodlands in Eurasia?

While New Forestry and Holistic Resource Management may in
dicate a new recognition that old management methods have failed,
they are still molded within the "management philosophy" paradigm.
We hear about the need for "wise stewardship." Yet stewardship sti II
assumes a parental attitude toward the land. It may be a benign atti
tude, but it is nevertheless based upon the concept that we are manag
ing the land and that we know what is good for it. Until we break free
from this paradigm, we will never understand natural systems. We need
a new "way of thinki ng."

We need a new philosophltal basis for our relationship with the
Earth: one tied to the role .of mutual support and caring, rather than
manipulation and control. We don't necessarily need new forestry or
new range management techniques or even new or "better" informa
tion, although all of these may assist us in the philosophical transition.
Aldo Leopold was right when he suggested we need a land ethic.
Leopold cautioned that the first rule of intelligent tinkering is to keep
all the parts. Afurther caution might be to manipulate as small an area
as possible, and always assume that everything has a role. Such cau
tion does not exist among most resource managers.

For example, it was recently revealed by biologists studying wolf
prey relationships inAlaska that Gray'Wolves can suppress prey popu
lations for extended periods of time. The reaction of the professional
"wildlife biologist" was to s.hoot wolvesc to "help" Moose recover.

. Someone not in the manipulativeparadigm would ask: "What role does
suppression of prey have in the ecosystemT Perhaps sustained sup
pression of prey allows browse plant species to recover. A minimum
of three relationships is important here. With wolves suppressing Moose
for several years, aspen, birch, and willows can grow without substan
tial Moose browsing pr~ure. No one· at the Alaska Fish and Game
Department had investigated ~uch a possibility before "wolfcontrol"-
killing- was implemented. .

How do we make a transition to a second school of thought, a
new philosophy regarding management? One place for new beginnings
is in our natural resources schools, where present curricula are heavily
biased toward resource extraction. The average forestry school gradu
ate has had more than a dozen courses in things like wood products
and industry, road construction, harvesting techniques and other tech
nical skills needed to exploit forests; but he or she is lucky to have had
one course in forest ecology.

Anned with their degrees in forestry, range science, or wildlife
biology, such natural resource graduates sincerely believe they under
stand forest, range, or wildlife "ecology."These are dangerous people.

Of course, mere exposure to ecology courses does not guarantee
that anyone will have a greater appreciation of their own ignorance.
Beyond knowledge of how ecosystems work, we need to instill new
philosophical concepts among our natural resource students. Ahealthy
dose of environmental ethics, readings from land based philosophers
like Muir and Leopold, and exposure to conservation history would all
improve the curriculum.

This is not to deny that technical skills such as road-building or
harvesting techniques may be useful in minimizing impacts associated
with timber harvest, that water developments might better distribute
cattle, or that knowing how to radio collar an Elk can provide useful
knowledge. But foresters should ask if it's right to build a road in the
first place. Range managers should ask whether we should even have
cattle, much less water developments, on our rangelands. And biolo
gists should wonder if it's ethically right or necessary to radio collar
one more Elk or Grizzly Bear. Such questions should precede all ac
tions.

A change in paradigm would entail a reevaluation of resource use:
a recognition that conservation of resources is better than finding new
ways to exploit them. Conservation and efficiency, though, go hand in
hand. You cannot limit manipulation to a small part of the Earth if you
do not also reduce consumption of resources. With a change in para
digms, foresters might begin urging us to waste less paper and wood.
Only with deep consideration and regret would they log a forest. Range
managers rtught tell us to reduce our meat consumption rather than using
rangela'nds for domestic livestock production.

Changing paradigms means shifting how we view our place on
Earth. Attempts to reform forestry, range management, or any other
resource extraction industry will fail to bring about meaningful changes
unless we change our relationship with the Earth. Until we have 'New"
philosophies, New Forestry and other innovative approaches to resource
use will only provide a new way to accomplish the same old goal. Un
til we cancel the "Father Knows Best" show that dominates our cur
rent philosophy, we can expect our new efforts at resource management
and manipulation to fail just as assuredly as our past methods failed.

George llilenhner (P.O. Box 273, Livingston, Mf59047) is a wild
life biologist andfreelance environnumlal writer based in Montana.
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Risk Assesstnent
In The Northern Rockies

by Mary O'Brien

Through the Hells Canyon Preservation Council, I've been learning
1. a lot during the last couple of years about the Northern Rockies

Ecosystem Protection Act's proposed Hells Canyon/Chief Joseph Na
tional Park and Preserve. ]jut much of my work over the last ten years
has been with alternatives to usc of toxics: pesticides throughout soci
ety, chlorine in the pulp and paper industry, and currently the potent
ozone depleting fumigant, methyl bromide.

During these years, [ have come to hate the use of risk assess
ment, which is used obsessively here in the U.S. to determine how much
of a toxic suhstance will be dumped into the world: How much pesti
cide will be allowed on the apples you eat; how much dioxin Stone
Container can dump in the Clark Fork River; the size of an air pollu
tion permit one company can buy from another in a polluted urban area.
Now the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is aggressively teach
ing other countries like Mexico and the Ukraine how to do quantitative
risk assessment so that everyone will usc the same language for global
free trade in toxics.

The whole point of risk assessment is to determine how much
d,mlage people will be permitted to do to the world. The alternative,
Im'gely ignored, is to Iigure out how little damage people can do to the world.

But risk ~sessment is not conlined to toxics, and I want very briefly
to desclibe five behaviors charactelistic of toxics risk assessors and then
relate these to what risk assessors do in the world of natural resources
and wildlands. These can be risk assessors in the Forest Service, Bu
reau of Land Management, Sierra Club, Audubon Society, or other
agency or big environmental group.

1. Toxics risk assessors act as if they know what damage a toxic
chemical does, and as if they can, on the basis of this knowledge, de
temline some saI-e or "insignificant"level of exposure to the toxic. But
of course they don't know this. They may know what kind of chronic
damage or birth defects a single chemical causes in a genetically pure
line of healthy laboratory rats. They generally have no information on
whether it causes immune suppression, endocrine disruption, or nerve
danlage in infants; or chronic damage in people.who already are dam
aged in some other way.

2. Toxics risk assessors focus on one chemical at a time. When I
recently asked the Director of the National Institutes for Environmen
tal Health Sciences about the possibility of switching the focus of the
subsumed National Toxicology Program from testing a handful of in
dividual chemicals for cancer a year to looking at the types of mixtures
of chemicals faced by people living near multiple industries or incin
erators or hazardous waste dumps, he indicated that studying mixtures
of chemicals is "too hard."The problem, however, is that we and wild
Iife are exposed to mixtures ofchemicalsand indeed are born with them,

our mothers having passed on many to us.
3. Toxics risk assessors focus on whether the world can withstand

a particular activity. The assessors try to figure out, for instance, whether
you will survive if Stone Container uses chlorine to make cardboard
blinding white. They may ask whether fish atthe end of the mill's nine
mile "mixing zone" will be able to reproduce.

4. Toxic risk assessors decide what levels of risk and damage and
killing are acceptable for other people. But can anyone decide an ac
ceptable risk for you? Isn't it premeditated murder to give permits to
industries with the estimate that one in 100,000 people will get cancer?
Other, perhaps more vulnerable, species are seldom considered in the
permits.

5. Toxics risk assessors focus on the risks and damages caused by
business-as-usual, not business-as-it-could-be. The alternative to de
termining how much damage people will be permitted to do in the world,
is to determine how little damage people could do in the world.

Let's look at the analogous activities of risk assessors in the world
of wildlands, wildlife, and natural resources, and what they could do
di fferently.

1. Land management ri sk assessors assume they know what dam
age c1earcutting or road-building or grazing or pesticide spraying or
mining does to an ecosystem's web of life. Do Forest Service risk as
sessors know what is happening to bats on lands they oversee?Do they
know the needs of rare butterf1ies on that land? Do they know what
organochlorines are doing to reproductive success of Peregrine Falcoos?
Land managers and users need to admit they don't know enough to say
what human activity is safe. They can only have an inkling of the dam
age humans do. They don't know what the rare butterfl ies and the bats
need. They don't even know what butterflies and bats are out there.

2. Land management risk assessors focus on one acti vity, one tim
ber sale, one stream, maybe one watershed, or one Congressional bill
at a time. Do the risk assessors know what happens when a watershed
is subjected to grazing and c1earcutting and pesticides and road-build
ing at the same time? Do they know what happens when Peregrine
Falcons are faced with· reduction in prey and loss of solitude and or
ganochlorines in the food chain, all at once. Land managers and us
ers need to focus on cumulative effects and the interdependence of
various elements of the ecosystem. Cumulative effects are often im
possible to quantify; and risk assessors get nervous when they can't
reduce decisions to numbers. Yet, effects are cumulative.

3. Land management risk assesscrs focus on whether the land can
withstand a certain action. For a year and a half, the Wallowa-Whitman
National Forest convened a citizens committee to suggest management
of the Snake River. The committee was called the Limits of Accept-
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able Change Committee. How many more jet boats could the river
stand? Could airports fit within the "limits of acceptable change"? How
many domestic sheep allotments are compatible with Bighorn Sheep
in Hells Canyon? What is the minimum acreage of roodless areas in
Montana that must be protected to constitute a Wilderness bill? Rachel
Carson asked a different, more appropriate question in Silent Spring:
"Who would want to live in a world which isjust not quite fatalTLand
managers and users need to focus on what the natural world needs and
what our options are for living in accordance with those needs. AsAldo
Leopold wrote in Sand County Almanac, 'The practices we now call
conservation are, to a large extent, local alleviations of biotic pain. They
are necessary, but they must not be confused with cures. The art of land
doctoring is being practiced with vigor, but the science of land health
is yet to be bom."

4. Land management risk assessors assume they can define ac
ceptable damage for society. In the March 1992 edition of the North
ern Region Forest Service paper called "Our Approach to Sustaining
Ecological Systems," the Forest Service says that the Desired Condi
tion (DC) of a landscape at any scale must account for the goods, ser
vices and amenities desired by society." Who is "societyT What
"society" demands salvage logging? What amenities will our children
want? The risk assessors in some environmental groups ask, "What
level of conservation is acceptable to our members? To our granting
foundations and corporations?" Land managers need to face their re
sponsibility to advocate for the land and educate the public regarding
the benefits of behaving well toward the land. Instead of acting as if
they know what damage is acceptable to society, they need to sell the
public and Congress on the social, environmental, spiritual, and eco
nomic benefits of wildlands.

5. Land management risk assessors focus on business-as-usual
rather than business-as-environmental Iy-responsible. Again, lisk asses- .
sors do not look at how our society might treasure, and benefit from
forests that are whole and wild. They do not look at the best forestry
that could be done. They do not present the uses of our National For
ests that would be least damaging, most protective, most restorative.
Instead, they look at business-as-usual: They uphold timber, grazing,
and mining interests. Land managers need to constantly search for the
most environmentally responsible alternatives for behaving on public
and private lands. The Forest Service and environmental organizations
need to go beyond looking at incremental improvements in mining,
grazing, predator killing, and tree cutting. They need to systematically
consider what behaviors are truly compatible with diverse plant life,
clean water, reco\'ering fish populations, and silence. In all of our work
with the Northern Rockies lands and peoples, we need to reject the pro
cess of figuring out the limits of acceptable degradation. We need to
reject the current dominant role held in our society by risk assessment
and replace it with alternatives assessment. We need to take the high
scientific, ecological, political, and moral ground and advocate for the
best possible behaviors of people toward the Earth. Always.

Mary O'Brien (Environmental Studies, University of Montana,
Missoula, MT59703) teaches public interest science and environmen
tal advocacy in the graduate Environmental Studies department ofthe
University ofMontana, andserves as President ofthe Boardofthe Hells
Canyon Preservation Council. She presented a longer version ofthis
paper at the Alliancefor the Wild Rockies Rendezvous, Missoula, MT,
24 October 1992.

Bobcat (Felis rufus) by Helen Wilson
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Letters

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

Wild Earth is a non-profit periodical serving the biocentric grassroots ele
ments within the conservation movement. We advocate the restoration and
protection of all natural elements of biodiversity. Our effort to strengthen the
conservation movement involves the following:

l We provide a voice for the many effective but little-known regional and
ad hoc wilderness groups and coalitions in North America.

1 We serve as a networking tool for grassroots wilderness activists.

1 We help develop and publish wilderness proposals from throughout the
continent.

l We are working with The Wildlands Project to complete, and subse
quently publish in book form, a comprehensive proposal for a North
American Wilderness Recovery Strategy.

1 We render accessible the teachings of conservation biology, that activists
may employ them in defense of biodiversity.

1 We expose threats to habitat and wildlife, and offer activists means of
combatting the threats.

l We facilitate discussion on ways to end and reverse the human
population explosion.

l We defend wilderness both as concept and as place.

A LETTER TO OUR READERS

Below, we publish again our statementof
purpose, which explains the objectives and role
of Wild Earth. An essential purpose of Wild
Earth must be highlighted once again: to in
spire our readers to become actively involved
in environmental issues. Every season Wild
Earth prints proposals, stOlies, and accounts
of crises, events and victories. We all need to
go out and pursue proposals, relive stories,
solve crises, attend events and celebrate vic
tories. Wild Earlh has gone half way down
the path by providing information; you must
complete the path by turning I'eadings into
actions. Cursing at develope~ will get us about
as far as a cougar caught in a trap. So, print
controversial ads in local papers like Sandy
Shea did ("More Precious Than Money"), go
down the Toxic Trail as does Dr. Dioxin, and
write to your President-to-be urging the pro
tection of wilderness. As Edmund Burke
:,tated, "Notxx:ly made a greater mistake than
he who did nothing because he could only do
a litlle!"

-Kathleen FilzgeraldJor the \VE staff

THE LAND ETHICS OF RACISM,
SEXISM, AND CAPITALISM

As a leftist, ecofeminist Earth First!er
with a social conscience, I must take issue with
George Sessions's article Radical Enyironmen
talism in the..2Qs.Wild Earth, Fall 92. Contrary
to Sessions's insinuations, I find that having a
background working on peace and justice is
sues is an invaluable asset to my work for the
earth, not a detriment.

Racism, sexism and capitalism are land
ethics that have been practiced for centuries
to the disadvantage of humankind's relation
ship to the natural world.

Sessions's viewpoint is decidedly white
and male. According to Sessions, the theoreti
cal groundwork for radical environmentalism
and deep ecology was laid by Henry David
Thoreau and John Muir in the 19th century.

. With all due respect to such thoughtful white
men, it should have been noted that it was also
in the 19th century that ChiefSealtle* gave his
oft-quoted speech, an eloquent description of
a deep ecology world view. The context of
Seattle's speech was the removal of the

Duwamish people from their tradi tionally held
land. "We will consider your offer, For we
know that if we do not sell the white man may
come with guns and take our land." Seattle
sums up succinctly a deep ecologist's view of
private property. "How can you buy or sell the
sky, the warmth of the land? This idea is
strange to us... The whi te man treats his mother
the earth, and his brother the sky, as things to
be bought, pI undered..."As Thoreau and Muir
,"laid the foundation" for the deep ecology
movement, Seattle and the Duwamish people
were saying goodbye to a centuries old way
of Iife based on a deep ecology perspective.

In Renaissance Europe a woman found
guilty of practicing witchcraft automatically
forfeited land to the church. Her family paid
for her trial execution often by giving up land
to her persecutors. Nine million European
women were killed in a reign of terror that
entrenched patriarchy and made genocide for
control of the land a sacred right. In the Re
naissance, not the Stone Age, a pantheistic
identificati.on of god with nature was purged
from our culture by the mass ki 1I ing of women.
This is the base from which colonialism and
industrialism were launched,

During the industrial revolution, industri
alists devastated the land and created a work
ing class simultaneously. As the land was
robbed of "resources," people living on the
land were forced to become cheap labor for
the new ruling class. As people were forced
off the land and into the cities to work in fac
tories, survival shifted from direct interaction
wi th the natural wor!d to a dependency on the
ruling class. Nature was no longer god, money
was. It is no wonder that the early European
communists were atheists. The war waged by
capitalists against indigenous peoples and the
earth began in Britain with the industrial age
and spread throughout the world with colonial
ism. Today it continues to threaten the few re
maining peoples living sustainably on
traditional lands.

Sessions claims that the radical environ
mental movement of today has been led astray
by Karl Marx and Murry Bookchin. Again,
Sessions gives all of the credit to academic
white men. Overcoming sexism, racism, and
economic oppression are integral parts of re
claiming humankind's rightful place in the
order of nature and establishing a proper rela
tionship with all wild beings and places. I
would hesitate to trust anyone unable to grant
justice to fellow members of his own species

.l.
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to truly live justly with bears and spiders.
-Peggy Sue McRae, Lopez, WA

* I use the common Seattle when refer
ring to the Duwamish Chief often called
Sealth. Although neither pronunciation is cor
rect by Duwamish standards it is just as welJ,
as the Duwamish believed that if your name
was spoken after death you would be restless
in your grave. The famous chief of the
Duwamish is undoubtedlychurning fi tfully no
matter how English speaking white people
pronounce his name but it is out of respect for
him that I choose the least correct.

ECD-VIGILANCE

With the contentious Endangered Species
Act reauthorization looming in the coming
year, it is high time we asked ourselves how
we can become politically more effective at
the national level. So the country is run by
special interest groups? OK-let's become a
network of local special interest groups lob
bying on national ecological issues.

As supporters of public lands protection,
we already have the depth of concern it takes
to be effective. What we lack is timely, relevant
legislative information to hold our members
of Congress accountable.

South Carolina Eco-Vi gi lance is a news
letter I've put out statewide for the past 2 years
to attempt to fill this void. While I am well
aware of how the deck is stacked against us in
D.C., I believe that the Eco-Vigilance idea has a
lot of potential, (mticularly east of the Rockies.

I am looking for groups and individuals
who are engaged in similar efforts, or would
like to be, on an independent, volunteer basis.
Let's share information, and give each other
moral support. As the signs say on the buses
in DC: '1nformation is Power."

Contact James Irwin, S.c. Eco-Vigilance,
POB 42006, Columbia, SC 29206.

DON'T PAY FOR EXTINCTION

Last summer inOregon I told a friend that
the Forest Service uses our taxes to butcherour
forests. He simply told me, as Henry Thoreau
would have, "Well then don't pay them." So,
as I've grown weary of appeals and lock
downs, I've decided to use the idea of tax re
sistance. I invite you to join me.

Tax resistance would open a new front in
the war for the woods. It would take the fight
to the big bureaucrats. There is a benefit for
the timber industry and the Forest Service from
lock downs, tree sits, marches, and blockades.
These activities are good and necessary and I
wilJ continue to participate in them but often
they force us into a bad situation; environmen
talists vs.loggers. The old divide and conquer
tactic. We are fighting their peons, not them.
The Freddies and timber beasts have us fight
ing the wood products workers. We should be
in union with these folks, fighting the powers
that be. TaX resistance would take the battle
away from the innocent foot soldiers in this
war and to the generals.

Here's the plan. I have made a list of de
mands (write for a copy). We refuse to pay the
portion of our taxes that goes to the Forest
Service, about. 16% (about a fifth of a penny
for every dollar owed). The IRS will then in
form us that they have disallowed this deduc
tion (probably about a dime if your income is
like mine) and assess us this additional tax, a
penalty, and interest. The IRS is required to
send a Notice of Deficiency, giving us ninety
days to petition the US Tax Court for redeter
mination of the IRS's assessment. It is likely
that the court won't see things our way. We will
then continue to refuse to pay until our de
mands are met. Arrests are likely and should
take placeon timber sale sites in National For
ests. Then we sell ourselves and our sob, hun
ger-striking,jail stories to the media Hopefully
Joe and Judy America come to realize their
taxes are funding the destruction of their own
forests.

The Forest Service and the IRS can be
wily, though, and may see th~ough this scam,
especially since it's all in print. This and the
small amount of money withheld (if I can get
enough people involved~ we can withhold a
whole dollar) may cause them not to take ac
tion. In this case we win and encourage more
resistance and, perhaps, still sell the story. In
the other scenario they get a mess of bad press
and we win again. If you want more informa
tion, or want to join, contact me:

- Ron Constable, Stove Pipe Wells Vil
lage, Death Valley, CA 92328.

4- .. ,.

DEAR WILD EARTH:

Just when things were lookin real bad,
ya'lI saved the day.

First: the spring in my Timex Camper
watch went"boing", leavin me /lat outta time.

Second: a couple ofpI umbers snuck into
the Rustic Society Headquarters and left bugs
on the furniture. My opponents will stop at
nothin to keep me outta Washington. There
goes the election....*

Third: Thelma Lou took off on Rip
Crenshaw. That fool lost what little sense he
had and stole SheriffCalhoun's patrol car. The
one with them red lites on top.

I looked outta them bay winders in my
double wide and there goes Rip with the siren
screamin like a pack of wild animals. Good
thing for him I was able to git him to slow
down long enough to listen to some turkey.
When he done seen how much trouble he was
in, well ...nervous ain't the word.

Guess where we put the Sheriff's 86 Ford
LTD? Yup, (:IJ feet down on the mud bottom
of lake Logan Martin. They still ain't solved
that mistery!

That was a week to forgit, and I did thanks
to you folks. See, soon asHomer delivered
the mail and I seen that weird fish on the cover
of Vol. 2 Issue 3, I bout /lipped! What IS that
thing? Neither me nor anybody down at B1's
Bait Shop never did see a fish like that. Check
out them bug eyes! Man, that bugger must live
mighty deep with eyes like them. Thing is,
there ain't no lakes round here very deep,
seeins how there all man-made.

Anyway, you people shore perked me up
on that one. We all sat round the trailer ad
miring that funny fish. Course, a sl~w of fish
stories started comin; so did a brand new bottle
of Rebel Yell. For you knew it, I was happy
as a blew tick hound in heat.

Thanks ya'lI. That cover outta be suit
able for framin or somethin. Anyway, it shore
looks good pinned up next to my picture of
Elvis.

-Sincerely, Pete Jones

* (note: On November 3, 1992,Pete Jones
made an unsuccessful bid to unseatAlabama's
pseudo-Democratic Senator Richard Shelby.
As hedid in 1990 Pete is now focusing on the
gubernatorial race, hoping to be the first Ala
OOmaRu~ctoassumethatstate'shighestollice.)
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Science Editor's Response to Seidman

by Reed F. Noss

I n the Letters section of the fall issue of Wild Earth, Mike Seidman
raised what might be the most contentious issue in biocentric 'con

servation today: to what extent should humans "manage" natural eco
systems? He also requested a response from"a credible biologist with
biocentric leanings," suggesting me as a possible person to "take Dia
mond on." I immediately passed the buck to two biologists whom I
know to be both biocentric and intimately fan1iliar with the specific
problem that promljted Jared Dian1ond's essay in,Natural History:
overbrowsing by deer in forest fragments. The response by University
of Wisconsin ecologists Bill Alverson and Don Waller speaks for it
self. I hope their logic will convince Seidman and other readers that
ecological management is a regrettable necessity in many situations
today. Knowing that thorny issues such as this are not resolved easily,
I offer a few additional observations.

First, it is unfair of Seidman to suggest that Dian10nd has been co
opted by and is an apologist for "the System." Anyone who has fol
lowed DianlOnd's important contributions to the science of ecology
(among other fields) and the art of conservation over the years will know
bettcr. I will not defcnd all of Diamond's arguments in the Natural His
tory article; some I cannot accept. However, the basic point that nature
reserves must be managed if we wish to maintain biodiversity in a dete
riorJting biosphere is incontrovertible. To stand idly by while ecosystems
collapse and'species go extinct-all because of changes in ecological
context traceable to habitat fragmentation, annihilation of predators,
and other human actions-is ilTesponsible. For eXan1ple, a patch of
prairie, oak savanna, or longleaf pine forest in a fragmented landscape
will not experience lightning strikes often enough to bum out invading
hardwood trees and shrubs. If we fail to applymanagement bums, thi nk
ing such actions unnatural, we will watch as the community loses its
natural structure and native species drop out one by one.

Most Wild Earth readers will agree that protection and restoration
of native biodiversity is an ethical obligation, arguably our most im
portant mission as a society. For at least some of us, protecting biodi
versity is a goal more meaningful than any purist notion of hands-off·
preservation. We may aspire to minimal interference for the future, af
tcr the human population has been brought into line with ecological
reality and large landscapes have been restored to wilderness charac
ter; but for the short term, management is necessary to substitute for
natural proceses that have been disrupted. For better or worse, we have
the power to make such a choice. If we choose hands-off preservation,
we consign many species to extinction and many regions to domina
tion by exotic weeds.

Where I disagree with Dian10nd has to do with an eXan1ple he
draws from the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem (GYE). Dian10nd ac
cepts the conventional anthroptx:entric argument that Yellowstone Na
tional P.drk is an island reserve with too many elk and other herbivores
due toa paucity oflarge predators and therefore those herbivores must
be controlled for the convenience of humans:

The National Park Service can't just allow its elk and bison to
breed without limit and then let those animals become someone else's
problem when they invade adjacent ranches in the winter. Hith justice,
ranchers hold strong views about those invasions, especially because
brucellosis carried by bison can infect cattle (Dian1ond 1992, p.8).

Later, he even questions the goal of restoring healthy populations
of predators:

!1ut Yellowstone sgrizzly bears alreadypose public relations prob
lems and constitute real dangers to the safety ofhikers. The National
ParkService is reluctant to compound thisproblem by bringing in wolves
and therefore outraging neighboring ranchers (Dian1ond 1992, p.8).

It may be that some control of native herbivores in the GYE is
necessary in the short term. But the GYE comprises 19 million acres,
75% of it in public ownership. It is the flagship wilderness of the lower
48 states, and wilderness must be considered first and foremost for its
ecological values, and only secondarily as a place to backpack or see
pretty views. If there is ariywhere 'we should be able to restore a com
plete ecosystem with natural predator-prey dynan1ics, it is the GYE.
Ranchers be dan1ned! Most of the affected livestock are on publ ic lands,
subsidized by public funds for no good purpose. Livestock manage
ment poses a threat to native species, not the other way around. The
herbivores most in need ofcontrol (i.e., elimination) are cows and sheep,
not elk and bison. The problem of native herbivores in theGYEis more
one of distribution than of absolute numbers; natural migration routes
have been severed and the animals are artificially concentrated in cer
tain riparian zones, valleys, and other wintering sites not preempted by
human development. Restoring migration corridors and reestablishing
predators to keep the animals moving seems preferable to bowing to
the demands of those who abuse our public lands.

Resolution of the debate over management lies in a long-range
view. Some regions, such as the GYE, are big enough to manage them
selves in terms ofmost ecological phenomena, iflivestock, roads, critical
inholdings, and other intrusions can be phased out. If linked by broad
habitat corridors to other wildlands in the northern and central Rocky
Mountains, a reasonable objective for the near future endorsed by groups
ranging from the The Wilderness Society toAlliance for the Wild Rock
ies, viable populations of grizzly bears, wolves, and other large man1
mals can be maintained. For other regions, say the taJlgrass prairie,
restoration of self-managing ecosystems may take centuries; it must
await the inevitable decline of the human popuiation and collapse of
industrial civilization. The Wildlands Project, for which Wild Earth is
the primary voice, recognizes the need for interim management, in some
places for centuries, while we work for long-term recovery of whole
ecosystems everywhere. Can we agree? 'r
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A RESPONSE TO MIKE SEIDMAN'S LETTER IN WILD EARTH, VOL.2(3)

by WS Alverson and DM Waller

I n an essay for Natural History conservation biolo
gist Jared Diamond asks "Must we shoot deer to save

nature?" He ponders the difficult choices faced by man
agers of natural areas, focusing on the Fontenelle For
est Reserve near Omaha, Nebraska, a 1300 acre
remnant of flood plain forest now isolated from other
forest stands and surrounded by a matrix of suburban
development and farm fields. Browsing by White-tailed
Deer in the Fontenelle has eliminated regeneration in
many tree species. reduced understory vegetation
needed by many songbirds and butterflies, and, in all
likelihood, eradicated several sensitive herbaceous spe
cies. Despite desires on the part of both the Forest
managers and Diamond to avoid interfering in natural
processes, Diamond reluctantly comes to the conclu
sion that shooting deer is necessary in this "tragic si tu
ation." The problem, Diamond argues. lies with
context: this forest and many others have lost their large
carnivores and are too small to sustain the natural eco
logical processes that might once have kept deer and
other species in check. Super-normal densities of key
stone browsers such as deer, in tum. have cascading
effects that threaten diversity throughout the community.

Seidman disagrees with Diamond's assessment
that management is necessary in such cases. He accuses
Diamond of being an apologist for a "System" that in
variably promotes the active management of natural
and semi-natural habitats out of a desire to subjugate
nature. Seidman deplores the compulsion evident in
many land managers to actively manage their lands,
arguing instead that leaving land alone will help us to
shed our anthropocentrism. Perhaps inadvertently, he
therefore sides with the animal rights activists who have
opposed the shooting of deer so vigorously and effec
tively as to cancel deer control programs for the
Fontenelle and elsewhere. Finally, he pleads for
biocentricconservation biologists to speakout against
what he sees as revisionist principles advanced in
Diamond's essay.

As conservation biologists involved in a strenu
ous effort to convince the US Forest Service to adopt a
minimal interference approach to managing substan
tial fractions of the two Wisconsin National Forests,
we might seem appropriate candidates to accept White-tailed Deer skull by Jay Tatara
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Whenever possible, we should seek to re
duce signs ofhuman presence, reduce active
management, and let naturalforces reign.
Yet in some instances we may be forced to
intervene, even aggressively orfrequently, if
we wish to to retain certain native elements
ofdiversity.

Seidman's charge. For the past seven years, we have struggled through
conversation, writing, negotiation, appeals, and litigation to convince
the Forest Service that they could best and most cheaply meet feder
ally mandated concerns to maintain biological diversiiy by abandon
ing active management for timber and game species in several large
(50,000+ acre) "Diversity Maintenance Areas" (Solheim et al. 1986;
Mlot 1992). Notably, Diamond wrote a strong letter in support of our
attempts to create these DMAs, indicating clearly that he is not in fa
vor of active management for its own sake. Finally, for the past three
years we have conducted a large-scale research project into the key
interaction that prompted Diamond's essay: the effects of deer brows
ingon sensitive plant species (Alverson et al. 1988). We can only agree
with Mr. Seidman that land management policies of both public and
private agencies show ,m overwhelming predilection toward manipu
lative management. tvrany public land managers shun the idea thatleav
ing land alone might be good for it, considering it instead irresponsible
or even immoral. This, of course, is nonsense. It is just as nonsensical,
however, to assume that we should never activelY manage land if our
goal is to retain diversity or other natural values. Whenever possible,
we should seek to reduce si gns of human presence, reduce active man
agement, and let natural forces reign. Yet in some instances we may be
forced to intervene, even aggressively or frequently, if we wish to to
retain certain native elements of diversity.

Which threats justify intervention via active management and
which should we simply accept? Is it appropriate to accept acidic pre
cipitation on the Adirondacks and Appalachian wilderness areas? Should
we watch silently as Paperbark (Melaleuca) and Brazjlian Pepper trees
(Schinus) invade the Everglades and displace native trees? Shall we
refrain from buming prairie remnants in Iowa growing into Sweet Clo
ver (Melilotus) and Box Elder (Acer negundo) because of the loss of a
.pre-settlement Iire regime? Should we abandon cowbird control eITarts
and burning to retain young Jack Pine stands for Kirtland's Warbler in
Oscoda' County, Michigan? Should we attempt to reduce deer popula
tions to increase the probability that Moose now wandering into north
ern Wisconsin will become successful colonists (they now die because
of a parasite shared with deer)?

In all these cases, we feel that biocentric managers have a respon
sibility to actively intervene to help compensate for the massive dis
ruption that has already occurred in native ecological processes. While
even purist biocentrists like Seidman would presumably favor actions
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to shield reserves from direct assaults like acid rain, it is difficult to
argue that there is any real distinction among' the threats mentioned
above. No natural area in today's world is free of the "eternal external
threat" posed by human disruption of local, regional, and global eco
logical processes (Janzen 1986). Edge-, area-, and isolation-sensitive
plant and animal species are suffering in most parts of their range. Ex
ternal impacts, including perambulatory deer, penetrate to the core of
small- to medium-sized reserves. While individuals may be unable to
prevent global warming, conservationists do have the power and, cor
respondingly, the responsibility to protect reserves from threats they
understand and can control. In such instances, not managing actively
to control these threats is equivalent to accepting unwanted external
interference. In this context, biologically informed and motivated ef
forts to minimize disruption of natural processes constitutes a far pref
erable form of interference.

In the case ci ted, stewards of the Fontenelle Forest face a restricted
set of choices. They can: 1) allow overpopulation by deer to continue
and label it "natural" (as Seidman seems to suggest); 2) drive the deer
out and fence the area (very expensive but a realistic management op
tion); 3) attempt to impose birth control on the deer (also expensive
and usually unreliable); or 4) seek to control deer populatiOns via hunt
ing (effective and relatively cheap). All these alternatives have been
thoroughly tried in dozens of forest preserves across the Northeast and
Midwest and there is general agreement among natural areas manag
ers which is preferable.

We would propose that the goal of biocentric land managers be to
minimize interference in natural processes as far as possible. In gen
eral, larger nature reserves will require far less intervention and active
management than small areas, one of many arguments in their favor.
But if we are to retain diversity and the natural processes diversity de
pends upon, we will need to accept the obligation to manage smaller
areas in accord with our best knowledge of what their constituent spe
cies require. Thus, we face the ironic (and, to some, unpalatable) situa
tion that in order to achieve our goal of minimal interference, we will
need to actively intervene in cases where we see a clear and present
danger. In some cases, of course, we will not perceive a threat until it is
too late. It is also likely that our efforts to actively manage natural ar
eas will occasionally precipitate unintended consequences (one thinks
of predators introduced onto islands to control mice and rats). Never
theless, such errors do not justify inaction when clear and present dan
gers are recognized. ~
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Natural World News

ADFG CONDEMNS WOLVES

In November of 1992 the Alaska Game
Board announced the Alaskan Strategic Wolf
Management Plan. The stated goal of the plan
is to conserve Alaska's wolves and their prey.
The "conservation" method to achieve this
goal is the aerial gunning by Alaska Depart
ment of Fish and Game personnel of300-400
wolves. The motivation behind the plan was
described by Bruce Bartly, project assistant for
the Alaska Department of Fish and Game
(ADFG): "Some hunters feel short-<:hanged.
They think a few more moose and caribou
should die by bullets instead of teeth."

The Strategic Wolf Management Plan
calls for wolf control actions in three areas of
Alaska: the Fortymile, Delta, and Nelchina

gray wolf(Canis lupus) by Jay Tatara

Basin. For each of the control areas, Gover
nor Walter Hickel of Alaska has olTered the
excess wolves to any state or federal agency
willing to pay for their capture and transport.

Numbering more than half a million in
the 1920s, the Fortymile Caribou herd has
since declined to 22,000. The goal of the
Fortymile control plan is to increase the herd
to 6O,exx:> by the year 2exx:>. To accomplish this,
Gray Wolf numbers are to be decreased by 70
80 percent for five years. Habitat conditions
in the Fortymile are described as capable of
supporting Caribou numbers in the hundreds
of thousands. David Kellyhouse, the division
director of Wildlife Conservation for the
AlaskaDepartmentoffish and Game, believes
the wolf removal plan can, "create a wildlife
spectacle on a par with the major migrations

of East Africa."
The Delta Caribou herd declined from

over 1O,exx:> in 1989 to less than 6000 in 1992.
To increase the Delta Caribou herd to 7000
9000, Department personnel will aerial gun
wolves for three years. The Department ac
knowledges that current habitat conditions will
not support the additional Caribou and habitat
improvements will be necessary.

The Nelchina Basin, proximate to An
chorage and Fairbanks, is one of the most
heavily hunted areas in Alaska. Presently the
supply ofMoose and Caribou in the basin does
not meet the demand, even though for most
of the last two decades wolf numbers have
been controlled. To meet the harvest demand,
ADFG plans to continue limiting Gray Wolf
numbers and to increase the harvest of Griz
z1yBears.

The Strategic Wolf Management Plan is,
of course, idiotic to anyone with a rudimen
tary understanding of predator/prey dynamics.
Dr. Gordon Haber, a biologist with 27 years
of experience studying wolves inAlaska, said
ADFG's plan "is bad biology all around, al
most insulting from a scientific standpoint."
It is most insulting to Gray Wolf, Caribou,
Moose, Grizzly Bear and all the life and the
very places of the Fortymile. Delta and
Nelchina Basin.

The plan demonstrates the lack of eco
logical consciousness of the Alaska Depart
ment of Fish and Game, in particular, and the
wildlife biology profession, in general. The
Department and much of the profession it rep
resents is stuck in the agricultural science of
wildlife management. Technological advances
abound-telemetry, remote sensing, aerial
gunning-but deep ecological understanding
ADFG lacks. Aldo Leopold once shot wol ves,
and describes witnessing the "green fire die"
as the awakening moment necessary for his
own thinking like a mountain ecological con
sciousness. TheADFG aerial gunners will not
see the green fires they destroy.

It really isn't useful to be angry at the
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politicians and the bureaucrats of the Game
Board and the Fish and Game Department;
they are after all politicians and bureaucrats.
We should however, be ang!), at the ADFG
employees who developed this Strategic Plan
and at those who do nothing to expose it yet
continue to call themselves biologistsor ecolo
gists. Quoting from Buddy Red Bird, "the bas
tards are winning because the good guys are
cowards... until individual courage is put on
the line, evil will have its way." Only when
individual biologists begin doing the real work
of ecology, and not the pimping for recreation
dollars, will nonsense like the Strategic Wolf
Management Plan stop.

The hunters ofAlaska should also be ex
pressing their discontent with the Alaska Fish
and Game Department. Atrue hunter does not
want to rid the hunting grounds of the more
skilled four-legged hunters. The ADFG is ca
tering to recreation sport hunters.

What to do? The Strategic Plan is for
short-term economic gain. So don't go up
there. Avoid anything that results in dollars
going to Alaska. Boycott. Write Governor
Waller J. Hickel (POB I lOCH, Juneau, Alaska
99811-eX)l or call 907-465-4195) and tell him
there are no excess wolves. Tell him you were
planning to visit Alaska to spend your vaca
tion 'greenbacks, hut not now. l)on' t buy maga
7jnes that advcrtise Alaska. If you subscribe
to one that docs now, cancel ,md explain why.
Write your Congrcss types ,md tell them to
make sure Alaskan crude is not allowed to be
sold out of this country. If the environmental
group you pay dues to is not creating a fuss,
ask why.

The pUblic outcry against the wolf shoot
ing has already grown loud. fl must, however,
be intensified and sustained to have a lasting
effect. ~

-Dennis Sizemore. executive director,
Round River Consen'alion Studies

Update from the Alaska Wildlife Alli
ance: Governor llickel has called a Wolf Sum
mit to be held January 16-18 and until that time
the plan has been suspended. The Governor
has invited 100 people, mostly from Alaska,
to attend the meeting, including legislators,
conservation leaders and people from the tour
ist indust!)'. At the end of the summit the Board
of Game will meet to determine the future of
the Gray Wolf. Put the pressure on!
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LAWSUIT SEEKS TO HALT
LOGGING OF EASTSIDE OLD
GROWTH

September 10, 1992 the Natural Re
sources Defense Council (NRDC) filed suit on
behalf of seven conservation organizations
seeking to halt the logging of remaining old
growth forests on the Winema National For
est,located on the east side of the Cascades in
south-central Oregon. The suit, filed in federal
district court in Portland, argues that contin
ued logging of old growth threatens the viabil
ity of species that inhabit these forests.

A rePort of the Scientific Panel on Late
Successional Forest Ecosystems (the "Portland
Panel" or "Gang of Four') found that "rela
tively little" old-growth Ponderosa Pine re
mains on the eastside, which "increases the
urgency" to establish a functional old-growth

. reserve system. "Continued logging of old
growth on the 'eastside' presents a grave threat
to the marten, pileated woodpecker, northern
goshawk, whi te-headed woodpecker, and other
species."

NRDC attorney David Edelson blamed
the Forest Service: "Rather than attempting to
protect the remaining old growth and estab
lish a viable reserve system, the agency is rep
licating its discredited management strategy
for the northern spotted owl by protecting onl y
small, isolated old growth stands and logging
all the rest. The few protected areas are too
small, too far apart, and contain inadequate
habi tat to supJXllt viable old growthecosystems."

The old growth management plan chal
lenged in the case was based on regional guide
lines adopted on all ten National Forests in
eastern Oregon and Washington. "The
Winema National Forest is just one example
of a flawed approach to managing old growth.
forests utilized throughout the region. This suit,
if successful, could provide a precedent for
protecting old growth throughout the eastside,"
said Edelson.

The lawsuit specifically challenges an
amendment to the Winema Forest manage
ment plan that will allow the vast majority of
old-growth Ponderosa Pine forest to be logged.
The suit also argues that the Forest Selvice has
failed to consider and disclose the adverse ef
fects oflogging on the old-growth ecosystem,
as required by the National Environmental
Pol icy Act.

In addition to NROC, (71 Stevenson
Street, San Francisco, CA 94105), the plain-

tiffs include Forest Conservation Council,
Oregon Natural Resources Council, Con
cerned Friends of the Winema, National Wild
life Federation, The Wilderness Society, and
Portland Audubon Society. Conservation Bi
ologist Dr. Reed Noss issued a declaration sup
porting the suit, in which he said, ''Old-growth
Ponderosa Pine must be considered an endan
gered ecosystem. No further logging of such
stands is justifiable anywhere in Oregon."

Contact: David Edelson 415-m-02200r
Judy Martinez 213-892-1500. ~

SURE HE CAN PLAY THE
SAXAPHONE, BUT CAN HE SAVE
THE ALABAMA STURGEON?.

On 26 October 1992, the Biodiversity
Legal Foundation (BLF), the Friends of the
Alabama Sturgeon, and attorneys Edward W.
Mudd Jr. and Ray Vaughan sent to the Depart
ment of Interior a 60-day notice of intent to
file suit over the Fish and Wildlife Service's
failure to list the Alabama Sturgeon as Endan
gered under the Endangered Species Act
(ESA). This sturgeon (Scaphirhynchus
suukLtSl) is "one of the rarest unprotected na
tive fish species in the United States and is on
the threshold of extinction," theBLF charges.
Individuals remain only in portions of the
Cahaba, Alabama, and Tombigbee Rivers in
the state of Alabama.

Several key issues, in addition to the fate
of the sturgeon, surround this threat of legal
action. Because of the timing, the case could
be the first test of the new Clinton Ad
minislration's commitment to protect natural
diversity in this country. Also, because of the
fish's specific habitat needs, the case involves
important questions about the designation of
Critical Habitat under the ESA and about the
US Army Corps of Engineers' dredging and
maintenance of channels for commercial traf
fic in the Alabama and Tombigbee Rivers.
Furthermore, the case presents one of the best
documented examples to date of the way large
business interests and state and federal offi
cials are attempting to circumvent the ESA.

For over a decade the Alabama Sturgeon
has remained a candidate for possible listing
as a Threatened or Endangered species. Dur
ing this period, the degradation and destruc
tion of sturgeon habitat by gravel dredging and
mining, water flow rate regulation, and main
tenance of river channels for navigation, have
continued.

.\.



plants and animals have been documented here.
. The forests are generally mesic and var

ied. Unique underlying geology creates differ
ent community types, some more dry and
acidic, some more mesic and of higher ph and
diversity. The exact amount ofoid-growth for
est is as yet undetermined, but indications are
that the area may well contain the greatest ex
tent of unprotected old growth in the South
ern Appalachians. The list of rare plant and
animal species may be more extensive than
those of many state and national parks in the
region. Many of the rare species present are
associated with mature forests and would be
seriously affected by logging.

In the last two decades, much has been
irreplaceably lost in the Big Ivy area. Timber
sales took out precious old growth, and frag
mented remaining forests. Road construction
altered hydrology, and impacted populations
of rare species. As recently as five years ago,
an old-growth stand was logged, even though a
state endangered species associated with ma
ture forests was present. A sale is presently
pending in which logging units contain old
growth forest and an abundance of rare species.

Through the years,Special Interest Areas
and certain Management Areas have been es-
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In the Federal Register Notice of Review,
in 1982 and 1985 the species was recognized
as a Category 2 candidate; and in 1989 as Cat
egory 1(substantive information supports list
ing under the ESA). On 3 October 1991, after
the US Fish and Wildlife Service (EWS) field
office had recommended listing and the des
ignation of Critical Habitat, EWS regional di
rector James Pull iam Jr. signed and submi tted
a proposed rule to EWS director John Turner
in Washington, DC. The EWS Washington
office returned the listing proposal to the re
gional office saying that they would not sign
the rule until the Region obtains additional
documentation of the continued existence of
the species.

Why the rejection?As the BLF points out
in its "notice of intent," "it appears that fac
tors other than biological ones have been re
sponsible for the inordinate and unreasonable
delays."Through the Freedom of Information
Act, the BLF has obtained letters and docu
ments detailing efforts by economic interests
in Alabama and Mississippi and by some
members of Congress from these states to de
rail the listing.

They include a letter of 22 April 1992
from Alabama Governor Guy Hunt to Dan
Quayle as chairman of the Council on Com
petitiveness. The letter states: '1 request that
you review an imminent regulatory initiative
of the Department of the Interior which will
have a devastating economic impact on the
State ofAlabama and adjacent states."Among
his unsubstantiated economic claims, "Prelimi
nary, very conservative estimates from only ten
affected companies show an increase in trans
portation costs alone of more than $2 billion
over twenty years."

Such figures are "distorted and inflated,"
BlF charges. 'ln fact, sturgeon are usually con
sidered to be a commercially valuable species."

With the ESA coming up for reauthori
zation in 1993, the case of the Alabama Stur
geon illustrates how the opponents of the Act
plan to try to amend it such that economic in
terests will be placed into the listing process
under section 4. Currently, the decision on
whether a species receives protection under the
Act must be based only on the best available
scientific evidence. The placing of an eco
nomic cost-benefit analysis in the listing sec
tion of the ESAcould cripple theAct's capacity
to protect species and habitat.

The sturgeon case represents a litmus test
for the Clinton Administration's commitment

to protecting intact ecosystems and natural
diversity, especially where "glamorous"
megafauna are not involved.

For information on how to help the stur
geon, write the Biodiversity Legal Foundation,
POB 18327, Boulder, CO 80308, or call Ray
Vaughan, attorney for Friends of the Alabama
Sturgeon, 205-265-1298. ~

This article is based on a BlF press re
lease, a copy ofthe notice of intent to sue. a
copy ofllie Hunt-Quayle letter and an update
by Mudd and Vaughan.

-Mary Byrd Davis

THE BIG IVY BIODIVERSITY
RESERVE: A CRUCIAL CONCEPT
AT A CRITICAL TIME

On the Toecane Ranger District, Pisgah
National Forest, in western North Carolina
near Asheville, an irreplaceable gem exists.
Known as the Big Ivy area, it offers a unique
opportunity for the establishment of a biodi
versity reserve.

Big Ivy is an approximately 14,000 acre
area of exceptional diversi ty, rare species, and
old-growth forest. At least 47 rare species of
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tablished by the Forest Service (FS) as a reac
tion to the public's desire for protection of spe
cific biological resources. A designation of
"Biodiversity Reserve" has not yet been es
tablished.

The FS now espouses the long-term
maintenance of biological di versity. A FS pub
lication on biodiversity states: ''By virtue of
its size and geographic breadth, the National
Forest System ranks among the country's most
important reservoirs of biodiversity. Indeed,
the majority of non-marine species in the
United States probably occur somewhere on
national forest lands".

Big Ivy has known populations of 22
state-listed plants (some with federal listing
also), I7 plants on the state watch list, and 8
state-listed animals. Populations of some of the
rare species are numerous and healthy. Most
oflhe land area is relatively inaccessible and
rugged. Very little of the area has been thor
oughlyexplored by botanists or zoologists; the
probability of occurrences of other rare spe
cies is quite high.

Numerous rare plant species such as
Disporum mal'ularum. Silene ovate, Hydrastis
canadensis. Aconitum reclinatwn. Stellaria
corei. Streptopus amplexijolius. Dryopteris
goldiana. Trillium rugelii amI Hybanthus
concolorarc associated with mature forest in
telior conditions. Populations of these species
in areas within private and public lands suit
able for timber harvest will continue to be re
duced. M,my Ix)pulations of these rare species
may be too small to contain enough genetic
diversity and may slowly die out. Thus the
large populations in Big Ivy will become even
more critically important. The area contains
high quality examples of natural communities
such as Northern Hardwood Forest,
Boulderfield Forest, High Elevation Red Oak,
High Elevation Seep, Montane White Oak,
Montane Oak-Hickory, Rich Cove and Red
Spruce-Fraser Fir Forest.

Big Ivy also provides habitat for species
whose populations' health depends upon low
road density, such as Black Bear. Big Ivy's
proximity to other roodless areas makes it even
more valuable.

The old-growth areas in the reserve may
provide conditions absent in areas of the
.Southem Appalachians that have been cut. The
coolness, moisture, and shade of the mature
forests provide exceptional habitat quality for

. both riparian and aquatic associated species.
Here salamanders, including rare species, are
diverse and abund'mt. Clearcutting radically
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reduces the abundance and diversity of sala
manders.

If a reserve were established in Big Ivy,
old-growth forest would remain intact, and
surrounding forests could continue succession.
The potential for forest interior species to re
turn to previously logged forests still exists as
long as healthy populations remain. However,
most of Big Ivy is still designated in Manage
ment Area classifications that allow for tim
ber harvest. Thus there is still pressure for
logging. Those interested in the conservation of
Big Ivy are welcome to contact Karin Heiman
or Mary Kelly at 704-049-3804 or 704-2.58
8737. Also, write to the planning team at Na
tional Forests in North Carolina, PO Box 27~,
Asheville, NC 28802. ~

-Karin Heiman, 50 Rector Branch
Road, Marshal, NC 28753

MORE ROADS ON CLINTON -GORE
AGENDA

A CALL FOR ACTION FROM THE
ALLIANCE FOR A PAVING MORATO
Rlillvf:

Yes, Gore is the environmentalist com
pared to Quayle. But on 27 October 1992 he
called for a freeway to be built in Michigan's
Upper Peninsula. As for hi~ boss, if you didn't
hear Clinton say he would build roads as the
antidote to the recession, then you were out of
touch with the news in 1992.

It is crucial that Wild Earth readers par
ticipate in the unpaving of AI Gore's and Bill
Clinton's minds. Global warming, deforesta
tion, ozone layer depletion, smog... all are
worsened by- and in fact mostly caused by
roads (paved and unpaved) and parking lots
and the motor vehicles that take to them like
fleas toa dog. The paving moratorium move
ment is key to wilderness preservation and
restoration, to creating· auto-free ci ties, and to
reducing oil consumption, which, at 115 bil
lion gallons a year in the U.S., contributed to
the genocidal Gulf War.

A road moratorium could redirect devel
opment toward our deteriorating communities.
Read pur JipsAI and Bill: a new-road morato
rium will stimulate jobs, jobs to heal the land
and our communities.

With over a million miles of roads out of
repair in the U.S., with a cost to fix them at
over $400 billion, we cannot afford more
roads! More roads do not even alleviate lJ"af
fic congestion. Building bike paths, foot paths
and renewable energy powered passenger rail

would better solve mobility gridlock. And
those "avenues," along with repairing roads,
are better for generating enployment than fir
ing up Earth-destroying machinery.

Send your suggestions to: President Bill
Clinton, The White House, 1600 Pennsylva
niaAve., Washington, DC 20500

Please support our paving moratorium
campaign with a $30 subscription fee, or
more- we're tax deductible. Tell any environ
mental group to which you belong to pressure
Clinton and Gore and their aides to spare us
the extra asphalt! ~

-Jan Lundberg, Publisher, frlling.Mt2J:Jk.
tmium..IJ.pda1e. AlliANCE FOR A PAVING
MORATORIUM, POB 4347, Arcata, CA 95521

LUJAN VIOLATED THE MEXICAN
SPOTIEDOWL

Secretary of the Interior Manuel Lujan
and the US Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS)
violated the Endangered Species Act in their
failure to list the Mexican Spotted Owl as
Threatened, the Biodiversity Legal Foundation
(BLF) and Dr. Robin Silver charged in No
vember in separate notices of intent to sue.
They point out that from a biological point of
view, the Mexican Spotted Owl (Slrix.
occidentaljs lucida) is even more endangered
than the much publicized Northem Spotted
Owl.

The Mexican Spotted Owl, which has
darker background plumage and larger white
spots than the northem bird but otherwise re
sembles it, lives in forested mountains and
canyons from the Rocky Mountains in Colo
rado and the Colorado Plateau in southern
Utah, south through western Texas, New
Mexico, and Arizona, into Mexico. It needs
uneven-aged, multi-storied, mixed conifer for
ests with closed canopies, and prefers the older
and denser forests, although field data suggest
that it may have adapted to a more diverse
range of habitats than its northern cousin.
Ninety percent of its habitat is in the hands of
the US Forest Service.

The chief threats to the subspecies are
destruction of its habitat by logging, and in
creased predation and competition from the
Great Horned Owl and the Red-tailed Hawk
due to habitat fragmentation. According to the
FWS, between 2100 and 2200 Mexican Spot
ted Owls survive, one-third as many as North
ern Spotted Owls.

As a result of a December 1989 petition
to list the Mexican Spotted Owl under the
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Fndangered SpeciesAct, FWS determined that
such a listing was warranted and, 4 Novem
ber 1991, published a proposed rule to list the
owl. The ESA requires a final determination
and publication within one year of the publi
cation of the proposed regulation. As of 9 De
cember, a final determination had not been
made. Meanwhile, the US Forest Service con
tinues to allow the logging of owl habitat in
Colorado, Arizona, and New Mexico.

Jasper Carl ton of BLF reports that there
is so little functional old growth left in the
Southwest that we do not know "whether it can
provide the habitat for the area's old~growth

associated species," even if no more old
growth iscut. In addition to the Mexican Spot
ted Owl, species threatened by the fragmenta
tion and destruction of mature forests in the
Southwest include the Northern Goshawk,
Flammulated Owl, Spotted Bat, Occult Bat,
Jemez Mountain Salamander, Wood Lily, and
Goodding's Onion.

BLFintends to call attention to the plight
of the whole ecosystem. It also plans to be
ready to respond to criticism of the owl's list
ing from those who fear unemployment. To
lessen the impact of preserving old growth on
residents of small towns dependent on the tim
ber industry. BLF is working with Forest
Guardians on ideas for economic conversion,
such as small-scale selective cuttingof second
growth to support micro-industries in wood
products.

Asked whether BLF and Silver will join
forces to file a single suit if the Mexican Spot
ted Owl is not rapidly listed; Silver promised,
"We will do whatever is necessary to make
sure that the owls and the canopied habitat that
they require survive." He suggests that read
ers call the FWS director (202-2~-4717) to
encourage the agency "to behave more eon
sistently with its mandate."

For additional information contact the
Biodiversity Legal Foundation (303-442
3037) or Dr. Robin Silver (602-246-4170). ~

-Mary Byrd Davis .
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BLFTHREATENS LEGAL ACTiON
TO PROTECT FLUVIAL ARCTIC
GRAYLING

In a formal60-day notice of intent to sue,
filed with Secretary of the Interior Lujan No
vember 4, the Biodiversi ty Legal Foundation
(BLF) and George Wuerthner charged the Sec
retary, and Fish and Wildlife Service Director
John Turner, with illegally delaying the list
ing of the Fluvial Arctic Grayling (Thymallus
arcticus) under the Endangered Species Act
(ESA). The Fluvial Arctic Grayling is one of
the rarest unprotected native fish species in the
United States and is on the threshold of ex
tinction.

Unless Secretary of the Interior Lujan
takes the' necessary steps to make a petition
finding on whether the listing of the Fluvial
Arctic Grayling under the ESA "may be war
ranted" within 60 days, the prospective co
plai ntiffs will file suit in Federal District Court
to compel the Secretary to meet his statutory
obligations. George Wuerthner and the BLF
had filed a formal petition with the Secretary
on 2 October 1991 requesting that the Fluvial
Arctic Grayling be listed and protected under
the ESA.

At least three major reasons are cited for
its overall decline in Montana. First, the gray
ling is easy to capture. Although regulations
today limit how many, if any, grayling can be
kept by human fishers. in years past the vul
nerability of grayling may have led to its ex
tirpation in many waters.

Second, although grayling co-existed
with Cutthroat Trout as well as other native
species, human introduction of exotic, more
aggressive fish,like the Brook, Rainbow. and
Brown Trout, may have resulted in over
whelming competition for the grayling. Both
overharvest and competition are thought to be
responsible for the loss of grayling in the Macli
son River within Yellowstone National Park.

Third, the greatest and most easily recti
fied threat to grayling is dewatering of rivers.
Irrigation withdrawals from the Big Hole and
other rivers reduces the habitat available to all
fish, including·grayling. This lowering of natu
ral water flows increases interspecies conflicts
and competitio!,! and reduces overall water
quality by increasing water temperature and
introducing excessive nutrient loading.

The listing of the Fluvial Arctic Grayling
undertheESA would increase funding for both
research and the restoration of instream flows.
It would give agency officials legal authority

to better maintain river flows by reducing irri
gation losses. A cooperative, adequately
funded effort by state and federal agencies
working with private land owners will be
needed to achieve the conservation of
Thymallus arcticus. For more information,
contact the BLF 'il

-Jasper Carlton, BLF, POB 18327.
Boulder, CO 80308

BLF PETITIONS FOR ROCKY
MOUNTAIN LIMPET SNAIL

On 30 September 1992 the Biodiversity
Legal Foundation (BLF) and Dr. Shi Kuei Wu
of the University of Colorado formally peti
tioned the Department of the Interior to emer
gency list the Rocky Mountain Limpet Snail,
Acroloxus coloradensis (Henderson) as Endan
gered and to designate Critical Habitat for it.

Scientists believe that Acroloxus
coloradensis was once widely distributed over
North America. Now populations exist at only
two sites in the United States: Peterson Lake
in Colorado and Lost Lake in Montana; and
six sites in Canada: two in Alberta and four in
the East l .

This limpet is of particular interest to sci
entists. because it"is the only North Ameri
can representative of the Superfamily
Acroloxacea and is believed to be the most
primitive pulmonate snail in this continent'"2,
i.e., the most primitive snail belonging to the
large order Pulmonata, characterized by a lung
or respiratory sac. Some authorities believe
that the species differs to such a degree from
other mollusks that it deserves to be in its own
separate family, or even its own order 3.

The species is on the verge Qf extinction
in halfof its US habitat. Peterson Lake. In 1992
Wu and three assistants discovered only one
limpet in ninety minutes of intense searching,
and found that the shore the species had fa
vored is now heavily polluted. The lake suf
fers from removal of water for snowmaking;
salting, sanding, and grading of adjacent
roads; and a chlorine wastewater treatment
plant upstream. Colorado law does not protcct
invertebrates, and no government agency
monitors the privately owned lake. Four-sea
son water quality records have apparently not
been compiled.

Limpet snails are more numerous at Lost
Lake, but. even though the lake is in Glacier
National Park, their future is not assured. The
lake is only a few hundred yards west of the
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overlook for Wild Goose Island, along the
heavily-used Going-to-the-Sun road. Appar
ently local people and employees of park con
cessions swim in and camp next to the lake.
These activities threaten the limpets, since they
usually live on rcx~ks and logs near shore. in
shallow waters. To learn how secure these lim
pets are. population and water quality studies
need to be done.

Whatever the status of the Lost Lake Iim
pets, the species cannot be safe in the US if
only a single population exists here.
"Acroloxus coloradensis is one of the rarest
unprotected mollusks in this country and is
now rarer than many invertebrates already
designated as endangered under the ESA,"
Jasper Carlton, <;lirector of the BicxJiversity
Legal Foundation points out.

For more infonnation, contact the BLF,
POB 18.127, Boulder, CO 80308-8327.

1. Shi-Kuei Wu. "Colorado freshwater
mollusks." Natural J:li.s.t.oLylnY.lilltOry clillfr:
rado. No. II (Boulder, CO: Univ. of Colorado
Ivluseum, Nov. 1989), p. 9.

2. AI1hur H. Clarke (ECOSEARCH. Inc.),
Sla1lllLSlu:v.ey.oLSclcctcd hly.crtehratcs.oLU1ah.
Third Progress Report (30 June 1992), p. 4.

3. See Clarke, p. 4; and BLF and Dr Shi
K~ei Wu. "Petition for a Rule to emergency list
the Rocky Mountain Limpet Snail ...... 9-30-92.
The petition is the major source of information
for thi s report 'il

-Jasper Carlton

BLF WINS PROTECTION FOR
HUNDREDS OF SPECIES

The Bush administration and conserv3
,tionists have reached a "satisfactory" out-of
court settlement of the multiple-species suit
brought against the US Fish and Wildlife Ser
vice for failure to adequately implement the
Endangered Species Act. Jasper Carlton of the
Biodiversity Legal Foundation (BLF) cruuac
terizcd the suit. in an article in the winter 1991
92 issue of Wild Earlh, as "the first
broad-based generic lawsuit, involving hun
dreds if not thousands of species across the
country." The settlement will affect some 2800
species, Carlton now says.

Crucial to the success of the suit were
eight gmssroots conservationists representing
all regions of the country. The BLF devised
the legal strategy for the ca.,c. Media reports
have tended to overlook the role of the grass-
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roots and to underestimate the impact of the
settlement. Wild Earth plans to run a full ar
ticle on the case in its spring issue. ~

-Mary Byrd Davis

LOGGERS ASSAULT GUATEMALAN
CONSERVATIONISTS

In an incident that promises to be as con
troversial as the death of Chico Mendez, the
beating ofjournal ist Omar Cano Herrera and
two conservation officials from Guatemala's
CONAP agency has resulteCl in an interna
tional uproar which may give both environ
mental activists and reporters more rights in
Central America. Following their torture by
conlrabandisla woodcutters and soLdiers in
the Mayan Biosphere Reserve, Cano and the
two CONAP protected area m'¥1agers were
showered with support from the International

.Committee for the Protection of Journalists,
the Foreign Press Club, Guatemala's own Hu
man Ri ghts Office, the Archbishop of Guate
mala, Greenpeace, Defenders of Wildlife, and
20 other organizations. The evidence of
wrongdoing on the part of soldiers and log
gers was so immediately obvious that 7 of the
alleged attackers were aITested within a week.
The implications that they were "following
orders from above" (in the military) are be
ing seriously investigated by the governor of
the Department (Province) of Peten, Carlos
Asturias, himself an outspoken conservation
advocate.

The incident occurred between Decem
ber I and 3, when Siglo Viente Uno ("21st
Century News') reporter Cano traveled into
the Maya Biosphere Reserve to document il
legal logging with Reserve manager Spencer
Dempsey Ortiz Kreis and his supervisor,
Alberto Luna Franco. both age 24. They were
delayed overnight near the site of the illegal
woodcutting, then confronted early in the
morning by 60-80 loggers and several sol
diers, who beat them with cameras confiscated
from Cano. (Only one of the cameras has since
been recovered, but newspapers have printed
aerial photos of the clandestine logging op
eration in the protected area.) After being tor
tured and interrogated, the three
conservationists were finally released by their
anned kidnappers when the governor inter
vened on their behalf. The captors assumed
the young men had been taught a lesson and
would be too scared to report the incident. But
as Alberto Luna later related, Cano had al-

ready made up his mind to name names and
cite details in a manner unprecedented in Cen
tral American environmental coverage: '1f we
leave here alive," he confided, '1'm going to
make a full expose by Sunday."

By Saturday December 5, Siglo Veinte .
Uno printed 6 full pages of photos of theirlac
erations as well as eye-witness accounts, seil
ing a record number of copies in the Peten.
This was in part because Conservation
International's Pro-Peten office was hosting an
exposition of ecologically-produced arts and
crafts which had attracted environmental ac
tivists to the area from a dozen countries. The
Peten governor, who briefly appeared at the
exposition, publicly promised to bring to trial
not only the clandestine loggers but their ac
c0lT!plices in the military and central govern
ment.

The incident came just two weeks after
the Guatemalan Congress granted pennits to
harvest "previously felled trees" in the Peten,
against the governor's will~ thus sanctioning
all kinds of logging out of sight of officials. It
also followed a demonstration by Guatemalan
journalists on government office buldings,

. demanding more freedom in reporting contro
versial incidents, a demand met with contempt
by officials. ~

-Gary Nabhan
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The War in Lebanon

by Fareed Abouhaidar

OVERVIEW OF THE COUNTRY

Lebanon. The very word conjures images of war and an
archy. What most people are not aware of is the enormous en
vironmental devastation taking place there as well. This article
will attempt to introduce to Americans the little-known, di
verse natural environment of Lebanon and the threats facing it.

Lebanon is situated at the eastern end of the Mediterra
.nean Sea, at the crossroads of Europe, Asia and Africa. The
Lebanon Mountains run parallel to the coast, in places abut
ting the sea, and attaining heights up to 10,131 feet and inter
cepting most precipitation. Deep, narrow canyons hold
seasonal streams. The Bekaa Valley separates these mountains
from the more-arid Anti-Lebanon range. Precipitation ranges
from 30 to 40 inches of rain on the coast to over 50 inches,
mostly as snow, in the higher elevations. The name 'Lebanon"
is derived from a Semitic word meaning "white as milk," for
the snow-covered ranges beckoned desert travelers from afar.
The country's rugged topography and varied climate result in
several life zones defined by elevation; some 2600 to 4200
species of plants (depending on reference) grow in this tiny
country.

The country has been inhabited since the dawn of human
civilization. Not surprisingly, the land shows the wear and tear
of several millennia. Historically, the Lebanon range was cov
ered with extensive forests of cedar ofLebanon (Cedrus Ubani' .
). Most were logged in ancient times for export to build temples
and naval fleets. Although the Romans eventually imposed a
logging ban on what remained, only a few small groves have
survived to the present. The former cedar forests were replaced
by other Mediterranean vegetation such as stone pine (Pinus
pinea), aleppo pine (Pinus halepensis), turkey oak (Quercus
cerris), kermes oak (Quercus cocci/era var. calliprinos), an<J
smaller numbers of cypress (Cupressus spp.), juniper
(Juniperus phoenicea), fir (Abies cilicera, and carob (Ceralonia
siliqua). Above 6500 feet is a barren area with desert-like plants.

map by Brian Evans
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ENVIRONMENTAL DEVASTATION

By the early 20th century, Lebanon had little "untrammeled wil
derne~s" in the American sense. Still, it was a pleasing Mediterranean
landscape of fore~ts, meadows, riparian areas, and limestone outcrops.
Centuries-old agricultural tcrraces built of stone, orchards, and small
villages blended with the natural scene.

Then high-powered guns and bulldozer~ were invented.
In the pa~t, wildlife abounded. It included wolves, jackals, wild

boars, deer, badgers, even brown bem's and panthers, as well as over
::!::!O species of resident and migratory birds. The largest animals were
the first to go, and most other species were sharply reduced in num
bers. Almost half of Lebanon's resident bird species were extirpated.
Lebanon's only major marsh, the Ammiq in the Bekaa Valley, was re
centl ydecimated.

What little wildlife survives i~ extremely shy of humans. An oc
casional fox is still glimpsed, and jackals and boars may be seen by a
lucky few in lower elevations during harsh winters~ they often end up .
as trophies. Deer ,md squirrels are taken for granted by most suburban
ites in the US, but in my::!4 years in Lebanon, I saw only one squirrel;
a dcad one. Although they were said to sUivive in Lebanon, I saw deer
only in zoos ,md parks. Bats and some owls remain, thanks to their
nocturnal habits.

"Hunters," nearly half a mill ion of them by some estimates, swarm
over the countryside year-round. The non-stop racket of shotguns on
an early Sunday morning can rival that of a Lebanese civil war battle
field. Shooters range from the eight-year-old boy trying his /irst BB
gun on a few span-ows and finches in a local orchard to the rich man
toting a powerful rifle who retums'from a weekend hunt in the Bekaa
Valley with 400 birds. Sunday trippers can buy bundles of dead birds
from roadside vendors on highways. Skewered songbirds are a deli
cacy served in many Lebanese restaurants.
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Unfortunately, Lebanon is strategically located along a major fly
way connecting Eurasia with Africa. Each spring and fall, hordes of
"hunters"step into their backyards and point at anything that flies, shoot
ing at random until something falls, often using machine guns. The
storks, hawks, and other birds brought down are not eaten; the poach
ers merely use them to show off in their villages, parading the victims
and posing in front of cameras. By some estimates, 15 to 20 million
migratory birds a year are brought down. Even before the war started
in 1975, the situation was so dismal that newspapers received angry
letters from Germany complaining about the decimation of storks. More
recently, a Finnish group wrote to the President of Lebanon protesting
the shooting of raptors. In 1982, invading Israelis hardened by war were
shocked to see stuffed birds everywhere they went.

The decimation of bi rds has triggered a disastrous chai n reaction.
Each spring, whole forests of aleppo pines and.both species of oaks are
plagued by tent caterpillars. Even the cedar of Lebanon, the center
piece of Lebanon's flag, is vulnerable to insects. Forest cover has de
creased in part due to insect attacks, leading to erosion from the
mountains. After an intense storm, the sea turns murky brown as
Lebanon's streams bleed topsoil from denuded slopes. As a result, fish
habitat has silted up, affecting marine birds not accessible to poachers.

Forests have been under constant assault since the days of the
Phoenicians. They have been decimated by human-caused summer fires
(often started by smoking "hunters'), by logging for single-use wooden
fruit crates (before the advent of the reusable plastic version), and by
uncontrolled goat browsing. In the last several decades, deforestation
has accelerated. In many Third World countries, most deforestation
results from desti tute peasants cutting firewood and from cattle ranch
ing. Although firewood gathering is a problem in Lebanon, much of
the deforestation is due to antiquated environmental laws facing a build
ing boom not unlike that ofa typical American sunbelt city. Even while
the war- which ended in 1990- raged in frontl ine areas, construction



boomed elsewhere, radiating like a cancer around Beirut and other cit
ies. Developers subdivided wild land in the mountains, and villages
fused into amorphous masses of ugl y apartment buildings. Hardest hi t
were overcrowded areas northeast of Beirut where many people sought
refuge during the war. Ironically, the Shouf area southeast of Beirut, .
racked by past sectarian fighting, remains relatively unspoiled.

Much of Lebanon is privately owned; most of what little public
land there is receives no formal protection. Weak zoning laws and
laissez-faire private-property rights allow such monstrosities as five
story buildings on forested slopes. Large areas are owned by various
religious institutions; these are reserved for the "benefit" of followers,
who are often invited to cut wood.

Lebanon was blessed with spectacles that in the US would have
been set aside as National Parks. One mountainous area, with its huge,
razor-sharp limestone outcrops (karst), resembles Bryce Canyon in
Utah. Due to its proximity to the Faraya skiing center and popular
summer resort towns, it has been scarred by subdivisions and rock
quarries.

The famed Adonis Canyon penetrates the mountains north of
Byblos (from which "bible" was derived); sycamores line a stream
hemmed in by steep cI iffs and slopes rival ing those of Hells Canyon in
the US Northwest. A huge gravel quarry mars the walls in one part of
the canyon, and nearby factories foul the riparian area. Despite a sit-in
at its entrance by environmentalists, the quarry continued to operate
because the President of Lebanon had an interest in it. This canyon
contains rare plants endemic to Lebanon. Another area wi th endemics,
near Sofar, is inhabited by Iris sofarana. a delicate nower with purple
variegations, now gravely threatened by ignorant pickers.

For millennia, invaders left records of their passing carved on the
face of a strategic rocky promontory near the Dog River. Although the
inscriptions survive, the famous rock has been gouged by a huge rock
quarry in recent decades. This is akin to blowing up half ofEl Morro in
New Mexico for gravel.

In the sea, dynamite is the illegal fishing method of choice. Occa
sionally, someone catches a dolphin or sea turtle which then is paraded
around town. Seals lived in a limestone cave underneath Beirut until
recently.

Many other problems plague Lebanon. Here is a brief rundown:
• Lebanon has become a Western-style consumer society. Recycling

is limited and littering is widespread. Garbage is dumped next to
roads in scenic valleys. At a popular promenade in Beirut, dispos
able beverage bottles cascade down a limestone cliff into the sea.

• Rural road-widening work, euphemistically dubbed "beautifica
tion projects," is a favorite recipient of parliamentary pork even
in war-ravaged ghost towns.

• Tax codes discourage people from maintaining large (i:e. a few
acres), private "nature reserves."

• Beaches are being destroyed by luxury resorts and illegal sand min
ing. The coast between Beirut and the Dog River was filled in to
create real estate. Untreated sewage from coastal cities fouls the
sea.

• Overpopulation is a politically sensitive subject and is rarely dis
cussed, even though some 3.5 million people cram the 4000
square-mile country.

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVISM

Most Lebanese have been indifferent to the environmental havoc
around them. Many spend their leisure time mainly on sedentary ac
tivities such as going to movies, driving around, sunbathing on pol
luted beaches (where they've grown accustomed to balls of tar and globs
of trash), and shooting birds. It may be relevant to mention that a large
majority of the popUlation smokes.

Still, the appearance of an environmental movement was inevi
table, and in the late 1970s, the Friends or Nature (FaN) came into
being. Even as the war simmered, FaN succeeded in bringing about
the formation of a Ministry of the Environment. The Ministry, in turn,
created Bentaa'el National Park, Lebanon's first and only such park, a
tiny, two-square-kilometer patch in the mountains. FaN stopped four
more proposed quarries in Adonis Canyon. The founders tirelessly
toured schools, giving lectures; the antiquated official curriculum still
does not include environmental education. They led group hikes in a
country where hiking for recreation was a novel concept.

Thanks to FaN's efforts in the early 1980s, the environment
grabbed daily headlines in the media, and many citizens took to envi
ronmental activism. In the late 1980s, the war worsened and the
economy collapsed. On my last trip to Lebanon in 1990, I saw far less
media coverage of the subject, and I was unable to contact FaN or
find out if they remained active.

Lebanon has not had a Ministry of the Environment since 1982,
when a new six-year presidential term started. The war was a lame ex
cuse since, in late 19K!, the war was supposed to have ended. A new
.govemment was formed last May, minus Environment. Lebanon has a
Ministry ofTourism even though the country stopped attracting visi
tors years ago.

With the war finally over, Lebanon is poised to repair damage and
resume growth. Master plans being drawn need to take into consider
ation the natural surroundings that shaped the culture of the people of
Lebanon and gave the world Lebanon's most famous wliter, Khalil
Jibran, who is often likened to Henry David Thoreau.

WHAT YOU CAN DO

Write to Lebanon's ambassador to the US: Lebanese Embassy,
2560 28th Street NW, Washington, DC 20008. Remind him that leba
non harbors unique ecosystems, and that if the Ministry ofTourism is
important in a war-ravaged country, then surely a Ministry of the Envi
ronment is at least as important. In the past Lebanese tourism empha
sized a few cultural sites while ignonng the countryside around them.
Tell him that post-war visitors will not come just to see a few spots if
the rest of the country is an eyesore.

For more information on Lebanon's environment, see Ecologie
du Liban by Georges and HenriettaTohme (1985. International Publi
cations Service, 114E. 32nd St. New York, NY 1(016), and "Battered
Birds of Lebanon" by Rick Boling in AUdubon, 1-86. The former is
available in Arabic, as well as French, ror your reading pleasure.

Fareed Abouhaidar(1628 W MIlagro, Mesa, AZ85202) grew uP
in Lebanon where, as a six-year-old, he once dumped in water a BB
gun being used to shoot songbirds. He moved to Arizona in 1985mainly .
due to the war. He has an MS from Arizona State University in Envi
ronmental Resources in Agriculture.
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Mexico's Cienega de Santa Clara
UGreen Lagoon" Reborn and Threatened Once Again

by Dale S. Turner

H ere is a tale of wilderness lost, restored, and threatened again.
It's a story of biological beauty and industrial sterility, of un
tcuned water and concrete canals. Most striking, it's also a

story of the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation doingsomething very right,
quite by accident. and how they might soon reverse this precedent.

Our story centers around the del ta of the Colorado River, one of
the natural wonders of North America. Until this century. the gathered
waters of the Colorado spread out across this 3325 square mile plain,
creating a lush green landscape in the dliest heart of the Sonoran Desert.
Marshes and thickets, saltgrass prairies and gallery cottonwood forests
all grew within a stone's throw of a sea of barren sand dunes, the im
mensc Gran Desierto. The air was full of birds, the water full of fish,
and jaguar roamed the land.

In addition to wildlife, the untamed land had human inhabitants.
Several thousand native Americans, known as the Cocopas, lived in
small bands scattered across the delta. Dwelling in hemispherical huts
of stick and mud (the primordial dome home). they thrived in a fat
I,md-growing squash, beans ,md corn, gathering grass seed in sea
son, catching fish and hunting small game.

Even in 1922, Aldo Leopold found it to be a "milk-and-honey
wilderness." In his essay, 'The Grcen Lagoons" (part ofASand County
ALmanac) he called it a "home in the remote fastnesses of space and
time; wc'were both back in the Pleistocene."

The river was not a gentle provider for this land. however. Rows
could range from a relati ve trickle ()200 cubic feet/second was recorded
in September 1924) to a raging torrent (186,000 cfs in June 1921). The
primary river channel writhed like a snake, looping and. curling all the
way down the delta, "for he could not decide which of a hundred green
lagoons offered the most pleasant and least speedy path to the Gulf."
according to Leopold. But in /lood stage the river was more like a stam
IJeding herd. often spreading a shallow torrent across the entire delta.
Such /loods were reliable summer events, watering the vegetation and
distributing a load of sediment and organic matter comparable to that
carried by the greatest rivers in the world.
. As U.S. Lt. George Horatio Derby desclibed the mouth of the delta
in 1850, 'Thousands of trunks of trees Iie scattered over its surface as
far as the eye can reach, showing that it must be entirely overllowed at
the season of freshets. "

Such /loods would also rearrange the channel bed, leaving aban-
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doned meanders scattered across the countryside Iike the stri ng of bro
ken hearts left by a wild woman. One such cutoff channel, the Cienega
de Santa Clara. would become the most important wetland in the
Sonoran Desert.

The Cienegade Santa Clara was a huge marsh in 1875, when U.S.
Navy Commander George Dewey mapped the shores of the Gulf of
California. It was supplied in part by the very shallow water table of
the delta, but got its primary supply from the regular floodwaters.

Humans began their attempts to tame the delta in 1901. with levees
and diversion canals to protect farm fields and a railroad line, and to
support new farming operations in the Imperial Valley. Large patches
of the delta were cleared for agriculture, but the real domestication of
this wilderness came with the giant dams upstream. Starting with Boul
der (Hoover) Dam in 1935, then followed by concrete plugs like Parker
Dam, Imperial Dam. and Glen Canyon Dam. the Colorado River was
trained ,to the yoke, bled of iIs waters and robbed of the sediment that
provided its name. Most of the delta was converted to giant rectangu
lar fields of colton, wheat and vegetables: Big Agriculture. The rest,
down near the Gulf, has become barren. saline mudflats.

Without regular supplies of floodwater, the Cienega began to
shrink. It was down to about 75 acres in 1975, but upstream politics
would deliver a newsource of water and restoration of the marsh.

In the 1950s,east ofYuma, Arizona, farmers organized one of the
last big irrigation districts to suck subsidized water from the Colorado.
Called the Wellton-Mohawk Irrigation and Drainage District, they struck
it rich'by making the desert bloom with cotton, citrus. and lettuce. Their
only problem was salinity in the soil, aggravated by poor soil drainage
and mineral-laden water from the river. To solve the problem. they be
gan pumping the residual water out from under their farm fields and
dumping it back into the Colorado via a tributary, the Gila River.

This solution caused new problems for farmers downstream, be
cause suddenly the Colorado River water was too salty for crops be
fore it reached their fields, This was further complicated by the location
of all the downstream I'armers- they were all in Mexico and so couldn't
seek any simple solutions, .

Mexican officials had complained since the 1930s about the
steadily shrinking amount of water in the river, and the sudden rise in
salinity made it a serious international issue. The U.S. had largely ig
nored earlier protests. but the discovery of large Mexican oil reserves
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gave new signi ricance to their concems.
A long series of negotiations led to a Ir:;t73 agreement on a "Per

manent and Definitive Solution" which guaranteed both the quantity
and quality of water that would reach Mexico. Out of a pre-dam an
nual /low estimated in 1932 to average 17 million acre-feet (I acre
foot equals about 326,000 gallons), Mexico is now entitled to get 1.5
million acre-feet each year.

To fulfill that promise, the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (BuRec)
sought a way to reduce salinity and increase /lows in the river without
reducing the allocations of any major U.S. water user and without of
fending any 1X)litically powerful groups. That ruled out just leaving more
water in the river by means like relmsing more from the dams upstream
orclosing down the Well ton-Mohawk Irrigation District.

BuRec reached a partial solution by working with farmers in
Wellton-Mohawk to change the mix of crops there, eliminating water
guzzlers like citrus, and to increase the irrigation efficiency of the dis
hict, thus reducing the amount and salinity of the drainage produced.
But that was too little and too slow. Adecision came down from Wash
ington DC that the centerpiece of the "definitive solution" would be a
giant desalination plant, and the Bureau was to build it.

The Yuma Desalting Plant, as it was officially named, was to be
the largest reverse osmosis operation in the world,.so times larger than
the previous record holder. It would be expensive to build, run, and
maintain, would require vast amounts of electricity, and would be
quickly outdated by changing technology, but it was the kind of Big
Engineering the Bureau likes

The plant would draw water from the Wellton-Mohawk's saline
drainage water, clean it up, dump the pure water into the Colorado for
Mexico to use, and dump the leftover brine into a canal (the Main Out
let Extension) that would CaiTY it.so miles south to the Gulf of C1lifor
nia. At least, that was the plan.

As it turned out, the Yuma plant ran into technical, legal, and po
litical problems almost immediately. Its critics, including the General
Accounting Office and the Interior Department's Inspector General,
claimed it was too expensive and wouldn't fulfill the U.S. obligations.
Nonetheless, the Bureau slogged ahead and eventually completed the
plant in May 1992, more than a decade behind schedule and at a cost
or $258 million, more than five times the OIiginal budget.

In the meantime, though, BuRec's canal to the Gulf has carried
the whole volume or Wellton-Mohawk drainage water since 1978. But
the canal never reached the Gulf. Instead, it delivered about 140,000
acre-feet of watcr (nearly 46 billion gallons) each year to the Cienega
de Santa Clara.

Over the past 14 years, that remnant marsh has ~en restored to
its former glory and now covers approximately 50,000 acres, making
it by far the largest wetland in the Sonoran Desert. The drainage water
is too saline for most common agricultural crops, but cattails and reeds
have done fine and cover the area in dense stands. Bird life is thriving,
as are the protecting swamlS of mosquitos. The marsh now provides a
home for 1/4 to 1/2 the total population of the Yuma Clapper Rail, an
End,mgered subspecies, and hosts the largest single population of the
Desert Pupfish, also Endangered.

But the Bureau never intended to create wildlife habitat, and the
situation may change dranlaticall y. Accordi ng to recent Bureau figures,
when the Yuma Desalting Plant starts operating at full capacity it will
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remove 3/4 of the water /lowing down the canal; so, much of the wet
land will dry up. The water that does reach the marsh will have three
times the current salinity, making it too salty for most of the vegetation
and for many of the other species present. Operations of the plant could
be catastrophic for the wetland's current inhabitants.'

The Bureau started up their plant this spring at 113 capacity and
will likely keep it at that level for the next year because they can't get
the funds (up to $35 million/year) to run it at full speed. The habitat
might not be damaged by the effects of 113 al/Xlcity operation; no one knows.

Few would mourn if the desalting plant simply shut down. The
plant provides a small part of a solution to a large and complex prob
lem. Cheaper and better ways exist to satisfy Mexico's demand for us
able water, even within the constraints of modem industrial civilization.
These include more efficient water use by agriculture and urban areas
in the Colorado River basin, retirement of farmland in the deserts of
Arizona and Cal ifomia, and real Iocation of unused Colorado Ri ver water
rights.

Public pressure during the past year has made the Bureau recog
nize the Cienega de Santa Clara as a significant issue. They've stopped
claiming that the water simply flows to the Gulf. They've agreed to
fund a study of the habitat. They've even made tentative inquiries with
the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service about complying with the consulta
tion requirements of the Endangered Species Act, a long-overdue pro
cess. But the Bureau has made no commitment to preserv ing the marsh,
or to attempting mitigation of the Yuma Desalting Plant's effects.

Lntimately, though, the fate of the wetland is out of the Bureau's
hands. The land is outside the US. border; the Mexican govemment
owns and manages it. Also, the water from Wellton-Mohawk belongs
to the state of Arizona, and its /lows will likely be reduced by further
changes in management of that irrigation district (such as reductions in
acreage and even greater irrigation efficiency).

Fortunately, Mexican scientists and officials have recognized the
immense biological value of the wetland. They have begun efforts to
protect and study it as part of a broad conservation initiative in the up
per Gulf of Califomia.

Quite by accident, the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, that perversely
industrious force with the self-appointed mission to eliminate all wa
ters wi ld and free, has recreated a spectacular treasure. Thanks to their
efforts, a parched and barren land has become again a buzzing, /lap
ping, splashing, blue and green beacon of life. 'i'

WHAT TO DO:

Contact the Bureau and tell them y.ou like wetlands more than
wastelands.

JoeD. Hall
Deputy Commissioner
Bureau of Reclamation
US. Department of Interior
PO. Box 251XJ7
Denver, CO 80225
(fel: 303-236-9208)

Dale Turner (315 EElm St, Tucson, AZ85705) writes and naps in
the shadows ofcolumnar cacti, near his home in the Sonoran Desert.
He spends hisfree time inspecting the dung ofhorned lizards.
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The Ragged Reef

by Steve Rutledge

~
thOUgh coral reefs are home to one-third of all fish species,
this is only one aspect of their incredible biological diversity.
Nowhere else on the planet can one find representatives of so

many phyla of organisms. All told, about one million species may be
found on the coral reefs of the world. These organisms provide elegant
illustrations of ecological and evolutionary processes. Their complex
interrelationships have fostered the development of many chemical strat
egies that have great potential for use in modern medicifte, including
possible cures for cancer and AIDS. When used in a sustainable way,
the reef community can provide millions of tons of food annually for
human societies.

Yet coral reefs do not receive the respect or protection they de
serve. Reefs are threatened on a number of levels. Consider first sev
eral examples of direct damage. Many nations have decimated their
reef fisheries by overconsumption. In Madagascar, for instance, the total
harvest has decreased; the size and variety of the fish netted has also
declined. Other countries have destroyed their reefs by using techniques
far more destructive than mere lines and nets. The Philippine reefs have
been seriously damaged by extensive use of sodium cyanide. a power
fu� poison that immobilizes fish. Some fish survive this ordeal to be
gathered and sold in the aquarium trade. but many others. as well as
the nearby corals, are poisoned. In Tanzanian waters, dynamite has been
,widely used to stun fish, making it easy to gather them from the sur
face. A number of reefs slated for World Heritage designation have
suffered literally explosive deterioration from this practice.

Nearly all reefs near human population centers show a decline in
certain species due to over-collection. In Asian waters the giant clam,
considered a delicacy, is now in short supply; while in the Caribbean
the green sea turtle grows rare. And it's not just the food sl~cies that
are declining. Hawaiian waters have fewer black corals because of zeal
ous collection for jewelry, while shell collectors in Rorida have made
many species scarce.

The reefs can also suffer from affection misapplied. Snorkelers
and reef walkers kill coral polyps by standing on corals and kicking up
sediment.

Even the frequent touching of corals by divers can have deleteri
ous effects. Tourist boats damage coral heads by casting their anchors
over reefs. Fortunately, there is growing concern over proper reef eti
quette. Managers at the Hoi Chan Marine Reserve in Belize take pains
to educate visitors on the importance of low-impact manners. The is
land ofBonaire, in the Netherlands Antilles off the coast of Venezuela,
has provided an extensive system of mooring buoys for dive boats. Dive
boats there can leave their anchors behind, and the divers are forbid
den to use spear guns.

WhiIe di rect damages to the reef are serious. more widespread and
insidious problems arise from human activities on shore. Logging and
development cause massive erosion, with subsequent increased sil tation
on the reef. Most of Costa Rica's Caribbean reefs, for example, have
been destroyed by excessive soil runoff resulting from tropical defor
estation. These sediments in the water clog the feeding tentacles of coral
polyps. Elevated water turbidity also decreases light available to cor
als. causing reduced photosynthetic activity in the algae endogenous
in coral tissues. If the resultant stress does not kill the coral outright, it
makes the coral more vulnerable to a variety of pathogens.

Other sources of pollution also originate onshore. Burgeoning
coastal populations harm reefs through sewage discharge. Even when
the efnuents are not dumped directly into the sea, problems can arise.
In the town of San Pedro on Ambergris Caye in Belize, for example,
sewage has polluted the groundwater. Residents are forced to drink rain
water or imported water. The rainy sea<;Qn nushes contaminated ground
water into the sea; reef damage ensues. This is because corals are adapted
for life in a low-nutrient environment. Sewage causes eutrophication,
permitting algae to colonize coral surfaces, eventually suffocating the
coral. Similar problems of nutrient enrichment occur when there is run
off of agricultural chemicals. Many of the reefs off southern Rorida,
for example, suffer eutrophication caused by ferti Iizers. Obvious sol u
tions to such problems include stringent erosion control and conver
sion to agriCUltural practices less dependent on industrial chemicals.
Equally important is preservation of key lands close to the reef. The
Nature Conservancy isactivein land acquisition in southern Roridaas
part of a strategy of reef preservation. (See Nature Conservancy, 7-81
91, ''Deep Ecology: Rescuing Rorida's Reefs,"p.8-17.)

A1lOther fonn of pollution hazardous to reefs comes from oil spills.
Recent'research in Panama indicates that not only the corals near the
surface. but also deepwater corals suffer injury from oil. even though
they do not come in direct contact with the spill.

How does the reef respond to these many impacts? Reefs are re
silient, often making a strong comeback after finally being left alone;
but ecosystems are complex and we often do not understand the full
consequences of our actions. Sometimes we disturb the ecological bal
ance of the reef without realizing it. Often we are unsure of how big a
role human-induced perturbations play in sudden changes we observe.
How much have human activities influenced the cycles of population
explosions of erown-of-thorn starfish that have plaguedAustralia's Great
Barrier Reef?What about the sudden boom of sea urchins in Kenya or
the recent bust of sea urchins in Hawaii? Why have epidemics plagued
sponges in the Caribbean and corals in the eastern Pacific? The unfor
tunate and humbling answer is to admit how little we know.
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The Reef Has The Blues
Clearly we need to devote more energy

and funding to understand coral reef ecology.
Of particular concern is recent evidence that
coral reefs are sensitive to global climate
change. Recent years have seen several epi
sodes of extensive bleaching of corals in the
Caribbe..'1Il and the Pacific. It appem-s that these
episodes are correlated with the seawater
warming phenomenon known as El Nino. In
creased water temperatures induce corals to
expel their symbiotic ztx.lxanthallae, the algae
that live in relationship with the eora1Ix)!yps.
Corals bleached in this way are vulnerable to
disease and death. It is likely that significant
glohal warming would increase the extent and
magni tude of coral-bl eachi ng episodes
throughout the tropical seas.

What can concerned individuals do to
protect coral reefs?Those visiting tropical seas
should be educated in ways to minimize del
eterious impacts. Tourists should avoid pur
chasi ng sea shell s collected on reefs and
jewelry made from live coral. Diners should
avoid turtle meat, conch, ,md other meals made
ji"Om rare reef organisms. Wisel yspent dollars
on ecotourism can encourage the local
economy in the direction of reef preservation
rather than reef exploitation or destruction.
Snorkelers and divers should avoid standing
on or near corals. Souvenirs should be re
stricted to photographs and memories.

It is also importimt to support reef con
servation with your time and money. One can
participate directly in research that benefits the
reef through organiz.ations like Earthwatch, as
well as through university research programs.
Many conservation groups-from interna
tional org,mi7~ltions like The Nature Conser
vancy to local projects like Reef Relief in the
Rorida Keys-are involved in reef conserva
tion. Pick your favorite reef and find a way to
help it'

Steve Rutledge (33-1 College Ave. UE,
Palo Alto. CA 9-1306) writes andswims about
coral reefs.
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by Steve Rutledge

I 've always said that blue was my favolite
color, but no one has asked me to be spe

cific. Maybe that's good, because it would be
hard to make a choice among the many won
derful hues and saturations included in this
single color. We should all get better ac
quainted with these blues, and tropical seas
prov ide a good introduction. The bl ue sky, the
blue sea: at first it seems to be a monochro
matic world broken only by soft white clouds
and sands. But a fringing reef around an is
land adds new elements to the sea-scape. Be
yond the reef the sea is luminous Ultramarine,
while inside the lagoon the shallow water
glows an intense turquoise. It is a pleasure to
walk along a sugar-white beach gazing at the
pale lagoon moltled with darker corals. Yet a
casual stroll reveals the palette of the sea in
only one of its moods. These colors are mer
curial, Ouctuating with conditions of light and
\veather. The soft light of a cloudy dawn blends
silverand aquamaJine across the lagoon, while
the same scene at a cloudless noon is domi
nated by a dazzling azure.

But even a hundred wal ks cannot capture
the tropical world of the blues. To sample the
full spectrum, it is necessary to venture beneath
the waves. The names of the sea creatures we
find there hint at their royal colors and elegant
designs. This is exemplified by several reef
fishes that have been.given the appellation
"queen". Consider the queen angelfish, boldly
arrayed in aquamarine, viridian, and gold. On
its forehead is a crown of black markings in
side a sapphire halo. Another monarch of the
blues is the queen triggerfish. Although it can
change colors to suit its mocxl, it typically bears
a dark blue starburst pattern around its pale
blue eyes. Equally striking are its blue-violet
smile Ii nes. The queen parrotfish is understated
in comparison. Mollled with sh.')' blue and tur
quoise, it features demure highlights of a rich
yellow.

The queen' parrotfish is but one of the
family of parrotfishes, among the most color-
ful creatures on the reef. These large and placid
browsers are often seen munching on coral,
seeking the algae that live upon and withi!1the
coral. Their strong plate-like beaks are well-· .'
suited for such chomping, as well as giving ..
them a fancifUl resemblence to parrots. You
can find them gliding among coral towers and
across the white sands that carpet the lagoon.
The male stoplight parrotfish grows to nearly
two feet in length, and sports highlights of
green, red, and yellow against a background
of robin egg blue. The midnight parrotfish,
approaching three feet, is a vivid shade of ul
tramarine. One of the larger members of its
family at up to four feet in length, the blue
parrotfish is, not surprisingly, simply blue.

Before returning to dry land, we might
find the yellow-tailed damselfish defending
tenitories in the vast fields ofelkhom coral that
grace the leeward shallOWS of the reef. The
adulJs have brown bodies sprinkled with subtle
blue spots to offset their yellow tails, but it is
the juveniles we are seeking. The best place
to find one is among the young polyps of
elkhorn coral. The pale orange and rich russet
of this coral, aglow with sunlight washing
across its roughened SUrface, provide the per
fect background for witnessing one of the
crown jewels of nature. Just an inch or two
long, this fish makes the ultimate fashion state
ment. Electric cobal t spots are scattered across
a skin of lapis lazuli. Watching such a fish play
in the sunshine has a way of awakening all
your senses. You might notice the velvet tex
ture of the warm water and the tangy taste of
the sea. You might find that these blues have a
way of elevating your mood to new heights.

Ask me again about my favorite color.
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Reef Resources

illustration by Jim Nollman

by Mary Byrd Davis

I n terms of attention from environmental groups, coral reefs may well
be the "rainforest issue" of the nineties. So many groups across the

world are now working to preserve coral reefs that we can give only a
sampling of the North American-based organizations here. For addi
tional addresses, includi ng organizations abroad, see Greenpeace Book
of Coral Reefs, by Sue Wells and Nick Hanna (Sterling Publishing,
New York City, 1992).

Coral Reef Coalition has as its purpose the comprehensive and
lasting preservation of the biodiversity and productivity of Rorida's
coral reef ecosystem. Members include the Environmental Defense
Fund, The Wilderness Society, National Audubon Society,The Nature
Conservancy, Defenders ofWildlife, the lzaac Walton League, National
Wildlife Federation, the Rorida Chapter of the Sierra Club, and many
local organizations. At present the Coalition is concentrating on ob
taining intelligent regulations for the Florida Keys National Marine
Sanctuary, established in ]990. In April 1993 in Rorida, the Coalition'
will hold a conference on coral reefs, which will be open to the public.
For information contact the Coalition's Washington coordinator, the
Center for Marine Conservation (1725 DeSales St. NW, Suite 500.
Washington, OC 20036; 202-429-5609).

From Florida, Project Reefkeeper (l6345W Dixie Highway, Suite
1121, Miami, FL 33160; 305-858-4980) coordinates the Reefkeeper
Network through which 150 groups across the world support legisla
ti ve and other initiatives for reef preservation; and runs ReefTap, which
provides information and referrals to organizations worldwide. Cur
rently Reefkeeper is seeking additional groups for the Network, in or
der to increase lobbying clout. With branch offices in Puerto Rico and
Hawaii, Reefkeeper is an offspring of the American Littoral Society,
which has devoted itself to wetlands and near-shore waters since 1969.

Two Qrganizations centering their attention on Rorida are Reef
Relie(tFDB 430, Key West, FL 33041; 305-294-3100) and Ocean
Watch Foundation (FOB 462, Ft Lauderdale, FL33302; 305-474-7744).
A continuing project of Reef Relief is the establishment of mooring
buoys to which boats can tie instead of dropping anchor in coral. It
also operates an environmental education center in Key West, carries
out research, and distributes coral reef awareness brochures Keyswide.
To spread the word beyond the Keys it sets up information booths at
di ve shows around the country. Ocean Watch in Fort Lauderdale works
to protect coral communities offshore in Broward County (these com
munities are actually corals on rocky ledges, rather than reefs). When
the organization formed, members intended to secure Marine Sanctu
ary status for the communities, but this proved difficult. While retain-
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Coyote/}ackallDingo

.1

Conservation International, New York Zoo
logical Society, Bronx, NY 10460; 212-220
5100) which involves studying and
formulating protection strategies for reefs. The
Society has helped government agencies in
several African countries to assess their coral
reefs.

Coral reefs are among the areas for which
the Coastal Resources Center, a branch of the
University of Rhode Island with a practical
bent, develops strategies (U. of Rhode Island,
Narragansett Bay Campus, Narragansett, RI
02882; 401-792-6224). In March of 1992 the
cabinet of Thailand adopted a national coral
reef management program prepared by the
Center in conjunction with Thai government
agencies. The program will provide national
funding to support work with local groups. In
cooperation with Greenpeacc's Pacific Cam
paign and the Caribbean Natural Resources
Institute in Santa Lucia, the Center is prepar
ing a book ofcase studies on community-based
coral reef management.

Apache/Zulu/Arunta
native·hunters
evolved in dreamtime
slaughtered by euranglos
and their farmer's
unearth!y god
heaven's invasion claimed
prairie/veldt/outback
replaced hunter's prey
with christian sheep
coyote/ jackal/dingo
haunt flocks of
this ape turned herdsman
refuse to surrender .
the pagan earth

-Jose Knighton

sia are believed to shelter even more biologi
cal diversity than those in other areas. Ocean
Voice Intemational is producing a status report
on coral reef fi shes of the worl d I'or the Inter
national Union for the Conservation of Nature
(mCN) and providing information on coral
reef fishes to the Geographic Information Sys
tem (GIS).

The Center for Manne Conservation (ad
dress above) works for the designation of coral
reefs as National Marine Sanctuaries and for
the adoption of good regulations for Sanctu
aries. The Cousteau Society (870 Greenbrier
Circle, Suite 402, Chesapeake, VA23320; 804
523-9335) educates the general public through
films and tv programs, several of which have
documented coral reefs. A recent film shows
cyanide and dynamite fishing in the Philippines.

Wildlife Conservation International, the
New York Aquarium, and Osborn laborato
ries of Marine Sciences, all branches of the
New York Zoological Society, have launched
a Coral Reef Conservation Initiative (World

ing Sanctuary status as a long-term goal,
Ocean Watch installs mooring buoys, orga
nizes an annual Reef Sweep during which
divers remove trash from reefs, and uses slide
shows to teach the public to conserve coral
communities.

The research, education, and information
organization Global Coral Reef Alliance (324
N Bedford Rd., Clk'1ppaqua, NY 10514; 914
238-8788), made upof scientists and environ
mentalists, is working with Reef Relief to
employ moorings as monitoring points. Div
ing groups that regularly use the moolings are
encouraged to obtain data on a conti nuing ba
sis for the rL'Cfs where they swim. The Alli
ance hopes to establish a photographic
database on the reefs. The Alliance conducts
research on the three major threats to reefs
worldwide: sewage, sedimentation, and
bleaching (which may be a result of anthro
pogenic ocean warming); and works with lo
cal groups in Jamaica and elsewhere to effect
needed policy changes.

The Nature Conservancy (2699 Lee Rd.,
Suite 500, Winter Haven, FL32789; 407..628
5887), along with the National Oceanic and
Atmosphelic Administration, otTers divers a
course in collecting scientilic data about coral
health for usc by staff at the Keys Sanctuary.
The contact for this program is Mary Enstrom,
l40rida Keys Sanctuary, 9499 Overseas lligh
way, Marathon, FL33050 (305-743-2437).

Earthwatch (roB 403, Watertown, MA
02272; 1-8(x)-776-0 I88) invites divers to par
ticipate in scientific expeditions to study coral
reefs. The trips, which generally last two
weeks, include mapping reefs off Bonaire in
the Netherlands Antilles, studying hurricane
dmnage tocoml in Fiji, and investigating park
management for Belize's barrier reef. The cost
of participation ranges from $1495-1995, at
least part of which is tax deductihle.

Among the projects of Ocean Voice In
ternational in Canada (2883 Otterson Drive.
Ottawa, Ontmio KIV7B2; 613-990-8819) and
the US-based International Marine Life Alli
ancc (201 W Stassney, Suite~, Austin, TX
78745; 512-389-4646) is working in the Phil
ippines to stop the use of sodium cyanide to
catch reef-inhabiting fish, for aquaria and food.
They are training fishermen to use fine-mesh
ncts instead of poison, and have inaugurated a
program of testing food fish for cyanide. Pe
ter Rubec says the ~'farine Lire Alliance fo
cuses on the Philippines and Southeast Asia
because reefs off the Philippines and Indone-
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The Mighty Jellyfish:
'Hunters and Lovers 'Unsurpassed

by Christopher Manes

L'ke most people who grew up near the sea, I have a long and
painful history with jellyfish. It began during a vacation my fam
ily took to the central coast ofCal ifornia when I was a boy. This

was in the groggy resort of Morro Bay, famous for the titanic rock that
sits inexplicably in the center of the harbor like some fantastical insur
ance company logo. As we made the tourist cruise aro\l[!d the rock, I
Counted a couple hundred jellyfish basking in the water-strange, vio
let-colored hemispheres as large and delicate as a Southern lady's parasol.

When we got back to shore, I stood on the sea wall lobbing stones
at any jellyfish foolhardy enough to Ooat within range. One lucky rock
hit a pulsating dome with a plop and the hapless creature turned inside
out like a used gym sock and sank into the murk. I could almost hear it
gurgling as it went down.

This prank must have angered the jellyfish gods because several
times since then these aquatic invertebrateptave almost done me in.
Snorkeling off the Aegean isle of Naxos, I blundered into a school of
pinkish peach-sized jellyfish the Greeks simply call medusae
{singular=medusa) after the mythological Gorgon whose hair consisted
of writhing serpents and whose gaze turned people into stone (the name
stuck and is now the zoological term for the free-swimming phase in
the life cycle of phylum Cnidaria). Though their sting is relatively mild,
their crystalline bodies are virtually invisible, so my face and arms were
lashed with buming stingers before I knew what hit me. I Oailed, foun
dered, and probably would have drowned if the captain of the boat I
was with hadn't jumped into a zodiac and plucked me out.

Worse was a tri p to the Bahamas when I swam into a school of
what looked like crimson-and-blue party balloons. They were Portu
guese men-of-war, which are not individual animals at all, but colonies
of medusoid and polypoid individuals that trail behind them forty feet
of tentacles laden with toxic nematocysts. I got tangled in their stingers
and felt what seemed like a carving knife slice round my thighs. Fortu
nately, a friend was there to drag my poor, cringing Oesh to dry land.

These and other unpleasant encounters with jellyfish expiated the
sins of my youth, and now I admire these species as perhaps the most
beautiful, enigmatic, and unfairly maligned of ocean predators next to
sharks. How many other invertebrates have been singled out by Con
gress at a hearing dedicated solely to their annihilation? The Senate
Merchant Marine and Fisheries Subcommittee did just that in the late
60s, passing a bill to promote "the eradication of jellyfish and other
such pests." (Needless to say, it didn't work.) During the hearing, a
squeamish Senator E.c. Bartlett of Alaska could hardly contain his
moral pique at the hydroids that had ruined so many of his constitu
ents' summer vacations, deploring the "foul means which these jelly
fish employ in seeking out and attacking their prey."

The phylum Cnidaria to which jellyfish belong, along with hydras,
sea anemones, and corals, incl udes some of Nature's most ancient and
successful predators, possessing an elegance and simplicity of design
that has flourished for half a billion years. The ancestors of these ani
mals plied the warm, shallow seas of the Canlbrian period much as their
progeny do today, devouring zooplankton and other small creatures
unlucky enough to get caught in their poisonous tentacles. If alien sci
entists with a long-term research grant to observe the evolution of life
on Earth had to sUm up their results in one word, it might be 'jellyfish."

Cnidarians were among the first animals to develop venom. Theirs
is a stupefying cocktail of proteins and enzymes injected through sting
ers housed in capsules called nematocysts that explode on contact. This
deadly efficient system requires almost no effort on the part of the jel
lyfish, which merely drifts along with the ocean currents, an aimless,
lethal argosy with statistics that would make any predator envious. For
instance, more Australians are killed each year by Sea Wasps, a par
ticularly virulent South Pacific jellyfish, than by sharks (though you
probably couldn't get an Aussie to admit the fact). Some Indian Ocean
varieties are nastier still.

The possession of disagreeable venom is made all the more valu
able by gaudily making the fact known to potential predators. While
most medusae have little or no pigment, the more poisonous varieties
are often Oushed with deep reds, greens, oranges, and blues, a vibrant
palette of warnings to other hungry animals. Paradoxically, jellyfish
themselves can't see colors, though many types do have eyespots ar
ranged around the lip of their domes like rhinestones on the brim of a
dimestore sombrero. These rudimentary organs of sight cannot focus,
but they do allow jellyfish to detect light, another evolutionary innova
tion tRat may have had its debut with this phylum. With its 160 bright
red eyespots, the common Bell J~lly is perhaps the most lavishly

.purblind creature in Nature.
Even in death, jellyfish retain their pugnacity. Their poisonous

barbs- which cover their entire bodies, not just their tentacles-con
tinue to sting long after the animal perishes and washes up on shore.
You have to wonder why we use this creature's name to denote cow
ardice rather than undying belligerence.

Besides perpetual hunts, the life of ajellyfish is occupied with
what else?-sex. Medusae are the Oeeting, extravagant, sexually ma
ture blossoms of tiny polyps similar to coral which lead drab monkish
lives on the ocean Ooor. Polyps reproduce asexually, then burgeon into
the jellyfish, which, like waterborne morning glories, last only a few
months. This is just enough time for them to feed and breed before the
currents unceremoniously cast them upon land with other flotsam. Not
given to intimacy, they mate at arms length, releasing sperm and ova
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Christopher Manes (411 Stannage Ave # 9, Albany, CA 94706),
the autlwr ofGreen Rage, will soon lake his bar exam. Assuming he
passes, he may be expected to file a phylum action suit on behalfof
coelenterates soon thereafter.

Regrettably. most people, especially avid snorklers like me, think
ofjellyfish as a form of aquatic poison ivy and ignore their wave-tossed
mysteries. Meandering and ephemeral. jellyfish belong to one of the
most difficult phyla of the animal kingdom to classify, and scientists
know little about these creatures. Nonetheless. their age-old relation
ship with zooplankton. among the building blocks of Earth's biota, sug
gests that like fungi and beetles they belong to the fundamental stuff of
ecology.

Some supporting evidence: their gelatinous bodies, which are over
95% water, are food for seabirds, sunfish, and sea turtles- not to men
tion a few Japanese connoisseurs. (Sadly, many of these animals die
when they mistake plastic bags for a jellyfish repast.) Medusae play
host to an odd menagerie of crustaceans and fish that seek protection
in their arsenal of stingers. The kindly Mnestra Jelly. for instance. helps
the immature form of a nudibranch mollusk by ferrying it through the
plankton clouds on which it feeds. Once it gets big and fat, however,
the ungrateful slug repays its benefactor by devouring it.

Whatever role these primordial creatures play, they deserve our
respect as formidable survivors. Give them some leeway. appreciate
their alien, gossamer beauty as they drift by on their pain-inflicting
voyages to who knows where, and remember they'l\ probably be swim
ming languidly around the planet long after our species has perished.

And by the way, the best remedy for most jellyfish stings is still
vinegar.

into the open water in response to cryptic Ilirtations scientists have yet
to decipher. The larvae resulting from the fertilized eggs attach them
selves to the sea bottom, grow into polyps, and begin the cycle again.

The imagery is thought-provoking: jellyfish as the Ilowerlike ex
pressions of hunting and sex, love and war. the two pursuits that figure
most prominently in human histolY and myth. Just imagine the libido
of the Lion's Mane, a North Atlantic species made up of lavish ten
tacles and a throbbing gelatinous disc that can span six feet in diam
eter. I once saw one of these in Iceland scooped in a 15 gallon bucket,
and it still sloshed over the sides like a wet napkin stuffed in a wine
glass. Or consider the bloodlust of its cousin, Cyanea arctica. a pur
plish-redjellyfish with tentacles 120 feet long, making it the longest
animal ever to roam the planet. surpassing even the great Blue Whale.
In 1865 a Cyaneaarc'lica washed ashore on New England's Cape Ann
measuring 245 feet in tentacular length. Another species, a
hydrocorallinc jelly, doesn't even bother to eat; this blissful creature
simply has sex and dies. No doubt it would do so with a smile on its
face, if it had one.

Despite their ancient pedigree, however, these are unsettled times
for Cnidarians. Most medusae prefer shallow, plankton-rich coastal
waters. just those spots people mercilessly pollute, smother with silt.
overfish. and crisscross in motorboats. In seaside resorts, hundreds of
thousands of dollars are spent on eradication programs every year. Drift
nets rip apart the few types of jellyfish, such as the coronate medusae,
that prefer the high sea". Increased ultra-violet light from atmospheric
ozone depletion may. according to some scientists, decimate the plank
ton on which most jellies depend.

In some places, especially the South Pacific, all this is taking its
toll. Ironically, elsewhere, a jellyfish boom is under way. apparently
caused by ecological imbalances of our own making. The numbers of

Sea Nettles, a common jell yfi sh ~ruw:ftoc;;;;:;;~:m;a;;;wj~Ti:;;j(;;oQC;:;~IiO(j:<iQiiSSiU;;;~iii:~~~~a;:~~imi~:ii;
painfully familiar to many East-
coasters, especiallY around Chesa
peake Bay, have reached near
Biblical proportions in recent years.
despite costly attempts toextermi
nate them. The cause, according to
some scientists, may be the lack of
oysters which normally compete
with Sea Nettles for food, but have
been devastated by pollution and
overharvesting. Just a decade ago,
the Jelly Comb, and iridescent na
tive to American shores, found its
way to the Russian Sea of Azov.
probably in a ship's ballast water.
Their new Soviet home agreed with
them so well they now swarm in
vast numbers. consuming an esti
mated halfof the zooplankton bio
mass in those waters. (In a stroke
of poetic justice, aone-eyed, spined
predatory species of zooplankton
from the Sea of Azov has. in tum,
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been brought to Lake Superior, 000 COEr..EC"",nI W"TElI/,S

where it's now devouring Ameri
can plankton.)
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The Last Entire Earth

by Paul S. Martin

I n his explorations around Concord. Massachusetts. Henry David
Thoreau. whose eye for prehistoric artifacts was unexcelled. never

found a fossil mastodon. Unlike the mires of Orange County and other
parts of New York State. New England harbors few. if any. fossil
Proboscidea (elephants).

Nevertheless. Thoreau thought about them, perhaps stimulated by
reading Voyage of the Beagle where Darwin mentions the extinct
megafauna of South America. During a Philadelphia visit (21 Novem
ber 1854) Thoreau saw the huge molars of a mastodon from Missouri.
housed in the Academy of Natural Sciences. For whatever reason.
Thoreau kept an eye out "looking" for images of the extinct beasts.
Few naturalists ~ince have bothered.

The stump fences of the Comer Road west of Walden Pond re
minded him of fossil remains of mastodons (Journal, 19 July 185l).A
pair of boulders in the woods. great slumbering masses ofrock. invoked
an image of mastodons (3 November 1857). When thaw came. tracks
of dogs in thin snow on ice expanded to a foot in diameter. he wrote on
23 January 1860. "with all the toes distinct. looking like the track of a
mammoth or a megatherium" (giant ground sloth). .

Extinction was still a new idea in Thoreau's day. Not long before.
Thomas Jeffersqn entertained the romantic view that proboscideans
might be found alive in the Wild West. The dream vaporized when Lewis
and Oark and other explorers wi th instructions to keep a look out fai led
to find any. Cuvier, the French paleontologist, used the absenceofliv
ing Proboscidea in America as evidence of extinction of the American
mastodon and of extinction as a fact of life. Part of Jefferson's denial
was based on his belief in a great chain of being in which all species
depended on each other. Take one away and'the whole ofcreation would
collapse. Soon dinosaurs were discovered, fossils much larger and con
siderably older than those of the ice age megafauna. The great chain of
being was a myth. Extinction had become irrefutable.

illustration is ofSmilodon, the New World sabertooth

Thoreau's musings appeal to me. In the shadows along the trail 1
keep an eye out for the ghosts, the beasts of the ice age. What is the
purpose of the thorns on the mesqui tes in my backyard inTucson? Why
do they and honey locusts have sugary pods so attractive to livestock?
Whose foot is devil's elaw intended to intercept. Such musings add
magic to a walk and may help to liberate us from tunnel vision, the
hubris of the present. the misleading notion that nature is self-evident.

Archie F. Carr. the magnificent Rorida naturalist. caught the drift
when he decided that Cattle and even earth movers are understudies for
the extinct megafauna. Heavy equipment he was watching dig a ditch
attracted snowy egrets that new up in the wake of the drag line to snatch
grubs uncovered by the bucket. Adjacent fields held buff backs (cattle
egrets) following cattle. another proxy for the ice age way of life that
persists in Africa. "There is a growing emptiness around us. and we fill
it inwith noise. and never know anything is gone. But the buff back
remembers times. with great game thundering through all the High
Masai. And back at home you come upon a raging dredger with a wisp
of snQWY. heron there. dodging the cast and drop of the bucket as if
only mammoth tusks were swinging- and what can it be buta sign of
lost days and lost hours that the genes of the bird rememberT (Ulendo.
Travels ofa NaJlQalist in and out ofAfrica. 1964).

To get the true picture. it helps to know more about our prehis
toric "game park." It has a remarkable African flavor. The extinct fauna
from ice age North America consists mostly of large herbivores. The
casualty listof flagship species. large impressive beasts best known by
paleontologists. ineludes mammoths and gomphotheres, the mastodon.
horses. camels. ground sloths, giant peccaries. shrub and musk oxen.
several bison species. four-homed antelope, giant beaver. tapir.
glyptodonts. a giant armadit'lo. and capybara. Carnivores and omnivores
also lost include a giant bear. the dire wolf, two types of rnachairodont
(saber-tooth) "cats," a lion akin to the African lion and a cheetah. The
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disappearance of a grand total of at least 30 genera and 50 species of
large creatures up to the size of the imperial mammoth in North America,
with even more losses of megafauna in South America, is one of the
great mysteries in the deep history of our hemisphere.

Geological evidence indica,ed that the mammoths and the other
animal s vani shed toward the end of the Quaternary [near the end of the
Pleistocene epoch, 10,000-12,000 years ago-Sci. Ed.], long before
the Europeans arrived. The last ice age saw many comings and goings
of polar ice sheets. Out of all the ferment-a rise and fall of sea level,
changes in carbon dioxide gas content and dustiness of the atmosphere,
changes in sea surface temperature and in seasonality of the climate
accompanied hy prehi~toric human and other animal invasions-it may
not seem surprising that so many extinctions took place. In the 19.50s,
when I began to look into some of this, there were casual speculations
on what caused the end of the golden age of mammals, whatever that
meant. But the matter lay dormant for the most part, as it had for many
years. No one knew just when or how fast the animals disappeared.
Without fixing these extinctions in time, speculations on cause or con
sequences were fruitless.

With the advent of a ncw and powerful methcxl of dating, matters
began to change. The touchstone was carbon-fourteen, a slowly decay
ing radioactive isotope with a half life of 5700 years prcxluced by cos
mic ray bombardment of nitrogen. Measurements of the amount of
carbon-fourteen remaining in organic mattcr after death of an organ
ism provided direct dates on the last 40,000 years. Wood from trees
dated by dendrochronology is used to calibrate the methcxl. Now ge
ologists could dctemline when the extinct animals were last around.
What would the pattem look like? Would the disappearances be inde
pendent of each other, as many expected? What forced the change?

The start was shaky. Into the 1%Os and even later, paleontologists
sought data on a1l.sorts of fossils; most proved to be poor carbon sources
and ill-suited for accurate measurements. Contamination was a serious
problem. Bone is cancellous, spongy, and easily penetrated by ground
water. Ground water may contain dissolved organic carbon, a vexing
source of contamination. Initial measurements of fossil bone from bur
ied sites yielded variable results. If taken literally, the dates (some good,
some bad; it was impossible to know) indicated that extinctions had
dragged out over at least 10,000 years. At the time no one objected to
that. Although many of the extinct beasts, mainly large herbivores plus
their associated predators and commensals, suggested potential human
prey, there were few good associations between bones of the large ex
tinct animals and human artifacts. With only a few possible kill sites. it
seemed unlikely that human activity drove many of the extinctions,
especially since they seemed to drag on for thousands of years. This
was enough to dissuade most archaeologi sis that prehi storie people had
anything to do with it.

In Arizona and adjacent states, those of us interested in good ra
diocarbon dates on extinct animals had a golden opportunity. We had
carbon-rich fossils in dry caves. We did not hav.e to worry about sec
ondary contamination which complicates the dating of bone or ivory
from open sites. From suitable desert caves, we could obtain not only
collagen-rich bones but even perishable tissues such as hair, hide, hom
sheaths or claws, and the dry excrement of extinct ani mals- ideal ma
terial for reliable dates. The dung, the keratin, and the dry tissues were
preserved only because they had never been exposed to water or even
to damp air and so escaped being consumed by dermestid beetles and
other reducers. There was little, if any, danger of contamination of the
carbon-fourteen content of the animal manures we would date. At lee-

illustration by Peter Murray, lklsed on II painting by Barbara J. Hoopes in Zoobooks, ©1980
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tures I began to brag to audiences that in Arizona we "knew our shit"
and thanks to it we could determine with confidence when the extinct
beasts were last around.

Oiven the youthful appearance of these organic treasures from the
desert caves, one might imagine that the animals involved, Shasta
ground sloths, Harrington'srextinct goats, Colombian elephants, and
native species of horses, might be no older than the prehistoric pueblo
farmers or foragers who inhabited dry caves in the Southwest until only
500 to 700 years ago. At times potsherds could be found in close prox
imi ty to remai ns of the extinet megafauna. Perhaps Thomas Jefferson
was off by only a thousand years in thinking that New World ground
sloths were still living. No one could refute the idea given the fresh
looking body parts and fecal remains in desert caves that we were about
to dale in the radiocarbon laboratory. How long did Shasta ground sloths
live in the arid Southwest?

Atearn ofArizona students and faculty visited the sloth caves and
probed museum collections for extinct animal remains, deliberately
selecting the youngest when possible. Everything was old, the'ground
sloth dung, the hom sheaths and fecal pellets of extinct goats, extinct
horse hooves, and even dung of mammoth from one unusual cave in
Utah. Some speci mens radiocarbon dated at 30,000 years or older. The
youngest samples we could obtain were also ancient, between 12,000
and 10,000 radiocarbon years old. From carefully dated archaeologi
cal si tes studied by geologist Vance Haynes, we knew that mammoths
lived in the Southwest no leiter than 11,000 years ago. The disappear
ance, a:o; we determined by radiocarbon dates from separate caves, of
grounu :o;loths, extinct goats, and horses along with the mammoths did
not look gradual, as many j:>a\eontologistsonce imagined. It looked like
the extinctions happened fairly quickly and all at once. Lewis and Clark
had arrived 10,000 years too late to encounter a mammoth or a ground
sloth.

We were running out of species suitable for critical dating and had
no dates on carnivores. Luckil y, fresh chronological support came from
an unexpected quarter. Geochemists had refined their techniques on
quality radiocarbon dating of bone from open sites, finding ways to
remove organic contaminants. Petroleum residues from the Rancho La
Brea tar pits ensured good preservation of the fossils they contained.
Bitumen is a sealant against moisture. Once the oily sealants were re
moved, QUifomia geochemists Les Marcus and Ranier Bergerobtained
some.so new radiocarbon dates on the extinct fauna from Rancho La
Brea, most on the fossil bones of the saber tooth, Smilodon. As scaven
gers or predators capable of an explosive rush at vulnerable prey, the
big cats would be closely linked to the abundance of the large herbi
vores. A gradual decline in the latter might result in saber tooth extinc
tion even before the large herbivores were all gone.

No such change could be seen in the saber tooth radiocarbon dates
obtained by the California geochemists. The youngest dates were
slightly younger than 12,000 years old and matched the terminal dates
we had assembled on mammoths, Grand Canyon ground sloths, and
extinct goats. At least one large carnivore, the saber tooth, exited from
the American range around the same time as the large herbivores.

Then radiocarbon dating was further improved. A new technique
of carbon-fourteen measurement by accelerator mass spectrometry
(AMS) meant only very small samples were needed. A University of
Horiua graduate student, Steve Emslie, used the Arizona accelerator
to date not only bi ts of fossil condor bones from Grand Canyon caves
but ,also condor eggshell fragments and even a chip of the keratinous

Mammuthus (Archidiskodon) meridionalis

condor beak found in place on a fossil condor skull from a remote un
explored Grand Canyon cave. Such fossils would have been too small
to measure previously.

Once again freshness of the fossils suggested late survival. Did
the prehistoric Anasazi people in northern Arizona a thousand years
ago watch condors soaring over the Grand Canyon to feed nestlings in
the great caves of the Redwal\ and Muav limestone?WhiJe some orni
tho�ogists imagined such a possibility, none of Emslie's 17 dates on
condor remains supported it. The samples were all much too old: 10,000
radiocarbon years old or older. One fossil deposit in a cave in the
Redwall could be reached only by ropes. It revealed food scraps brought
to nestling condors. Identification of the scraps revealed that the con
dors feasted upon extinct goats, bison: camel, horse, and mammoth.
When these animals disappeared from the Coconino and Kaibab Pla
teaus, the condors disappeared too. Evidently the surviving megafauna,
mule deer and mountain sheep, were insufficient to maintain breeding

. California condors. The remnant herbivores pale beside the past na
tives of the region, Shasta ground sloths, mammoth, camels, extinct
bison, extinct horses, and extinct goats. Had it survived, such a fauna
might well distract Park visitors from the scenery. I hope this illustrates
what I mean by the hubris of the present. To behold the Grand Canyon
without thoughts of its ancient condors, sioths, and goats is to be half bI ind.

So the best dating evidence as far as it goes suggests that the ex
tinctions came, for many at least, about 11,000 years ago. That date
also marks the appearance of the first widespread archaeological sites,
reOecting a New World invasion by Clovis foragers, with big game
hunting skills detached from the Eurasian Paleolithic. My friend Jim
Mosimann, a biometrician with the National Institutes of Health, had
helped me model an imagined invasion, a "blitzkrieg." based on the
assumption that the Clovis colonizers rapidly swept the continent, elirni
natingall of the more vulnerable species. Given a healthy, largely dis
ease-free New World, and easy hunting, we reasoned that the first
Americans would increase at two to four percent per year, as many
people have historically under favorable circumstances. Within what
is now the United States, the extinctions would run their cour~ in about
200 years, the hunters laying waste to a biomass not much less than the
weight of domestic livestock currently on the land.
. The blitzkrieg model dances along the edge ofa narrow time slice.
There is no reliable evidence of extinct mammoth, ground sloth, saber
tooth or other di sappeared species in archaeological sites younger than
10,000 years, and none shows that any of the Late Pleistocene species
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disappeared before Clovis foragers arrived. The animals lost appear to
have been those especially vulnerable to hunters or in some cases to
side elfects of the hunti ng. When the magafauna collapsed, some smaller
species, such as scavenging birds, were caught in a trophic cascade.
Islands in other parts of the world, such as New Caledonia, Madagas
car, New Zealand and Hawaii, experienced a wave of extinctions of
their native fauna around the time of colonization, which was well af
terClovis colonization ofAmerica. My best guess, a much debated "bed
time"story, is that the first Americans swiftly. if unwittingly. wiped out
our megafauna. There are other explanations that implicate climate or
disease or competition as causes. The mystery is far from settled.

Leaving the debate over what might have caused the extinctions
to its partisans, let us return to Thoreau and the matter of what the dis
appearances mean to us now. In his Journal of 23 March 1856. he la
mented historic losses. In Thoreau's New England. the animals lost since
settlement in the 1600s included the cougar or panther, lynx, wolver
ine. wolf, bear, moose, deer, beaver and turkey. Seeking to discover the
nature of life through nature herself, Thoreau reflected on.the extinc
tions. '1 cannot but feel as if I lived in a tamed and, as it were, emascu
lated country.. .1 should not like to think that some demigod had come
before me and picked out some of the best of the stars." The demigods
(European settlers) had indeed driven cougar, lynx. wolverine. wolf, et
al. from the woods of Concord. And earlier dernigods, perhaps the fi rst
Americans, had destroyed the mastodons. mammoth. ground sloths,
giant bison, and the other large mammals. The continent indeed had
known better days, with a suite of large mammals on par with what
can now be seen only in an African game park. Thoreau's words reach
deeper than he knew: "I listen to a concert in which so many parts are
missing.. : I seek acquaintance with nature-to know her moods and
manners. Primitive nature is the most interesting to me. I take infinite
pains to know all the phenomena of the spring. for instance, thinking
that I haye here the entire poem, and then, to my chagrin. I hear that it
is but an imperfect copy thall possess and have read, that my ancestors
have torn out many of the first leaves and grandest passages."Thoreau
was not thinking of mastodons or giant ground sloths but he might as
well have been. " I wish to know an entire heaven and an entire earth.
"he said. The last entire earth went wi th the mammoths. 1O,(XX) years ago.

This, then, is our birthright. a continent whose wilderness once
echoed to the thunder of many mighty beasts. a fauna that eclipsed all
that remains, inclUding the wild animals of Yellowstone and Denali.
Those who ignore the giant ground sloths. native horses. and saber tooth
cats in their vision of outdoor America sell the place short, it seems to
me. This land is the mastodon's land. While "Home on the Range" com
.memorates buffalo, deer. and antelope, it misses the mammoth,
glyptodonts, and camels. There was a wild America considerably wilder
than any brought to us on TV. Our late Pleistocene legacy means we
can imagine more. not fewer, kinds of large animals on public lands,
on the western range and in our national parks. The mesquites. the honey
locusts and Archie Carr's snowy egrets, to name a few, remember how
it was. The rest of us are learning. ~

Paul Martin (Emeritus Professor ofGeosciences, University of
Arizona, Tucson, AZ85721) is a leading proponent ofthe overkill hy
pothesis and co-editor ofthe classic Quaternary Extinctions. He is now
writing a book on Pleistocene overkillfor popular audiences, andstudy
ing pack rat middens in the Sonoran Desert.
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Nothrotheriops, the Shasta Ground Sloth, hailed for its
dung deposits in caves ofarid North America.

Editor's Comment: Professor Martin's article has even more to
tell us about our presence in North America than is immediately evi
dent. If his overkill hypothesis-for which convincing evidence is
mounting- is at least partly true, some important lessons can be drawn
fromil:

1) We must be exceedingly cautious in developing and employing
new tools and technologies. If early human hunters on this continent
exterminated scores of species with nothing more than Clovis points
and Iire, modem humani ty ,s arsenal is enti reI y too deadIy.

2) Introducing exotic species is inherently dangerous. The native
megafauna of North America was susceptible to the depredations of
Homo sapiens in part because this bipedal hunter was an invader with
which the natives had not co-evolved. The one continent still blessed
with a wide array of large mammals, Africa, is also the continent on
which the other mammals have had the longest time to adapt to (and
with) hominids.

3) Environmental ethicists might do well to shift some of their
emphasis from developing new normative systems to addressing real
life questions. For example, should we reintroduce the condor to the
Grand Canyon, or the lion to its former range in North America, given

. that these species are now absent here primarily or secondarily due to
human o~erkill?

4) We should be reintroducing, not exterminating. large native
mammals in North America. This will necessitate restoring vast \Yild
areas throughout the continent.

-John Davis
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Indigo BLUES
The Destruction of Gulf Hammock·

by BruceJ.~organ

Where have all the indigos gone? Not to cages one by one as
their Threatened status might indicate. Reptile enthusiasts and market
hunters for the pet trade can be blamed for part of the decline, but their
depredations were concentrated in certain areas such as the Everglades,
where indigos were particularly abundant. Here in north Florida the
conventional view has been that indigo snakes have always been scarce,
and that it is a rare and fortunate day when a herpetologist out looking
for diamondback rattlesnakes sees a big blue streaking down a gopher
hole. I held to this view for many years, but subsequently learned that
it was my habitat preference, not the snake's, that prevented me from
seeing more of big blue.

The eastern indigo snake (Drymarchon corais couperi) is a big
active diurnal reptile with a larger home range than any other North
American snake with the possible exception of the coachwhip. Though
relatively slow due to its heavy build, it can easily crawl farther in a
day than the average snake hunter is willing to walk. This means that
an individual snake may utilizea disturbed habitat for a time; but, un
like the rat snake, which is as sedentary as a herpetologist, it is unlikely
to hang around the old bam waiting for a snake hunter to come by to
destroy its already disturbed habitat.

Paul Mohler has undertaken a radio telemetry study of indigos in
Gulf Hammock, on the Gulf Coast of Florida. The sample size was
small, but the results indicate that the average indigo in prime habitat
has a home range of at least 400 acres. One partiCUlarly peripatetic in
dividual (if such a word can be used to describe a legless creature) had
a home range of 1300 acres. These figures represent the home range
for approximately one year. Over a lifetime the snakes would no doubt
range much farther. It seems to me that in a less favorable habitat, such
as a xeric sandhill ecosystem where food is hard to find, the range would
be larger still. Paul disagrees. He feels that the relative dearth of dinner
would be expressed as a lower density of individuals, ratherthan a larger
range. If the poor snakes had to crawl any farther their bellies would
need retreads. .

Most snake hunters are of the opinion that asphalt roads on a moon
less night are the preferred habitat of all reptiles, but while they cruise
the deathstrip blinking beady eyes, the indigo is safely at home in bed.
The downside of this is that almost no place is left for a seven foot
serpent to crawl without being run over during the day. Length x rate
of activity x home range x road densi ty = certain death. So if you would
seek the indigo, go far afield, to a place where death is not so random
and implacable.

The Hammock was once America's only real
jungle, a forest offorbidding aspect( deep
and dark, home to Florida black bears,
Florida panthers, and the famous "wild"
hogs that fo lk singers still sing about.

Many authorities have suggested that the indigo is an obligate
dweller in gopher burrows; others, that it prefers wet prairie such as
the Everglades. In my experience it is an opportunistic and adaptable
creature that requires only sufficient space in which to escape its only
major predator, man.

Most indigenous coastal plains whi tetrash inhabitants, also known
as rednecks, are incapable of distinguishing a water moccasin from any
other cylindrical object. The subspecies known as the Rorida Cracker,
however, is unique in its ability to recognize the indigo as distinct from
other snakes. Due to a unique synergy of folklore and legislation, the
average Cracker will avoid killing an indigo snake. 'They's good'uns,"
one might say. In the following anecdotal stories I have changed some
of the particulars to keep some of the more brutally stupid of my read
ers from discovering the whereabouts of the last of the indigos. Any
one who can read a map should be able to find these places, but please
don't, unless you have enough wisdom to simply look but not touch.
These animals are protected by law. Drymarchon coraiscouperi is listed
by the US Fish and Wildlife Service as Threatened under the Endan
gered Species Act Show as much environmental awareness as the av
erage hawg hunter who has the sense to leave them alone. If the game
warden catches you with an indigo'you will go to jail. If I catch you
collecting for sale you will be transformed into a snake, i.e., become
legless and endowed with a bifurcated penis.

The cognoscenti know (redundant?) that big indigos are most of
ten found on warm sunny winter days, for two reasons. First, a large
black animal that basks in the sun is an efficient solar collector. Due to
size, it can run on residual heat, and thus can be an effective predator
even in winter. Second and even more important is the primal urge.
Indigo snakes mate in fall and winter. Females tend to remain near food
and shelter, so males, which are bigger, must roam. This is why male
indigos have larger ranges than females, and are most often found on
warm winter days. As the Scottsman said, "when the frost is on the
punkin, tis the time for dinky dunkin" (for snakes I suppose that should
be "double dinky dunkin').
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west to St. Marks, justbelow Tallahassee. Gulf Hammock proper is
the land west of the highway, between Cedar Key and the mouth of the
Withlacoochee River.

The Hammock was once America's only real jungle, a forest of
I'orbidding aspect, deep and dark, home to Rorida black bears, Rorida
panthers, and the famous "wild" hogs that folk singers still sing about.
Homesteading came and went. The Hammock was spared from settle
ment by the early pioneers due to a fortuitous combination of environ
mentally adverse conditions. The place was a real hellhole. The soil is
perhaps the richest in the whole state, but only an Indian could farm
there, for the ground is strewn with limestone and chert boulders that
would destroy any plow. These rocklands are dissected by innumer
able effectively impassable swamps. The entire area is nowhere more
than a few feet above sea level, so heavy rains completely flood the
Hammock every summer. Along the coast, the Hammock 'is broken up
into hundreds of islands separated by tidal creeks and marshes. It is a
classic example of a submerging coastline. Here the Mississippi

I t was one of those glorious days when a Roridian couldn't help but
rub in the fact that, while his yankee visitors dwelt for the most
part in frigid hell, here all was well. Eighty degrees on a mid Feb

ruary day was all the excuse I needed to suggest a magical mystery
tourin the ruined wilderness of Gulf Hammock to my frozen friends.
The omnipresent mosqui.tos had been knocked back by a recent frost,
and hunting season was over, so we donned flip flops and shorts, grabbed
a cooler, and headed for the woods.

Most people suppose that any large tract without homes consti
tutes a wilderness. My friends from the cutover woodlands of subur
ban Maryland can be forgiven for their enthusiasm. "Look, over there,
no convenience store!" Wherever I looked, I saw the shattered rem
nants of what was pristine ancient forest just a few years ago. As I was
"in the cups," I began to glumly pontificate upon the sins of man. I was
well into my bull when the discourse was rudely interrupted by a thun
derous fart. Niki thought that this was meant to punctuate one of my
points. I assured her that I would not so brutally assail her sensibilities,
and that the sound had come from behind, that is
to say, from far behind, in a brush pile. Summon
ing all of my dignity, I announced, "that, Madam,
was the sound of an enormous serpent, perhaps a .
dinosaur, defecating." I am known and respected
for my encyclopedic knowledge of woodcraft, but
this bit of information was too arcane to be ac
cepted. I felt much like Professor Drummond,
whose pedagogic pronouncements are often con
sidered merely droll by the benighted proles. To
prove the point I strolled over to the thicket, and
there by a stump was an enormous indigo snake
disposing of a winters-worth of shit. The beast
was over seven feet long, a relic from the virgin
forest, and as close to a dinosaur as one is likely
to get.

Three years earl ier that stump had been part
of a virgin forest growing on a rocky hammock
alongside a crystal clear spring fed run. Vener
able magnolias and gnarled oaks thirty feet in cir
cumference grew around the rock rims of
sinkholes similar to but smaller than the cenotes
of the Yucatan peninsula where the Mayans used
to throw what few virgins they could find. An
cient cabbage palms with swollen bases and
moss-covered columnar trunks eighty or more
feet tall occasionally broke through the main for
est canopy. Maple ridges with hickory and ash
revealed the limestone of ancient reefs. Below,
in the deep shade, the forest floor was clear and
open, easy to walk through, with little vegetation
other than young palms and rare ferns and moss
growing on the exposed limestone. Closer to the
coast, cedar and palm gave way to spartina and
other marsh grasses which mingled with the ho
rizon at the Gul I' of Mexico.

Gulf Hammock was once the heart of an
unbroken expanse of hydric hardwood hammock
that stretched along the GulfCoast of Rorida from
Chassahowitzka, just above Tampa, north and



embayment is causing the west coast of Florida to sink. So much sludge
is being dumped on the alluvial fan at the mouth of the Mississippi that
the weight is causing the Earth's crust to deform, at the same time that
sea level is slowly rising. Dead palm trees standing in salt water are
mute testament to the rate of change.

The greatest impediments to settlement in Gulf Harnmock are the
bugs, billions and billions of sand gnats, yellow flies, deer flies, gigan
tic pleistocene relic horseflies, and mosquitos in infinite variety (in
cluding giant mosquitos that can stand flat footed and fuck a turkey).
Before the age of screens and Off, the naked ape didn't stand a chance.
There were a few leather skinned semiaquatic settlers who hunted hogs
and cut cedar for a living. Today, their descendants mostly live in the
villages of Gulf Hammock, Otter Creek and Crackertown.

The first economic boom (to use a loud word for a small event)
came as a result of the Civil War. The Southern patriots needed salt,
and most supplies were cut off by the yankee blockades. The yanks
could see the smoke from the cooking cauldrons, but the countless miles
of tidal creeks, shallow water, and mud flats provided a refuge for the
saltmakers. The remains of this primitive enterprise can still be seen
today on one of the most remote islands in the marsh.

Cedar Key was a small fishing village until the schoolmarms of
the late nineteenth century rose as one to demand an endless supply of
cedar pencils with which to inculcate the principles of modernity into
their grubby little wards. No mere wilderness could withstand such an
imperative, so the cedars of the Gulf Coast fell under the axe. Cedar
Key became one of the principal pencil producing ports in the nation.
Another industry was based upon the harvesting of palms for fiber to
make brushes. For no better reasons than these, the captains of indus
try chose to build a railroad from Fernandina Beach on the east coast
through the swamps to Cedar Key on the west coast. Today Cedar Key
is a quaint tourist attraction, people have forgotten how to read and
wlite so pencils aren't necessary, and the railroad is gone.

From the railroad, spur lines were built which facilitated logging
in the vast swamps. Lumber cutters harvested cypress along the few
navigable creeks, giant loblolly pines off the high ground, and cut the
cedar for which Cedar Key is named. In the good old days the lumber
supply seemed endless, so they only took the best: Furthermore, the
technology did not exist to completely ravage the land~ they were se
lective just to avoid unnecessary work. Their methods were primitive
and relatively gentle. One old timer told me about using oxen and carts
with giant wheels to haul the lumber through the swamps when he was
a boy. It was said that in the old days you could see a quarter of a mile
through the forest, and could drive an ox cart anywhere without ob
struction. There were no real roads, just rough trails and the old main
line railroad grade. People came and went, and in time the jungle
swallowed most of their traces. By the 1920s most of the easily avail
able cedar, cypress, and pine had been cut, but the forest was still alive,
and the interior was still wild.

During the mid twentieth century the Hammock slumbered in bug
infested oblivion under the benign ownership of the old Pat and Mac
lumber company. Catastrophe carne in 1966. Pat and Mac had selec
tively harvested most of the best trees, and it seemed like a good time
to sell. They wanted to sell the land to the state so that it could be pre
served, and offered it at the extraordinarily low price of $751acre. The
standing timber was worth far more than that. The only thing more
crooked than a real estate deal involving Florida swampland is the
Florida politician who makes the deal. It is said thatthe reason the deal

fell through is that the governor, Ferris Bryant., did not get his kick-
back. May he burn in hell. . .

The biocidal conglomerate Georgia/Pacific chuckled with glee,
wrote the check, and the fate of the forest was sealed. The blitzkrieg
began when GP imported an 80 ton crusher and tested it out on 1000
acres of forest. It successfully eradicated all fotms of life, but was iII
suited to the terrain, so they replaced it with a 60 ton crusher which
was more maneuverable.

When I first explored Gul f Hammock in the early 70s the destruc
tion was well under way. Most of the forest was still intact., but wide
graded rock roads had been pushed into all corners of the wilderness.
At 30,000 feet in a jumbo jet the grid of roads was more visible than
the interstate highway system. White gashes crisscrossed the green
expanse. Brown checkerboards of c1earcut land could be seen spread
ing like the mange along the roads which were cheap and easy to build
on the rock substrate. The roads were arteries with which to bleed away
the life of the forest. Big trucks could run unimpeded across the swamps.
It was a logging trucker's dream, no mountains, no potholes, no little
old ladies in Toyotas to get in the way of progress. The big timber com
panies make much too much money, so GP's main problem was how
to avoid capital gains taxes. The answer was to buy an enotmous fleet
of bulldozers and other heavy equipment with which to build roads,
skid logs, and otherwise destroy the ecosystem. This equipment can be
depreciated over many years~ thus, the initial investment can be writ
ten off. As we all know, big corporations don't pay taxes. The most
insidious reason for the elaborate road system is hard for the average
decent citizen to comprehend. The environmental movement was be
gi nning to notice and the GP schemers decided to head the problem off
at the P3!'S by making sure that no part of Gulf Hammock could ever
again be called a wilderness. GP pushed roads into the nethermost
swamps, then cut, poisoned, bulldozed, and burned the forest without
extracting the timber as a tax write ofr.

If any of my readers should scoff at the idea that this amount of
money and effort would be expended just for the sake of destruction,
without even attempting to utilize the resource, I invite you to tour the
area. Even today you will see the ghostly remnants of the giant oaks
which were too thick to cut and too big to push over with a bulldozer.
The smaller trees were cut., then pushed into piles. The ground was then
bulldozed, in many cases down to bare rock. The precious soil was
pushed into the piles and the whole mess, rocks, logs, soil, dead snakes,
turtles, bugs, mycorrhizal fungi, etc., was burned into ash. Next carne
the herbicide to kill any seeds from the original forest that might be
hiding in a pocket of soil that somehow escaped the bulldozers. After a
time, to allow the herbicide to percolate down into the water table, the
area was ready for replanting. This was the final death blow for the
forest. Some seeds might escape site preparation, but when these seeds
getminate into a monoculture of artificial pine trees, they have no
chance; the forest is destroyed forever. The worst of the many lies told
by the timber industry are those about replanting. It is far better to de
stroy the forest then do nothing, than it is to destroy the forest and re
plant it with pine trees or some other alien monoculture. In the twenty
years or so during which the pines are grown to spindly poles before
being clearcut for pulp, the wildlife dependent upon the original forest.
dies out almost completely. Oops, they made a mistake~ the pine trees
they planted turned out to be the wrong kind for the swampy soil. An
uncontrollable growth of weeds twenty feet high has turned the place
into an impenetrable thicket. The weeds have crowded out the mal-



adapted pines, so it was all for naught. The giant oak trees still stand
ing were girdled with chainsaws or injected with poison. Go look if
your stomach can stand it.

Paul Mohler's studies, reported in "Home Range and Seasonal
Activity ot the eastem indigo snake, Drymarchon corais couperi, in
Northern Rorida" (Gulf Hammock), seem to indicate that indigos, like
many other snake species, prefer a di sturbed, or early successional habi
tat. Most of his study animals spent most of their time in cutover areas.
For this to be a meaningful observation, it would have to be correlated
with the amount of area that was cutover; unfortunately, most areas
have been. Indigos are an adaptable species that can no doubt profit
from the temporary increase in biological productivity (explosive
growth of weed, bug, and pest species) that comes with the ruination
of the wilderness. This should not be taken as an indication of their
actual demographic status. Most observers report seeing large individu
als in Gulf Hammock. This, and the fact that they are a long-lived spe
cies, leads me to suppose that most encounters are with the remnants
of a large population that existed in primeval abundance in the undis
turbed forest, relict monsters. Any snake hunter who has cruised the
roads at night, then examined the area by day, should conclude that
snakes are where you find them. Snakes probably do not actively seek
specific habitats, but rather crawl around until they accidently find a
suitable habitat, then spend a greater percentage of time there than else
where. To suppose that the relative abundance of indigos in Gulf Ham
mock is an indication of their prosperity, is to think like the Pleistocene
hunter who followed the tracks of the last herd of mammoths on Earth,
and supposed that there must be many more in the greener pastures
somewhere to the north.

The mammals did not fare so well as the reptiles in Gulf Ham
mock. Most of the game was gone even before GP raped the hammock.
Due to unregulated hunting the deer population crashed in the 1940s.
In 1947 only 13 deer were legally killed during hunting season. The.
population has made a fitful comeback since the desecration because
the c1earcuts provide easy browsing for the first few years. The hogs,
which are not native

to North America, go through boom and bust cycles because of disease
and hunting pressure. When populations are high they do almost as
much damage to the forest floor as a herd of hungry bulldozers. Rep
til es and thei r eggs are devoured on the spot. Gul f Hammock was once
a paradise for black bears, until the beekeepers got tired of theirdepre
dations and poisoned the whole bunch. The few survivors were relent
lessly hunted down with dogs. The same thing happened to panthers.
Nowadays the rednecks comb the woods with dogs every year but no
bears or panthers ever tum up dead despite such comments as,"Why I
saw a big panther just the other day in front of my mobile home, he
was big and black and had blazing orange eyes! The woods are full of
,em!" Conventional redneck wisdom in respect to bears verges on eco
logical thinking, but it is wrong. They say that bears can't live here
now because the habitat is gone; no oak trees, no acorns. Black bears
are opportunistic feeders that can live well almost anywhere in prox
imity to humans provided they are not hounded with dogs and shot, or
hit by vehicles (the largest source of mortality for Rorida black bears).
The possibility of reintroducing bears and panthers still exists. but only'
ifwe eradicate the rednecks and their dogs first, and close or modify roads.

[Science Editor's note: Black bears are opportunistic, but may
depend on hard mast (e.g., acorns) for survival in some areas. They
also may need large trees with cavities for denning.]

Gulf Hammock is home to several interesting endemic serpents.
The Gulf Hammock rat snake (Elaphe obsoleta williams!) was, until
recently, considered by some to be a distinct subspecies. In reality it is
an intergrade between the blotched grey rat snake of Georgia, more
coloi-rully known as the white oak runner, and the striped yellow rat
snake of the Rorida peninsula. Rat snakes are safe wherever there are
big oak trees to climb in search of squirrels and birds. The murdered,
but still standing, live oaks may be the salvation of the Gulf Hammock
rat snake. In the olden days, when trees were used for lumber instead
of toilet paper, they built a giant lumber drying kiln in Gulf Hammock.
When the big pines were gone, the kiln fell into disuse. Today it is a
marvelous ruin, overgrown with vines and rife with rats. Bats roost in
the ceiling, and lucky Gulf Hammock rat snakes snag the bats as they

flit into the twilight.
Two species that should thrive in the wake of the de

struction of the forest are the blue striped garter
snake (Thamnophis sirtalis similis) and the

blue striped ribbon snake (Thamnophis
saurilus nitae). They are both
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short-lived fast breeding animals that eat bugs, frogs, and minnows, all
of which are in great supply. They should'be common, but in my expe
rience they are not. One might think predation, in part by indigo snakes,
rather than food supply, is the controlling'factor. However, this would
imply that the woods were full of predators; as we know, predators are
generally the first to go when the ecosystem is wrecked. Disease seems
more likely to me. .

I have long supposed that many, if not most, of the forms, pat
terns, and colors found in nature are the result of pure chance, not the
result of active natural selection. While herpetologists may choose to
distinguish between various subspecies of reptileson the basis of color
pattern, it is entirely possible that nature just doesn't give a damn. Coral
snake mimics may be marvels of natural selection, and a bigger better
dewlap may ultimately get the lizard laid, but who could argue that
broad bands on a king snake are somehow better than narrow bands?
Is an orange rat snake less well adapted than one with cryptic colora
tion?Logic would have it be so, but apparently.the snakes have never
heard the word. Nature is not perfect. Neutral or maladaptive traits
abound, carried along by the overall fitness of the individual and the
genetic linkage of adaptive and non-adaptive genes. Even I get laid
occasionally, despite the fact that I have a nose that can hardly be dis
tinguished in dim light from a drooping penis. All of this brings me
back to an evolutionary conundrum. Why, in an effectively endless
world of chance, would it be that in one particular swamp, there and
nowhere else, two distantly related snakes should both develop blue
stripes? The blue garter snake and the blue ribbon snake share similar
but not identical habitats. Are they responding to some common envi
ronmental influence? Are the birds there blind to blue? Is the moon
made of blue cheese? Is there any rhyme or reason to this chromatic
.convergence? I think not, but then, I am a cyano-cynic.

There are countless thousands of ponds, sinkholes, ditches, creeks
and swamps in Gulf Hammock. All of these are replete with fish and
frogs. On a recent trip to the Hammock (9/28/91) I found two giant
indigos, a spectacular scarlet king snake (Lampropeltis triangulum
elpsoides) climbing up a tree, a green snake, and ten billion frogs, give
or take a few, but only one banded watersnake (Nerodiaffasciata).
Where are all the watersnakes? By all rights it should be possible to
find hundreds on a good day. If Aristotle was correct in stating that
Nature abhors a void, then something is wrong! Even more perplexing
is the scarcity of the Gulf Coast Salt Marsh watersnake (N. f clar/d)

which has an

endiess world of tidal creeks to inhabit, but has al ways been rare.
Twice a day, at various times of the day, an infinity of small fish
become trapped in pools as the tide recedes. Why isn't the salt
marsh watersnake utilizing this vast resource more successfully?
Damn if I know. I can't blame this one on the timber industry.

The threatened Rorida box turtle (Terrapena carolina bauri)
should be common in Gulf Hammock, but the pigs, bulldozers,
botflies and mosquitos have almost finished them off. The way
to find box turtles is to look for a cloud of mosquitos. The par
ticular species that eats turtles will not bite humans. You can sit
right next to a swarm and not be bitten. Pity the poor turtle that
cannot flee such a pest. Is it to spend its entire life withdrawn
into its shell?It seems possible to me that mosquitos may be the
vectors of some unknown disease finishing off the few survi
vors. I have frequently found young box turtles dead for no ap
parent reason.

Those who would trudge the swamp in Gulf Hammock in
search of snakes should remember that in addition to the various
aforementioned horrors, one can expect to get lost. Competent
woodsmen always pay attention to such simple navigational aids
as creeks and rivers. For example, suppose you park your car
where a creek crosses the road, then walk upstream along the
left bank some distance away from the creek. As long as you
can fi'nd the creek again, no matter where you encounter it, it
should be flowing from left to right. Follow it downstream, and
presto, there is the car. If, at some point you should happen to
cross the creek, then the creek should be flowing from right to
left. Right? It is a reasonable supposition that a non-tidal creek
will not suddenly start running backwards; furthermore, one of
the cardinal hydrological rules is that under normal circumstances
waters always join and never part. This is why the standard river
has many tributaries but only one mouth. (Ignore the delta.) The
Russians are fond of planning to make their rivers run backwards,
and developed theirnuclear industry for the purely peaceful pur
pose of instant excavation. (If you believe this, then I have great
deal for you on submerged Rorida home sites.) Other than in
Chicago, if the river starts to run backwards you are in the twi
light zone...or lost in Gulf Hammock.

There I was creeping through the forest along Spring Run,
bow in hand, ready to deal swift and silent death should Bambi
have the misfortune to cross my path. Hours had gone by. I was

nervous and tense. Bambi was on the lam. Suddenly a squirrel
scampered across a fallen log
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about thirty yards away. No one in their right mind hunts squirrels with
a bow and arrow. Arrows are very expensive, and you are certain to
miss. Nonetheless, with an involuntary movement, I drew down on the
poor hapless rodent. I had no intention of releasing the arrow, but be
fore I knew it the shaft had passed directly through the squirrel's heart
and was lodged in a tree behind. A perfect shot! The animal was not
even knocked off the log, but merely stood there with a perplexed look
and fell over dead. After this senseless murder, I decided to leave the
woods before I invol untaril y committed any other atrocities, so I pock
eted the squirrel and headed back to the creek to find my way home.
Much to my dismay Idiscovered that the creek was runni ng backwards,
upstream, and generally heading in the wrong direction. As usual, it
was getting late, and I had neither bug spray nor light. By morning I
would be a shriveled husk. The mosquitos would carry me off to their
nest to feed me to their young. The Gods were angry. This was to be
my punishment for senseless rodenticide. The only rational explana
tion was that I had somehow crossed the creek without knowing it. A
land bridge? Possible in this karst terrain, but not likely. Thinking that
I was merely confused, and knowing that the truck was surely down
stream, I plunged through the undergrowth along the bank. The terrain
changed, the creek disappeared into a swamp, and from the setting sun
it was obvious that I was going in the wrong direction. I decided to
backtrack with what little light remained. While trying to skirt a large
swampy area I suddenly discovered the creek again, but this time it
was nowing in the correct direction. Marvels and mysteries! What could
cause such a thing') Simply this: the creek had bifurcated, or as one
might say, distJibuted. Through a geological process known as stream
piracy, halfof Spring Run had been captured by the headwaters ofTurtle
Creek which is a much smaller stream. From my perspective down
stream of the split it appeared that the creek was running in both direc
tions at once. No wonder I was lost!

This story has a romantic sequel. The next morning as I wandered.
along a little path next to the swamp by my camp, there hidden by veg
etation, were two huge water moccasins coiled up together and very

much in love. I was just wearing nip nops. If Ihad failed to notice
them I would have stepped directly on top of them. Good thing I didn't
have too much of a hangover. They weren't mating, just cuddling up
and whispering sweet nothings into each other's thennoreceptors. Most
snakes display a typically reptilian lack of ardor, but moccasins and
copperheads are much given to romance. Stories about balls ofmocca
sins are true. These are actual ophidian orgies. This couple was so en
thralled that they completely ignored me. Breakfast in bed! That's what
they needed, so I went back to my truck to get the squirrel. My new
friends must have been sated with lust, for when I offered the squirrel,
after much badgering, they merely crawled slowly away, one follow
ing the other. "Why won't he leave us alone? Has he no respect?"

How big does the indigo get? Bigger and bigger all the time ac
cording to the folks who live around Lake TsalaApopka. It seems that
once upon a time the famous Ross Allen allowed a giant anaconda to
escape. The other version has it that a circus train derailed on its way to
Gibsonton allowing anacondas (and presumably a. few dwarfs, jugglers,
and trained tigers) to escape into the wilds of Lake TsalaApopka. We
all know that it's bad to introduce exotic species, and here's why. The
anacondas mated with the local indigo snakes to produce the indiconda,
also known as the andigonda. These dread serpents grow to be at least
twenty feet in length. Some say much bigger. I have spoken to three
fishennen who have actually seen them swimming across the lake on
dark and stonny nights. Nessie move over. One poor fellow was lost in
the woods one night, struggling through the trees. He reached up to
grab what he thought was a thick vine. You guessed it, an indiconda.
The experience left him so shaken that he took up drinking, which is
how I came to meet him down at the Biker bar in Hernando.

I could go on and on, for I have been blessed with many indigo snake
encounters, but by this time you probably don't believe a word I've said.

Bruce J. (Sleazeweazel) Morgan (POB 6-A, Archer, FL32618) is
a naturalist, writer, and wilderness explorer. He plans soon to com
plete a book on his exploration ojan uncharted river in Belize.

Eastern Indigo (Drymarchon corais couperi) by Douglas Moore .1.
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The Brethren Strike Back
The United States Supreme Court Undermined

Environmental Laws Inlts Latest Term

by Ray Vaughan

The 1991-92 term ofthe court
was its biggest environmental
year in history, and everything
they did works to set back envi
ronmentallaw and protection...

Springtime in Columbia.Ah, yes, April 1992, and the cherry blossoms and the clear sky
touch our seat of government with pink and blue. The entire scene seems so tranquil. I

stand on the steps of the Supreme Court building and look out over the busy people toward
the Capitol, stately and solid in the afternoon light. The forces of American government
are hard at work all around me.

In the building behind me,law clerks and support personnel are engaged in the rou
tine work of BIG LAW; they scurry about researching cases, drafting memos and moving
papers from one part of the building to another. Occasionally, a man steps from his office
and bores several of the nation's brightest young legal minds with a long tirade on family
values. Bound by a scholastic sense of honor toward one who holds·a one-ninth vote in the
future, the law clerks sit attentive in fake rapture at the wads that come forth from the judge.

Farther down the hall the men gather- the ones deciding what the "America of the
Future" will look like. One of the things over which they deliberate is that which is all
things; the environment has the full attention of the new majority on the United States
Supreme Court.

You have heard the names of this brave new majority: the infamous, Coca-Cola drink
ing Clarence Thomas; the ex-pro football player Byron White; the reserved, nerdy David
Souter; the sometimes-thoughtful AnthOny Kennedy; and their leader, JusticeAntooin Scalia.
the mastermind behind the tale that follows. Also usually allied with this conservative core,
but not always, are Chief Justice William Rehnquist and Justice Sandra Day O'Connor,
the non-brethren member of the Court. Together, these seven manifest the grand plan of
the ReaganlBush Administration to tum our country in a Republican direction for the next
three decades. Regardless of who sits in the White House during the next thirty years,
these seven justices will be the final arbiters of litigious things in America during that time.
They serve for life; short of getting Congress to increase the Supreme Court to fifteen and
packing it with Democrats, nothing can be done about the situation.

I was in OC to lobby for clean water and wetlands protection legislation, a futile ges
ture of faith in the system. The trip was a waste of time, and although I waited for quite a
while near the back entrance to the Supreme Court building, I never saw any of thejustices
come out. I had a few things to say to several of them; my opportunity slipped away after
I ran into Representative Kiter (D-Aorida), who insisted that I go out drinking with him
and his new environmental assistant. That new Cokejoke I wanted to tell Oarence would
have to wait. . .

Now that I have told of what I saw in the Supreme Court building, let me tell you just
what our fine Court did this year regarding the environment. The 1991-92 term of the court .
was its biggest environmental year in history: and everything they did works to set back
environmental law and protection at least twenty years.
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Environmental issues dealt with by the Court this past term in
c1uded radioactive waste, hazardous waste, garbage, endangered spe
cies, the Clean WaterAct and coastal protection regulations. However,
more than anything else, these cases dealt with the conflict between
state and federal control over the environment and with the extent to
which states and citizens can enforce our environmental laws against
those who violate them. Despite what you hear about this SupremeCourt
being in favor of states' rights, the Court has made it clear that it pro~
tects "corporate rights" only, and any state, federal, or citizen action
that threatens the "right" of certain corporations to do what they want
will lose.'

Federalism, the idea that describes relations between the various
states and the federal government, was involved in a number of cases.
Regardless of the "states' rights" rhetoric, the Court crippled the states'
right to protect their environments. .

The Court issued one such ruling in Arkansas v. Oklahoma, Nos.
90-1262 & 90-1266, 60 USLW 4176 (Feb. 26,1992) under the Clean
Water Act. The EPA issued a water pollution discharge permit to the
City of Fayetteville, Arkansas; the pollution would go downstream into
Oklahoma where the additional pollution from Fayetteville would cause
Oklahoma's more-stringent water quality standards to be violated. The
Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals had ruled, in a beautiful opinion, that
one state's (Oklahoma's) efforts to protect high-quality waters could
not be compromised by another state (Arkansas) and EPA's allowance
of excessive pollution in that other state. The Supreme Court reversed
the lower court and held that Oklahoma could be forced to accept the
federal regulatory scheme, even if that meant the degradation of its high
quality waterways.

The Court issued rulings in two cases regarding hazardous waste
and garbage. In Chemical Waste Management, Inc. v. Hunt, No. 91
47f, 60 USLW 4433 (June 1, 1992), the State ofAlabama had placed a
two-tiered tax on waste disposed of at ChernWaste's Emelle, Alabama
landfill, the largest hazardous waste landfill in the country. Waste gen
erated in Alabama was taxed at $40 per ton, and waste generated out-·
side Alabama and imported into the state for disposal was taxed at $112
per ton. In a splendid opinion that spoke of the need to protect ci tizens
from the dangers of hazardous waste transportation and disposal, the
Supreme Court of Alabama had upheld the two-tiered tax as an envi
ronmental protection and public health measure and not as an economic
measure.

The United States Constitution gives Congress the sole power to
regulate interstate commerce; thus, states may not enact economic regu
lations that discriminate against interstate commerce. However, a state

may discriminate against in
terstate commerce if it has le
gitimate noneconomic
reasons for doing so. The
United States Supreme Court
has long held that states may
discriminate against, and even
ban, noxious articles from
being imported into their
boundaries; contaminated
fish, diseased rags and the like
can be banned. However, big
corporations now make bil
lions of dollars transporting
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and disposing of garbage and toxic waste; therefore, the Court has de
cided that such waste cannot be discriminated against. The Court struck
down Alabama's higher tax on out-of-state waste, and the majority dis
missed the environmental and public health issues with little more than
a few condescending remarks toward lowly Alabama. The majority's
rationale was that Alabama was trying to isolate itself from a national
problem.

Using the same logic, the court struck down a Michigan law that
allowed counties to ban the disposal of waste imported from outside
the county. The decision was Fort Gratiot Sanitary Landfill, Inc. v. Michi
gan Natural Resources Dept., No. 91-636, (fJ USLW 4438 (June 1, 1992).

Dissenting from both opinions, ChiefJustice Rehnquist stated that
it was the states lacking di sposal faci Iities and thus exporting their waste
that were violating the commerce clause. Alabama was not trying to
isolate itself from a national problem as Alabama was willing to dis
pose of its own wastes and to take other states' waste if those states
paid for the additional environmental and public health protection mea
sures needed. As he astutely noted, the states without disposal facili
ties had effectively isolated themselves from the national problem.

These two rulings bar local governments and states from prevent
ing the importation of waste from other jurisdictions. Such rulings dis
courage reductionand recycling by mandating that places likeAlabama
be open as dumping grounds for the less-responsible states.. The Court
did allow Alabama to place a total cap on how much waste can be
dumped each year, but as a practical matter this cap must be large enough
to ensure the profits of the private landfill owner; and the court did not
address the problem of what Alabama will do with its own waste if its
landfill decides to take only out-of-state waste. In effect, these two waste
rulings say the rich can dump their waste problems on the poor, and
the poor have to shut up and take it.

Contrary to Arkansas, Hunt and Fori Gratiot, the Court upheld
states' rights in Nell York v. United States, :t-Jos.91-543, 91-558 & 91
563,60 USLW 4603 (June 19, 1992). The Court dealt with provisions
of the federal law over low-level radioactive waste; that law provided
financial incentives to states to build facilities for waste disposal or to
agree with neighboring states to form a compact to collectively dis
pose of their wastes. But the law also included a stick; any state that
had not arranged for disposal of its waste by 1996 would automatically
take title to all waste in the state and become liable for it. Most states made
arrangements under the law, but New York decided to challenge it instead.

The Court upheld the financial incenti'ves, but it struck down the
"take title" provision as unconstitutional under the Tenth Amendment,
.which reserves to the states all powers not explicitly delegated to the

federal government under the
Constitution or prohibited to
the states by the Constitution.
The Court basically ruled that
states could not be compelled
to take part in the federal
regulatory scheme.

The Court further weak
ened the power of states over
their own environments in
United Stales Dept. a/Energy
v. Ohio, Nos. 90-1341 & 90
1517,60 OSLW 4163 (Apr.
21, 1992). There, the Court

illustrations by Brian Evans
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held that states could not fine federal agencies for environmental dam
age caused by those agencies. Under various environmental statutes, a
state can sue for damages a polluter that violates the statute. For ex
ample, a state can sue and fine a company that violates its !Vater pollu
tion discharge permit. But, under this ruling, the state is powerless if
the violator is a federal agency. Sovereign immunity prevents states
from making the federal government protect the environment. In ef
fect, this ruling means federal agencies, particularly one dealing with
nuclear energy, can do whatever they want.

These five cases demonstrate that the Court was not bothered with
any notions of consistency regarding federalism and states' rights. Pow
erful states Iike New York can do whatever they want, when it sui ts the
Court, whereas weaker states can do nothing to protect themselves
against the federal govemmentand big corporations. From a reading of the
various opinions, it is clear that the Court was entirely result-oriented.

Nailing states to the wall to suit Republicans and big business was
just the beginning of the Court's Big Brown Year. After making states
virtually powerless to protect the environment under federal laws, the
Court took away the right of most citizens to protect the environment
in Lujan v. Defenders ofWildlife, No. 90-1424,60 USLW 4495 (June
12, 1992). This case will have the most impact on guardians of the wild.
Defenders of Wildlife thought they had brought a suit about whether
the Endangered Species Act (ESA) limited what the federal govern
ment could do in other countries. Under the Reagan Administration,
the Interior Department had issued a rule exempting federal agencies
from abiding by ESA rules for actions taken outside the country. De
fenders contended that this ruling was illegal. The Court, led by Scalia,
took this case as an opportunity to limit environmental groups' stand
ing to bring suits under the ESA and under all environmental statutes.

"Standing" is a legal concept that essentially means the one bring
ing a lawsuit must have a sufficient stake in the controversy to obtain
judicial resolution of that controversy. Basically, you cannot sue over
something that does not concern you. If your neighbor is hit by a car,
you cannot sue the driver of the car because you like your neighbor a
lot. Since 1972, because of the landmark ruling ofSierra Club v. Morton,
405 US 727 (1972), the rule for standing in citizen suits under our en
vironmentallaws had been fairly lenient; if the groups had members
with even a merely aesthetic interest in what the government was about
to destroy, then the group had standing to sue to stop the destruction.

As good Republicans, Scalia and friends decided to limit access
to court for environmental groups and held that standing now means a
group's members must prove that the government action to which they
object will produce imminent, actual harm unique to those members.
Although he did not spell out
the complete parameters of r----------------,
this new, narrower rule of
standing, Justice Scalia made
it clear that one must pretty
much own the land next door
to the action in order to be
sure to have standing to sue to
stop it. However, he did leave
the door open, just a little, for
those who have unique per
sonal and professional inter
ests in a species or habitat
such that the person benefits

'----------------'

more than the public at large. "It is clear that the person who observes
or works with a particular animal threatened by a federal decision is
facing perceptible harm, since the very subject of his interest will no
longer exist." When Scalia says "particular animal," he does not mean
a particular species; he makes it clear elsewhere that someone who
works with spotted owls in Oregon will not have standing to stop a
c1earcut that threatens owls in Washington. He means the individual
animal. You cannot sue to stop harm to spotted owls unless you have
worked with or observed (and will do so again in the very near future)
owls that will actually be killed. Thus, you must prove your unique
relationship to the animal; you must prove that the individual animal is
indeed in imminent threat of death, and you must prove that you will
be !.miquely and immediately harmed by the death of that particular
animal. All this proof is just so you can get into court; much more will
be needed to win your case.

This decision flies in the face of the clear language of the ESA
which says that "any person" may sue the govemment for violating the
act. Scalia says that Congress did not mean what it said, and that the
words "any person" do not necessarily mean you. As the dissent by
Justices Blackmun and O'Connor stated, this opinion amounted to "a
slash-and-burn expedition through the law of environmental standing."

Although the case involved the application of the ESA overseas,
Scalia wrote the opinion so that it clearly limited citizen suit standing
under all environmental laws. This could mean that if the government
proposes to c1earcut a Wilderness Area in clear violation of the law,
you cannot sue them to stop it if you have never been to that area or if
you do not have concrete plans to go there again in the future. Being an
advocate for wildemess, even for that particular Wilderness, will no
longer do. You must prove some unique professional or personal rela
tionship with the actual Wilderness in order to get into court. If you
make your living as a guide in that area, you may get standing. Being a
pantheist and getting spiritual and religious fulfillment from that Wil
derness should give you standing. Remember, though, the Court just
this year limited standing, and what will make it must be worked out in
future litigation. One thing is sure: whereas before a group could sue in
its name and leave its members protected and relatively uninvolved,
now individuals must come forward with unique and personal relation
ships with the wild thing in peril in order to file a lawsuit to protect it.
As most people are fearful of sticking their necks out in litigation, plain
tiffs will be more difficult to find.

Thus, what is needed now is for people to get out into the wilds
and establish personal standing. If you care about a particular area or
endal'1gerect species, go out and get directly involved with it. Affil.-chair
environmentalists have now
been officially taken out of the
litigation game.

In another endangered
species matter, Robertson v.
Sealtie Audubon Society, No.
90-1596, 60 USLW 4273
(Mar. 25, 1992), the Court
held that a 1990 Department
oflnterior appropriations bill
rider, known as the "North
west Timber Compromise,"
effectively exempted certain
National Forest timber sales in
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Oregon and Washington from the Endangered Species Act. The Su
preme Court upheld the legislation even though it preempted pending
litigation over protecting the northern spotted owl. This legislation stated
that the government was to be deemed in compliance with the ESA as
long as timber harvesting met the directives in the Northwest Timber
Compromise. This opinion was written by Justice Clarence Thomas
for the unanimous Court.

Now that the Court had taken away most of the power of states
and of citizens to protect the environment under our federal environ
mental laws, only one thing was left to make this last term a clean sweep
for the Far Right. The grandest dream of the Republican hard-<::ore is
to have the Court rule that environmental laws and regulations repre
sent "takings" of private property without just compensation. As al
most everyone knows, the Consti tution protects your right to property,
and the government cannot take that property from you Ni thout gi ving
you just compensation for it. In rulings on criminal cases, the Court
had been hinting that the constitutional rights to life and liberty were
not all that important: only criminals need assert such rights. But PROP
ERrY, every big corporation has property. So, that must be the most
sacred constitutional right.

Therefore, if the Republican Right could get the Court to say that
environmental laws and regulations were "takings," then developers
and other industry people could act at will without permits or govern
ment interference. Example: you own rnarshes along the coast that are
the Critical Habitat for an Endangered species. To develop that land
into a mall now, you need a wetlands fill permit, a coastal wne permit
and an incidental take permit for. the Endangered species. However, if
the denial of those permits amounted to a "taking" of your property,
then the government would either have to let you build the mall with
out regard to the environmental damage or else buy the land from you
at its fair market value as a mall. Thus, any ruling from the Court set
ting such a precedent would mean that the sole remaining way for fed
eral, state and local governments to protect the environment would be
to buy it at fuJI value. And in these times of budget deficits and prora
tion, what government can afford to do that? It would be a developers'
field day; all sensitive lands would be wide open. That is the grandest
dream of the Wise Use Movement, rniners, oil companies, and other
factions of the Far Right.

With this grand property dream in mind, the forces of Brown
brought three cases before the Supreme Court last term involving the
issue of whether environmental regulation of property is an unconsti
tutional "taking." The lead case was Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal
Council, No. 91453,60 USLW 4842 (June 30, 1992), and it invol ved
coastal wne protection measures that were keeping a developer from
building beach houses on two lots he had bought. Fortunately, the Court
did not hit a Wise Use home run on this issue. The Court, again led by
Scalia, held that environmental regulations might require just compen
sation if the regulations denied the landowner all economically viable
uses of the land. However, the record in Lucas did not reveal if Lucas
had lost all economic viability in his land, and the Court sent the case
back to South Carolina for such a determination.

This opinion did not substantially change existing "takings" law;
it merelyestablished that environmental regulations are indeed subject
to that law. Further, a government can take all economic viability in
land if the use of the land would amount to a nuisance under existing
state nuisance law. Thus, a government would not have to buy land
even when environmental regulation amounted to a "taking" if use of
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the land would be a nuisance to surrounding lands. The Sierra Gub
declared it a "major victory" that the Court did not make significant
changes to the law. However, Scalia made it clear that he wanted to go
much farther, and the Court's members are divided in several direc
tions on how they want to go on this issue. Some consolation can be
found in Justice Kennedy's desire to make broader exceptions to "tak
ings" law for environmental and public health regulations. Rest assured,
though, this is the prime target area for the Wise Use Movement and
other land abusers in environmental litigation for the foreseeable fu
ture. It is really their only target area in law, because, although this case
on this one issue may have been a victory of sorts for the environmen
tal protection side, the Court clearly took away almost every other fed
erallegal tool available to the environmental movement in other rulings
last tern\.

On environmental matters and in most other areas of law as well,
the Brave New Court has proven to be very result-oriented. Essentially,
they decide whom they want to win and then write an opinion accord
ingly. They construe the Constitution narrowly or broadly, depending
on what achieves victory for the Right people. This, though they and
Bush said they were not "activist judges." If a statute helps the Right
People, it is upheld. If a similar statute hurts the Right People in a dif
ferent case, it is struck down. While these are generalizations, they hold
true in almost all cases. Chief Justice Rehnquist is the only strict con
structionist of the Constitution and statutory language on the Court,
and he does remain true to that ideology even if it means hurting Re
publican interests. He dissented in the commerce clause caseS because
the commerce clause does allow slates to discriminate against inter
state commerce to protect public health.

The 1991-92 term dealt a severe blow to the environmental move
ment and to environmental protection law. True, the Court did not gut
environmental law as much as it could have or as much as the Wise Use
people wanted, blJ.t environmental protection law lies in shambles to
day. Because the <!ourt, under Scalia's skilled hand, based its opinions
on constitutional grounds, there is very little Congress and a Demo
cratic President can do to reverse what the Court has done. Congress 00es
have the power to allow states to discriminate against out-of-state garbage
and hazMdous waste, and bills to allow that are pending; but Congress
cannot fix the damage done to standing in environmental citizen suits.

The stunning setbacks this term underscore the need for environ
mentalists to advance state laws for environmental protection. State
legislatures can adopt, and state supreme courts can make rulings un
der, state laws and even constitutions to protect the wild things that we
can no longer protect under federal law. In many states, the prospect of

. getting the legislature and the courts to protect the environment is not
good, b\lt some states, such as Alabama, do have judges that favor
people's health and environmental protection.

No major environmental cases have yet been accepted by the Su
preme Court for their review in the 1992-93 term. Perhaps they will
take a rest from. their Big Brown Year, but the Wise Use nuts will be
back soon with more attempts to limit environmental regulations
through new "takings" law. For the rest of us, there are at least three
more decades of the Brave New Court to look forward to; the ideals
and morals ofReagan and Bush will live on for quite some time. Con
gratulations.

Ray Vaughan (3320 Wellington Road, Montgomery, AL 36106) is
an environmental anomey and wildland advocate in Alabama.
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Grassroots Resistance
The Emergence ofPopular-Environmental Movements In Less

Affluent Countries

by Bron Taylor, Heidi Hadsell, Loris Lorentzen, and Rik Scarce

The emergence and proliferation of grassroots environmental groups in the developing world has been a striking feature of
the past two decades. Although the movements differ in many ways, it is possible to discern commonalities in the social
contexts from which they have emerged, in the movements themselves, and in the resulting social conflicts. Our goal is to
examine several grassroots environmental movements in less affluent countries and to articulate common patterns we have
found. No claim is made that these generalizations apply to all grassroots, "pOpular environmental" movements. Indeed, most
of them are relatively new and have received little or no scholarly attention. \ Rather, we offer our analysis to encourage further
research into the objectives, impacts, and future prospects of such movements.

TRENDS AND TENDENCIES IN POPULAR·ENVIRONMENTAL MOVEMENTS

Few environmental movements in less affluent countries have their
primary origins in ecological concems or focus exclusively on envi
ronmental issues. Most commonly, such groups have their genesis in
the survival efforts of persons and communities living at the margins
of existence, especially peasants and indigenous peoples in rural areas.
Popular grassroots environmental movements often begin with efforts
promoting community development, literacy, and political empower
ment. But it is the battles over who owns and/or controls the use of
land that are most characteristic of. the emerging environmental move
ments. Such battles take one of two forms: struggles to overturn cur
rent ownership patterns and to reform current land uses, or efforts to
preserve traditional land ownership and use patterns against the en
croachment of the industrialized world. The crucial issue is land reform or
land defense. Struggles over land shape popular movements into envi
ronmental movements, because generally speaking, tI)e land use plans
of poor people are more ecologically sustainable th~ the more cen

·tralized ownership and mechanized land use patterns they are trying to
overturn or prevent. In rural areas, the (usually accurate) perception
within popular-environmental movements is that the land is being ex
ploited for and by outsiders-either multinational commercial inter
ests or, more commonly, commercial elites within the nation in question.

Much of the commercial enterprise carried out or planned in rural
areas displaces long-term inhabitants. Thus, fear of displacement is a
major source of popular~vironmentalresistance. Just as pernicious as
forced displacement, is thedivision offamilies when fathers and sons leave
to seek employment in urban centers (or other countries) after their tra
ditionallivelihoods are destroyed by changing land-use patterns.

Whether or not local people are displaced, commercial develop
ment threatens traditional ways of life. The process usually begins with
road building, followed by logging, mining, and industrialized agri
culture (ranching and farming), all of which are usually accompanied
by increasinglycentralized ownership of land by outsiders. Such threats
contribute to the proliferation of grassroots popular movements stress
ing self-reliance, resistance to outside commercial interests. and eco
logically sustainable practices.

Popular-environmental.groups in less affluent nations tend to be
radical in their genesis, or to become so through experiences gained in
social struggle. By radical we mean one or more of three things. First,
these movements often threaten pri vate ownershipof commonIy used
lands, seeking tooverturn current, jYivate land ownership patterns. Some
are self~onsciously socialist in orientation. Second, t!lese movements
critique indl.!strial development and mechanized agriculture, thereby
placing tpemselves in opposition to elites who usually hope to emulate
the more technologically "advanced" societies. Movements influenced
by such a critique seek to prevent or overturn western-style, mecha.
nized forms of development2• Third, many of these groups employ in
creasingly militant tactics, including illegal direct action, from civil
disobedience to sabotage (sometimes called "ecotage" or
"rnonkeywrenching" -when the purpose of the sabotage is to protect
the natural world). Such militancy has even, occasionally, involved
homicide, justified as self-defense.

Not surprisingly, this radicalism is often met by violence, some
times governmental, often private. and seldom prosecuted. Such reac
tionary violence firroutpaces in scope and brutality the more occasional,

Editor's note: Alongerversionofthis paperwill be published in EnvironmentalPolitics in the IntemationalArena: Movements,
Parties, Organil.ations, and Policy, ed. Sheldon Kamienieclci; SUNY Press, 1993.
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poorly armed,and usually defensive violence of those involved in popu
lar-environmental movements.

Obviousl.y, the above patterns suggest that popular environmental
movements oPerate under difficult circumstances. It is important to note,
therefore, two key forces driving and buttressing these movements. First,
women play important and often decisive roles. Indeed, some of these
movements are essentially women's movements. This is remarkable

. given the traditional subjugation of women in most of these countries.
Second, religion is frequently central for those involved. These move
ments articulate moral rationales beyond self interest for their activ
ism, and such rationales are often based on religious sentimenfs. These
movements usualIy reI yexclusi vel yon nonviolent tactics, for pragmatic
and/or moral and spiritual reasons.

SurviVal, on the one hand, and the prospects for the success of
these movements, on the other, are greatly enhanced through the stra
tegic building of coalitions. Often, previously antagonistic local groups
are brought together in a common cause against the outside interests.
Just as important, solidarity is sought from international environmen
tal groups who help apply political pressure on national governments.

These movements have had successes, usually small-scale but
sometimes shaking the corridors of power in the international business,
finance and political sectors. Some groups, for example, have formed
coalitions wi th environmental acti vists in more affluent countries and
have secured changes in the lending practices of certain international
lending agencies.

Yet despite the proliferation of such groups and their notable suc
cesses, the ecological and social context that gave rise to them remains
so grave, the economic interests so intransigent, and the need for a com
prehensive restructuring of political, social, and economic relations so
fundamental, that it appears naive to anticipate enduringsuccesses. Even
the long-term survival of the peoples and pla~ in ihese struggles is at risk.

The following analysis of popular-environmental movements wilf
illustrate the preceding characterizations. Among the best known and.
globally influential movements are those originating in India.

SARVODAYA MOVEMENTS IN INDIA AND SRI LANKA

With empty water pots, women gathered in Tehri, India, on World
Environment Day in 1979, protesting water scarcity and the failure of
water supply prejects. "We have come to tell you that nature is the pri
mary source of water, and we are the providers for our families. Unless
the mountains are clothed with forests, the springs will not come ali ve,"
they declared (Shival988:211). In the 1980s, peasants gather to pro
test the damming of the Ganga and Narmada, sacred rivers whose val
leys are home to thousands. If completed as currently planned, the dams
will displace more than one million people, mostly peasants and tribals
(Kendell and Buivids 1987: 153-54). Also in the 80s, peasant women
in the hills of Garhwal refuse to sell milk from their cows, protesting
social conditions that have made milka market commodity while local
children go hungry. In 1987 rural women, with some men and their
children, blockade mining operations destroying forests and streams
in the Doon Valley. The blockade continues even after they are beaten
by 200 men hired by the quarry contractor (Shiva 1988:209). All these
are manifestations'of a movement known as ChipkoAndolan-liter
ally the "hugging-the-trees-movement."Chipko is based, Vandana Shiva
writes, on the realization that "the right to food today is inextricably
linked to the right of nature to conserve her ability to produce food
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sustainably" (1988: 178).
This movement is ofteri and properly described as a self-help and

survival-oriented environmentally conscious movement. But such a
description oversimplifies the motivations of its people. Understand
ing this movement first requires some understanding of Nfahatma
Gandhi's phih5sophyof conflict: and second, an understanding of how
the major religions originating in India-Hinduism, Jainism, and Bud
dhism-can promote intra-species compassion. These religions pro
vide fertile ground for viewing all life as intrinsically valuable, having
worth regardless of its usefulness to human beings. Such moral senti
ments are shared by the philosophy now called "deep ecology" (espe
cially in the West). The term was coined by the Norwegian
eco-philosopher Arne Naess, and is juxtaposed with "shallow" envi
ronmental ethics that ground ecological concern exclusively on human
needs and desires.

We cannot here describe in detail the mythic, religious resources
for environmental ethics embedded in these traditions3. A couple of
examples must suffice to provide a "feeling" for the Indian worldview
and the deep ecological ethics that can be derived from it. Beginning
with the Jataka Tales, which are later re-cast by Buddhism into more
philosophical form in The Diamond Sutra (Schelling 1991: 10-12), we
can find a basis for a "deep ecological" concern for the natural world.
These tales register what one Buddhist scholar calls "the first written
literature [promoting] cross-species compassion" and a sense of "kin
ship that sweeps across anim;:l1 species" (Schelling 1991: 11). For ex
ample, in one well known tale, the Buddha, in an early incarnation,
compassionately sacrifices himself as food for a hungry tigress about
to eat one of her cubs (Schelling 1991: 10-11).

The image in the "Jewel Net ofIndra" myth expresses a cosmol
ogy generally shared by the religions originating in India: a cosmology
thatinfonns the more spiritually inclined Chipko activists. Francis Cook
aptly describes thi s myth-metaphor: . .

Far away in the heavenly abode ofthe great god Indra, there is a
wonderful net which has been hung by some cunning artificer in such
a manner that it stretches out infinitely in all directions. In accordance
with the extravagant tastes ofthe deities, the artificer has hung a single
glitteringjewelin each "eye" ofthe net, and since the netitseljis infi
nite in dimension, the jewels are infinite in number. There hang
thejewels, glittering like stars... ljwe now arbitrarily select one ofthese
jewelsfor inspection and look closely at it, we will discover that in its
polished surface there are reflected all the other jewels in the net....
Not only that, buteach ofthe jewels reflected in this one jewel is also
reflecting all the otherjewels, so that there is an infinite reflecting pro
cess occurring. [This imageI symbolizes a cosmos in which there is an
infinitely repeated inte"elationship among all the members ofthe cos
mos. This relationship is said to be one ofsimultaneous mutual iden
~ and mutual intercausality (in Callicott 1989:214).

Such cosmology, along with the Jataka tales, tends to enhance feel
ings of kinship with everything else in the universe, and thus provides
a basis for deep ecological moral sentiments and activism. Such myths
provide moral rationales beyond self-interest for Chipko-style activ-'
ism, and thereby buttress the detennination of Chipko activists. To the
extent that people believe they are acting in harmony with the struc
ture of a divine universe, they will be strengthened in struggle4

.

Nfahatrna Gandhi (1869-1948), best known for pioneering non
violent tactics eventually successful in overturning British colonial rule
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in India, combined such Indian religious sentiments (often expressed
in the ideal of ahimsa-meaning no-harm or no wanton killing) with
the conviction that through social struggle truth will eventually emerge,
as long as at least one party to the struggle remains committed to the

. truth as such and seeks to align herself with it (Bondurant 1965)'. Gandhi
and the independence struggle inspired many of the "Sarvodaya" self
help workers who, after independence, established cooperative, self
help groups in rural communities. From such Gandhian workers and
the cooperatives they established, the Chipko movement emerged (Shiva
1988:68-77).

"Sarvodaya" can be defined in different ways. Berreman renders
it "building ajust society" (1989:246). A.T. Ariyaratne, who in the late
1950s founded the Sarvodaya Shramadana Movement (a self-help
movement in Sri Lanka), writes that Sarvodaya "signifies the awaken
ing or liberation ofone andall", and then adds the common Sarvodayan
slogan, "may all beings be well and happy (in Macy 1983: 13, cf. 12;
cf. Ingram 1990: 123-139). As with Chipko, this movement, "in for
mulating its philosophy and goals.... ,took inspiration from the
Gandhians" (Macy 1983:29). As with Chipko, the liberation goal is
inclusive of non-human life.

Finally, the people of India, with their ancient religious roots and
diverse tribal religions, often view specific creatures or places as sa
cred. Thus, when peasants and tribals protest the damming of the sa
cred rivers Ganga and Narmada, they believe they are defending sacred
values. Some Chipko activists hug trees to protectAranyanik, goddess
of the forest. Western observers of non-Western environmental move
ments often fail to appreciate the site specific nature of the spirituality
of many groups, and thus miss al together how the defense of such places
isa religious-moral duty5.

With these impressions in mind regarding religious sentiments
Common in India, and the inspirational role of Gandhi in these move
ments, we can now sketch the development of the Chipko movement
itself. Anthropologist Gerald Berreman recounts how the movement:

began in I972 among the people ofthe central Himalayas in In
dia, as an effort utiliZing nonviolent direct action to prevent the de
struction of their forests and thereby save their environment, their
livelihood, their ways of life, and ultimately life itself in their home
land. The characteristic methodemployed by those participating in the
movement...is to interpose themselves bodily between tree cutters and
the trees-a tactic in the Gandhian tradition (Berreman 1989:240,246).6

After its initial campaigns, its methodology and philosophy quickly
spread to Himachal Pradesh in the north, Kamataka in the south,
Rahasthan in the west, Orissa in the east and to the Central Indian High
lands (Shiva 1988:67).

In the early stages of the Chipko movement, the exploitation of
forest resources by outside contractors was the primary concern of lo
cal villages (pearce 1991:267). Such villages are often populated pri
marily by women, as able-bodied men seek work in urban areas
(Berreman 1989:243,253; cf. Harrison 1987:61,332). By 1975,300
villages in the hill districts of Uttar Pradesh faced severe erosion and
landslides due to deforestation by non-local commercial interests (Shiva
1988:74; Berreman 244-245). Widespread protests against the commer
cial exploitation of forests by outside contractors eventually led the
government to a new strategy: using local labor and forest contractor
cooperatives (Shiva 1988:76).

This strategy contributed to a schism in the Chipko movement,

one faction more pragmatic and development oriented, supporting lo
cal sawmill cooperatives, the other less compromising and more ex
plicitly environmentalist, feminist, anti-market and thus, more radical.
The more radical faction resists market-driven forest exploitation re
gardless of who profits, even ifit is local men (Shiva 1988:76, cf. 71
72). Pearce sees the schism as a battle between deep ecologists and
anthropocentric environmentalists.

All observers agree that women have been very important in the
Chipko movement, but differ on how to characterize their contribu
tions. Berreman credits two men, Chandi Prasad Bhatt (a Sarvodaya
worker who organized a self-help cooperative in the 1960s) and
Sunderlal Bahuguna, with helping found the movement (1989:24647).
He implies that it is inaccurate to label ita "women's movement"-as
Shiva comes close to doing- since men are involved "in similar ways
and to a similarextent" (1989:252). Shiva and Pearce, on the other hand,
note that women inspi red bothBahuguna and Bhatt (pearce 1991 :266
267; Shiva 1988:70). These two men eventually became the highest
profile Chipko spokespersons, Bhatt of the more anthropocentric fac
tion, Bahuguna of the more deeply ecological one. But Shiva well ar
gues her v·iew by quoting Bahuguna himself: "We are the runners and
messengers- the .realleaders are the women" (1988:70).

The focus of the Chipko movement broadened in the 19805, and
now expresses concern over mining, the damming of India's rivers
(Pearce 1991: 205-206), and women's control over dairy production.
In 1983 it spawned "Appiko Chaluvali," an anti-logging movement in
the Western Ghats, and there have been Chipko-style campaigns in
defense of urban parks in India. Chipko's spiritual politics and direct
action tactics have become a permanent feature of many popular-envi
ronmental struggles around the world (Berreman 1989:251). There are
now at least 3000 formally structured groups and a-similar number of
inforrnallyorganized social movements in India, many promotingeco
logical agendas (Berreman 1989:239).

THE PACIFIC RIM

Just before the Winter Solstice of 1991, ninety Nobel Prize win
ners debated the proposition that "mankind [sic] is, on balance, har
nessing its intelligence to build a better world" (Anonymous 1991a).
Only half of these renowned figures agreed, with ecological anxieties
prompting much of the pessimism. Henry Kendall, who won the phys
ics prize in 1990, "warned of an 'environmental disaster' if misman
agement of resources and overpopulation persist" (Anonymous 1991a).

Nowhere are the twin specters that haunted the pessimists among
the Nebel laureates-population growth and natural resource deple
tion-more pressing than along the western edge of the Pacific Rim.
Here. siJrvival and environmental conflicts often become manichean
struggles between industrial and triballifeways. Those resisting indus
trial and commercial incursions often tum to mass civil disobedience,
but in the absence of the deep Gandhian influences found in India, tac
tics have sometimes become more militant. Ecotage is increasingly
common, sometimes carried out by large riotous crowds, and resistance
has even been expressed in armed rebellion. The results of these
struggles have been mixed, but the tenacious ties between peoples and
their lands, often grounded in spiritual beliefs about the sacredness of
certain places, are exhibited again.

One of the most tragic campaigns by an indigenous people for its
place has occurred in the Malaysian state of Sarawak. There, the Penan,
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the last nomadic gatherer-hunters in Southeast Asia, have peacefully
fought since 1(j87to end the destruction of the tropical hardwood for
ests on which their physical and spiritual existence depends (Anony
mous 1990). Other Sarawak tribes have managed to keep their land
free of loggers, in part through ecotage. For example, the Iban tribe
blew up twenty-five bulldozers and logging trucks in 1(j82, repeating
such tactics four years later (Scarce 1990: 151). The Malaysian gov
emment refuses to hal t the destruction of the Sarawak forest. After be
ing presented with a petition signed by 7000 persons and 14
organizations in 1(j86, reported anthropologist Bruno Manser, "the de
struction of the land went on even faster" (Anonymous 1990).

Meanwhile, environmental groups such as the grassroots,Austra
lia based Rainforest Information Centre and the US based spinoff, the
Rainforest Action Network (RAN), have tried to reduce the demand
for tropical hardwoods through an international boycott. The boycott
has slowed the CUlling and road building, which have decimated one
third of the Penan's historical I'ood-gathering grounds and opened two
thirds for further exploitation (Anonymous 1990). Nevertheless, the
deforestation continues.

SOUTHEAST ASIA

Rainforest dwellers are not always as committed as the Penan to
nonviolence. In Burma (recently renamed Myanmar), along the Salween
River border with Thailand, three tribal peoples have launched a gue
rilla war against those invading their forest. Since Burma gained its
independence from British colonial rule in 1948, the Karen National
Union has struggled alongside their blood relatives the Karenni and an
other neighboring tribal group, the Moi, for their traditionallifeways
in their ancestral territories. They have been fighting a brutal government,
led by autocrat Ne Win, that came to power in 1962 through a coup over
throwing Burma's first democratic government The rebels are defending
the forests and their more sustainable Iifeways, so they can be consid
ered both a cultural survival and a popular-environmental movement.
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Spectacular teak forests hide the rebels, while revenue from rebel
logging is used to purchase arms and ammunition. Eric Ransdell claims
that the rebels log carefully, viewing the forest as "their heritage, the
only home they had ever known. Parents plant teak trees as a kind of
living inheritance for newborn children (Ransdell 1991:90).

Maintaining this faith was made more difficult in 1988, however,
when the Burmese government sold the rebel forest to Thailand. '1n
less than two years, an estimated four million acres fell to the chainsaw.
The world's last great teak forest was disappearing" (Ransdell 1991:90).

Ironically, this sale made possible an environmental victory in
Thailand: the Thai government's1(j89 banning of all commercial log
ging. This ban was precipitated by ecological disasters such as flood
ing and mudslides, and the grass-roots activism of a coalition of "poor
peasant hill-farmers...and the students and intellectuals of Bangkok"
(Pearce 1991: 190-192).

Today the Karen's war has become desperate-and the fate of600
forest dependent endangered species is linked to the outcome. Previ
ously the Karen sold their trees to the Thais, but only mature ones were

.cut and only Karen workers could do the felling. But in 1988 the Bur
mese began to attack the Karen from Thai territory, and "now,
the...Burmese military.... protect[s) loggers who are c1ear-CUtling for
ests" (Ransdell 1991:94). Little concern from the international com
munity has been forthcoming. The U.S. Congress voted in 1990 to
prohibit the importation ofBurmese teak but with little impact (Ransdell
1991: 146).

The government of Thailand has also faced environmental direct
action within its borders, on Phuket, a small offshore island. On 1June
1986,50,000 of the island's 200,000 inhabitants demonstrated to halt
the construction of a tantalum refinery: Anxiety about the safety of the
plant had been fueled by grassroots environmental activists showing a
videotape of the Bhopal disaster. Two weeks later 70,000 went to a
meeting with the Thai industry minister. The minister arrived to find
the crowd enraged, however, and he quickly fled. Receiving no assur-
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ances from the government, the crowd torched the plant. Damage was
estimated at $25 million-the most expensive act of ecotage in his
tory. Afterward, the Thai government began to review its environmen
tal planning laws with an eye toward more public input (Sachs 1988;
Scarce 1990:154).

AFRICA

By 1989,Africahadtwo-thirdsofall refugees Ovfatthews 1991:24).
Most of these are env ironmental refugees, victims of soi I erosion, de
sertification and devegetation. Often environmental decline displaces
only part of the family, as able-bodied men seek work in urban areas
(Harrison 1987:61,332). Africa, self-sufficient in food as lateas 1970,
now fails to feed many of its people.

Given the enormity ofAfrican environmental decline and its con
sequences for survival, one might expect a proliferation of grassroots
environmental groups in Africa. Most of the evidence, however, seems
to confirm Harrison's claim that "Africa is weaker than any other con
tinent in popular grassroots organizations of every kind." (1987:278).
Pearce agrees that "Africa is a desert for environmental groups," and
attributes this to "the unhealthy domination of governments over ev
ery aspect of the lives of their peoples" (1991:258). Eco~phi.losopher

Baird Callicott suggests there is a deeper cultural reason for the dearth
of environmental activism in Africa: its indigenous spiritualities rarely
view animals as kindred peoples and non-human life as intrinsically
valuable?

Kenya is at least a "partial exception" in that it does have many
grass-roots self-help groups (Pearce 1991:258). Kenya's "green belt
movement," moreover, is an explicitly environmental self-help group
that has gained international recognition (pearce 1991 :258 262). Started
in 1m by Kenya's National Council ofWomen, the movement enlists
rural peoples as tree-planters in the fight against desertification and soil
erosion. Local communities establish tree plantations on open spaces,
school grounds, and roadways. Pearce notes that by '1990 over ten mi I
lion native trees had been planted, very possibly doing more to stall
desertification than the UN Environmental Program (1991:259). The
project is headed by a woman, Wangari Maathai, a former anatomy
professor. Harrison notes that women continue to be the backbone of
Kenya's popular-environmental movements, and suggests that this tra
dition of women's self-help efforts can be traced to the time when men
were away fi ghting British rule (1987:279).

The green belt movement worked well with the government for
many years, but became more militant in 1989 over the government's
plans to chop down trees in Uhru Park in the capital city, Nairobi. The
repression that followed included the eviction of the green belt move
ment from its offices and accusations that it was trying to destabilize
the government (Pearce 1991:261-262). Maathia's rising international
statuS (in 1989 she was named "Woman of the World" by the Princess
of Wales) may have helped insulate the movement from more serious
repression.

A similar movement exists in Senegal, and is labeled, literally,
"women's gardening groups"-even though men participate. These
groups have become a major force for reforestation. They plant gar
dens and trees and engage in projects that protect the environment while
reducing the work of rural women involved in subsistence agriculture
(Timberlake 1986:212).

Zimbabwe's Organization of Rural Association for Peasants

(OMP) is yet another movement that grew out of women's groups.
ORAP groups engage in "service projects" promoting environmental
restoration, especially related to water and sanitation. Their "self-help"
and decentralized nature is evident in group names such as Siyazenzela,
"We're doing it for ourselves," an<;l Vusanani, "Support each other to
get up" (Timberlake 1986:212).

Despite the efforts ofAfrica's popular-environmental movements,
it is hard to be optimistic. Not only is grassroots activism exceptional,
but Africa has "the harshest of habitats" which makes sustaining large
numbers of people more difficult than on any other densely populated
continent (Harrison 1987:27-46). Just as problematic is the prevalence
of development policies modeled after and promoted by Western coun
tries. These policies exacerbate environmental decline in many ways,
especially by encouraging the expansion of multinational rather than
locally based firms and through the planting of monoculture cash
crops. (pearce 1991: 104-106). Despite the various cultural obstacles
to the emergence of popular-environmental movements in Africa, how
ever, it is reasonable to speculate that Africa's fragile ecosystems,
droughts, and survival struggles will precipitate increasing environmen
tal activism, and possibly militant action.

SOUTH AMERICA - THE BRAZILIAN AMAZON

In February 1989, 1000 warriors from twenty previously warring
Indian groups, in traditional tribal regalia and warpaint, met with Bra
zilian government officials to protest plans to dam and flood 70CJJ square
kilometers of land adjacent to theXingu River. The project would dis
place 70,OCJJ forest inhabi!ants near theAmazon boom town ofAltimura
(Pearce 1991: 133). Many environmentalists and foreign celebrities were
present in solidarity with the Indians. The meeting nearly turned vio
lent after a Kayapo woman ritually threatened a government official
with her machete, threatening to kill any dam builders entering the for
est (Hecht and Cockburn 1989:212; Pearce 1991: 134).

Indians have been fighting invaders for nearly 500 years. Many
tribes have been decimated or exterminated by the invaders' diseases
and violence. The occupation of the Indians' lands accelerated in the
1960s following intensified road building into the forest. This led to
increasing collaboration among Indian tribes, culminating in the found
ing of the Indigenous Peoples Union in 1980. Supported by interna
tional solidarity groups such as Survival International (in England) and
Cultural Survival (in the United States), the Indians have recently be
come skilled at coalition building and lobbying, even suCceeding in
overturning their status under Brazil's constitution as "wards of the state"
in 1987 (Hecht and Cockburn 1989:175, cf. 193). During the 1980s,
they increased their use of direct action resistance to the invasions. In
several incidents, tribal warriors killed loggers and miners found in their
traditional forest areas (Hecht and Cockburn 1989: 140, 143; Anony
mous 1991b).8 Perhaps better known are the efforts of members of the
rubber tappers union to preserve their traditional forest livelihoods.
Beginning in 1976, the tappers began resisting rancher and miner in
cursions into their areas by occupying disputed areas. Murders of rub
ber tappers and their union leaders went largely unreported until the
assassination of Chico Mendes in late 1988 (pearce 1991: 14041; cf.
Hecht and Cockburn 1989: 171-173). With international concem about
Amazonian deforestation mounting, Mendes had become well known
wi thi n international environmental cirdes as a forest defender and pro
moter of "extractive reserves".
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Extractive reserves set aside the forests for gathering, hunting, and
sustainable. rotating small-plot planting. while precluding mining or
large-scale ranching or farming (Hecht and Cockburn 1989: 181). Most
observers miss the "profoundly radical" nature of the extractive reserve
proposals, which favor "some form of communal land owner~hip,

[attacking]. ..private property and hence capitalism" (Hecht and
Cockburn 1991: 182).9 This certainly explains some of the violence
against those promoting extractive reserves. including, perhaps. the
suspicious 1987 bombing of an aircraft carrying the Brazilian agrarian
reform minister who had just signed the enabling legislation for the
reserves (Hecht and Cockburn 1989: 182).

By the late 19808. a scientific consensus had emerged that the tra
ditionallifeways of many forest peoples- especially Indians and other
long-term inhabitants such as rubber tappers and river dwellers- pro
vide models for sustainable ways of life in the forest (Hecht and
Cockburn 1989:155; Pearce 1991:138). Thus it makes sense to view
these particular groups as popular-environmental movements, even
though in the heat of survival struggles they have not always viewed
themselves as such. There are, however. many obstacles to understand
ing grassroots popular-environmental movements in the Amazon. The
best way to proceed is to analyze the complex social life in the region.
Such analysis cim overturn misperceptions about the causes of the eco
logical destruction, and misunderstandings regarding the best prospects
for ecological protection.

Since, to most people, the word "Amazon" evokes images of dense
and unpopulated rainforests, some outsiders are surprised to learn that
13 million people live in the legal jurisdiction of the Brazilian Ama
zon, which is 57% of the Brazilian national territory. 10 Indigenous
peoples in the Amazon today number between 140,000 and 190,000.
In addition to the rubber tappers and river dwellers. there are hundreds
of thousands of small farmers, some of whom own the land they work,
most of whom do not. The more destructive elements in the Amazon
are large cattle ranchers, land speculators, miners, private national and
international business concerns, Brazilian government owned busi-
nesses, and the Brazilian military: '

Often obscured by the trees are the confl icts over use of land among
these groups, and between these groups and the Brazilian government.
In such conflicts, particularly noteworthy (especially when contrasted
with Africa) is the degree of organization among many of the groups.
Indians, rubber tappers, and peasant farmers have organized themselves,
but so have rich landowners and ranchers. In Brazil in the 1970s and
80s urban and rural popular organizations multiplied and formed innu
.merab1e networks and coalitions. Many rural workers unions, for ex
ample, support peasants' self-defense against the landowners and their
gunmen, and fight the ensuing legal and media campaigns, often with
the support of regional and national unions. In addition, local unions
are usually involved with other local organizations, such as Catholic
churches, that do social service and political solidarity work.

As with many popular-environmental groups on other continents,
religion plays an important role in Amazonia's social conflicts.
Radicalized sectors of the Catholic Church inspired "liberation theol
ogy"-a powerful grassroots movement in Latin America promoting
the interests of the poor as the central practice of Christian faith-and
began in the early 19708 to help Amazonian peasants organize "base
communities." Stressing self-help and popular resistance against op
pressors. these communities have provided a social base for many
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Amazonian resistance movements. One important organization allied
with the liberation theology movement is the Catholic Land Commis
sion (CPT). It facilitates the organizing efforts of rural peasants in the
Amazon and elsewhere in Brazil. The importance of radical Catholi
cism is commonly recognized throughout the region. Indeed, "many
forest dwellers got their start in active organizing under the Church's
auspices," and priests are often targets of reactionary violence, as illus
trated by the remark of one rancher, "For every land invasion, a dead
priest" (Hecht and Cockburn 1990: 171).

While the liberation Church supports the popuiar movements. vio
lence against these movements is sometimes justified by traditional
conservative Catholics who believe the base community movement
threatens the Church's mission as well as "sacred" private property
rights. Religion further complicates the social landscape as Pentecos
tal ministers, with their otherworldly form of conservative religion,
promote migration to the Amazon asa promised land; while indigenous

. leaders who resist these migrations base their vision of the forest on
primal spirituality and lifeways (see, e.g., Hecht and Cockburn
1991 :213). Social conflicts, and the passions of social actors, are often
intensified through ideologies grounding social objectives in some vi
sion of the sacred. This is one way contending religious ethics playa
role in Amazonian social-environmental conflicts.

A final characteristic of the Amazonian social drama worth em
phasizing is that most members of the popular classes exist at a bare
subsistence level. Thus their organizations and conflicts are related di
rectly to survival efforts. Bu't the survival strategies of most Amazon
groups do not involve sustainable practices. The slash and bum meth
ods peasants use. for example, are not even sustainable in the short term.
Three or four years after beginning such methods the land is exhausted
and will no longer produce. The peasants know this and recognize the
irony of risking their lives for land that will soon be unproductive, but
they continue both their slash and burn farming and their battles for
land as matters of short-term survival.

Peasants in Brazil have few options. Many have been forced to
the Amazon by structural changes in Brazil, such as the displacement
of small farmers due to "the expansion of mechanized agriculture and
the flooding of enormous areas of agricuI.tural land" (Hecht and
Cockburn 1989:97, cf. 116). Other peasants, in the wake of the mili
tary government's brutal repression of peasant leagues, have seen the
Amazon as the only place to run (Hecht and Cockburn 1989: 104). It is
difficult for relatively recent migrants to practice sustainable lifeways

.when they do not have the specialized knowledge of such practices or
the necessary. tools, as do long-term forest dwellers such as Indians and
rubber tappers. II

The'complex social reality is that sometimes, but not always,
Amazonian conflicts are between those whose objectives include eco
logically sustainable practices and those who do not. And although the
Amazon's peoples are directly affected by the consequences of non
sustainable logging, farming, and mining, ecological concerns and sus
tainability are not the central issues for most popular organizations in
the Amazon except the rubber tappers and Indians, whose concerns are
simultaneously productive of forest and group survival. 12 The reasons
why are clear. People in popular organizations are immersed in a con
text of conflict and their first concern is the acquisition of the bare ne
cessities for survival. Nevertheless, ecological concerns are not ignored
altogether. Rather, the ecological issues tend to be viewed as part of
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the larger political and economic context.
Many rural workers in the Amazon know that they are exploited

by powerful individuals and hurt by the economic and political poli
cies of Brazil. !tis therefore logical that they are suspicious of€COlogi
cal policies, fearing that such policies are just another way to exploit
the poor; and in fact, they often are. 13 Rural workers are also generally
perceptive in their understanding of the political dimensions of eco
logical questions, realizing that the Amazon cannot be "saved" with
out addressing the question of land ownership, promoting land reform
and, more broadly still, the redistributing of wealth in the country. When
peasants own their land and can remain on it, they will be more easily
persuaded to adopt sustainable agricultural methods. .

Such an integrated view of the ecological questions of the Ama
zon challenges much thought among social scientists, who divide is
sues into discrete parcels in order to devise technological solutions. 14

The combined insi ghts ofcurrent forest dwellers - incl uding rural peas
ants, rubber tappers and indigenous peoples-regarding the ecological
and political problems confronting their region better express the com
plexity and interrelatedness of the questions at hand. In the Amazon
and the other cases we have been examining, observers interested in
promoting ecological sustainability would do well to consider the voices
from the various popular movements.

CONCLUSION

Environmental movements in less affluent countries have prolif
erated in recent years. Conflicts result from their efforts to prevent peas
ant displacement and to gain control over land use and property. Many
participants in these movements cling precariously to life and thus sur
vival is often their chief objective. These movements have become in
creasingly sophisticated about building coalitions both locally and
internationally, with a supporting role often played by environmental
organizations based in affluent countries (pearce 1991 :48-67). Although
usually nonviolent, some grassroots groups grow militant as they face
increasing reactionary violence. These movements tend to promote or
strive to protect land uses that aJ:e more sustainable than those of their
more powerful and wealthy enemies. Women play decisive roles in the
movements. Finally, religion is often a critical factor, providing inspi
ration and buttressing courage within these movements.

Industrialism - with consequent deforestation, hydroelectric
projects, and mechanized agriculture, all exacerbated by ever increas
ing human numbers-is causing global environmental crises such as
atmospheric warming, ozone depletion, acid rain, and decline of biodi
versity. Some conservation biologists now assert that the process of
evolution itself has been arrested. Such findings make it clear that the
importance of these movements goes far beyond specific, contested
landscapes. A scientific consensus is emerging that no political, envi
ronmental, and moral task is more important than the rediscovery and
development of ecologically sustainable lifeways. Much of what little
hope there may be for the development of such Iifeways resides in the
emerging popular-environmental movements of less affluent countries.

Bran Taylor Is Assistant Professor ofReligion and Social Ethics at The
University of Wisconsin, Heidi Hadsell is Assistant Professor of Social Eth
ics at McCormick Theological Seminary, Loris Lorentzen is Assistant Profes
sor of Social Ethics at The rJniversity of San Francisco. and Rik Scarce is
author of Eco-Warriors: Understanding the Radical Movement.

NOTF$

(1): The tenn "popular" refers to diverse, non-middle-class groups,
incl uding workers, peasants, indi genous peoples and participants in the so
called "infonnal" economy.

(2): A.T. Ariyaratne, founder ofSri Lanka's Sarvodayaself-helpmove
ment, for example, recommends that his people "totally de-link from the
international economic system" and stop worrying about GNP measures
(Ingram 1989: 135). Indigenous Malaysian rainforest activist Martin Chor
advocates complete deindustralization (Pearce 1991:3li). Factionalism
among environmental groups often results from disagreements about the
merits of industrialism.

(3): For a start here, see Callicott and Ames 1989, especially the ar
ticles by the editors, LaFleur, Cook, Weiming, and_Ames.

(4): Chidester (1987: part one) shows that religious ethics begins with
a human sense of obligation and leads to an attempt to hannonize one's
actions with the sacred, and that such obi igations do not depend on a divine
lawgiver.

(5): The case of the sacred cow in India shows how the line can be
bl urred between sacred and secular, betweenecological and economicneeds,
when part or all of the natural world is seen as sacred. The sacred cow, as
mother of prosperity, on the one hand, performs a critical function in the
food chain: enriching the soil, providing power for the village, and so forth
(Shiva, 165). When Chipko women protest the selling of milk they are
denouncing the defilement of the sacred cow through its commodification
intoa mere mil k machine, as well as the economic and social consequences
of this commodification.

Similarly, when peasants and tribals protest the damming of sacred
rivers they are protesting the desecration of sacred sites, as well as the
submersion of fertile soils and the displacemen.t of peasants. The lines be
tween the "sacred," the"economic," and the "ecological" cannot be clearly
drawn when the forest is Aranyanik, goddess of life and fertility, as well as
a resource for survival. See Linenthal (1991) and Sears (1989) on the pro
cess of sacred place veneration and defilement

(6): Some observers trace the origin of the Chipko movement to the
founding of the Bishnoi sect "in 1485 by the son of a village headman who
had a vision in which he saw a period of terrific hardshi pcaused by callous
regar<;i for nature." He forbade cutting of green wood and killing wild ani
mals. But in 1731, a Maharaja demanded Bishnoi trees fora palace, and a
woman named AmritaDevi hugged a tree in resistance. She was then killed
by an axeman. Three of herdaughters immediately took herplace and were
killed, ahd before long 294 men and 69 \yomen died. The Maharaja relented
and banned logging in Bishnoi areas upon seei.ng the carnage (Schelling
1991:17).

(7): One exception may be the pygmies, who consider the rainforest
to be sacred. Callicott's reflections on such matters will soon be found in his
forthcoming book, The Worlds Great Ecologicallnsights.

(8): Although Kayapo resistance has been especially fierce (Hechtand
Cockburn 1989: 143), someofthem also arecompromised, seeking to profit
from and not overturn mining in their areas (Pearce 1991: 135-36).

(9): Mendes, for example, was a participant in the Acre region's long
tradition of leftist agitation before 'social forces shifted his priority to
ecologicaly importantland- use battles (Hechtand Cockburn 1989:161-69)

(10): This figure is from Debate, a Church related magazine published
in Rio De Janeiro, a supplement of Contexte Pastoral. No.3.

(11): Wealthy landowners and cattle ranchers alSo knowingly engage
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Sockeye
you were one of four of your people
who made the 900 rivermile journey
You, who scaled eight dams
to birth your progeny
as the moon told you.
Of my people,
twelve thousand began
the cavalry march from Echota.
My dark-eyed Nancy ancestor
transplanted us here
where she could
but the moon did not speak to her about it.

-kathy carter-white ©

in non-sustainable agriculture in the Amazon,
burning forest into pastures in fargreateramounts
than the peasants. Unlike the peasants, large land
owners destroy the bush and forest not for sur
viv.al but for profit

(12): Thisstatementis based on contributor
Hadsell's field research, and is not meant to be
categorical. There may be popularorganizations
whose concerns are primarily ecological. but if
so they are not typical of organizations in the.
region (BT).

(13): The control of burning implemented
by the Collar government in the last several years
is seen by the peasant farmers as one more way
to remove them from the land. The new policy
requires farmers to have permits to bum theirland
before planting; butin orderto receive a permit,
one mustown the land, and few JX:<lsants do. Thus
theyburn at great risk, as one fine can exceed a
season's earnings. Large landowners, ofcourse,
can get permits or afford the fines (Hadsell and
Evans, 1991).

(14): Daly and Cobb (1989) well critique
such compartmental ized analysi s.
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More Precious than Money
Ancient Forest Rescue Ad Campaign

GUESS WHO'S DOING
SOMElliINGABOur m

In b\IC1~ sales win~ CHtT 1000 mlln of~ Into d~ kw f'Cft\lilnI",
old·lftJWth Ind nadJcu rma~ in CU' mil:, dmToylnc NbIIM for INf1)' ron.
ClUtum, from bunC"lflia 10 lynx, who an 1M:~ the. Over 150.000 IDa
(::1:14 &q. mllel;) cJ CoIotacid5 foraa win be aHtcted. All in lhe: not fM )"CM-.

DID You KNOW...
OVER 400 TIMBER SAlES ARE

PlANNED IN COLORADOt
... IN ll-IE NEXT FIVE YEARS?

POSTSCRIPT

At this time, Sandbench, an ancient
forest in the San Juan National Forest, is
being logged. The new Region Two For
ester, Elizabeth Estill, claims to careabout
ecological management, but business
continues as usual and the last of
Colorado's unprotected original forests
and roadless areas are designated for de
struction. Write and call Forester Estill
and demand a moratorium on all ancient
forest timber sales. Elizabeth Estill, 11177
West 8th Ave., Lakewood, CO 80225,
(303) 236-9427.
-Naomi Rachel, AFR, Box 1309. Lyons.
CO 80540

business switches paper products and commits to the ad, they are be
ing pro-active on the old-growth issue.

Several of the ads have included cut out coupons. The large su
permarket chain, King Soopers, has always claimed to be an environ
mental leader but they have refused to stop using Stone bags. One ad,
in bold type asks, "DID YOU KNOW THAT DON GALLEGOS CAN
HELPT Don Gallegos is the president of King Sooppers, and at the
bottom of the ad is a coupon asking him to stop buying bags from Stone
Containero Hundreds of readers sent off the coupons - another form of
participation. Future ads will have coupons for Roger Stone, Stone
Container CEO.

The ads pay for themselves, since Sandy volunteers many hours
every day to keep the campaign happen
ing. He'd like to be able to have weekly
ads, but one man can only do so much.
Every three weeks, readers of the "Daily
Camera" are reminded that the last an
cient forests are threatened, that Ancient
Forest Rescue is still kicking, and that
there are local businesses worth support
ing. Even if Roger remains a Stone and
Don Gallegos is revealed as yet another
green washer, the ads (with borders list
ing the timber sales) will help citizens re
alize that "Colorado's Old Growth
ForestsAre More PreciousThan Money."

II
SUPPORT

BUSINESSES THAT
SUPPORT

COlORADO'S
ANOENT fORESTS.

COlORADO'S
OLD-GROWTH

FORfSTSARf
MClll£ PRECIOUS
lHANMONEY.

WAll....S MARKET IDEAl. MARKET
BlBUI TENTS 11M l.lOlWS T-SHIITS

BOUlDUl COUNTY JIlAT P£JlFOtlMANCf
THf ..fWlNG MAIIKET UQUOtll.lAllT

aUSINfSS EXPlfSS lAAOO£NMOUNT~NG
COOl. CATS l.lANUfACTUlUS SKllTS OUTUT

CRYSTAl. GAlUllfS MOUNTAIN MEND
fIGHT DAYS AWUK NATUlf'S OWN lMAGINAnQN

ELLOtlO IEWl.UY NEPTUNE MOUNTAINEEAING
fSTEY PllNTlNG IUDI'S lfSTAUIlANT
EVERYIlOOY. LTD. TlJUtA.TfJC COl.lPUTfAS

THE HIGH WHffWt WIlD OATS l.lAIIKET

How> Th<y don, """"'"" ..... "......,. ........nn...d ..... C.Iondo' Old
~Fcma.inKa:Jl"dana:with ......<:.cu.ry~RaaIunon91.1.s1.
Iy cbr,. so, thcy'~ KtNdy hdpa-. m~ the .. of CDIcnda1I W'IC:iII::N tra:L ..

they an'l do h aQnc.. If)"(P tompIny WCI~bill' or~ bJ.ai, find (loll:

~ chc PIper CXlmC$ from. Hft IIUU " s...c CorGi,.., C".orpar.mn. we: 01
,,- ...,dum diftaIy a>Mribora ...... """"""'" 01 Old c.o..h r-.. If
)O.I'd like II) know.bout~ alla Ie C«·7J10. and we'll be happy It»

emu )'Q.IIO a n(W ptp:T teUret:. Wc'd lac: II) ackI )'OUr rwnc: 10~ lilt Iftd Itt
~ know rJycu suppon It'd~ bCdondo'c Anc:itftt fotaa.

Tt is not common to open a Sunday newspaper and be confronted wi th
J.a full page ad asking: "DID YOU KNOW. ..OVER 400 TI!vffiER
SALES ARE PLANNED IN COLORADO IN THE NEXT RVE
YEARST A series of ads with forestry information, supported by lo
cal businesses, has appeared in Boulder's "Daily Camera" this fall. The
ads state the problem and then ask "GUESS WHO'S DOING SOME
THING ABOUT ITT: the list of businesses grows with each ad.

Sandy Shea. of Ancient Forest Rescue, has contacted about 500
businesses to talk about the ads. It all started after Ancient Forest Res
cue (AFR) asked the Boulder County Commissioners to support
Colorado's original forests by not buying paper products from Stone
Container, the Chicago based multi-national logging National Forests
throughout the Southwest. Once the
County resolution was passed. Sandy
sought sUpJXlrt in the business community.
To be listed in the ad, a business pays $25
and avoids using Stone Container prod
ucts. The goal of these ads, and this par
ticipation with the business community. is
to cause Stone to lose money on its log
ging in Colorado.

Apart from the end goal, the educa
tional aspect is imJXlrtant. "People know
more about logging in the Northwest than
they do in their own state," Sandy has
noted. He has been pleased and surprised
to find the business community willing to
work with a group best known for direct
action and civil disobedience. At the same
time the ads began appearing, AFR activ
ists were confronting logging operations
in the San Juan Ecosystem, in addition to
funding other r:nore radical ads urging
"VOTE REPUBLICANS OUT OF OF
RCE."

A campaign such as this takes a great
deal of determination and a caulinower
ear. Sandy admits that he enjoys talking
on the phone and his background in edu
cation (working with reluctant learners in
outdoor programs) has helped. Most!y the
campaign is about participation. When a
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Broadened Horizons Riverkeepers
ROUTE 2, BOX 242, WHITWELL, TN 37397

This past summer Parker Towing/Canal Chip attempted to quietly
obtain from the port authority at Eddyville, Kentucky, a lease to establish a
chipping milL The night before the port authority was due to sign, Broad
enedHorizons arrived in Eddyville with a slide show. Eddyville is a resort
and retirement community with financial means. Residents took the infor
mation and acted fast.For the present that mill has been halted.

Eddyville was just one of many stops along the Tennessee River and
its tributaries in recent boating seasons for the staff of Broadened Hori
zons, Leaf and Cielo Myczack. The organization takes its name from a30
foot wooden sailing ketch, "Broadened Horizons," home and campaign
headquarters for the Myczacks. Inspired by the "Clearwater," which sails
the Hudson to educate New Yorkers about the river, they built the ketch in
1989 in Saltillo, Tennessee, largely from recycled materials. As they voy
age from port to port, they spemc out for the Rights of the River and work
with local resident:s to try to achieve them.

Broadened Horizons is focusing its opposition to chipping mills on
the US AmlY Corps of Engineers. The Corps makes the final decisions on
all p,cmiits pertaining to navigable waters. The Myczacks are encouraging
citizens to pressure the Corps, through letters and a petition, to reevaluate
every existing permit for each site where a chip mill attempts to locate.
The Code of Federal Regulations, 33CFR 325.7, states that if there is sig
nificant public opposition to an activity, or new information on the activ
ity, a reevaluation can be called by a third party or by the district engineer.

Lumbering in the Tennessee's watershed is only one of the problems
the Myczacks confront. They believe that the river "is near ecological
death." Mussels are prime indicators. "Atone time the river bed was cov
ered with mussels; now they're almost gone," Leaf says. To help call at
tention to the plight of the mussels, the Myczacks dedicated a recent issue
of the Broadened Horizons newsletter "to John Bates [a specialist in mol
lusks whom TVA, Tennessee Valley Authority, fired] and the voiceless
bottom dwellers he sought to save." (In the process, they beat Wild Earth
to picturing a pearly mussel on a front cover.) Harvesting of mussels is
proceeding apace in Kentucky, 80% of it illegally, since diving for mussels
is against state law. Most of the shells go to Japan to be used in the produc
tion of pearls and cosmetics. Left where they belong, mussels cleanse riv
ers by collecting pollutants in their tissues and shells.

Among the causes of the mussels' death is TVA's use of herbicide to
kill Eurasian watermilfoil, a non-native aquatic plant that 11ourishes in Ten
nessee River reservoirs rich in nutrients from sewage. FJiminating the sew
age is not on TVA's agenda. Again Broadened Horizons tries to raise
awareness of the problem and the need for a change in approach.

In 1992 the Myczacks published ACjtizens' Gujde tQPollutjon in the
Tennessee River The documented guide includes a history ofTVA (a his
tory replete with dams and nuclear ventures), descriptions of the river's
reservoirs, and recommendations. Among the recommendations are the
"establishment of a green' treeway' to a minimum depth of 1,500 feet along
the entire River"; "denying cattle and other livestock access to river bank
areas"; and "establishing a hunting free zone along the entire mainstem
River that would include all adjacent wetlands." The report has received
good press coverage, and is'getting into school libraries.
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The Myczacks say TVA "has to go." As they write in their
guide, ''The agency has helped institutionalize the efforts of hu
mans to drastically bend the natural systems to their will." TVA's
primary goal, Leaf says, is "to make money from generating power."

Broadened Horizons was the starting point for and is now a
part of the Foundation for Global Sustainahility's Clean Water
Project. (See \-Wld Earth, vol. 1, #10, p.50) The Myczacks encour
age others to participate in the project as keepers of waterways.

Copies of ACitizen's Guide are available for $2.50 from the
address above.

~Mary ByrdDavis

illustration by R. Waldmire



'Fox in S, <l1J~c."r

Vr: ViOXil1 Ott the Toxie-frail
As Tlte World Burns

'lASTIN~ THROUGH dAZzliNG FALL COlORS, dEEp IN THE CRAdLE OF THE oLd CONFEdERACY, THE

CRIMSON TidE TURNS THE VOLUNTEERS OF TENNESSEE INTO SOUR MASH. HARd To,bELIEVE ANOTHER

yEAR HAS GONE FuiL CIRclE. BUT TIME IS MEANINGLESS OUT HERE WITH THE SpANISH MOSS"GoLdEN

LEAVES OF HiCkoRY, SWEET GUMS. A bUZZARd CIRclES TO MY, RIGHT; dARk clouds OF A coLd FRONT

CApITuLATE TO AN ICE bLuE sky.

THE DOCTOR pUSHES THE ROAd WITH A VENGEANCE, ONE STEP AHEAd OF THE EPA, FDA, CIA

ANd THE TATTEREd REMNANTS OF THE BUSH LEAGUE. IT IS AN odd, SORdid pATH, THIS TRAIL OF

TOXICITY. IT IS LITTEREd WITH dECEIT, LIES ANd CORpORATE dEMENTIA. TRAVELING THIS TRAIL IS NOT

FOR 'THOSE ROMANTIC, CRYSTAL HUGGING, dREAMERS OF T'HE POST-HIPPIE-HOME-boy AGE.

MINE IS A dEpRAVEd job. SOMEbody HAS TO do IT. THEy CHOSE ME. I AM DR. DIOXIN ANd

THIS IS THE TOXIC TRAIl.

YOUR ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY WORks FOR yOU. IT ALso WORks FOR THE CEOs

OF AMERICA'S biGGEST pApER MANUFACTURERS, wHo--by Hook OR CRook--HAVE pERSUAdEd

THE EPA TO REEVALUATE THE CARCINOGENICITY OF 2, }, 7,8-TCDD. THE dRAFT OF EPA's NEW

RiSk ASSESSMENT IS ON THE STREETS, COMING SOON TO A NEIGHbORHOod NEAR yOU.

IN kEEpiNG WITH THE AGENCy'S LONG-STANdiNG pLAN TO dELAy SERIOUS REGuLATORY ACTION,

REGARdiNG OUR MOST TOXIC bREW, EPA IS kNEE dEEp IN THOUSANds OF pAGES OF VOod00sCIEN

TIFIC SEMI-CONcluSIONS,ANd FANCY .GUESS WORk. AN EPA-AUTHORIZEd pANEL OF "iNdEPENdENT,

SCIENTISTS" IS sp~INkLEd WITH INdUSTRy HACks. '\l\fIRE SERVIC'ES AR'E CARRYiNG SNippETS OF SAid,

PANEL's PRELIMINARy ESTIMATES CQN'CERNING:dIOXIN'S EFFECTS: CANCER suddENLy TAkES A bACk

SEA~ TO A-TEA"M OF EV'EN SNEAkiER diSTEMpERS. CH'ECk'YOUR IMrviu~E'SYST.EM...'
BEHINd THE INdUSTRy MOSAIC OF FEAR ANd GREEd, DANFORTH QUAyLE SLITHERS by, OFFERING

CORPORATIONS WHAT HELp HIS COUNCIL CAN RENdER. IF THERE IS ANYTHING REpubLICANS disdAIN,

IT IS A RiSk-FREE AMERICA. BILL REilEY, ONCE TOUTEd AS THE AdMINISTRATION'S ECO-STAR, HAS

CAVEd IN ON THE diOXIN THING, TACITLy ACCEpTING HIS RoLE AS THE PILATE OF THE ENVIRONMEN.TAL

MOVEMENT.

MEANWHILE, THE NATION AWAITS THE NEWEST VERdiCT ON diOXIN'S pROpENSITy TO WREAk

HAVOC ON OUR DNA. BILLIONS OF dolLARS ARE RidiNG ON THE "REASSESSMENT."

INdUSTRY HAS REAd AL GORE'S book. As LONG AS HE REMAINS IN ARkANSAS, SLick WILLIE CAN

bE CONTROLLEd; bUT HIS pOSITION bEHINd THE MASSIVE OAk PANELs OF THE WHITE HOUSE APPEARS

bEyONd INdUSTRy'S GREEdy COMPREHENSION.

THOUSANds OF MILES SOUTH OF EPA HEAdqUARTERS, MISSISSippi olAwyERS. IN PiN-STRiPEd

~UITS MOVE THE HONORAbLE BILLy JOE LANdRUM TO CERTIFy A clASS ACtiON AGAINST GEORGIA

PACIFIC, pUTTING ALL RELATEd G-P CASES UNdER ONE ROOF. AN AppEAL GOES OUT TO THE MISSIS

Sippi SUpREME COURT.

IN GREENVILLE, TENNESSEE, FEdERAL JUdGE THOMAS Hull dEclARES A MISTRIAL AFTER WEEks OF

TEdiOUS TESTIMONY CONCERNING CHAMpiON PAPER'S diSCHARGE OF TOXIC SOUp INTO THE PidGEON

RIVER. THE JURY SIMply CAN'T COME TO GRipS WITH THE FACTS. WHILE THE CASE IS RESET FOR TRIAL,

THE PidGEON RIVER CONTINUES TO RUN ITS dARk COURSE.

ALLEGATIONS FLy THAT AT LEAST ONE JUROR REFUSEd TO pARTICipATE IN dELibERATIONS CON

CERNING GUILT, pREFERRING INSTEAd TO REAd A NOVEl. THE' KNOXVILLE NEWS-SENTINEL REpORTEd

ANOTHER JUROR AS SAYiNG: "THE pLAINTIFFS... PROVEd THEIR CASE bEyONd A SHAdow OF A doubT

IN My MINd." (20 OCTobER 1992) SO WHAT HAppENEd?

THE GOVERNOR OF MAINE WANTS TO EASE HIS STATE'S diOXIN REGuLATIONS. THE STATE HELd

pubLIC HEARINGS IN EARLy NOVEMbER, SEEkiNG SCIENTIFIC dEFENSibiliTy FOR THEIR ACTIONS. op-
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pONENTS REMINd THE GOVERNOR THAT AdMINISTRATIVElY~MANdATEdINCREASEd CANCER RATES ARE NOT IN.

kEEpiNG WITH OUR INALIENAbLE RIGHTS TO liFE, LibERTy ANd THE PURSUIT OF HAppiNESS. (CONTACT THE NATU~

RAt RESOURCES COUNCIL OF MAINE FOR INFORMATION ON HOW you CAN HELp: 207~622~~ 1 01.)

PROCTQR ANd GAMbLE CElluLoSE WAkES Up TO FINd ITSELF LOOkiNG dOWN THE bARREL OF A possibLE

clASS ACTION SUIT AGAINST THEIR OpERATIONS IN PERRY, FLoRidA.

THE BIG qUESTION FACING INduSTRy IS NOT WHETHER diOXIN CAUSES AdvERSE HUMAN HEALTH EFFECTS

(NOT TO MENTION ITS EFFECTS ON WILd CRITTERS), bUT IN WHAT AMOUNTS. IF ONE MoLECuLE CAN diSRUpT THE

IMMUNE SYSTEM THEN diOXIN couLd, IN THEORY, TURN A SIMpLE bOUT OF INFLuENZA INTO A POTENTIAL FATAL

ATTRACTION.

DR. GEORGE LUCIER'S STudiES bodE pooRLy FOR diOXIN FANS. HUNkEREd dOWN AT THE NATIONAL INSTi

TUTE OF ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SCIENCES AT NORTH CAROLINA'S RESEARCH TRIANGLE, LUCIER HAS bROkEN

THE spELL SO clEVERLy WOVEN by INduSTRy wONks. As HE ToLd SCIENCE NEWS, "My dATA MIGHT NOT pROVE

THAT A THRESHOLd dOESN'T EXIST, bUT THERE'S NO EVidENCE OF ANy THRESHOLds." (SEE RACHEL'S HAZARdous

WASTE NEWS #270.) THE oLd THRESHOld THEORY HAS IT THAT A CERTAIN dOSE IS REqUIREd bEFORE ANY

HARMFUL EFFECTS ARE RECOGNIZEd.

THE DOCTOR REpORTS THESE THINGS WITH A JAUNdiCEd EyE. As LONG AS AMERICANS PERCEIVE THEMSELvES

IN THE .ICY GRIpS OF A RECALcITRANT RECESSION, THERE APPEARS TO bE LITTLE SYMPATHY FOR THOSE WHO

STRUGGLE TO FREE AMERICA'S WATERS OF TOXIC CHLORINATEd COMpOUNds .

• PRESidENTIAl dEbATES ANd sLick COMMERCIALs NOTWITHSTANdiNG, THE DOCTOR HAS LITTLE TO HOpE FOR

IN THE bORN~AGAIN POLITICAL RHETORIC OF OUR COUNTRy'S 42Nd PRESidENT. IT WILL REqUIRE MORE THAN A

COVEY OF NEWLy ANOINTEd bUREAUCRATS TO clEANSE THIS TRAIL OF ITS MANy LAyERS OF TOXIC SliME.

"C·HLoRINE FREE By 9}" pRoclAIMS .GREENPEACE. THE HOUR IS NEAR, THE GOAL IS NOT.

DIOXIN IS NOW UbiqUITOUS IN THE ENVIRONMENT. SOURCES INCludE MUNICiPAL INCINERATORS, PETROLEUM

I~EFINERIES, AUTO EXHAUST, ANd pulp MILL EFFLUENT. You ARE WALkiNG AROUNd WITH A PERSONALIZEd body

bURdEN OF bENZENE RINGS ANd CHLORINE ATOMS. 2,~, 7,8 ~TCDD.

DIOXIN HAS A SEVEN yEAR HALF liFE. IN SEVEN YEARS, HALF OF THE diOXIN IN YOUR body WILL STILL bE

.THERE. THAT dOES NOT I'NCLudE FUTURE U·PTAkES. Now, IMAGINE THAT bOUT OF INFLuENZA MENTIONEd AbOVE.

OR, bETTER YET, IMAGINE A GIANT SWAMp, FuLL OF GATORS, OSpREy, PERCH, MUSSELs, ANd A pLETHORA OF

AqUATIC INSECTS. WITH NO STANdiNG TO dEFENd THEMSELvES AGAINST THE ONGOING dEMISE OF THEIR ECOSYS~

TEM, THEy qUIETly SUFFER THE CONSEqUENCES OF HUMANITy'S dEpENdENCE ON CHLORINE. A SILENT SpRING, A

HUSHEd dECAy OF THE WILd.

• THE ELECTION RETURNS bOUNCE FROM THIS HOTEl TV likE THE MINUTE ELECTRONS THAT THEy ARE. EARLy

REpORTS SH'OW SLICklE AHEAd. FoLks WAVE LITTLE FLAGS AT THE CAMERA.

NURSING A bOTTLE OF JIM BEAM, THE DOCTOR LETS THE IMAGES OF AMERICA'S FIXATION WITH FRESH FACES

GLidE IN ONE EyE ANd OUT THE OTHER. THERE IS NO EXCITEMENT IN THIS HEART, NO GLEE. CORPORATE AMERICA

Will ONLy TolERATE SO MUCH FROM ANY AdMINISTRATION. EVEN FROM A SMOOTH OZARk biLLy LikE SLICklE.

DIOXIN HAS bEEN diSCOVEREd IN THE ARCTIC ICE, THE HIMALAyAS, ON THE ROOF OF THE KREMLIN. TRUST

THE DOCTOR, THE SHIT STicks TO THE Ribs. YOUR Ribs! IT HAS A TOE HoLd IN THE Bob MARSHALL WILdERNESS,

THE BRIGHT ANGEL TRAIl, dEEp IN THE OkEFENOkEE SWAMp. IT !-;lAS NO pURPOSE, OTHER THAN TO REARRANGE

GENETIC TENdENCIES. IT IS HERE WITHOUT OUR CONSENT. IT MUST GO.

WHAT you CAN do:

DON'T pURCHASE pApER bLEACHEd WITH CHLORINE. THAT INcludES you WILd EARTH. * SpENd THE EXTRA

FEW SHILLINGS FOR UNbLEACHEd. OR, pERHApS A CREAMY CHLoRINE~FREESHEET.

HElp TURN THE MARkET AROUNd, FROM THE GRASSROOTS Up. THE TRICkIE~UP THEORY. GET A SEVENTH

GENERATION CATALOG. START WipiNG WITH OFF.~WHITE TP. YOUR SEpTIC TANk WON'T MINd ANd NEITHER WILL

1 HE NEIGHboRS.

INVEST IN "GREEN COTTON," bLEACHEd WITHOUT CHLORINE OR UNbLEACHEd. YOUR WARdRObE WILL sud~

dENLy bE SO Hip you'll bE pOpULAR.

JOIN (EGAdl) CREENpEACE ANd EARMARk YOUR TWENTy bucks FOR THEIR Pulp ANd PApER CAMpAIGN.

(DR. DIOXIN IN NO WAy ENdORSES ANY bUREAUCRATIC, TOp HEAVY, ECO~WOO~WOOORGANIZATIONSl PE~

Rlod. )

. ON THE TOXIC TRAIL,

*Yes Doc, we are eco-scum. However, with our Wildlands Project Special Issue (and continuing with subsequent regular
1993 issues) we'll be printing Wild Earth on Patriot's non-chlorine bleached 100% recycled offset.
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A Greater Desert Wildlands
Ecosystem Proposal

by George Wuerthner

Southern Nevada is roughly ouUined by the Mohave Desert. The
region includes everything south of a line from the White Moun
tains on the California border, east through Tonopah, south of

the Quinn Canyon Range to Caliente near the Utah border. Las Vegas
is the major population center. Lower than central and northern Ne
vada, this region is hotter, drier. and to many people exceedingly bleak.
But southern Nevada is surprisingly diverse, with 43% of all species
recorded for the state. This is. in part. due to its mountains which rise
above the desert heat as island outposts of northern forests.

Southern Nevada is also one of the fastest growing parts of the
country, with Clark County, which includes Las Vegas, growing by thou
sands of new human residents a month. Yet southern Nevada remains
one of the least developed regions of the country, and could be one of
the major protected desert wildlands in the United States if a Greater
Desert Wildlands Ecosystem were established.

At the heart of the proposal area lies the 1.5 million acre Desert
Wildlife Refuge,largest refuge in the lower 48 states. Though split into
a number of units by a few dirt roads and paved highways, the Desert
Wildlife Refuge and adjacent Forest Service and BLMlands comprise
the largest area of nearly contiguous roadless lands in Nevada.

Starting in the west and moving east, there is the 200,000 acre Mt.
Charleston roadless area composed of both BLM and Forest Service
lands centered on the Spring Mountains. Cross one dirt road and you
enter the 180,(XX) acre Mount Stirling BLM roadless area, the northern
extension of the Spring Mountains.

Go a little north and east and cross paved highway 95 and enter
the 354.000 acre Spotted Range roadless area, mostly in the Desert
Refuge. One dirt road separates this area from the 467,(XX) acre Desert
Pintwater R.-mge, also in the Desel1 Refuge. The 277,000 acre Hole in
the Rock roadless area. split about equally between the Wildlife Ref
uge and BLM land, lies immediately east, across another dirt road. Just
south is the 468,000 acre Sheep Range roadless area. mostly in the
Refuge.

Then, crossing paved highway 93, you enter the 127,000 acre
Delamar Mountains BLM roadless area, which is separated from the
186,000 acre Meadow Valley Mountains BLM roadless area by a dirt
road in Kane Spring Valley. Also east of highway 93 and the Desert
Refuge is 32,000 acre Arrow Canyon roadless area. Finally, one more
dirt road and raiIroad tracks in Meadow Valley Wash separate this area

from the 163,000 Mormon Mountains BLM roadless area.
In total this is at least 2,617,000 acres-one of the largest roadless

land complexes in the lower 48 states, and virtually uninhabited. If roact
less lands in NellisAir Force Range and Nevada Test Site were added,
the total complex could exceed 5 million acres.

Even without these military lands, the Greater Desert Wildlands
Ecosystem (GDWE) is home to the largest concentration of desert big
horn sheep in the country; relict Pleistocene forests of white fir, ponde
rosa pine, and bristlecone pine; plus dozens of rare or endemic species,
including Palmer chipmunk, desert tortoise, kit fox, and the Endangered
Pahrump poolfish. If all the qualified roadless public lands were desig
nated Wilderness, a few dirt roads closed, domestic livestock grazing
terminated, and the area managed as a cohesive whole, this Greater
Desert Wildlands Ecosystem would rival the Greater Yellowstone Ec0
system for biological. wilderness, recreational and aesthetic value and
could serve as both a scientific baseline and ecosystem reserve of in
ternational importance.

The low valleys of this region have vegetation characteristic of
the Mohave Desert, dominated by creosote bush. saltbush, blackbush,
shadscale, various cacti, and several yuccas including the Joshua tree.
At slightly higher elevations one encounters sagebrush and rabbitbrush,
more typical of central and northern Nevada. Many mountain ranges
in southern Nevada are not high enough to support forest vegetation;
but the highest ranges receive enough moisture, mostly as snow, to have
forests ofjuniper, pinyon, aspen, and even pine and fir. Common desert
animals rare or unusual farther north in the state include desert tortoise.
gray fox, kit fox. roadrunner. Gambel's quail, cactus wren, ringtail cat,
collared lizard and gila wOCidpecker.

SPRING MOUNTAINS

Beginning in the west, and among the major scenic attractions of
the proposed GDWE, are the Spri ng Mountains, named for the numer
0us springs welling up from their base. One could suggest that the name
also applies to how this mountain range springs from the surrounding
lowlands. Rising more than two miles above the valley floor, the Springs
possess the greatest relief of any mountain area in Nevada. Charleston
Peak, 11,912 feet in elevation. is the highest peak in this range and the
third highest in Nevada. On a clear day from the summit, it's possible
to see more than 200 miles over to the Sierra Nevada in California.
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Other high peaks include Mummy Mountain, (11,530 feet), Griffith
Peak, (11,072), and McFarland Peak (1O,TI2).

This 80 mile long range begins near the California border and
trends north and then northwest. It is bounded on the east by the Las
Vegas Valley and on the west by the Pahrump Valley. The Spring Moun
tains are well known for the Keystone Thrust, a major fault which drove
gray older Paleozoic limestones and dolomites up and over younger
Mesozoic beds of red Aztec sandstone. This layering sequence is evi
dent in Red Rock Canyon National Conservation Area. To anyone fa
miliar with the sandstone canyons of southern Utah, the red Aztec
sandstones of Red Rock Canyon will look familiar. It is the same rock.
The Aztec sandstones are fossilized sand dunes.

As you ascend the range, you pass from typical Mohave Desert
vegetation, like Joshua tree and barrel cactus, up through the pinyon
juniper belt, then into Pleistocene relict forests with ponderosa pine,
white fir, aspen and the most extensive stand of bristlecone pine in
Nevada-18,000 acres in size. Disjunct occurrences of species found
in other regions include Gambel's oak, which is common in the Rock
ies and much of the Southwest, and sword fern, typically associated
with Pacific Northwest rainforests. Isolated as they are, the Spring
Mountains have at least 30 endemic species induding Charleston Moun
tain prickly pear cactus, Charleston angelica, Keck's penstemon,
Clokey's thistle, Palmer chipmunk (Nevada's only endemic mammal),
and the Spring Mountain blue butterfly.

Elk, never native to the area, were introduced in the 1930s. How
ever, one early witness remembers that both deer and bighorn sheep
were abundant in the Spring Mountains and recalls seeing a migration
of over 1000 bighorns across the Las Vegas Valley between the Spring
~ountains and Sheep Mountains to the east. Today, approximately 160
d~sert bighorn are thought to,J"oam the central and southern portion of
the Spring Mountains.

Reclassifying the Spring Mountains and other parts of southern
Nevada would not be without precedent; the Springs, in particular, have
been parts of various land designations. In 1906, the Charleston Forest
Reserve was established. In 1~, this area was combined with the Vegas
National Forest which encompassed the higher mountains in what is
tOday the Desert Wildlife Refuge, to form the Moapa National Forest.
In 1915, the Moapa was combined with the Toiyabe National Forest.
Several other administrative changes occurred, and at various times,
the Spring Mountains were part of Dixie National Forest and Nevada
National Forest. Today, the range is again a part of the Toiyabe Na
tional Forest.

Some 43,000 acres of the highest ridges and peaks of the Spring
Mountains are currently protected by the Toiyabe NF Three major BLM
roadless areas straddle the range, including the 69,000 acre Mount
Stirling Wilderness Study Area (WSA) on the northern end of the range,
the 56,000 acre La Madre Mountains WSA, and the 24,000 acre Pine
Creek WSA which dominates the central portion of the range within
the BLM's Red Rock Canyon National Conservation Area. The com
bined Forest Service and BLM roadless areas make up a unit of nearly
230,000 acres.

DESERT WILDLIFE REFUGE

Just north of Las Vegas and directly across the Las Vegas Valley
from the Spring Mountains lies the Desert Wildlife Refuge, managed
by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The western half of the Refuge
is used as a gunnery and bombing range by Nellis Air Force Base and
is not open to the public.

The highest mountains in the Refuge are in the Sheep Range. This
once was part of the National Forest System, but the Forest Service .
lost control of the area when the Refuge was established in 1936. The
Desert Wildlife Refuge was created to protect desert bighorn sheep,
and indeed, more desert bighorn are found here than anyplace else in
the world-at least 1500 sheep are thought to wander in the Refuge's
six mountain ranges. The Refuge's mountains, including the Sheep, Las
Vegas, Pintwater, and Desert Ranges, are all fault block uplifted masses
of limestone.

The largest and longest of these, the Sheep Range, sprawls north
ward some 50 miles and is up to 12 miles wide. Rising nearly 6000
feet in precipitous, tiered cliffs and rugged, turreted canyons above
surrounding lowlands, the highest peak is 9912 foot Hayford Peak.
Sheep Peak, the second highest in the range; is 97.50 feet. The other
ranges are considerably lower. The high point in the Las Vegas Range
is on 7133 foot Quartzite Mountain. The Desert Range and Pintwater
Range reach similar elevations.

Corn Creek Springs at the Refuge headquarters is a genuine oasis
in the desert, with reedy ponds, cottonwood trees, and an abundance of
birds- more than 200 avian species have been recorded here. The ponds
are also home tp the Pahrump poolfish, a minnow-sized species which
was transplanted here after its native home in the Pahrump Valley was
by ground-water pumping to grow food for domestic livestock-yet
another casualty of the cow!

Beyond the area influenced by the springs, typical Mohave Desert
vegetation cloaks the valleys and lower slopes, primarily creosote bush,
white bursage, Mohave yucca, and various species of cactus. Between
4000 anq 6000 feet, blackbrush and Joshua tree "forests" take over;
pin)lOn-juniper forests and sagebrush predominate between 6000 and
7000 feet. Peaks in the Sheep Range above 7000 feet have coniferous
forests of white fir and ponderosa pine. Bristlecone pine crowns the
summits just under 10,000 feet.

MORMONS AND KIN

North of Interstate 15 and the town of Moapa, and east of high- .
way 93, lies.a group of mountains all underBLM management-the
Mormon, tvibdow Valley, Delamar and Clover mountains. Most of
them are roadless, forming a huge area of wild country directly east of
the Desert Wildlife Refuge. The highest of them is under 8000 feet, but
thei r crags and canyons are rugged.

Farthest south of the group and about 75 rrules northeast of Las
Vegas, are the Mormon Mountains. Unlike most ranges in the Basin
and Range province, the Mormons are more circular than linear, and
approximately 18 miles across. The highest point, Mormon Peak, rises
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to 7414 feet, for a vertical relief of more than 5CXXl feet above Meadow
Valley Wash which borders it on the east.

Like the Spring Mountains, the Mormon Mountains consist of older
limestone fOlmations overlying younger sandstones. The Mormons have
deep, remote canyons, c1ilTsover 800 feet high, and knife-edge ridges.
The central portion of the range has numerous caves, several with sta
lactites, stalagmites and columnar formations.

Most of the range is covered by Mohave Desert vegetation includ
ing bursage, blackbrush, and yuccas. Pinyon-juniper covers some of
the higher peaks, along with a small relict stand of ponderosa pine near
the top of Mormon Peak. Desert tortoise and desert bighorn sheep both
inhabit the range. It has numerous pictograph and petroglyph sites. A
162,000 acre roodless area is under study by the BLM for potential
Wilderness designation.

Slightly north and west of the Mormon Mountains is the long,lin
ear crest of the Meadow Valley Mountains, in places less than a mile
wide. The western slope is steep, the eastern side more gradual. The
range contains numerous jagged peaks and hidden canyons, although
the highest point is only 5700 feet in elevation. Most of the range is
made up of sedimentary limestones and dolomites, some volcanic rocks,
plus quartzite (which is metamorphosed sandstone). Lower elevations
are mostly shlUbs, while pinyon-juniper grows at the highest elevations.
Desert bighorn sheep, desert tortoise and spotted bat are among the
species found here. Hackberry and Vigo Canyons are popular hiking
destinations. A BLM WSA encompasses 186,CXXl roodless acres.

Northwest across the Kane Springs Valley from the Meadow Val
ley Mountains, and east of highway 93, are the 50 mile long Delamar
Mountains whose greatest elevation is 8035 foot Chokecherry Mou'n
tain.. These mountains are mesa-like, dissected by ridges and canyons.
One special feature of the range is the most northern occurrence of
Joshua tree, which grows on the slopes mixed with sagebrush and ju
niper. A 126,000 acre WSA covers part of the range.

Gold and silver were discovered in 1889 along the eastern edge,
and the town of Delamar sprang up. Water had to be hauled 12 miles
from Meadow Valley Wash, hence dry milling was the norm. The re
sultant fine dust caused the death of many residents, giving rise to the
town's nickname-"widow maker". Nearly 15,CXXl,CXXl ounces ingold
were taken from the Delamar mines, making it the leading producer
for the decade. Today Delamar is abandoned, though ruins remain.

Southeast of Caliente are the Clover Mountains. The roughly cir
cular range is bounded on the south by the Tule Desert and on the east
by Meadow Valley Wash. The highest ridges rise to 7400 feet. The range
is composed of limestone, quartzite, and brightly colored volcanic tuffs
and other material from the Caliente caldera, the sides of which are the
cliffs along Meadow Valley Wash. Cottonwood Creek, which dissects
the range on the southwest, is a perennial stream with cottonwood,
ponderosa pine, willow, and ash. Elsewhere in the range are Gambel's
o~ stands and aspen stands, although pinyon-juniper is the dominant
forest cover. An 84,CXXl acre BLM WSA centered on Cottonwood Creek
covers part of the range.
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WORKING FOR GREATER DESERT WILDLANDS
ECOSYSTEM

Managing this entire region as a whole, instead of keeping frag
mented wild areas under varying federal and state jurisdiction, could
go a long way toward ensuring the long-term biological recovery of
this region. To this end, Nevada wilderness proponents may wish to
become active in The Wildlands Project, a continental wilderness re
covery effort, and to draft comprehensive Wilderness legislation of the
sort proposed by the Alliance for the Wild Rockies to protect the North
ern Rocky Mountains.

The Nevada state office of the BLMj~t released its state-wide
wilderness recommendations. Conservationists can use the state-wide'
BLM process to begin lobbying for a more visionary proposal based
on maintaining biological corridors and large wildland reserves for BLM
areas both east and west of the Desert Wildlife Refuge.

Quite a few of the roadless areas in the Greater Desert Wildlands
Ecosystem proposal were endorsed by the BLM in their final recom
mendations. For instance, the BLM recommended Wildemess for the
Mt. Stirling, La Madre Mountain, and Pine Creek Wilderness Study
Areas, which surround the Mount Charleston Wilderness in the Spring
Mountains. Areas to the east of the Desert Refuge, like the Mormon
Mountains and Meadow Valley Mountains, were alsO recommended
for Wilderness, but the Delamar Mountains were dropped. So the first
step wouid be to take the BLM to task and ask that they consider all
these areas as part of a larger unit. Roadless areas like the Delamar
Mountains and Arrow Canyon Range, both dropped by the BLM as
lacking significant wilderness qualities, are critical as corridors to link
the other roodless areas together. By presenting a unified GreaterWild
lands complex package, it may be easier to gain protection for all these
areas.

Wilderness supporters in Las Vegas should seize the opportunity
for a Greater Desert Wildlands Ecosystem and begin to lobby for its
preservation as a single wildland unit. Closure of non~sential vehicle
corridors could combine now-separate rooc!less areas into one unit.

The next step is to get the Nevada congressional delegatioo to spon
. sor a wilderness package for the entire proposed wildlands complex.

Given its outstanding scenic, geologic and biologic characteristics,
Nevada Congresspersons should eagerly embrace this proposal.

A proposal to make a National Recreation Area in the Spring
Mountains of Nevada has been introduced into Congress by Nevada
Representative James Bilbray. This would include the area from Mt.
Potosi on the south to Mount Stirling on the north, taking in the Mount
Charleston Wilderness and adjacent roodless areas. So far no action on
this proposal has been taken, but should it go forward, it would be one
step toward unified management of the region.

George Wuerthner (Box 273, livingston, MI59(47) is afreelance
writer; naturalist, andmembero/The Wildlands Projectboard. His most
recent book is on Nevada sBasin and Range country.
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Bad Science
Lacks The Visceral C/onnection
by Howie Wolke

Several weeks ago in rain, sleet, and swirling mist, I approached the Continental Divide high in
the wilds of the Northern Rocky Mountains. Moist Pacific air was overriding cool Canadian air

that was spilling over the Great Di vide from the northeast. I've long had an interest in meteorology,
and I knew that such conditions can lead to severe storms. It was mid-September, and we'd already
endured one snowstorm on our nine day jaunt. Here in the exposed alpine expanse atop the great
moisture barrier, caution was necessary. A careless hiker could quickly become wet, cold, pisori
ented, hypothermic, frozen, dead. Dead like honest government, like culture in Utah. As a profes
sional guide, I could afford a calculated risk, but I wasriPid to avoid a careless one.

The chill wind blew sleet into my sweaty face. We reached a high pass on the divide; it was
decision time. Unless we chose to descend from the pass to safe sheltered forest and a final canlp
several easy miles from the trailhead at the trip's terminus, we'd spend the next couple hours along
an exposed stretch of rock and tundra. If the clouds lifted, the views would be" superb. Steve, my
client, asked if I thought we should take the high route.

All of my meteorological knowledge said "no." Air masses were colliding; a severe storm
seemed imminent. My brain, my textbooks, and my experience said retreat, down to the enduring
safety of the trees. Down to stinging teary eyes in the smoke of a warm fire in gentle rain. Down to
the womb-like security of a warm sleeping bag in a tent under a spruce. In the swirling clouds and
sleet and snow, there would be no views anyway.

"Let's go for it," I said to Steve.
I was betraying my intellect and obeying my guts. Something-I don't know what-told me

that the severe storm wouldn't materialize. I was fairly certain of it, despite the signs to the contrary.
Steve and I cautiously continued along the open ridge in dense fog. After a mile or so, the clouds
suddenly lifted, and we enjoyed some unforgettable views of mountain wilderness: glacier, rock,
tundra, lake, forest, avalanche path and an endless sea of peaks rising from valley mist into the
clouds. The storm had faltered. Our camp that evening was of damp smoky fire down in the spruces,
but we got there the adventuresome way, by instinct, not intellect.

We upright primates are a funny bunch, prisoners of our Ouctuating infatuations. We learn a
new group of facts and quickly they're dogma. We're so quick to embrace, to swallow, to be taken
in by the sanguine simplicity of singular solutions, that we forget to trust something far older, far
more proven than intellect and the alleged rational solutions derived thereof. There's a lot we can
learn from the four-leggeds, like following our instincts.

When storms approach, Mountain Goats descend from the highest peaks to the lower cliff
faces. When they're atop the crags, though, fair weather usually follows, even when skies appear to
threaten. I've seen this often. Who knows how they know.

I'm not certain what, exactly, instinct is. A biologist might describe it as knowledge geneti
cally encoded in the species, enabling individuals to forgo the time-consuming learning process.
For instance, many millennia of associating with large mammals have created within our species a
reluctance to harass big animals, like 2000 pound Yellowstone Bison ... with horns. The survival
instinct of our species is enhanced whenever some idiot is removed from the gene pool via a lacer
ated liver, compliments of the big bovine that he or she approached too closely. I call such incidents
natural selection, honing the survival instinct of humanity. Those with the proper caution survive to
reproduce.

.Scientists can lead us
down a better path, one of
intellect and instinct; one
that allows us to rejoice in
our connection-visceral
and physical-with the
natural world.
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"Instinct" also has a more general connotation, describing vari
ous kinds of gut-level feelings. I like to think of it as a sixth sense,
something that goes beyond what's traditionally thought to be "ratio
nal." In this broad sense of the term, a precise definition of instinct
disappears.

I suspect that we clothed apes have forgotten how to utilize many
of our basic animal instincts. The western technological mindset de
mands quantification. Yet iI's tough to quantify and categorize feelings
and visceral reactions. Instinct and visceral feel ings have survi val val ue;
otherwise, they wouldn't have evolved. In the era ofglobal eco-catas
trophe, or, as writer Christopher Manes puts it, the "End of the Ceno
zoic," basic survival instinct says slow down, stop and reverse human
population growth; protect and restore wild nature. By contrast, the al
leged rational mind says push on; trust Technology to produce new fixes.
But the purely rational mind in the dying Cenozoic is the insane mind.
Basic surv ivai instinet says that the upward spiral of frivolous consump
tion, expanding human population; and economic gro~th-be it free
market or centrally controlled- is a death spiral.

Back in 1980 when Dave Foreman and I began to fantasize the
ecological wilderness system upon which early Earth First! was based,
we knew little of conservation biology. Though our travels in southern
Utah had familiarized us with the problem of inbreeding depression in
isolated populations, terms like island biogeography, biological corri
dors, and viable populations represented uncharted territory. It was in
stinct, our visceral feel for wilderness, that told us there was too little
wilderness remaining. It was our gut level love of wild country that
convinced us to decry the destruction ofany more wildemess. It wasn't
because we knew of the potential for environmental or demographic
stochasticity* to wipe out small isolated populations that we began to
promote wilderness recovery areas. We were angry at the senseless
destruction of wilderness, and we wanted our lost wilderness back.
Those "radical" yearnings of over a decade ago have today become the
st.andard t.hemes of conservation biology. Conservation biologists have
completed studies, collected data, and articulated the scientific basis
for protecting, connecting, and restoring big ecologically healthy wil
derness.

In general terms, the new science of conservation biology asserts
that populations of wide-ranging megafauna- particularly big preda
tors and some big ungulates-need very large chunks of wild habitat
for long-term population viability. Wolves, Grizzlies, Wolverine, and
Bison are large mammals vulnerable to genetic deterioration and envi
ronmental and demographic stochasticity in small isolated populations.
Big chunks of habitat (big wilderness) should be connected, wherever
possible, by wide wild corridors that would allow individuals to mi
grate between the major populations. In addition, we now know that in
areas characterized by periodic catastrophic disturbances, like wildfire
in the Rockies, nature reserves must be very large-at least 2.5 million
acres-to adequately encompass nature's shifting mosaic of habitats:
recent bums, young post-fire forest and range communities, and ma
ture ecosystems, including old-growth forest. Conservation biologists
now warn that the American wildemess is already too small and frag
mented by roads, c1earcuts, mines, fences, ranches, subdivisions, and
ski resorts to protect complete ecosystems wi th thri ving populations of

...we knew little of conservation biology
though our travels in southern Utah had
familiarized us with the problem ofinbreed
ing depression in isolated populations...

all surviving native species. Some conservation biologists also assert
that habitat fragmentation is already blocking the evolution of new spe
cies, particularlyJor large terrestrial vertebrates.

Unfortunately, conservation biology is no less vulnerable to sub
version than are other branches of science. Like others before them,
men and women who claim to be conservation biologists will fudge
data, temper principles, and moderate, in order to gain acceptance from
the powers that be-in academia, government, and industry.

To avert subversion, science must be accompanied by natural gut
level instinct. Feeling must complement analysis. In an ethical vacuum,
science is worthless, even dangerous. Lacking an ethical matrix in which
to function, science and technology unite in an unholy promotion of
the status quo. And it happens easily, because the potential applica
tions of science are so varied, and because so much science is inexact
and open to s~h varying interpretations. Bad science has helped cre
ate today's mess of dissolving ozone, greenhouse warming, dying
oceans, and the biological meltdown. The ethical matrix that science
so desperately needs is a matrix borne in instinct, in the visceral knowl
edge that the natural world has intrinsic value. Lacking the matrix, even
good science goes bad.

''New Forestry" is an example. Here's aquick fix, a new buzzword,
a simple solution to a complex problem. New Forestry is attractive
because iI's based upon some important ecological parameters. For in
stance, biologists have long known that standing and fallen dead trees
(snags and deadfall) provide habitat for a diversity of wildlife: wood
peckers, owls, hawks, llying squirrels, Marten, Fisher, Black Bear, and
various rodents, to name just a few. Dead trees are also important for
nutrient cycling and for providing shade after a fire or insect infesta
tion has opened up a forest. This shade reduces moisture loss and pro
tects various soil microbes from the direct sun. Dead trees also check
erosion when they fall across a slope, and they create fish habitat when
they fall into streams.

Traditional forestry in the US fails to recognize the value of death
.to a living forest. The typical scenario is to c1earcut a complex native
forest, pile and bum the slash (all the recently living woody organic
matter that doesn't go to the mill), and plant a tree farm-neat rows of
genetically uniform individuals of the economically preferred species.
Often, toxic herbicides are applied to prevent deciduous species from
competing with the little conifers.

New Forestry is merely a variation of the old. Thanks to good sci
ence, it recognizes the importance of dead trees to the ecosystem. But
New Forestry is still tree farming. Its advocates pretend that it emu
lates nature's cataclysms:but it does not. Ironically, many of its advo
cates, especially in the US Forest Service, use NewForestry as an excuse
to oppose wilderness protection, even though conservation biologists
have graphically shown the need for big wilderness as the fundamen-

* Environmental Stochasticity is chance catastrophic events, like wildfire, nood, and landslide, which can obliterate small and isolated populations lacking nearby
individuals to re-colonize an are.a. Demographic Stochasticity is events within a small isolated population, tike too few births of one sex, that can lead to extirpation.. .
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tal basis for an enduring wildland conservation strategy.
New Forestry works like this: Instead of stripping entire

mountainsides, or instead of creating big ugry square clearcuts in a
checkerboard pattern that covers the entire landscape, the c1earcuts
become smaller and irregularl y shaped. Some trees (Iive and dead) are
left standing or lying on the ground for wildlife habitat and ecosystem
maintenance. That's better than the old strip, burn and plant scenario,
but it's no substitute for big wilderness. It's a kinder gentler rape.

Under New Forestry, the massive road-building program contin
ues (nearly 10,000 miles per year in the National Forests), noxious
weeds continue to use roadsides as avenues for the invasion of previ
ously remote wild country, and slob road hunters and poachers gain
more access to the shrinking backcountry. Forest interior species, like
Red-backed Vole, Fisher, Northern Goshawk, and various songbirds
continue to dwindle; being replaced by weedy invaders that thrive in
disturbed habitats. Wilderness-dependent species like Grizzly Bear, Wol
verine, and Gray Wol f also dwindle. Moreover, in terms of the amount
of snags, deadfall, and live trees that it allows to remain in the system,
New Forestry pales when compared to a natural cataclysm, like wild
fire. Unlike nature's cataclysmic events, modem logging usually re
moves most of the biomass from the system, even in New Forestry.
And erosion-from road-building, log skidding, and subsequent bare
ground exposure to torrential rains- ruins the soil and smothers spawn-

detail from a watercolor by Bob Ellis

ing beds for trout and salmon, just like in the old forestry. The New
Forestry landscape still becomes tame, a managed, damaged land; a
glorified tree farm instead of a complex evolving native forest.

Unfortunately, some "conservation biologists" now advocate New
Forestry. They argue that a wilderness system that adequately protects
native biodiversity is politically unattainable. So they promote New
Forestry as a second choice. That's defeatist, and it's bad science. The
ethical matrix is missing. That's intellect with no guts. Bad science says
embrace the New Forestry fix. Work with, not against the agencies.
Avoid controversy. Accept the mediocrity of a totally managed land
scape that supports some life, because that's better than total devastation.

Scientists can lead us down a better path, one of intellect and in
stinct; one that allows us to rejoice in our connection-visceral and
physical-with the natural world. Within this ethical matrix good sci
ence can play an important role in halting the growth juggernaut and
restoring some of the Earth's damaged wildlands to health. Good sci
ence, in the matrix, says protect, restore, and connect. It describes wild
land habitat restoration as a key toenlarging and connecting damaged,
fragmented wildland ecosystems. It does not modify its ideas based
upon political considerations, however bleak the politics might be.

In one of the most telling and oft repeated incidents of modem
conservation, AIda Leopold eloquently describes an episode of personal
enlightenment. He portrays his youth as "full of trigger itch," embrac-
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ing the idea that fewer Gray Wolves, Grizzlies, Puma, and other preda
tors would mean more deer, Elk, and other prey-a hunter's paradise.
That was the typical thinking of the day. But, right after mortally wound
ing a she-wolf in the highlands of New Mexico, the young biologist
watched the "green fire' in the wolf's eyes slowly die; at that moment
he realized that neither the wolf nor the mountain agreed with his view
point. Though the story has been told often, one of its major lessons is
sometimes lost. Leopold was a scientist, trained and certified by offi
cial academia. Until he shot the wolf, his outlook was shaped by the
prejUdices of the times in which he li ved. Predators were bad, Bambi
was good. That was simple and expedient, particularly for slob hunt
ers, stockgrowers, and developers. After watching the green fire die,
though, Leopold was transformed. As a scientist, his biocentric theme
of promoting a land ethic (described in Sand County Almanac) has in
spired many to defend nature and to promote good conservation based
both upon science and a profound respect for life and land. Respect is
the matrix. Leopold the scientist became a giant in conservation his
tory because of something visceral, something he felt in his guts when

. he saw the wolf die. That visceral connection not only changed
Leopold's life; it profoundly altered conservation history. . .

Good science such as modern conservation biology within the
context (the matrix) of a profound respect for life and natural processes
is a powerful force for wilderness. When transformed into activism it
wins converts and puts exploiters on the defensive. It's tough to op
pose good science.

Unfortunately, bad science still thrives. Government and industry
foresters, for example, often claim that logging increases biodiversity
due to increased edge effects, where logged lands abut standing forest.
The idea is that there are more species where two distinct habitats (for
est and clearing) meet than where there is just one. Conservation bi
ologists and enlightened land managers, however, reject the creation
of artificial edges because edge effects create habitat for White-tailed
Deer, Brown-headed Cowbirds, various exotic weeds, and other spe
cies common elsewhere in human-dominated landscapes. The creation
of artificial edges reduces or eliminates populations of forest interior
and old-growth species (Pileated and Red-cockaded Woodpeckers,
Flammulated and Northern Spotted Owls, Northern Goshawk, Mar
ten, Fisher, and many others), and critters that can't cope with much
human use (Griuly, Gray Wolf, Wolverine, Puma, Lynx, Elk, Moun
tain Goat, and wild salmon,. for example). Some of these species are
called "wildemess dependents." Species that need old growth, deep for
est, or wilderness are in trouble throughout most ofAmerica. We needn't
manage for more White-tails; we should manage, through habitat pro
tection and restoration, for Grizzlies, Lynx, Flammulated Owls, and
Goshawks. Again, the big wide-ranging predators, in particular, need
bi g areas of wild habitat. The absolute number of species in an ecosys
tem (species diversity) is less important than which species are there.
Wildland conservation based upon good science therefore promotes
native biodiversity rather than maximum diversity. Using bad science,
land managers promote maximum diversity because that helps them to
justify logging.

One of my earliest lessons in bad science occurred at a hearing in
Meeteetse, Wyoming back in 1976. As a Friends of the Earth represen
tative, I was working with Bart Koehler ofThe Wilderness Society and
a bunch of Meeteetse area local s to stop a proposed copper mine in the

nearby Absaroka Mountains, near the southeast corner ofYellowstone
National Park. In my testimony, I asserted that Amax's proposed mine
was within and would damage the Yellowstone Ecosystem. An Amax
witness, Dr. Ken Diem of the University of Wyoming, refuted my tes
timony, claiming the ecosystem boundary was where the rock strata
changed, between the proposed mine and the Park. That was bad sci
ence. Ecosystem boundaries can be defined in many ways; wildlife
movements, vegetation changes, and complexes of roadless wildl ands
are often primary considerations. I don't know if Diem, a biologist,
had been paid off by Amax or not, but he had a PhD. I was a 24 year
old with a mere BS. Because his credentials were Piled Higher and
Deeper than mine, Dr. Diem won the hearing exchange.

Nonetheless, I was right; he was wrong. Virtually every expert
today recognizes the old proposed Kirwin mine site,** within the
Shoshone National Forest, as part of the Yellowstone Ecosystem. Elk,
Bighorn, Grizzly, and many other species wander with impunity across
Diem's change in rock strata. The proposed mine site was within a big
roadless area that extends well into the Park proper: not just the same
ecosystem, but the same wilderness.

Diem's testimony was not unusual. University programs are par
ticularly vulnerable to the corrupting influence of big money. For ex
ample, forestry schools often get grants from big timber companies. (I
discuss this problem in Wilderness on the Rocks.) Likewise, medical
schools get grants from big drug companies.... Therefore, it should
be no surprise that most forestry schools-and the professors within
them-:- promote timber management, not wilderness. Nor is it surpris
ing that medical schools are extremely traditional in their approach to
medicine. Is it realistic to expect many nuclear physicists to oppose
splitting atoms, or a certified range manager to oppose grazing live
stock on public lands? Too often, research and professional biases re
flect the sources of funding. Few will bite the hand that puts the bread
on the table (or the loot in the vault). More to the point, society as a
whole lacks not just Leopold's land ethic, but the entire ethical code
essential to good science. There's no moral matrix. Corruption comes
easily in an ethical vacuum. We're often told to let the "experts" de
cide, but like Leopold before he shot the wolf, the "experts" are pris
oners of society's prejudices, myths, and ethical shortcomings.

It's no wonder that some young activists feel alienated from sci
ence. Bad science is reductionist and mechanistic; furthermore, it re
flects the quest for society's lowest common denominator: money. When
my 'Thoughtful Radicalism" essay was published in Earth First! Jour
nal in 1989, a number of young radical activists opposed my sugges
tion that radical activists utilize biologists as spokespersons for
wilderness. "Reductionist!," they screamed. I can sympathize with their
feelings.

Nonetheless, it would be disastrous to abandon scientific arguments
for big wilderness. Pure emotion without facts would be rejected. For
tunately, increasing numbers of conservation activists are utilizing the
recent findings of conservation biology. My suggestion in 'Thought
ful Radicalism" was to deploy biologists who operate within the ma
trix: competent scientists who love wild country and wild life. David
Brown, John Craighead, Paul Ehrlich, Charles Jonkel, Maurice
Hornocker, Reed Noss, and Michael Soule are among them. It's easy
todifferentiate them from typical agency and industry BIOSTlTUTES.

These scientists and others like them have graphically articulated

** Amax eventually withdrew its proposal, largely because the ore was very low grade and copper prices fell.



the need for a wildland conservation strategy based upon big multi-million
acre areas of wilderness, biological corridors connecting them, and wild
land habitat restoration on many now-developed lands. Within buffer zones
around the wildlands framework, good scientists would allow some resource
extraction-particularly on private lands-but extraction must be small
scale, carefully conducted, and subservient to the dominant surrounding
wildlands. In essence, conservation biology has given us powerful argu
ments for saving and restoring real wilderness, but they are only valuable
if wildland conservation activists translate them into effective action.

A word of caution is needed. As I said earlier, we hairless hominids
tend to embrace singularity, tojump ontoa particular bandwagon and damn
the consequences. Conservation biology is a very attractive bandwagon,
and it's easy to forget many other good arguments and strategies for wil
derness. As we've seen, any branch of science is likely to be subverted by
monied influences. That's why science needs an ethical matrix. In the wild
land struggle, biological arguments are strengthened by economic and so
cial arguments. Good biology does stand on its own. But the more forces
that stand opposed to habitat destruction, the better. That's why r man eclec
tic. I fear the consequences of singularity as I fear the consequences of
replacing native forests with simplified tree farms. Simplified systems are
vulnerable to both natural and anthropogenic disturbances, just like sim
plified strategies are vulnerable to corruption and cooptation. Conserva
tion biology is the bedrock upon which to base wildland conservation
strategies. Nonetheless, economic and social arguments are essential, too.
For instance, below-cost logging and subsidized public land grazing are
robbing both the land and the taxpayer. Excessive road-building in the
National Forests is decimating Elk herds; hunting therefore declines and
local revenue is lost. In addition, healthy wildlands promote economic and
social diversity. Dr. Tom Powers of the University of Montana has demon
strated that wild country attracts a diverse array of small businesses and
cottage industries to nearby communities, whereas mining and logging
promote social uniformity and economic upheaval associated with the in
evitable boom and bust cycles. As in an ecosystem, a diversity of argu
ments and tactics for wilderness means strength and resilience.

While the various intellectual arguments are essential if we are to de
velop broad support for good wildland conservation strategies, ultimately
feelings provoke the action. A visceral love for wild land and wild life
strengthens and validates intellectual arguments, be they scientific, social,
or economic. The matrix reminds us that we're animals, alive with the joy
of evolving life, and outraged at its destruction. It's not just ok, it's essen
tial that we express outrage at the destruction of the biosphere. For what
could be more outrageous? The Federal deficit? AIDS? Unemployment?
These things are troubling, even tragic, but they are not in a league with
the destruction of life on Earth (today's unprecedented extinction event),
and indeed, the destruction of the Earth's very ability to sustain life (ozone
depletion, greenhouse emissions, dying oceans). To a great extent, the en
vironmental movement's traditional lack ofoutrage (trying to appear "rea
sonable') has allowed society to consider the environmental crisis to be
merely one of many pressing social issues.

Yes, it would be a mistake to eschew science; similarly, it would be a
mistake to canonize science and neglect the visceral connection. Ultimately,
guts are the bedrock foundation for effective action.

Howie Wolke is the autlwr ofWilderness on the Rocks and co-autlwr
ofIhe Big Outside. He operates his \-Wid Horizons Expeditions out o/the
Bitterroot VaUey in Montana.

Note to "Going-home song for a wildlife biologist"
In the spring of his last year, an estimated three in one
hundred original prairie potholes held water.
Various Native American tribal groups sing Promis
ing Songs (praying to the spirits of creatures to be
harvested), Honor Songs (commemorating some
notable deed or change in life), and Going-Home
Songs. This poem is all three.

Going-home song for a wildlife biologist
Robert Oetting-May 7,1934; June 9,1990

Let the lost waters rise.
Let the great flocks cry again
Over the greening land.
Goldeneye, bufflehead, teal,
Snow goose, Canada, swan,
In their.primordial numbers
Shout back to us lost songs.

Let them chorus that wild sound
Over concrete and plastic,
Over lead and nuke-dumps and steel.
Let the right 'folks in offices smile,
Old Fish-and-Game men, like Bob Oetting,
Look at the charts and grin,
Watching the numbers rise.

Under the wheat and freeways
Whisper ghost sloughs and potholes.
Water rises like darkness
In the parched glare of our souls.
Who fears the dark will suffer.
Who cannot swim will strangle.
But some will dive as the loon dives,
And fly as the swan flies.

Earth and air and water,
In darkness it is finished.
In beauty it is finished,
Work that is never over.

-Edith Rylander, from Where the Good Stuff
Comes From: Bush Poems. 1991, by Edith
Rylander (Grey Eagle, MN: Big Swan Press, 1991)
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Zoos
and the Psychology of Extinction

"The reactions of zoo visitors to zoo animals have little to do with zoology. They are thoroughly
irrational and express obscure impulses the study of which has just begun. "

-Henri F. Ellenberger, "The Mental Hospital and the Zoological Garden"l

by Mike Seidman

HISTORY OF A DISILLUSIONMENT

I used to believe in zoos: in my mind zoos stood for expertise about animals and concern for
their plight. When, many years ago, I began to work for one, I thought I had, at long last, found a
job of which I could be proud. After a few years, although I was still a believer, I was becoming
disturbed by practices that had little to do with conservation or education and that often seemed
unnecessaril ystressful to the animals. I listened to zoo visitors and heard nothing I could interpret
as genuine interest in the living beings set out for them. And my zoo seemed less concerned with
promoting appreciation and respect than it did with bringing more bodies through the entrance
gates.

But I continued to believe in the educational potential of zoos-if they would focus on send
ing a message of humility toward the natural world. Zoos could do this, I thought, by minimizing
signs of human presence and immersing their visitors, through appropriate landscaping, in simu
lations of the habitats of the ani mals they were watching. This "landscape immersion" idea origi
nated among zoo people, a fact that encouraged me in my hope.

Zoos, however, seemed more intent on indulging their visitors than enlightening them. Gradu
ally it dawned on me that zoos were not about education at all, that the elements of zoos I de
plored- the promotional gimmicks and humanizing of animals to bring people in, the gaudy media
events using animals as backdrops, the exhibits that were more showy than realistic, the camival
atmosphere-were not mere frivolities that might someday be pruned away in the interest of pro
moting conservation but were indispensable elements, the very essence of zoos.

This paper is an attempt to flesh out that insight, to. make sense of the mismatch I perceive
between what zoos claim to be doing and what really goes on there.

CLAIMS AND ACCUSATIONS

Being in the presence of captive wild animals is one of our cultural obsessions; hence zoos.
Until recently we thought nothing of removing animals from their homes so that far-away people
might gaze at them for entertainment. .

Most contemporary critics of zoos focus on what they perceive to be the suffering of animals
there. But even if we assume that keeping animals captive may be done humanely, it is still neces
sary to ask what purpose is being served. Zoos claim to "save" endangered species through cap
tive breeding programs and to promote knowledge and respect that will lead to protection of
animals in the wild. My own view is that such claims claim too much (by far) and are intended to
deflect attention from the central activity of zoos- the public display of captive wild animals.
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mals (or to "manage" them,
as we say today) is ... tied
to the repression of our
own animal nature. Thus
our war on organic
life...our envy ofmachines.
Ifs not only the habitats of
animals that we covet, we
want their souls; we want
to inhibit them as we in
hibit ourselves.



Zoo people are perplexed by the accusations of animal welfare
critics. They concede that zoo animals in the past may have suffered;
they will gladly pass the accusation on totbday's roadside' zoos; but
th~ accredi ted zoos, those that meet the standards of the AAZPA ~A111eri

can Association of Zoological Parks and Aquariums) consider them
selves paragons of humane animal keeping.

To those who accuse zoos of being prisons, zoo people point to
spacious naturalistic exhibits, high quality food and the devoted care
of experts. They emphasize that most zoo animals today are born in
zoos and have never known the wild. Some zoo defenders even hint
that animals may be better off in zoos where they are provided with
approximations of their habitats without the multiple threats of preda
tion, starvation; disease and adverse climatic conditions.

I have no wish to disparage the very real improvements zoos have
made in the living conditions of the animals they keep. But all these
improvements have only made zoos more humane prisons. Disengaged
from the sole context in which their appearance and behavior makes
sense, animals in zoos might as well be on another planet. Without the
proper environmental cues, complex behavior patterns wither; energy
that is no longer required for the satisfaction of basic needs gets burned
up in exaggerated responses to inappropriate stimuli.

Some zoo animals become semi-catatonic automatons, numb from
unrelieved confinement and an overload of bewildering sensory in
put. All face the unrelenting presence of human beings: staring. intrud
ing, coercing. From birth to death their lives are choreographed for
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Bonnet Macaques by R. Waidmire
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optimLJm visibility on exhibit and human safety and convenience dur
ing servicing.

Surely only the most arrogant (or the most incredibly naive) of us
could believe that animals might prefer such lives. (Has anybody ever
asked them?) And I an1 not convinced by the argument that animals
born in zoos will not miss the wild: to the extent that captive-born ani
mals retain the genes of their wild counterparts, they are adapted to a
set of condi tions that no anlOunt of human ingenuity can replicate.

Whether the keeping of wild animals in captivity can really be
humane depends on how the word "humane" is defined. Zoos define it
in terms of space. food, health, social interactions and stress. But their
standard of comparison is not the wild so much as the old zoos.

Despite the assertions of some zoo critics, it is unlikely that ani
mals in zoos agonize over the loss of their freedom as we would. But if
sensory deprivation is considered aTorm of suffering, then suffering is
intrinsic to animals in zoos-no matter how much their living condi
tions are improved. Animals in zoos live impoverished lives in incom
prehensible surroundings; the numbing emptiness of their lives is
relieved only by periodic bouts of terror (during transfers, for example).

To the extent that zoo animals suffer, the responsibility for it rests
on our presumed "right" to remove them from their worlds for trivial
human purposes. Nei ther zoo people nor their customers ever question
this "right"-because all agree that nature is our property.

PROPAGATING MOTHER NATURE

More than anything else, the breeding of endangered species has
legitimized zoos in the public mind. Zoos, however, did not undertake
the task of captive propagation wholly by choice; they became conser
vationists only when procuring animals from the wild became diffi
cult. At that point (15-20 years ago). zoos realized that future exhibit
animals would have to be recruited from within the existing captive
population, which would have to become self-sustaining.

A 1983 study by zoo researchers, however, revealed that years of
mating among closely related animals was resulting in genetic prob
lems which might lead to a decline and population crash, putting zoos
out of business. 2 Out of necessity zoos began to cooperate with each
other, treating the animals they collectively owned as one population,
shi Hi ng animals among themsel ves in accordance wi th the calculations
of geneticists. By manipulating which individuals bi-ea, and with whom,
zoos could preserve genetic diversity among their limited number of
animals,"'Conipensating in this way for the absence of incoming genes.
What zoos learned about maintaining genetic variation in small popu
lations of animals, in th~ interest of their own survival. they could then
use in the'service of endangered species. .... . ..

Zoos, at least the largest of them, now, de:yote considerable time
al}deffort to solving ~heproblems~behavi6ral, physiological and ge

.: netic:;-:of captive proPagation. This, as well as their increasing involve
.ment in all facets of endangered species protection, has broug~t zoos
some respectability. The expertise of zoo biologists' is of particular in-

. terest {o conservation biologists, partly because they too are interested
in the breeding of endangered species, but also because the genetics of
small populations in zoos has increasing relevance for conservation of
animals in the wild, whose populations are becoming isolated from each
other as a result of human expansion.

It is not my intention to pass judgement on the ethics or effective
ness of captive propagation. It has succeeded in restoring wild popula-
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tions of Arabian oryx and may do the same for California condors, red
wolves, and black-footed ferrets. But captive propagation is subject to
one decisive limitation: it can help relatively few species, only those
whose imminent extinction does not stem from destruction of their
habitat. Most endangered species bred in zoos will never return to the
wild, partl y because reintroduction is an extremely complicated proce
dure, technically, financially, politically and socially, but primarily be
cause there is no wild to which they may be returned. (This prospect
no doubt seems less tragic to those who really believe in Captive Propa
gation, the ones who believe in the notion of zoos as arks, according to
whom zoos will collectively hold a multitude of species of animals,
over many generations, releasing them hundreds of years hence, when
human population growth has subsided and habitat is once again avail
able. Sounds like cheap science fiction to me.)

The greatest danger of captive propagation is the temptation to
call an animal "saved" if it is thriving in zoos, thus rationalizing de
struction of its remaining habitat. In their defense it should be said that
most zoo people, especially those directly involved in captive propa
gation, clearly recognize its limited value as a conservation tool. They
know that what these animals need is habitat.

For the purpose of this essay, the important point about captive
propagation is that the breeding of endangered species is a marginal
activity of zoos, practically restricted to specialists and wholly periph
eral to their rcal business, the public display of animals, which alone
accounts for the existence and popularity of zoos. Even if it is con
ceded that breeding endangered species sanctions the removal of ani
mals from the wild, it can hardly be said to justify their removal for the
purposes of pUblic display. That must be justified on its own account.

EXTINCfION AND FUN

, To zoo people, the public display of wild animals is a valuable
educational tool; zoo animals are "ambassadors to the wild," teaching
people facts about animals and creating incentives for their protection?
Since, in the US., over 112 million people visit zoos each year, more
than attend all sporting events combined, zoos have a grand opportu
nity to spread the word of conservation, proponents say4

Only one obstacle would seem to thwart this sunny plan: people
do not come to zoos to learn about animals but to be entertained by
them. This is so obvious that even zoo educators acknowledge it.sZoos
were invented so that people could regularly experience the pleasure
they derive from staring at and socializjng among captive animals, from
watching (or making) animals perform, from liding animals.

Zoo people assert that entertainment·at the zoo is completely com
patible with education. In their quest for a rationale tojustify entertain
ment, zoos have latched on to the notion that information is more likely
to be absorbed and retained if the experience of acquiring it is enjoy
able. This was clearly sL:1ted at an AAZPA meeting in 1988:

Most ofus will agree educating the public is important. And we
constantly strive for more effective tools to enlighten the visitor. One
common problem is the public does notalways want to read the graph
ics orparticipate in the programs we develop. But the public does like
to be entertained. Alive animal show not on(v prOVides a close encounter
with wildlife, but also holds the attention ofthe audience, thus creating
a natural atmosphere for learning. 6

Armed with the new logic, zoos can continue providing the old
diversions. Animal shows, which used to be considered 'Just plain fun,"
tum out to be educational if they are accompanied by a smattering of
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facts. Having opened the door to fun, the temptation to /ling the door
wide open is irresistible:

Our objective becomes to create learning experiences so fasci
nating, enjoyable andfun that the visitor will not differentiate between
learning and entertainment. Hence our plan to create the illusion that
the visitor is truly on safari in Africa.?

This is transparently self-serving; whether or not learning is en
hanced by mixing facts and fun, business most assuredly is. The moti
vations of zoos aside, however (and I do not mean to suggest that these
motivations involve any conscious deceit), the problem with linking
education to pleasure is that what needs to be learned about animals,
namely the true extent of our complicity in their demise, cannot be taught
in this way.

Making it fun no doubt works well for teaching elementary facts
about the world-alphabets or numbers (a la Sesame Sl.) for instance
or bits of natural history about animals; but knowledge about animals
is irrelevant as long as we continue to act as if. the planet is ours to
consume. The extinction crisis stems not from ignorance but from a
life-negating value system.

Turning conservation education into fun- teaching only what is
easily absorbed and painless- mocks the seriousness of extinction, re
duces it to a game, without existential consequences; it trivializes both
the true meaning of conservation-sharing the world with other spe
cies-and the hard work ii will entail, weaning ourselves of ouraddic
tion to possession and consumption. Since zoos themselves are
committed to the cycle of never-ending growth and development, they
cannot, without obvious hypocrisy; enjoin their customers to give up
these pursuits' The gul I' between conservation education and what jXlSses
for education at the zoo is the difference between challenging a world
view and indulging it.

The commercial heart of zoos is revealed in their fundraising and
promotional events which, because they bring in money for "impor
tant" projects, are exempt from any pretense of education. Zoos regu
larly use their animals either as bait to lure customers in (shamelessly
exploiting baby animals and turning adult animals into cartoon charac
ters) or as props for gala community events: contests, dedications, races,
holiday celebrations, Easter egg hunts, etc.s

Among zoo people, the standard justification of entertainment is
that it brings people into the zoo where they can then be educated. But
can it matter what is learned inside the zoo if, in order to entice people
there, animals must be caricatured and people's hollywood stereotypes
rei nforced?This raises another hard question never posed by zoos: what
if the desire to be entertained by captive animals is not. as everybody

. assumes, a morally neutral desire, to which something called "educa
tion" can be added; what if the desire to be entertained by animals is
itself part of the problem of extinction. which education should be try
ing to overcome? If that is so, then, besides being trivial, what isleamed
at the zoo may actually be dangerous.

TEACHING DOMINANCE AND CALLING IT LOVE

Good cheer,and wholesome learning seem to permeate the con
temporary zoo. "Naturalistic" exhibits help promote natural behavior
in zoo animals; and people, by seeing animals in more natural surround
ings, respond to them with greater appreciation. Creative displays in
form the public about animals and their plight and visitors are exhorted
to become involved in "saving the earth." Is this not conservation edu
cation in action?



Alas, every surface has an underside. This is a problem of moral
education everywhere: what is explicitly taught may be contradicted
by what people actually experience. The context ofour experience, what
we see and hear around us and what we associate in our minds, either
supports what we are 'asked to believe or ~ntradicts it. EdulOation at·
the zoo is a mirage. While claiming to teach respect and concern for
wild animals, zoos exude the smug presumption of human mastery.
Whatever facts about animals zoo visitors may leam, they absorb a
world view along with it, one in which animals are merely resources
for people,

Naturalistic exhibits may hide the barriers these days but nobody
doubts their presence. That awareness defines the zoo: a place where
animals are confined and people are free to come and go. A day at the
zoo encodes a ri te of dominance: we are the experiencing subjects, they
the objects of our experience; we the ones being entertained, they the
source of our entertainment; we are the rulers, they are the ruled.

The history of animals in captivity in the West is the history of
animals demeaned for human entertainment. It begins with animals in
pits and cages being taunted and jabbed or animals being forced into
combat with each other. The first large-scale recreational use of ani
mals was the Roman gladiatorial games which pitted men against ani
mals and animals against each other. This form of entertainment
persisted for over 1000 years.

Public humbling of animals, whether to test manliness or increase
social status, continues to this day in bullfights, rodeos, rattlesnake
round-ups, circus animal acts-and the keeping of pets. Overcoming
big powerful animals, subjecting their wills to ours (by taming and train
ing) provides an illusion of power in an unpredictable world. When we
applaud the actions of trained elephants or big cats, it is not so much
the animals and their abilities that impress us as the control of the trainer,
with whom we are identifying. Therush ofpowerwe call "entertairunent."

So-called "animal people," seeming to possess some mysterious
rapport with and control over animals, have always been accorded spe
cial status. In the modem world this charismatic aura still adheres to
animal handlers and trainers, even to zookeepers. It is part of the all ure
of such professions.

The practice of collecting and keeping exotic animals originated
among the aristocracy of the late Middle Ages, people very aware of
the tenuous nature of their power. Although they were not usuallY"ani
mal people" in the sense above, the mere possession and display of
dangerous beasts served to symbolize royal power in the eyes of their
subjects and fellow aristocrats-in the same way perhaps as the cap
ture and display of an especially strong and fearless enemy warrior.

In a democracy everyone, not merely aristocrats, can share in the
feeling of mastery. Pumped up by sheer numbers, their comforts as
sured, visitors do not come to pay their respects to animals or to leam
any truths about them; they visit zoos as a novelty, a diversion; they
come to gawk at the biggest, the cutest, the ugliest and the most dan
gerous creatures that nature has to offer. Stripped of all frills, the es
sential pleasure ofa zoo visit is the satisfaction of strolling from exhibit
to exhibit like lords, surveying the wildness at the mercy of our whims.
Inducing this smug intoxication is the unstated function of zoos.

This is not self-evident though, People are not prone to analyze
what entertains them and collecting and displaying wild animals in or
der to demonstrate mastery is so old and so overlaid by habit and ratio
nalization that we have lost consciousness of its original, and still
underlying, cultural function. I am not suggesting that people come to

zoos consciously intending disrespect, but beneath the pleasure of be
ing at a zoo lies the assurance, however unconscious, that we humans
are in control.

Contemporary zoos are undeniably di ITerent from those of the past;
but the differences are only on the surface. Zoos are still places of hu
man self-congratulation, but today this purpose is concealed beneath a
veneer of prettiness and gentility and a pretense of concern.

Zoos mirror the progress of our control over nature. Up until fairly
recently, animals were perceived as adversaries, and zoos displayed
them in cramped, featureless cells, surrounding them and smothering
them with people. Inevitably under these circumstances, zoo animals
became sullen, morose and easi Iyenraged, which conti rmed the dogma
of the time that animals were crazed embodiments of a fallen world,
that nature was a chaos of conllicting wills and unrestrained appetites.
Thus we justified our "rational" intervention (i.e., our lust for plunder).

Today the war against nature seems all but won (at least for the
moment) and zoos are mellower places. Driven from the world and
deprived of power, no longer ei ther competi tors or threats, beaten and
completely at our mercy, animals have suddenly become-of all
things-precious. Whereas in the past people experienced animals as
ravaging beasts, today, firmly in control, we are inclined to see only
those aspects of animals that we like, their grace, agility, beauty, play
fulness and their VUlnerability. Today's distortion of animals is senti
mental; animals are perceived as helpless.

"Stewardship" we like to call it. Not for a moment doubting the
rightness of our domination of the planet, we nonetheless accept, as
befits any benevolent dictator, a certain responsibility for those beneath
our yoke. This concern may result in better treatment ofanimals in cap
tivity, but our generosity does not extend so far as to include sharing
the Earth's bounty with them.

It is frequently asserted (by zoo people at least) that because ur
banites nock to zoos they must be harboring a deep and frustrated need
for contact with nature. But it seems obvious that people prefer seeing
animals in zoos or circuses, animal shows, TV, anywhere other than
their natural habitats. It is not interest in the wild lives of animals that
brings people to the zoo, but animals under our control, easily seen,
without risk. As long as the behavior they witness is entertaining, it is
irrelevant to them whether that behavior is a natural partof the animal's
repertoire or a neurotic response to living in hell.

Because people walk freely among confined animals, a visit to
the ZOO does not function to connect people with nature, as the propa
ganda woul-d have it, but to enhance the sense of separation from na
ture which is our cultural fantasy. This is the dark truth about zoos. So
hopelessly alienated are we that we think a visit to the local zoo is "get
ting in touch with nature." Instead of acknowledging nature as a living
throbbing force in our lives, we see nature as, at best, an aesthetic phe
nomenon, something Other to ogle.

ZOO AS PSYCHODRAMA

Tclday's mass extinction of animal life is no accident. Underlying
the causes usually adduced to account for it - human population growth,
economic expansion and technological imperialism-is a psychology
of extinction. It is the wish to control that- the Earth-of which we
are but a part. Rather than accommodate our desires to the world, to
limit ourselves in the interest of the whole (the mature thing to do) we
seek instead (like adolescents) to fit the world to our desires. And our
desires are of the quantitative kind: we want more of everything. The
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result is mass extinction, as we eliminate the competitors.
Butthe wellsprings of extinction run deeper still. The extinction

of animals is an outward manifestation of our wish to extinguish "the
animal" in ourselves.

From the Greek and Christian sources of our culture, nature has
traditionally been perceived as an obstacle both to the spread of "civi
Iization" (i.e., the overcoming of human suffering, poverty, disease. etc.)
and to the attainment of moral or spiritual perfection. Just as we are
unwilling to integrate ourselves into nature but seek instead to impose
our will on it, we also attempt to beat into submission our own appe
tites, feelings and spiritual longings (nature inside us). Animals in our
culture have al ways symbolized the stubborn resi stance ofour own bodies.

What bothers us about animals is that we are animals; the fact
seems to denate our pretensions to autonomy and free will. Animals
remind us of our physicality, our bodily connection to the natural pro
cesses of decay and death which we seem powerless to stop. We are
terrified of the Unspeakable. We fear that deep inside us a dark greedy
animal is cr9uching, ready to burst into an orgy of unbridled sensuality
if we dare relax our vigilance. When we call people "animals" we mean
they have lapsed from rational control, become slaves of their desi res.

The urge to dominate animals (or to "manage" them, as we say
. today) is thus tied to the repression of our own animal nature. Repres
sion turned outward becomes Oppression. Projecting outward from
ourselves, everything "animal" must he eliminateJor rigidly controlled.
Thus our war on organic life; thus our envy of machines. It's not only
the habitats of animals that we covet, we wan/their souls; we want to
inhibit them as we inhibit ourselves.

,,' So we put them in prison, punishing them for their "Iack of re
.stl:aint." This allows us respectable citizens to survey not only repre
sentatives of the awesome power of nature that we have conquered,
but incarnations of our own wildness behind bars.

Because we are ambivalent about being animals, the confronta
tion may be tense. Obsessed with rational control, we are forever anx
ious about slipping back into wildness. Watching animals at the zoo,

. we may question the extent of our own self-control: their honest, unre
strained behavior resonates within us, arousing long-stined natural
impUlses, lUling us with the promise of simple deep satisfactions. But
the Great Temptation animals represent-spontaneous immersion in
the now of Iife- is unacceptable in a culture fearful of its own depths.
We thus respond to zoo animals as we do to our own repressed im
pulses, ambivalently, with both fear and a secret desire for relea.<:e.

Teasing, taunting and laughing at confined animals, throwing ob
jects, or merely words, we act out and momentarily relieve inner dis
cord. Dramatic interactions among animals externalize innerconnicts;
hecause the experience is without consequences in the real world, we
find it entertaining. Zoos are successful as commercial institutions be
cause people will pay to see what excitement, by way of theirown fears
and fantasies, can be derived from captive wild animals. Much of the
fun C<'U1 be reduced to the simple pleasure of projecting on to others,
and then belittling, what we fear in ourselves.

We "civilized" folk are drawn to zoos to gawk at animals pawing
and sniffing, devouring, excreting, playing, fighting and mating (all of
which may be exaggerated in captivity). People like to gather in large
groups to glare at these behaviors, to shudder at them with exuberant
disgust, to be alternately riveted and repelled, disgusted, amused, em
barmssed and amazed by the unabashed display of those raw instincts
whose presence in ourselves is still a constant source of anxiety.
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One occasionalIy catches a zoo educator declaring that fact-teach
ing is not enough, that altitudes toward animals must be changed. I
rush to listen, thinking that at last someone within the profession has
recognized the depth of the problem; but it always tums out that by
"attitudes" they mean superstitions or misconceptions about animals
(that snakes are slimy, for instance, or that hawks are pests). They are
still only skimming the surface of the problem of extinction.

To seriously pursue the question of "attitudes" toward animals
would mean descending beneath the placid waters Of cultural ideol
ogy, where people believe they are separate from and superior to na
ture, into the murkiness of the real world where everything is
interconnected; it is to risk the revelation that we and nature (the so
called "environment") are not two separate entities and that the goal of
conservation is not "liking" animals better (or endowing them with
"rights") but accepting our own animal nature and taking our place
within the natural community. The mass extinction of animals-and
their public display in zoos-follows inevitably from our denial of kin
ship with them. Extinction is ultimately a problem of human conscious
ness: to save animals we need to save (i.e., acknowledge) ourselves. .

THE TEMPTATIONS OF IRRELEVANCE

As long as we fail to recognize the deep cause of the extinction
crisis- the belief that we are not part of nature-our idea of conserva
tion education will be shallow and cOntradictory, our "solutions" part
of the problem. Out of touch with the tangled emotions in us that are.
driving extinction, we mistake the grim purpose of zoos-the subser
vience ofanimals to our will, the denial of our animal nature-for harm
less entertainment or, worse yet, for education.

Whatever its worth, captive propagation reinforces the idea that
only more manipulation (i.e., more of the problem) will fix the prob
lem of extinction. Instead of working on our inner lives to fit reality, to .
stop the problem at its source, we prefer to manipulate the world out
side us, to juggle some "inputs"and "outputs," to dojust enough to put
off the confrontation with ourselves. Captive propagation seems to gives
us an "out"; it allows us to "save" a few animals in zoos while we con
tinue to think and live in a way that prevents those animals from ever
being reintroduced.

I have implied that the best zoos can do for animals is to induce
people to Iike them- in zoos. True conservation education must surely
aim at instilling in people the sort of love for animals that cannot abide .
animals in captivity, that can be fulfilled only when animals are living
wild in healthy ecosystems. Naturalistic exhibits may act.uaIly thwart
this admirable goal. If zoo visitors prefer the sanitized, emasculated
version of nature they encounter in zoos to the wild and messy reality,
then, as naturalistic exhibits are perfected over time, people will have
even less incentive to protect the habi.tats upon which those exhibits
are modeled.

Rather than serving the cause of wild nature, these slick and pol
ished facades, on which millions of dollars are casually spent, are re
ally monuments to ourselves. Our real joy in them is in the creation of
miniature worlds that we can contemplate and manipulate with the de
tached pleasure of gods. One day, through genetic engineering, we might
even create animals, designing them to "adapt" to our manufactured .
"habitats"and to satisfy increasing munbers of bored andjaded urOOnites.

To the accusation that they are wasting money on frills, money'
that could be speQt on habitat protection, zoo people reply that the money
they receive is not money that would otherwise tie available for that



purpose. I am inclined to agree. Such is the
depth of our society's commitment to conser
vation-not to mention our love of nature
that we will gladly donate vast sums to keep
animals in elaborate cages but not to let them
live wild.

Mike Seidman is a conservationist and
writer living in Arizona.
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Cars, Deer, And Ecocentrism
by Chris McGrory Klyza

1:iS June, driving through the town of Ohio in the southern Adirondacks, I hit a deer. It
took us quite by surprise since it was about 1in the afternoon. We were coming up over
the West Canada River, entering a curve, when it ran from the brush to the south (my

left). My wife saw it first, and yelled "Deer!" I saw it out of the corner of my eye, on acolIision
course with our Volkswagen. The deer clearly saw us. I hoped that it would veer off, once it saw
that it could not outrun us. We didn't have many options; to the right were trees; if I slowed,
chances are it would have gotten in front of the car before we hit. It didn't veer. The deer and
the car collided,just above the left front tire. I peered in my side mirror and saw the deer reeling
backwards from the impact. We stopped, checked to make sure each other was alright, looked
at the damage to the car, and started back down the road to check out the deer. Before we got
far, a car that had been traveling beside us pulled over. The women driving advised us against
going back to look at the deer. "It will really shake you up," she said. "Drive to the tavern down
the road and they will call the game warden to take care of the deer."

So, we got back in the car and drove to the tavern. I told the bartender what had happened,
and she called the local game warden. He wasn't in, so I called the state police.

Not much of a story so far. With the exception of the colIision taking place on a hot after
noon, this scene probably repeats itself hundreds of times every day in the United States. The
coli ision, however, served as a catalyst to some thinking. Itbeing a Saturday afternoon in sparsely
populated country, w~ knew that it would be a while before the trooper arrived. During this
time I started to think about ecocentrism and how one comes to support that way of thinking.

In discussions ofecocentrism and deep ecology, it is often suggested that we rely more on
our emotions, our instincts, than on rational thinking to come to the conclusion that ecocentrism,
rather than anthropocentrism, should be the basis of our worldview. The Enlightenment and
rationality have lead us to much of our trouble, some deep ecology proponents say.

Upon some reflection after our collision, though, it appeared to me that the reverse was
true. I was ecocentric based upon rationality (at least as I understand it). When I relied on my
emotions, I lapsed back into anthropocentrism. Let me l1esh this out a bit. After hitting the deer,
I was a bit upset, but I was able to get in the car and drive to the tavern, and later, to drive on to
Buffalo without major psychological trauma. What would it have been like, I asked myself, if!
had hit a human? A young human, as this deer was young?

My reactions, on an emotional level, would have been completely different. I have never
hit a human before, so I cannot make any direct comparison. Nevertheless, I am sure that I
would have been very upset if I had hit and killed a small child. Maybe I would have gotten
drunk, or broke down in tears, or returned forthe funeral, I'm not really sure. But I am sure that
I would have been much more upset. From an ecocentric perspective, I don't think I should
have reacted much differently had the deer instead been a human. I should have been sad over
the loss oflife, but why would the loss of a human unrelated to me be more upsetting than the
loss of a deer? In fact, given the rampant overpopulation of the planet by humans and the eco
logical destruction that has been brought by th~m, ~ ecocentric approach might even suggest
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some solace that the population ofenemy species number one had been
lessened.

But then I started to think, what would an ecocentric response be
to this collision? I wasn't sure, but at first I assumed that the responses
to the death ofa deer ana the death of a human should be si mi lar, if not
identical. If, as Leopold suggests, we are plain citizens in the ecologi
cal community, shouldn't our grief over the death of a fellow citizen
(whom we did not know) be roughly analogous whether it be a deer or
a human? If so, does that mean an ecocentric response to the deer's
death would have also come from some array of grieving rituals, such
as getting drunk or crying? Or would some other, new ri tual have been
more appropriate? Perhaps some primitive emotional display, such as
howling or running your hands through the deer's blood. Perhaps an
ecocentric response would not have centered on grief, but rather on a
more primal concem with food.

It also occurred to me that maybe we cannot become truly plain
citizens in the ecological community, but that we will always be the
first citizens among equals due to our capacity to wreak havoc and to
renect upon what we have done. If so, it might only be natural for us to
have a stronger reaction to the death of a fellow first citizen than a plain
citizen like a deer. Some are probably thinking that it's only natural to
be saddened more by the death of an individual of our same species.
Those of a more analytic.bend might be thinking of the selfish gene
theory from evolutionary biology: that the increased success of the
human species increases the likelihood that my genetic imprint will be
passed on and survive.

Anyway, we have drifted somewhat from the points that I am try
ing to make heI:e. First, that we should not surrender rationality so eas
ily. Second, that emotional responses are not the only way to
ecocentrism. Different persons wtll arrive at ecocentrism in different
ways. Many will come through a more emotional, gut-level response.
Others, like myself, will come to ecocentrism through reason rather
than emotion. Neither approach is superior to the other; they are sim
ply different paths to the same destination: a healthier planet for all
that exists on it. And third, ecocentrism is damn complex.

I was soon taken with another question that had no easy answer
for me: what should we do with the deer? The deer was still alive after
the collision, but in very bad shape. At least one leg was broken, blood
oozed from its anus, its skull was exposed. There were three options:
let the deer die on its own, enduring hours of suffering; have the deer
shot, put out of its misery, but leave it in the woods; or have the deer
shot, and give my tag to someone who would use the deer for venison.
At the tavern, people wanted to know if the deer was still alive. When
I said yes, they immediately said we must get someone to put it out of
its misery. Within fifteen minutes, two different people who had heard
the call to the trooper go outon the police scanner had approached me
said if I wasn't going to use the deer they would like to have it for the
venison. Again, my quick gut reaction was that this was the proper thing
to do: the deer should be puI out of its misery and it shouldn't go to
waste. So, I signed my tag over to a family, and drove off.

As I drove, however, I began to question what I had done. My gut
reaction was purely anthropocentric. Was it proper to put the deer out
of its pain? This is a difficult question. Since humans caused this pain,
humans should also put an end to it, one might reason. On the other
hand, when a deer dies of starvation, or disease; or falls to a pack of
wolves, it experiences pain. Pain is clearly a part of nature; should we
attempt to minimize it in all cases?The other question, the one dealing
with wasting the deer, is a little easier to see as a wholly anthropocen
tric one. It is premised on the idea tl)at if the deer isn't somehow used
by humans, it will go to waste. This is of course blatantly wrong. The
death of the deer can be a boon to a number of other species. Would it
have been wiser to leave the deer in the woods (to die on its own, or
after being shot) to provide a feast for foxes, coyotes, birds, insects, etc.?

I'm not sure what the answers to these questions are. But I am
sure that it is difficult to shake the pervasiveness of the anthropocen
tric worldview. .. Just one person's renections on that pervasiveness,
stimulated by a collision with a deer.

Christopher McGrory Klyza teaches in the political science de
partment ofMiddlebury College in Middlebury, Vermont.

White-tailed Deer (Odocoileus virginianus) by Celeste Poulin
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Hotrlo Carcinotrlicus
a look at planetary oncologyl

by Frank Forencich

When we think of cancer, we nonnally think of diseases of the hmnan body: cancer of the
lungs, breasts, liver and prostate. We think of viruses, DNA, asbestos, cigarettes and beta
carotene. We think of surgery, radiation and chemotherapy.

There may be more to the picture, however; cancer may be far bigger than we think. A para
digm shift is under way: Instead of looking at neoplasia strictly as a disease- of the human body,
many of us are now beginning to see it as a dysftmction that can affect any living organism or
ecosystem-even the Earth itself.

In 1979 James Lovelock introduced the Gaia hypothesis, which holdsthat the planet is a self
.regulating or living organism 2 But if the Earth is a living body, what physiological role do hu
mans play? What kind of cells are we? Given the state of the planet and exponential human
proliferation, the answer is unavoidable: cancer.

Numerous observers have remarked on the cancerous nature of human beings. JnScience 13
May 1955, Alan Gregg suggested "that there are some interesting analogies between the growth
of human IXlpulation in the world and the increase of cells observable in neoplasms.''} In 1990
Dr. Warren Hem diagnosed the problem in his landmark paper "Why are there so many of US?,,4

Nevertheless, "humans as cancer" has not yet become a topic of widespread discussion. Despite
the popular acceptance of the Gaia hypothesis and the rise of environmental consciousness, the
"humans as cancer" metaphor has been largely avoided.

The world is an animal.
-Plato

PHYSIOLOGY

In fact, the parallels between neoplastic growth and human population are astonishing.
• Both are proliferative disorders characterized by uncontrolled growth.
• Both tend to spread throughout the "body" of the organism.
• Both exert pressure on adjacent "tissue."
• Both continue to grow even under extremely crowded conditions.
• Both produce chemicals that have negative effects on remote regions of the organism.
• Both generate new vessels to support their growth.
• Both fail to "differentiate" in form and function.

Officer is fundamentally a proliferative disorder, a failure to respond to normal growth con
trols. This isalso humanity's problem. Ten thousand years ago there were probably no more than
five million people on the planet. Today there are nearly six billion. The increase in population in
the last 40 years has equaled the total increase from the dawn of the human species until 1950.
World population is now growing by 10,000 people per hour. S

The problem with cancer is not only the reproductive output of individual cells, but also
their e'xtraordinary longevity. Normal cells have a pre-set, programmed life span. They develop,
serve their purpose and then die. Cancer cells, on the other hand, do not die on schedule and.have
no limit to the number of times they can divide. They are, in a sense, immortal. Because they do
not die, cancer cell populations continue to rise unless checked by some other force. Similarly, the
increase in human population has been paralleled by a dramatic lengthening of human life ex
pectancy. We are seeking to increase this to ever higher levels, aspiring, it appears, to achieve the
longevity of the neoplastic cell.

In a healthy body, normal cells adjust their growth in relation to neighboring cells. When
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population density reaches a certain Iimi t, a feedback mechanism known
as "contact inhibition" causes cell division to cease. When ypu squeeze
a normal cell, it stops reproducing. Cancer cells, on the other hand,
oontinue to proliferate in spite of crowding and grow to muCh bigger
densities. Human "cells" exhibit the same characteristic. Population
density has had little effect on rates of reproduction; experts estimate
that by the year 2000, there will be 20 cities with more than 10 million
people each. Modem humanity, like cancer, seems to have lost its sense
of contact inhibition.

Cancer is notorious for its tendency to spread beyond the point of
origin into other regions of the body. The process begins when tumor
cells break away from the original mass, travel through the bloodstream
or lymphatic system, attach themselves to new sites and begin grow
ing. In short, they "colonize" the new tissue. Human metastasis works
in a similar fashion. Since hominids first took form in Central Africa
some 2 or 4 million years ago, we have spread across every continelJt
on the planet. We now inhabit the world's deserts, rainforests, grass
lands and high mountains. We have invaded and affected virtually all
planetary tissue and are even making plans to extend our growth into
the solar system and local galaxy.

The similarity between humans and cancer extends even to the
details of the metastatic process. In the body, cancer cells infiltrate sur
rounding tissue through a process called angiogenesis. A neoplastic
tumor secretes enzymes that destroy nearby cellular membranes, a1
lowing capi II aries to penetrate and provide nouri shment. At thi s point,
the tumor becomes vascularized and begins to grow extremely rapidly.
On the macro scale, human beings pursue a similar strategy. The capil
laries are the highways, railroads and canals that bring food and raw
materials to cities and neighborhoods. When human beings colonize a
new region or district, one of the first priorities is to clear the land and
build these vessels to facilitate commerce with the "body" of the out
side world. Once the roads are built, the community is "vascularized"
and begins to grow rapidly.

Cancer and human population are also related in their metabolism,
the consumption of resources an'cr production of waste. In the early 19308
Otto Warburg discovered that cancer cells use more glucose and se
crete higher amounts of lactic acid than normal tissue. This is analo
gous to human populations that consume high levels of natural resources
while generating enormous quantities of waste materials.

Another curious similarity lies in the process of differentiation.
As normal tissue grows, it follows a developmental pathway, a geneti
cally programmed sequence of changes in structure that lead to a spe
cialized cell or tissue type such as bone, liver, connective or neural tissue.
When cells mature they begin to perform the normal functions of that
tissue. Significantly, they also stop reproducing. Cancer cells, however,
are defective in differentiation. They get stuck on the developmental
pathway and fail to develop the unique forms and functional character
istics of normal cells. In this sense, cancer is a problem of develop
ment.

We see a similar process at work on the macro scale. Like cells,
human beings also differentiate. As individuals, we develop special
ized social roles: one person becomes a farmer, another becomes a com
puter programmer, another a poet. We each follow a developmental
and educational pathway, that leads to unique professional form and
function. Failure to achieve a functioning social role can be described
as a failure to differentiate. When educational quality and economic

opportunity deteriorate, we too experience a problem of development.
Human beings also differentiate, culturally. A tlibe or ethnic group

develops its own unique rituals, practices and world view; it is a spe
cialized form that makes a unique contribution to the human cultural
landscape. A variety of differentiated cultural forms makes it possible
for the social organism to adapt to changing conditions. Loss of cul
tural diversity, like loss of biodiversity, threatens survival of the larger
organism.

PRCX}NOSIS

When we undertake a comprehensive examination of the bio
sphere, we find it impossible to escape the conclusion that the plan
etary patient is seriously ill, possibly dying. The symptoms are
severe-ozone depletion, global warming, deforestation, loss of biodi
versity, topsoil erosion-all the result of a rampaging and over-con-

o sumptive human population. Our major social "organs" are losing their
effectiveness because ofover-crowding; governmental, jUdicial , health
care and transportation systems are all saturated and near gridlock. The
patient is clearly in pain.

If an oncologist were to make a diagnosis of patient Earth, he would
probably declare it a State IV condition: "The tumor is no longer en
capsulated: metastasis is widespread throughout the body. Little chance
for cure, although there are some notable exceptions.''6 Since the growth
is highly metastasized, it is probably malignant; we are experiencing
an "oncologic emergency." We must act now.

TREATMENT

When treating a cancerous human body, the oncologist generally
has three treatment options available- "cut it, burn it, or poison it"
(surgery, radiation, or chemotherapy). Incredibly, this is exactly what
we have been doing to the biosphere: cutting, burning and poisoning
the major planetary "organs." Obviously, we are attacking the wrong
target; we are behaving as if Gaia herself was the disease. This is like
an immune system dysfunction in which the body attacks its own tissue.

Obviously, we need to target the growth of humanity, but for the
planetary oncologist, cutting, buming, or poisoning the human neoplasm
is not a viable option. Genocide would be, at best, a short-term solu
tion that would not solve the problem of proliferation. Even if you could
somehow make 2 billion humans vanish from the biosphere, growth
would surge to fill the gap; after .so years, the patient would suffer a
relap~e. Moreover, abruptly raising the death rate would have a whole
host of side effects and repercussiotls that would endanger the patient
just as surely as the current crisis.

Instead, we need a treatment that is systemic and rehabilitative.
The population problem is more than just sheer numbers. Explosive
growth rates depend on numerous social, cultural and biological fac
tors: poverty, lack of access to health care, and denial of women's rights
to name a few. Simply reducing birth rates will not be sufficient; the
"treatment" must act on several levels. Just as a good oncologist will
apply a variety of treatments in tandem, we too must apply several treat
ments simul taneously. In addi tion to the obvious need for vigorous birth
control programs, we must:
-completely revise our economic and cultural philosophy away from
growth and toward sustainability;
-reduce our consumption of resources;
-redistribute the wealth between North and South;
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.-enhance· the rights of women
-devote more attention to the health and welfare of children
-promote "differentiation therapy," increased educational and
economic opportunity for individuals and cultures;
-protect healthy "tissue," especially wilderness areas;
-slow the metastasis whenever possible with growth controls
at all levels;
-moderate our death control efforts: make medical practice more life
affirming and less death defying;
-start behaving more like physiological participants in the functioning

of the organism and less like invading pathogens.
The treatment for this oncologic emergency must begin with edu

cation and awareness. Oncologists agree that the most valuable tool in
the fight against cancer is public education; the more people know about
risk factors and prevention, the easier the treatment. What is true for
the micro level is also true for the macro level; of all the treatments that
we might use against global cancer, by far the most promising is edu
cation and ecological consciousness. The cure for cancer is awareness
of our relationship to our "host."

The fundamental difference between a cancer cell and human be
ing is the capacity for "host awareness." The malignant cancer cell
knows only its local cellular environment; the chemical and neural
impulses that oct on the cell membrane. Alung cancer cell, for example,

.cannot travel outside its host and discover the totality of its predica
ment; it can only "think locally."

A human being, on the other hand, has the ability to become aware
of hcr global host. Through travel, study and communication, a person
can discover the larger organism of which she is a part. She can see the
effects of her behavior and the implications for her own survivability.
Most import,mt, she can change her behavior to be consistent with the
health of the host.

Host awareness is vital to the treatment process. The more con
tracted, local or ego-logical our state of mind, the more neoplastic our
behavior is likely to be. The more expanded, global and eco-logical
our consciousness, the healthier our relationship with the planetary body.
Death by cancer is not inevitable if we pay attention to the welfare of
the host. Unlike a cancer cell, we can exercise personal and political
choices. We can understand the ways of the host. We can act to save
Gaia and thus ourselves.

The biggest obstacle to effective treatment is denial. No one wants
to talk about planetary cancer; the subject is striclly taboo in almost
every field of discourse. But treatment demands that we overcome the
social and psychological obstacles to cancer and human population
growth: fear, procrastination in seeking treatment, reluctance to self
treat, and denial that the condition actually exists. The planetary
oncologist must act to bring the issue into the public forum. We must
force the issue of human population into the spotl ight and keep it there.

As with all cancer cases, time is precious. If we procrastinate in
treating our condition, we will be forced to face two extremely unpleas
ant alternatives. On one hand, we have to suffer the extremely high
level of"collatcral damage" that comes with aggressive treatment. The
longer we delay in controlling our growth and reducing our consump
tion, the more radical the treatment will have to be. Drastic measures
such as govemment mandated family size limits, enforced birth con
trol, and severe rationing will cause collateral damage in the form of
repression, martial law, tyranny and widespread social conflict.
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If, on the other hand, we fail to take action, the consequences will
be grim indeed. The carrying capacity of the biosphere is finite; only
so many humans can live on the planetary body. If we do not change
our behavior, Gaia will treat the problem for us. Our death rates will go
exponential through famine. disease and density-inspired violence. The
human population will be reduced, one way or the other.

The extent and severity of global cancer calls for immediate and
decisive treatment; palliative or "Band-Aid" treatments will not be ef
fective. Unfortunately, most current environmental action is directed
as symptoms, not at underlying causes. Action on air pollution, defor
estation and recycling is necessary, to be sure. but primarily serves to
relieve the patient's short-term suffering, not effect a cure. Without vig
orous birth and growth control, our environmental efforts will amount
to little more than "planetary hospice care"-aid and comfort to the
dying.

Accepting the proposition of "humans l}S cancer" can be terrify
ing and depressing. No one wants to think of himself as a malignant
cell. No one wants to think of his community as a tumor. The implica
tions are intimidating; the specter of planetary cancer demands that we
reevaluate our basic beliefs on such subjects as motherhood, family,
growth, health. birth control, social responsibility and criminal behav
ior. This treatment process will be resisted by many people, cultures
and organizations.

Nevertheless, the payoff of this inquiry could be tremendous. "Hu
mans as cancer" describes u~ as a disease agent. but it also puts us into
an intimate relationship with the natural world, our host. In this per
spective, we are not apart; we are of the Earth. We may be defective in
growth control, but we are nevertheless cells in a larger organism. Even
as neoplastic tissue, humanity does belong to the Earth.

When we ask the question "are we cancer'T' we place ourselves in
a new universe of relationships and possibilities. Simply by accepting
the possibility of "humans as cancer," we declare ourselves willing to
review our most closely held assumptions about who we are, what our
role is, and what constitutes intelligent and moral behavior. This ac
ceptance may be exactly the prescription we need to effect a cure.

Frank Forencich (8467 Sands Rd., Bainbridge Island, WA 98110)
is afree-lance writer and teacher ofmartialarts in Bainbridge Island,
Washington. His background includes luunan biology (Stanford, 1979),
rock climbing and wilderness travel.
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A Response to Nolllllan

by Bill McCormick

! was intrigued by Jim Nollman's article on overpopulation in Wild
Earth Summer 1992. There were a number of points on which I
agreed with him, and a number on which I disagreed. I agree with

Jim that human overpopulation is an issue often circumnavigated by
our most imaginative thinkers. I also wonder how we can present "lim
iting family size" as the "positive, life-affirming step" it is, rather than
one steeped in doom. I also have to credit Nollman with attempting an
objective overview of that unsteady quagmire he calls "natural law,"
the theories of Garrett Hardin, whether starvation or AIDS is good for
the planet, etc.

As a former anarcho-communist from Kent State and current so
cial worker, I have had certain experiences which cause me to react
differently to certain issues than, say, an interspecies activist like Jim
Nollman.

I accept it as a given that, for the time being, unfortunately most
people still accept the illusion that we humans have some sort of 'noble'
purpose to convert as much of the biosphere as possible into our exclu
sive habitat, and react very negatoively when confronted with the real
ity that this process can not continue much longer. If 'imaginative'
people do their best to duck the population issue, imagine how the un
imaginative react

Please bear with me as I attempt an illustration. In some commu
nities in the West, the issue ofiogging old-growth forests has so polar
ized some towns, that when deep ecology activists show up to protest
there may be large groups of locals just standing around looking for an
excuse to start bashing heads. Self-preservation and simple common
sense would seem to dictate that in such a situation, some sort of non
violent code should be the order of the day. No one wants to see need
less bloodshed.

As I see it, a similar set of circumstances exists in the arena of
population concerns. As we have seen in the last 5-10 years, in some
instances, even the slightest off-the-cuff remark about population can
set off a flood of hysterical name calling and other theatrics. We then
have to spend so much time dealing with emotionalism and insults that
we may never even get to the real issues.

Am I suggesting a certain amount of censorship in the population
debate? Perhaps. I prefer to think of itas not waving red flags at people.

Nollman says: "some tnainstream environmentalists refuse to ac
knowledge that the more violent solutions to overpopulation may ac-

tually be the most natural and ecological solutions. To connect mass
starvation with planetary preservation does not fit the planet-saving
image promoted through fundraising brochures."(1)

This is an unfortunate statement, I think, for a number of reasons.
First, it is the sort of statement that will be gleefully culled by ourop
ponents in the popUlation debate, and then luridly put on display with
other such carefully collected statements.

Second, this is a departure from the writings of Arne Naess and
other deep ecology theorists, and in my view more of the Garrett Hardin
than the deep ecology camp. For example, in a special deep ecology
issue of REVISION (Winter 1991), Naess writes:

'The main driving force of the deep ecology movement... is that
of identification with and thereby, solidarity with, all life. Humans are
our nearest, in terms of identification with all life, and green parties
should include political plans for participation in the fight against world
hunger and for basic human dignity."(2)

An important tactic any good law student learns is that you must
study and anticipate the principal points your opponent will make on
any given issue, and make some of those points for them as part of
your presentation, in order to take the wind out of their sails, so to speak.
If this is done well, it can be humorous as well as effective. If it is not
done well, you get people shouting about 'fascism' and soon. (If Rich
ardNixon were a zen monk, he might call it "on not giving the sword.")

Inrnyjudgement Arne Naess understands this principle very well,
because'not only does he emphasize that overpopulation exerts a tragic
effect on non-human life, but that "very large populations create very
large problems of freedom and organiwtion, and centraliwtion, giant
ism and reduction of cultural diversity seem unavoidable features of
life with a population of 5 billion."(3) In other words, overpopulation
is bad for the planet; it is also bad for humans. No red flags, no grist for
the rumor mills, further ideological bloodshed is averted.

Garrett Hardin's position differs from that of Arne Naess in that
he often places the needs of the person and the planet in stark opposi
tion, as in his famous (infamous?) piece in Psychology Today (4) which
evoked reams of irate letters. Now this is all well and good if your goal
is to be controversial or get people agitated. If this were the goal of the
population debate, then Garrett Hardin should get a whole truck load
of prizes. Consider this statement by Hardin, for instance:

"Well-fed soldiers acting egoistically (to preserve their institutional
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right to be well fed) can protect posterity's in
terests against the egoistic demands of today's
hungry people. It is not superior morality that is
most likely to save posterity but an institutional
design that makes use of special privilege (5)

1 can think of situations where shocking
people with the gravity of the situation, such as
with aelial photos of c1earcuts. has been very
effective. However, 1am not at all sure popula
tion is such a situation. Clearcutting is something
we are doing to nature for selfish, short-teml
gain; this seems clear. Asking poor people to
limit the number of their offspring, however,
touches on a whole pandora's box ofcultural and
ethical issues where shocking or outrageous
statements are simpl yout of place. Anyone who
doubts this has simply to cross the street and en
gage Joe and Jill Six Pack in a conversation
about their "breeding problem."

In closing, let me say that the reason I was
attracted to deep ecology back in. 1985 was be
cause it seemed to be the only major school out
there willing to deal with the overpopulation is
sue in an imaginative way, or, in some cases, to
deal with it at all. So while we may disagree
about certain tactics or approaches, I applaud
Wild Earthers and Earth First1ers for "putting this
important idea on the table for everyone else to
confront," as Jim Nollman says. I think the de
bate is improving, but it has been one hell of a
slow, arduous process!

-Bill McCormick. POB J729,
Charlolleville.. VA 22902
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Efficiency of Natural Law in
Limiting Human Population

Growth

by Les U. Knight

I n the discussion about whether or not we should allow "Natural Law" to control human
population growth (Nollman 1992, and others), an important consideration is being ignored:

. Do major die-offs of Homo sapiens in fact keep our numbers from increasing?
Mal thus and common sense tell us that war, epidemics, famine, and natural disasters will

keep the human family from getting too big... but do they really? Empirical evidence doesn't
support conventional wisdom.

The Population Reference Bureau's often-reproduced graph of human-population-size
through-time shows only one dip in our inexorable increase: The Plague. Immediately after
this minor blip, our numbers began to shoot for the Moon.

The Industrial Revolution was no doubt a factor in allowing us to burgeon to the bursting
point, but the Black Death may be the reason we wa,nt to breed like bunnies. Burned into our
collective memory was the horror of massive deaths of our kind. Our reaction as a species,
naturally, has been fertility with a vengeance. This programming could be blinding us to the
obvious fact that we are enough already.

PEOPLE AS STATISTICS

As we study the world's population problem and seek solutions, it's tempting to become
detached and look at people as mere numbers in demographic equations, especially when
they're halfway around the world. We should bear in mind that each one of those numbers is
a member of our family, entitled to the same inalienable human rights that we value for our
selves and our loved ones.

But, for the sake of discussion, let's go ahead and ignore for a moment that inhuman
conditions in Third World countries are due in part to the Industrial World's exploitation of
thei r resources and labor. Forget the continued destabi li zation of thei reconomies and govern
ments. Down the memory hole with decades of well-meaning missionaries' death-control
without-bi rth-control. Disregard the incumbent interest on debts to rich countries which requi re
cash crops and liquidation of forests. Oh, and nevermind about the moral obligation to help
our brothers and sisters in need. Let's just be coldly pragmatic and accept the fact that death
has not held our numbers in check... yet. .

DEATH ALONE WON'T LOWER POPULATION

Today, our population growth is sO rampant that a million lives lost for any cause are
replaced in about four days. Withholding aid to starving children, flood victims, or war refu
gees will do nothing to improve the density of our popUlation as long as we continue to repli
cate like cancer cells (Hem 1990).

Each day, 386,964 new people are created, and 137,540 of us die (Population Reference
Bureau 1992). In order for death alone"to reduce our numbers, three times as many people
would have to be dying as are now.
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HIGH MORTALITY CAUS~ HIGH FERTILITY

As paradoxical as it may seem, a lower death rate will bring our
numbers more in line with the carrying capacity of Earth's biosphere.
For example, where child mortali ty rates are high, couples commonly
over-compensate by producing six or seven offspring in hopes that two
or three will survive. A lower death rate will bring about a lower birth
rate, and a lower birth rate will cause death rates to fall. Nearly one
third of today's mortali ties are chiIdren who might not have been born
if their mothers and fathers had a choice.

REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM

It has been estimated that at least half of the world's births are
unwanted (Knight 1992). If reproductive freedom were universal, this
deplorable situation would be inconceivable. Alarge percentage of the
remaining half of today's births are wanted mainly for economic or
superstitious reasons, such as free labor orcarrying on the family name.
Reproductive freedom, economic opportunity, and education are far
more effective methods of improving the ratio of people-ta-wildlife than
promoting death could ever be.

AFTERWARD

When there are fewer people on Earth, conditions for all of Nature's
living beings will begin to improve. We can best achieve this by reduc
ing death rates, while at the same time supporting reproductive rights.
When everyone has freedom of choice in procreation, and the height
ened awareness to not do so, the size of our human family will slowly
imprO\"e thMks to deaths from a truly natural cause: old age. May we
live long and die out.

Les U. Knight (POB 86646 Portland, OR 97286-(646), is the
editor o/fhese EXIT Ti mes, the voice ofthe Voluntary Human btinc
tion Movement (VHEMT).
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Editor's /lote: Trackingand theArtofSeeing is recommended readingforallfriendsofthefurry. This excerpt
exemplifies the find blend of natural history and conservation concern the author has acheived.

Mink (Mustela vison)

F lvoring all kinds of wetland areas, this small (two to three and a haIf pounds for the male, one and a half to two and a half pounds for the
female), dark-furred member of the weasel family is often found in habitats similar to those of the muskrat, on which it occasionally dines.

Both its names mean "wease'''-Mustela in Latin, vison in Swedish-suggesting that the mink is the quintessential family representative. A
Cllnfirmed and opportunistic carnivore, it will eat any meaty creature that comes its way: fish, frogs and crayfish, small rodents, waterfowl and
their eggs, worms, and insects. aile study found that common prey species included meadow and deer mice and even cq,ttontails.

. This mink is equally at home on land or in water and has survived even in areas where it shares its habitat with man. Its range includes most
of CanmJa south of the tree line and all of the United States, except Arizona and other dry areas in the Southwest. Because of the fish they eat,
mink are susceptible to waterborne environmental contaminants such as mercury and PCB's, which severely affect their reproductive systems. A .
healthy hreeding mink population might be a good indication of a habitat free of these pollutants.

Years ago, when I lived near the Middle Branch of the Swift River in !vfassachusetts, I ventured into the woods for a walkjust after a heavy
SllOl\storm. This is one of my favorite times, when pristine snow covers the forest and its quiet beauty makes me hesitate to disturb it. When I
find a trail in that type of snow, I know it's fresh. If I'm not back-tracking, I know I'mjust behind the animal and will follow its trail for miles.
This time I was just walking- there were no tracks- when I came upon a black object. Although I knew there were mink in the area, I was not
prepared to find one lying motionless on top of fourteen inches of new snow. No tracks led up to it. A light dusting of snow covered its body.

I stood without moving for some time, studying the situation. Itcouldn't have been there long. I approached cautiously, looking for signs of
lik, <lnd did see some movement. The animal was still alive but barely. I should have known better and left it there, but I thought it had become
exhausted during the storm. I figured I'd bring it in the house just long enough to let it recover and then release it. It moved around a bit as it
warmed up, but it died soon after. It may well have died anyway, but sometimes when you think you're helping animals, you aren't.. Since that
incident, I've learned that wild mink cannot live in captivity, so it's not a good idea to bring one indoors, regardless of its condition.

. Like all weasels, the mink has an anal musk gland that discharges a liquid as malodorous as that of a skunk, especially during the mating
se<lsoll. It cannot spray like a skunk, however, and its scent does not carry as far. Its greenish yellow urine also has a distinct, musky odor. The
word mink comes from the Swedish menk, which means "the stinking animal from Finland."

The mink sometimes has a very casual, almost reckless nature: I've often stood on the banks of a stream or beside a swamp, being careful
not to move, and had mink run right up to meor pass within five feet of me and seemingly not notice that I was there. Mink are very powerful for
their size, but they may occasionally be preyed upon by gray and red foxes, coyotes, wolves, fishers, bobcats, lynx, and great homed owls.

l

millk ill mild, 3-4 pattern by Heather K. Lenz

From Tracking and the Art ofSeeing, 1992 by Paul Rezendes, with illustrations by Heather K. Lenz. Reprinted by permission of
Camden I-louse Publishing, Charlotte, Vermont. Available in better bookstores, or by calling l..goo-344-33.50. .
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Exceptional Excerpts

Editor's note: Thefollowing excerpt is from Ghost Bears uy.naturalist and wilderness trip leader Ed Grumbine.
Wildland proponents everywhere will benefit from this far-reaching explanation of the extinction crisis and call
to action. .

Ghost Bears: Exploring the Biodiversity Crisis

Conservation biology has made clear that there is not enough protected habitat for at least most of the largest animals in the
world. The ecological consequences of losing many of the planet's whales, bears, big cats, and other top-level carnivores
are not completely known, but predictions are grim. Building a biodiversity-protection network will not resolve this

problem. Too much habitat has been destroyed or fragmented. The only prudent scientific response to the biodiversity crisis is to.
restore some balance between what humans have appropriated from nature and what nature needs to maintain functional integ
rity. Integrity, from a narrow human perspective, might be defined as the continued provision of the "ecological goods and
services" that we depend on for survival. (19) Loss of a functional Pacific Northwest ancient forest ecosystem or protecting a
mere 5 percent of North America as wilderness is not scientifically justifiable. Long-term ecosystem management means ad
dressing these imbalances by adopting a wilderness recovery strategy: closing and revegetating roads, allowing wildfires free
play to set successional rhythms, removing settlements from sensitive areas, reintroducing grizzlies, wolves, and other extirpated .
species. creating polyculture agro-ecosystems, and in general building a restoration economy.

Restoration entails puzzling out presettlement patterns of vegetation. There also needs to be some yardstick by which to
judge recovery efforts. Historical accounts, early land surveys, pollen evidence from paleoecology, and soil types can all contrib
ute to a composite picture of healthy ecosystems prior to Euro-American settlement. (20) From such data. and taking into ac
count nativeAmerican land use where possible, biologists and managers could construct a computer model to track how vegetation
changes over time without excessive human interference. Managers could use this as a rough empirical standard of ecosystem
integrity to set further management goals.

It is important to distinguish restoration from reclamation, as biologists William Jordan, Robert Peters, and Edi th Allen make
clear: "By restoration we mean the recreation of entire communities of organisms. closely modeled on those occurring naturally,
and we ... use the term reclamation ... to referto any deliberate attempt to return a damaged ecosystem to ... productive use or
socially acceptable condition short of restoration." (21)

Economic goals can be woven into ecosystem restoration. In 1978, when Congress expanded Redwood National Park in
California, most of the new parkland had been heavily logged. Between 1979 and Ie;tB,7 the Park Service spent over $30 million
on payroll, leases. and CQntracts to rehabilitate these damaged lands. (22) On a regional scale, if the Forest Service could secure
funding for erosion control, retiring roads, and prescribed burning to reduce fuel loads and mimic natural fire patterns, an entirely
new restoration economy of hundreds of millions of dollars would be created.

The scientific tasks called for by the biodiversity crisis may in time bring us to large-scale ecological restoration, returning
wolves and grizzlies to California and Colorado and linking greater ecosystems across the country. If so, we will have become a
different people. By 2090, humans will have burned almost all of the plan~t's currently known reserves of fossil fuels. (23)
Douglas-firs 100 years old in the 1990s will have become part ofan estabijshed pattern of ancient forest. With the wounds caused
by resoureism healing, ecosystem management will have evolved into something new. This vision of a sustainable future inspires
hope. It renews commitment to what most certainly will be decades of difficult work. In time, we may finally begin to experi
ence what it means to be a part of, rather than the ruler of, nature. We, too, could become "native."

19. P. and A. Ehrlich, Extinction (New York. 1981),86-100.
20. R. Noss, "On Characterizing Presettlement Vegetation: How and Why," Natural Areas Journal 5: 1 (1985), 5-13.
21. W. Jordanetal., "Ecological RestorationasaStrategyforConservingBiological Divel1lity," EllvironmentalManagement

12: 1 (1988),55.
22. See in general U.S. Park Service, Tenth Annual Report to Congress on the Status ofImplemelltatioll ofthe Redwood

National Park Expansion Act of1978 (Crescent City, California, 1987).
23. G. Miller, Uvillg in the Environment (Belmont, California, 1990),378.

by R. Edward Grumbine~ Foreword by Michael E. Soule; Island Press; 1992; Washington, OC and Covelo, CA; 295 pp., $25 cloth.
Excerpted with permission of Island Press. For orders. cal I 1-800-828-1302.
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Book Revie-ws

BEYOND THE BEAUTY STRIP:
SAVING WHAT'S LEFT OF OUR
FORESTS

by Mitch Lansky, Tilbury I-louse, Publishers,
Gardiner, Maine, 1992. Paper, 450 pp., $19.95.

Industrial jorest myths are intended to
establish thaI. by some extraordinarily happy
coincidence. whatever industry does in pursuit
ojgrowth and profit just happens to be good
jar the jorest and society. (p.1 0)

Beyond the Beauty Strip is the most im
pOl1ant book ever written on industrial forestry.
It will swiftly becomc the Bible of Forest De~
fenders throughout the world.

neyond the Beauty Strip (BTBS) is much
more than a case study of industrial forestry
in Maine-it is one of the most penetrating
cli tiques of industrial ci vi Iization ever penned.
If you believe, as I \vhalehearledly do, that
industrial civili/"lltion is incompatible with bio
logical divcrsity, you must read, re-read and
read again this work. Mitch Lansky dissects
the industrial paradigm so that the reader
clearly understands why the Global Industrial
Growth System (GIC,S) can only exploit, de
grade and exhaust natural and human com
munities.

As a case study of Maine industrial for
estry, BIBS is obviously a valuable tool for
forest activists in thc Nortpem Appalachians.
But I believe that activists outside the study
region may find the book even more valuable
precisely because it is a study of another re
gion. Quite simply, when we see how indus
try operates in another region, we are not
distracted by facts and figures; we see the in
dustrial paradigm-the essence of the prob
lem-'Iaid barco

I'v1itch has painstakingly documented fac
tual assertions and has provided a wealth of
charts, graphs and photos. The photographs of
the industrial clcarcu~s that have devoured
entire townships in northern Maine offer
unarguable proof of what is going on beyond
the beauty stripThe "Beauty Strip" is what
Maine loggers call the buffers of trees around
roads and bodies of water, creating the illusion
that there still is a forest out there.

In 1976, while working in his organic
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garden in northern Maine's Aroostock County,
Mitch, his gardens, spring, woodlot and house
were sprayed with chemical insecticides by
three former World War II bombers as part of
the federal and state-s(X)nsored effort to kill the
spruce budworm. Mitch has been the most in
formed and eloquent defender of the Maine
woods evei' since. He soon discovered that
c1earcuts, roads, and chemical sprays were
degrading over 10 million acres of northern
Maine.

Lest anyone think that Mitch is working
out a vendetta against the region's "benefac
tors", please note that his small community
which relies almo~t cntirely '1I1 logging for
employment- recently elected him selectman.
Mi tch is no "outside ex pert"; he is a respected
member of a community that has been ruth
lessly exploited by absentee cor(X)rate owners.

In the "Pro-log," the selectman objects:
'The beauty strip works somewhat like

Lewis C,UToll's looking glass. To step beyond
the beauty strip is to step into a world of dis
torted priorities, distorted metaphors and dis
torted logic...

'The combination of industrial priorities
and metaphors leads to a bizarre form of logic
which asserts, far example, that:
• the way to improv'e forest health is to remove

the forest;
• the way to int:rense wildlife diversity is 10

fragment and simplify\vildlife habitat;
• the way to regulate forest practices is to le

gitimize what industry is already doing;
• the way to protect forest jobs is to invest in

machines and chemicals that replace forest
workers;

• the way to prevent timber shortfalls is to ac
celerate ,md intensi(y ti mber harvest." (p. 9)

In Chapter 3, "Industrial Forest Fixes,"
Lansky shows how industry "repairs" the danl
age previous mismanagement has inOicted on
the forest ecosystem. Such "fixes" as whole
tree harvesting, herbicides, and the spruce bud
worm spraying of the 1970s and early 1980s
have invariably hurt the forest and the forest
dependent communities ofMaine. The section
on the spruce budwonn spraying touches on
every aspect of the current crisis in our indus
trial forests: in particular, the corruption of
science by industry, and the complicity of both

government and mainstream environmental
groups that accept money from industry or
pennit industry leaders to control (X)licy deci
sions, such as the acceptable size of a clearcut
(200-350 acres).

Chapter 4, "Industrial Wildlife," has a
section on "Wilderness." "The best way to
protect native wildlife species," Mitch writes,
"is to protect the environment to which they
have adapted over thousands or even millions
of years. And the best ~ay to protect that en
vironment is to leave it alone- to let it be wil
derness." He notes that only 1.5% of Maine's
land is considered wilderness.

Chapter S, "Industrial Government," ad
dresses the question: "Why is this happening?"
The sobering answer is: This is no accident
brought about by well-meaning but incompe
tent foresters and loggers. No. This is inten
tional; this ,is the way industrial society works.
Mitch documents how industry has controlled
the government of Maine for over a century.
Policy, research, education, taxation, regula
tions, and the management of public lands
(State Forests) are designed to benefit indus
try, not the natural and human communities
they allegedly serve. Regulatory boards have
sweetheart relationships with industry; often
a majority on these boards have direct or indi
rect ties to industry. Mitch lists numerous
forniel representatives of environmental
groups, such as Mai ne Audubon Society, who
later went to work for industry.

The problem with many ex(X)ses of soci
ety is that they offer few realistic (X)sitive al
ternatives to business as usual. BTBS,
however, (X)ints us in the right direction and
provides a directory of community-based al
ternative initiatives.

Chapter 6, "Changing Directions," be
gins by summarizing seven "metamyths" of
industrial society, I'll only quote #7: "There
are no limits to industrial growth." Mitch's
critique of this delusion concludes: "Sustain
able growth is an oxymoron."

Next, he offers what he calls "metashifts"
which are "changes in the dominant societal
models":

#1) "We must begin to treat ecosystems
not as the content of the economic system but
as the context for society."



#2) "We must recognize that the biologi
cal systems upon wllich we depend have lim- 
i.ts and we must live within those limits (the
carrying capacity)."

113) "The scale and organization of
society's technology. economy. and govern
ment must be changed to be more responsive
to corrective environmental and social feed
back."

Now, I don't presume that these ideas sur
prise any reader of Wild Earth. but I submit
that Lansky's is the clearest statement of the
problem and alternatives available to Earth de
fenders. The message of his masterpiece is
simple: Society only works, really works, on
a grassroots-up, watershed-based model. The
top-down. absentee, centralized model is un
sustainable. We need metashifts, not reforms.

If you are serious about defending the
forests of the world, you'll never be caught
witl10ut your tattered copy of Beyond the
Beauly Strip.

-Reviewed by Jamie Sayen,Jounder of
Preserve Appalachian Wilderness, and editor
ofthe Northern Forest Forum.
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SACRED LAND SACRED SEX:
RAPTURE OF THE DEEP
CONCERNING DEEP ECOLOGY
AND CELEBRATING LIFE

by Dolores LaChapelle; Kivaki Press, 1992
(originally published by Finn Hill Arts, 1988);
softcover, $24.95; 384 pp. Available through
Way of the Mountain Center Orders, 585 East
31st St., Durango, CO 81301 for $26.95,
including shipping.

Too often we unearth books that we
would like to have for our own, only to dis
cover that they've gone out of print. Fortu
nately, in this case, through a generous grant
from the Ira Hiti Foundation for Deep Ecol
ogy, Sacred Land Sacred Sex is now available
in a second printing. The book is rich beyond
description, crammed with deep ecological
insights gained through experiential living in
place (the San Juan land community of south
western Colorado) and ascholarship unfettered
by convention. laChapelle grasps and makes
accessi ble a sense of what the vast majori ty of

modern human beings have lost: that is, the
experience of living in place, of living life
down to its roots before the advent of
Euroculture and the industrial growth society.

Readers familiar with laChapelle's ear
lier work, particularly Earth Festivals (1973)
and Earth \tlsdom (1978), will find much that
is familiar, such as illuminating discussion of
the importance of recovering and incorporat
ing ritual into our lives, the Greek language
problem and how to escape it, and insights
derived from Chinese philosophy that take us
beyond our own predominating and alienating
Western worldview. On these subjects
laChapelle incorporates fresh materials, so
that even the reader familiar with her previ
ous work finds new developments. Indeed, the
main thrust of the book is to take us into un
explored territory, led by an un(Xll'3lleled guide.

Those who have had the pleasure of walk
ing in the San Juans with Dolores know what
I mean. She is always there, always offering
suggestions, yet never an obtrusive presence~

always cutting to the quick of things, yetnever
pontificating. So with this book, which takes
us on an almost ten year journey (from Earth
Wisdom and her 1980 paper, "SystemicThink
ing and Deep Ecology," in Schultz and
Hughes, eds., Ecological Consciousness)
through a varied conceptual terrain that co
heres around a deep ecological center. No re
view can do justice to the content~ as Gary
Snyder remarks, Sacred Land Sacred Sex is
"like a wild ecosystem, full of surprises and
challenges." For example, laChapelle offers
a detailed discussion of how romantic love has
replaced sacred sex in our own biosphere cul
ture. Human sexuality was once, she argues,
"natural, inevitableand sacred because it (was)
part of the whole inter-relationshipof humans
and nature in place."(260) What an irony that
sexual neurosis is today a primary contributor
to human malaise! laChapelle suggests that
we can, however, rediscover sex as "relation
ship" (between humans and the more than
human) and not just as an act between human
beings.

If our dangerously out of control indus
trial growth society somehow finds its way to
an age of deep ecology, to people living
bioregionally, then Sacred Land Sacred Sex
will be celebrated as one of the texts that helped
us recover the old ways and invent the new.

- Reviewedby Max Oefschlaeger, author
ofThe Idea of Wilderness,and editor ofThe
Wilderness Condition.
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LAST ANIMALS AT THE ZOO: HOW
MASS EXTINCTION CAN BE
STOPPED

by Colin Tudge; 1992; $22, 250p.; Island
Press, 1718 Connecticut Ave NW #300, DC
20009

For the ecological pUrist'LaStAnimals at
the Zoo is an upsetting book. Colin Tudge
speedilydisabuses his readers of the notion that
we could save all remaining species by sav
ing all remaining natural habitat. First, this is
politically impossible, Tudge says; and second,
some species are already doomed unless ac
tive propagation efforts are taken on their be
half. He summarizes his basic contentions

. early and clearly:
From all this discussion, four points

emerge. First, although habitat protection is
difficult-far more difficult and precarious
than most people realise-we cannot give up
on it. Itmustremain thepriority. Every oppor
tunity to protect wild places must be taken.
Even with the best will in the. world, however,
we cannot save all animals by habitatprotec
tion. Some habitats cannot beprotectedat all;
and those that can be are liable to be compro
mised in ways that we can in practice do noth
ing about, for we can do nothing about other
people's wars, or the realities ofpopulation
dynamics. Captive breeding can save some of
the animals that cannot be saved in the wild.

Thirdly, [sic] an increasing number of
wild populatiOf:lS that are apparently thriving
in reserves will be "on the edge"; their num
bers just above what is needed to be viable,
but. liable to dip dangerously low if they are
hit byforest .fire, or epidemic, or (like the last
remaining population ofnative Puerto Rican
parrots) by a hurricane. Captive populations
can keep animals in reserve to boost the in
digenous populations when theyflag ...

'Finally, note that whereas millions of
Amazonian beetle are becoming extinct be
cause their habitat is being destroyed, mostof
them could be saved if their habitat was rea
sonably protected. For a growing catalogue
oflarge animals, such as the Sumatran tiger
andpossiblyfor the Sumatran rhinoceros, this
is simply not true. To be sure, ifwe banished
the hwnan population ofSumatra, or at least
curbedthe growth ofpopulation andreplanted
the trees post-haste, then they could be saved
in situ. But these things are not going to hap
pen; andindeed, people are now being "trans-
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migrated" into Sumatra, In other words, for
more andmore bi'g animals, habitatprotection
would not be enough even ifit was carried out
as well as is feasible .... (p.45-46)

Occasionally, Tudge's reasoning seems
suspect, but in the main, he argues persuasively
enough and rests his case on enough solid
bases- incl udi ng conservation genetics, island
biogeography, the overkill hypothesis, and
animal ethology- that even veritable Neander
thals will find themselves wanting for reasons
to reject the call for captive breeding. They
may, however, question the author's optimism.
For Tudge claims, even after acknowledging
and explaining the difficulties and the unproven
record of reintroduction programs, that captive
breeding could save virtually all of the world's
most endangered land mammal s and bi rds.

Drawing from the ideas of conservation
biologists Michael Soule and Jared Diamond,
as well as various zoo curators, Tudge con
cludes that, theoretically at least, all 2000 or
so terrestrial vertebrates now thought to be in
need of captive breeding could be preserved
in zoos until such time, perhaps 1000 years
from now, as they can be reintroduced to the
wild. (49-50) Tudge freely admits that zoos
will be unable to rescue a significant propor
tion of the world's imperiled fish. cetaceans,
and arthropods, not to mention the 4 kingdoms
scarcely represented in zoos-plants, fungi,
bacteria, and protists.

. Tudge and other captive breeding propo
nents base their case in part on an unproven
assumption: Captive breeding programs will
not displace habitat protection efforts; monies
devoted to captive breeding will not subtract
'from habitat protection funds. This assumption
needs to be tested soon somehow,

Tudge reasons that zoos are where cap
tive breeding programs should be centered. It
is possible, though, tq support captive breed
ing but oppose zoos, In Tudge's vision, zoos
become focused primarily on conservation
breeding, which would seem to make them
much less objectionable. However, another
partofTudge's vision involves the habituation
of wild or sdon-to-be wild animals. This would
be a potentially pernicious process. Develop
ers. might start arguing that to save GriZzly
Bears, for instance, we don't need bigger wild
areas; we just need to make kinder gentler
more human-tolerant bears (like Brown Bears
in Europe). '

To his etemal credit, Tudge makesspe
cial mention of mites. Noting that biologists

do not even know within an order of magni
tude how many species exist, and that the num
ber is likely over 30 million, he cites mites as
a group of organisms that might be incredibly
diverse but has barely been studied. (32) .

Tudge explains well the complexities of
conservation breeding, Difficulties include
determining wh;lt is a true species, what to do
with the many hybrids now held by zoos, how
to maintain genetic diversity in small captive
populations, and how to set priorities given the
limited zoo space available and the great num
berof species and subspecies nearing extinction.

On~complaint needs to be aired, concern
ing typographical errors; and it is aimed not at
the author, and not even at his particular pub
lisher (Island Press produces many excellent
environmental books) so much as at publish-,
ers in general. Misspelling typos, as occur oc
casionally in this book, may be inevitable; but
surely publishers can afford to hire enough
proofreaders to catch the typos that change the
meaning of a statement, such as apparently
happens on page 152, where a Sentence that
should say "captive population" instead says
"wild population"twice..

In conclusion, this book should be read,
discussed, and debated by conservationists
everywhere, IfColinTudge is right, whether and
how captive breeding programs are initiated
throughout the world could decide the fate of
Earth's remaining terrestrial megafauna. Wild
life advocates must not let decisions on such
issues be decided by default-or extinction.

-Reviewed by John Davis.

ECOLOGICAL LITERACY:
EDUCATION AND THE TRANSITION
TO A POSTMODERN WORLD

by David W.OIT, 1992, State University of
New York: Press, 211 pp.

"As the sun sets tonight over the offices
of the Social Science Research Council, Homo
sapiens, the council's primary object of study,
will have: (1) deforested another one hundred
and fifteen square miles, mostly in the trop
ics; (2) added sOme fifteen million tons ofcar
bon to the atmosphere; (3) driven between
forty and one hundred other species into ex
tinction; and (4) eroded seventy-one million
tons of topsoil. Because of this hyperactive
biped with the big brain, the planet will be a
little warmer, the rain a little more acidic, the
ozone layer a little thinner and the fabric of



life a little more threadbare." This is the daily
scenario on planet Earth, as described by
David Orr, the author of Ecological Literacy:
Education and the Transition to a Postmodern
World. The previous quote begins Chapter
XlII, titled "What Good is a Rigorous Re
search Agenda if You Don't Have a Decent
Planet to Put it OnT' Indeed!

David W. Orr is the head of the Environ
mental Studies Department at Oberlin College
in Ohio (not to be confused with the David G.
Orr ofASCtv1EE). He writes a column in Con
servation Biology. Be is co-founder of the
Meadowcreek Project, an example of human
ity living and working in accordance with Aldo
Leopold's ethics of sustainability.

Ecological Literacy deserves superla
tives. David Orr weaves together facts and
foresight, humor and honesty. His vision is
sharpened by a deep awareness that honesty
is ecological integrity and that the biped with
the big brain has the same potential to serve
biological systems as it does to dismantle them.

David Orr is an educator. Every page
bears the marks of a passionate and gifted
teacher. He speaks to us as equals, as student
of the earth, as teachers by example. The fu
ture of the world lies in the minds and hands
of us biophiliacs and of those who will follow.
'The problem for the modern hero is that of
rendering the modern world spiritually
significant... making it possible for men and
women to come to full human maturity. In
other words, modem heros must help people
grow up. Leaders in the United States in the
decade just past pandered to and promoted fan
tasy, whim, caprice, indulgence and the evasion
of reality- the very antithesis of heroism."

" Those whose decisions are wreaking
havoc on the planet are not infrequently armed
with BA's, B.S. 's, LL.B. 's, MBA's and
Ph.D. 's." Clearly the earth is not being served
by current institutional education.

Ecological literacy forms the backbone of
all practical learning because it focuses on the
connections among all disciplines. It gives the
student a sense of place, an awareness of bio
logical systems and the practical realities of
thermodynamics. David Orr's design for eco
logical responsibility iri learning and in insti
tutions for learning is clear and insightful. He
sees education's role as fostering thinking that
moves at right angles to traditional ideologies.
The test of ecological literacy is in the way we
live our lives. '1f literacy is driven by the
search for knowledge, ecological1iteracy is

driven by the sense of wonder, the sheer de
light in being alive in a beautiful, mysterious,
bountiful world."

Ecological Literacy is a work of intellec
tual brilliance and inspirational passion. And
it is clear in its priorities. "Instead of organiz
ing a research posse at this late hour, perhaps
a stroll in the woods might do as well." .

-Reviewedby Ernie Reed, Virginiansjor
Wilderness, Rt. 1, Box250, Staunton, VA 24401.

EARTHINTHEBALANC~

ECOLOGY AND THE HUMAN
SPIRIT

by Senator AI Gore, 1992, Houghton Mimin,
~pp.

Senator Gore's book has the potential to
be the vehicle that interjects principles ofecol
ogy into the realm of politics. The book clearly
presents the history that has brought us here.
The greatest ecological crises of our day are
all laid bare: global warming, ozone depletion,
desertification, species extinction, overpopu
lation and the breakdwon of biological sys
tems. The senator shows how our civilization
has become dysfunctional and valueless, and
that what we stand to lose by continuing on
this path is virtually everything.

Gore's great talent is in making ecologi
cal reality accessible for the literate masses.
He weaves personal experiences throughout in
ways that allow readers to see the ecological
crisis through their own eyes. In personifying
the problems, Gore reaches readers previously
unaware, uncaring or simply in denial of our
ecological crisis.

The senator concludes his book by out
lining his political plan for delivering us from
the ecological darkages. His recommendations
on environmental economics are major steps
in the right direction.

Earth in the Balance has its limits though.
Senator Gore's views can hardly be called vi
sionary. This is the work of a concerned stu::

.denl. of ecology. All of the reCommendations
have been made by others before. This volume
also lacks a clear sense of the author's iden
tity. Sometimes AI Gore sounds like Carl
Sagan, sometimes like Jacques Cousteau,
sometimes like Ralph Nader quoting Lester
Brown. But, hey, these guys are no light
weights. He does keep good company.

There are some glaring holes in Gore's
book. He is naive in expecting that corporate

.\

government, even with the changes he es
pouses, can be a leader in environmental pro
tection and restoration. He never real! y
addresses the iS$ue of centralization of power.
Decentralization is essential to taking energy
out of corporations and putting it into the hands
of the people. The importance of thermody
namics, bioregionalism, community econo
mies, and earth education at all public, private
and local levels is also missing from the
author's ecological and economic equations.
The senator believes that "energy is the life
blood of economic progress" and does not rec
ognize that future economies must be much
more labor intensive and less energy consump
tive. Finally, the senator's bad-mouthing of
Deep Ecology reflects an extremely shallow
familiarity with the new conservation move
ment and the scientific discipline of conser
vation biology.

Perhaps the greatest promise of this book
is that it shows that the hunger for ecological
understanding is not limited to activists. One
hopes the book represents just one of many
steps in the ecological education of Vice Presi
dent-elect Gore. Earth in the Balance is a use
ful tool to educate and pry open closed minds.

-Reviewed by Ernie Reed
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YOSEMITE: THE EMBATTLED
WILDERNESS

by Alfred Runte. Universi ty of Nebraska Pres~.

271 pp. $24. 95.

As a wildemess, dear Yosemite, the pride
of Califomia and the American West, is more
than embattled; it is beleaguered, bedeviled,
abused, and exploited. The way the Park is run,
the way it has been for years, preselving wil
derness comes after jingling the cash registers.
Of course, "parks are for people:' as they like
to say, but people aren:t the issue so much as
the mpney they bring with them. Whether
Yosemite should be restored, safeguarded and
sanctified as a priceless fragment of the origi
nalAmerica, or operated as a resort or pop
corn playground-that is the overriding issue.
Why else are so many corporate powerhouses
competing for the park concession now up for
grabs?

Lots ofJapanese come to Yosemi teo Many
come in groups and are processed through the
Park on package tours like an assembly line,
stopping here long enough to take their pic
tures lmd there long enough to buy their sou
venirs. And away they go. That is no way to
experience a wonderful place, and no way to
treat people who come to it. Yet Manuel Lujan,
George Bush's Secretary of the Interior, a
couple of years ago led a jingoist chorus of
opposition to the idea of Japanese interests
acquiring the park concession, as though they
were about to take over all the National
Parks-conveniently covering his feeble per
fomlance as secretary and his own responsi
bilityas the administrator who sets the rules.

Alfred Runte in this book provides de
tailed background essential to understanding
the contemporary Yosemite scene. Runte is an
accomplished historian, thoroughly versed in
his subject, who writes forcefully and convinc
ingly. He doesn't have to cover his tracks with
endless footnotes, as do many academic his
torians, but is willing to take on a variety. of
iQterests-from the park concessioneI' and
National Park Service to Ansel Adams, the
celebrated photographic chronicler of
Yosemite-then layout the evidence to sup
port his case.

The National Park Service earns the hard
est hits, for its cozy connection with the con
cession operators, and also for sterilizing the
Park of its native wildlife. Animals have been
accorded a place, but not necessarily in the
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wild. The reader leams that "good" animals
used to be displayed in cages in Yosemite Val
ley. In addition, feeding platforms were erected
at government garbage dumps so that people
could (as the Park Service said) "feed bears
sweets from their own hands at their feeding
grounds." Then bears became a "problem" by
bothering tourists. The scandal of 1973 re
vealed that more than two hundred bears had
been killed in a dozen years, their carcasses
dumped unceremoniously off a cliff along Big
Oak Flat Road.

The public raised hell. "Bears have a right
to live just like you and me and maybe even
morc," a sixth grader wrote to NPS."At least
they don't kill each other for no reason or pol
lute.air and water like we do." But John
Morehead, chief ranger at that time (and later
park superintendent), set the little guy straight

You'd be surprised at how much damage
'a bear can do-many thousands ofdollars a
year and, although we are responsiblefor pro
tecting wilillife, we are also responsiblefor life
and property ofvisitors to the park.

But it wasn't only bears that needed dis
patching. In an earlier year, after a woman died
from some kind of bite on the trail, the order
went out to kill immediately every rattlesnake
on sight-though there was no positive evi
dence that a rattlesnake bite had been the cause
of death.

Runte has dug deep into the files to bring
these incidents to light, not to be mean but to
prove a point about National Parks in general
and Yosemite in particular. In his earlier book.
National Parks: The American Experience. he
showed that the first National Parks were es
tablished strictly for their scenic spectacles,
with9ut real understanding of ecological val
ues or concern I'or them. In Yosemite, he points
to the emergence of genuine biological con
servation in the parks. largely through the in
Ouence of Joseph Grinnell, of the University
of Califomia, and George Wright, the vigor
ous young National Park biologist (who died
much too early in his promising career).

Grinnell saw the snakebite case as a
missed opportunity to raise the sights of Park
visitors, so they could see themselves as"part
of the natural world rather than apart from it.
and so they could recognize risk as implicit in
the Park experience yet no greater than per
sonal risks in everyday urban life. The prin
ciple of biological conservation, of caring for

.Yosemite as an ecological whole. conflicts di
rectly with the dominant principle that "parks
are for people" and that people must be accom
modated-asat the 35 outlets in Yosemite seil
ing beer. wine or liquor; and on the Merced
River, congested on a good weather day with
hundreds of rafts rented from the concession.

Now where does Ansel Adams rit in?
Runte recounts Adams's connection with the
celebrated Christmas Bracebridge Dinner at
the Ahwahnee Hotel. The Ahwahnee was a
classy place when it was built in 1927, the
showpiece ofYosemite Valley, but special pro
motion was needed to fill it in winter. The
concessioneI' invited Adams to direct an el
egant Yuletide pageant. English style. Adams
apparently exulted in the Bracebridge Dinner
throughout his life, despite its manifest inap
propriateness. Moreover. in his later years he,
was all for·more and more visitors. without
restraint: 'The maximum number of people
should see Yosemite and should experience its
incredible quality. To shut it offfrom the wortd
would be somewhat similar to closing St.
Paul 'sCathedral for the sake of thearchiteeture'"

. Maybe so, but that's not the way John
Muir saw it. Muir in his own way promoted
recreation, encouraging people to come for
their share of wildemess-providing they ac
cepted it on its own terms. At Yosemite in
1912, when the major question on the agenda
of the conference ofNational Park superinten
dents was "Shall automobiles be allowed to
enterYosemi teT, Muir was reduced to despai r.
"Good walkers," he wrote a friend. "can go
anywhere in these hospitable mountains with
out artificial ways."

That sounds right to me. Artifice makes
things easier, but it dilutes and detracts. 'These
sacred mountain temples are the holiest ground
that the heart of man has consecrated." Muir
wrote. "and it behooves us all faithfully to do
our part in seeing that our wild mountain parks
are passed on unspoiled to those who come
after us, for they are national properties to
which every man has a right and interest."

Alfred Runte in Yosemite: The Embattled
Wililerness has done his part with eloquence
and conviction. Concemed. caring people on
the staff of Yosemite National Park will take
heart from it. while citizen conservationists
will find valuable source material and reading
to remember.

-Reviewedby Michael Frome, authorof
Regreening the National Parks.
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Stole ofthe World's MounllJins, edited by Peter Stone; Zed Books,
165 First Ave, Atlantic Highlands, NJ 07716; 1992;39Op. This global
report was prepared in part to put mountain~ on the UNCED 1992
agenda. the founders of the new World Mountain Network recog
nized that mountain ecosystems worldwide were being thrashed but
not acknowledged. To give mountains the type of attention that has
been given rainforests and old-growth temperate forests recently, Moun
tainAgenda prepared this preliminary yet ambitious status report. Al
though focusing on human communities in the mountains, predictably,
it nonetheless is of great value to all who aspire to save highland eco
systems. Special attention is given to Africa's highlands, in Ethiopia,
Morocco, Kenya, Madagascar, Uganda, and southern Africa;Europe's
Alps;Asia's Himalayas; Canada's eastern Arctic mountains; Hawaii's
volcanoes; China's Hengduan Mountains;Iceland's putative mountains;
South America's Andes; Russia's Pamir; and mountains of Japan
(Tateyama), northern Thailand, Papua New Guinea, and Poland
(Tatra).-JD

Exploring the World of Insects: The Equinox Guide to Insect
Behavior; by Adrian Forsyth; Camden House Publishing, 210 Ferry
Rd, Charlotte, VT 05445; 1992; 65p. $9.95. Aimed at "young adults
and beginners," the text and photos of this small book beautifully illus
trate selected glories from the huge and unruly class Insecta. Biologist
AdrianForsyth, co-authorof the classic Tropical NalUTe, draws his read
ers into the class with facts like these:

'1n fact, most of the animals that walk, fly and burrow about this
planet are insects. They dominate Earth not only by their sheer num
bers but also by their variety. Roughly 800,000 species have already
been scientifically described, and that number represents 80 percent of
all known animal species. Some scientists believe that there are ap
proximately three million different kinds of insects alive today. Others
claim that the total number of insect species is closer to 30 million."
(p.4)

"Nothing on Earth can leap farther for its size: a flea is able to
make jumps that are more than 100 times its body length. And it can
do so over and over again. One researcher demonstrated that rabbit
fleas could leap once every second for three strai ght days without stop
ping." (p.28)

Forsyth finishes with a simple and compelling warning about the
dangers of pesticides and the importance of biodiversity.-JD

EmbrtJdngEarth; New Views cfOurChangingPltmdby Payson
R. Stevens and Kevin W. Kelley; 1992; Chronicle Books, 275 Fifth
Street, San Francisco, CA 941ffi; 176pp. $ 9.95.

Through colored photographs that cameras and remote sensing
devices took from space, Stevens and Kelley present the beauty and
the fragility of Earth. The titles of the oversize book's three sections
underline the approach: Natural Rhythms (Land, Air, Water, Ice, Life);
Human Impacts; Embracing Earth. Though the artificial colors and styl
ized outlines of the photographs may become tiresome, some of the
individual pictures are breathtakingly lovely. Many others display
shocking facts. Photographs accompanied by concise texts dramatize
the extent of desertification in West Africa, the horror of the oil fires
during the Gulf War, the growth of the ozone hole over the Antarctic
.... Wild Earthlings may deplore the use of satellites, computers, and
even cameras; but we can hope that this book's strong message reaches
the broad audience for which the authors intend it. -MBD

Other Recommended Titles

Buddhism andEcology, ed.Martine Batchelor and Kerry Brown
Christianity andEcology,ed. Elizabeth Breuilly and Martin Palmer
HiluJuism and Ecology: Seeds ofTruth, by Ranchor Prime
Islam andEcology, ed. Faziun Khalid with Joanne O'Brien
Judaism andEcology, ed. Aubrey Rose: Cassell Publishers Ltd.,

387 Park Ave. S., New York, NY 10016-8810. $9.95 each paper.
Each of the books in this series, World Religions and Ecology,

sponsored by the World Wide Fund for Nature, discusses the relation
ship between ecology and the teachings and practices of a major reli
gion. The editors and authors are environmentalists and speak of their

. own religions; but within these parameters, each book includes diverse
points of view. The volume on Christianity faces honestly the contri
bution Christianity has made to the destruction of Earth and asks read
ers to help to formulate "a new morality." Since the series is designed
to stimulate thought and discussion, the books will be particularly use
ful for study groups.-MBD

1993 MAKINGADIFFERENCE COLLEGE GUIDE: Educa
/ionfora BetterWorld, edi ted by M riam Weinstein: 1993: Sage PresS,
524 San AnselmoAve #225, San Anselmo, CA94960; 216 pp.; $12.95
paper.

What college students want from their education has changed in
. the past few years and Weinstein's guide addresses the desires and

questions of prospective students. Ms. Weinstein has combined s0

cially conscious guidelines with college information to form a well
rounded overview of colleges, universities, IDld natural resource
schools. In reference to the guide David Brower stated, "Never before
has Making ADifference been so important for our future."-KF

IN BLUE MOUNTAIN DUSK, byTim McNulty: 1m: Broken
Moon Press, POB 24585, Seattle, WA 98124-0585; 128 pp.; $12.95
paper.

McNulty's strong poetic voice reveals the beauty of mountains,
streams, moss... and the interaction of humans and wildlife. His po
ems are full ofawareness, emotions and humor. His writing creates an
intimacy between the reader and wilderness, and inspires efforts to
protect the remaining wilderness.-KF

PLANETEAKTH PAGES: Ban,en Books' Guide to Environ
mentDl UUf'lltun, edited by Joel Russ & Kolin Lymworth: 1992,
Banyen BOOcs, 2671 W. Broodway, Vancouver, BC V6K 2G2;68 pp.; $3.

Russ and Lymworth have created a comprehensive list of envi
ronmental resources and readings from the book world. The catalog's
topics range from Natural History to Animal Rights to Children's
Books, and each work is clearly described. -K1"

TAJaNG CARE OF BUSINESS: Citiunship and the Cluu1er
oflll£orporation, by Richard L. Grossman &Frank1. Adams,

In this booklet Grossman and Adams address crucial issues per
taining to the corporate world, focusing on how corporations harm citi
zens and the land. The authors claim that since the 19th century
cOrporations have stripped citizens of their political power, yet they
have not taken away our Constitutional sovereignty. Through exercis
ing their sovereign authority citizens can regain their political
power.-KF



Noteworthy Articles
A Look at Conservation Literature

by John Davis

"Making Amends to the Myriad Crea
tures," by Stephanie Mills; presented at the 11th
Annual EF Schumacher Lectures, 10--91; Box 76,
RD 3, Great Barrington, MA 01230. Ecological
restoration seems to bea topic-nay, avocation;
nay, art-that attracts good writers and draws
forth their best thoughts. Nonetheless, you'll not'
casily find a restoration explication so compel
ling and eloquent as Stephanie's. Order this from
the EF (Small Is Beautiful) Schumacher Society
and gain insights on salmon restoration in north
ern California's Mattole River watershed,

TalIgrass Prairie and Oak Savanna restoration in

Illinois's Greater Chicago Death Zone (not the
author's words), Stephanie's recovery efforts on

her Scotch Pine and knapweed infested acreage

in northern Michigan, and the overall imJX>rlance

of ecological restoration wherever industrial civi
lization has left its poisons.

"Helping Endangered Species: COSEWIC

and RENEW. Is this the best we can do?" by

Jacques Prescott & Theresa Aniskowicz; Cana
dian Biodiversity, spring 1992, p.23-29. The
quarterly of the Canadian Museum of Nature
($25/yr; Canadian Centre for Biodiversity, Mu
seum of Nature, PO Box 3M3, Station D, Ot
tawa, Ontario KIP 6P4) this time includes an
overview of the weakneses and strengths of
Canada's two main endangered species pro

grams: Committee On the Status of Endangered
Wildlife In Canada and Recovery of Nationally
Endangered Wildlife. COSEWIC has listed only
213 Canadian species, of an estimated 8643 spe
cies on Canada's lands and in its waters that are
in fact imperiled: and RENEW plans have been
completed for only 3 of these.

The Future of the Pre-Columbian land

scape: Prospects for Replanting Two Continents;
Restoration & Management Notes, summer
1992. R&MN, the twice-yearly publication of the
Society for Ecological Restoration (1207 Semi

nole Hwy, Madison, WI 53711; $25 membership

includes subscription), commemorates the
quincentennial of Columbus's first voyage to the
New World with an issue of articles on attempts
to restore the pre-inv'asion landscapes of North,
Central, and South America. The following ar

ticles are especially noteworthy: Daniel Janzen
in "The Neotropics" (p.8-B) asserts that in Cen
tral'and South American forests it makes no sense
to postpone restoration until we know the pre
degradation community structure; neotropical
si tes are so rich in species, and have been man- .
aged by humans for so long, .that such determi
nations 'are not feasible. Marietta Tanner and

others in "The Big Apple: Restoration Education
on the Bronx River" describe the ecological and

educational benefits of engaging a school class

in the restoration of a riverside meadow on Staten
Island. Robert Betz in "The Tallgrass Prairie"

(p.33-35) proposes "large reconstructed prai
ries," using prairie fragments as a base. Ruth and
Richard Sparks discuss steps "being taken to re

store the great ri ver that drai ns 41% of the con
tinental United States," in "The Mississippi
River" (p.39-44). Standing Rock Sioux Tri.be

member and law professor Vine Deloria Jr. in
"Prospects for Restoration on Tribal Lands" pro
poses "spiritual management" - "the Indian
manner of living" -as a means of grasslands
restoration (p.48-50). In "The Arid West" (p.56
59) Edith Allen and Laura Jackson describe the

dire straits of deserts and semiarid lands in the
West, restoration of which may be possible but is
presently being attempted only on small FEltches.
Society for Ecological Restoration board member
and Intertribal Sinkyone Wilderness Council
consultant Dennis Rogers-Martinez explains in
"The Sinkyone Intertribal Park Project" (p.M
69) how a coali tion of Indians plans to restore a
Califomia Coast Redwood region. "Notes and

Abstracts" #23 discusses the JX>tential for resto
ration of "Switchcane (Arundinaria gigantea),
the only species of bamboo native to the conti

nental US," which formerly grew in large cane
brakes along rivers in the Southeast (p.84-85).

"Characteristics of Old-growth Mixed Me
sophytic Forests," by William Martin; Natural
AreasJoumal, summer 92, p. 127-135. AIways
of great value to those who like Nature at least
as much as culture, Natural Areas Association's
quarterly (320 S Third St, Rockford, IL 61104;
$25/yr) this time includes a summary of old
growth characteristics of the forest association
identified by the late great ecologist Lucy Braun

as the most diverse temperate deciduous forest
in North America. Traits of old-growth remnants
in this Southern Appalachian forest type include

high diversity of species, dominant trees, and

communities; uneven-aged and sized structure;
trees 200 or more years old; logs and snags; !ree
fall gaps fC?rmed by windthrow; undisturbed soils,

and of especial importance MACROPORES
yes, those tunnels left by burrowing animals and
rotting roots perform key hydrological, vegeta
tional, and edaphic functions, which scientists are
only now beginning to appreciate (trained sci

entists only belatedly appreciating edaphicfunc
lions ... is there nojustice?!).

"The Russian Timber Rush: Multinational
logging ccmJmlles threaten Siberia's vast forests,"
by Antony Scott & David Gordon;AmicusJoU!'
nol, fall 92, p.15-17. The Hyundai CorJX>ration of
South Korea is now clearcutting in the Russian
Far East, and Weyerhaeuser plans to begin cutting

there soon. Timber cOffiF6llies are also eyeing the
Lake Baikal region with especial interest

"Can Wildlife Traffic Be Stopped?" by Ann
Misch, p.26-33, and "Alpine Slide," by Derek
Denniston, p.36-38; Wcri1Watch, 9-lQ'92. In what
could prove to be a controversial article, Misch dis
cusses the growing interest in "pragmatic conser
vation": allowing carefully regulated trade in

endangered species, with profits accruing to lo
cal people, rather than strictly protecting the spe
cies at the risk of alienating locals. Denniston
describes how the remaining semi-natural areas

of the Alps are being assaulted by tourists.

Note: This column mostly callsattention to articlesfrom nationalpublications. This isdone with the assumption thatmost Wild Earth readers alreadyfallow the publications
oftheir local and regional conservation groups, and that they can learn ofthe efforts ofgrassroots groups outside their region in Wild Earth's Strategy, Biodiversity, and
Wildemess Proposal sections. Nonetheless, it is well to remindreaders thatmuchofthe best wildlands work, incllltling writing, comesfrom thesmallgroups and newsletters.
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"Conserving Circumboreal Forests for
Martens and Fishers," by Steven Bushkirk
(p.318-320), "Disturbance, Diversity, and Inva
sion" by Richard Hobbs & Laura Huenneke
(p.324-337), "Using Montane Mammals to
Model Extinctions Due to Global Change" by
Kelly McDonald & James Brown (p.409-415),
"Polynyas as Centers Of Organization for Struc
turing the Integrity of Arctic Marine Communi
ties" by R France & M Sharp (p.442-446);
Conservation Biowgy, 9-92 (membership $41;
Conservation Biology, Blackwell Scientific Pub
lications, 238 Main St, Cambridge, MA 02142).

The American Marten, Fisher, Sable, Japa
nese Marten and other members of the genus
Martes make ideal "umbrella species." (Gary
Larson please note; note also that some of their
habitat remnants may be undergoing "faunal re
laxation," and that their habitats might benefit
from identification of "flagship species.") They
need structurally di verse, mature or old-growth
forests, and have enormous home ranges (for'
American Marten and Fisher, "about.50 times
that predicted on the basis of body size").

Hobbs and Huenneke show well that natu
ral disturbances are essential to ecosystem integ
rity but that in this age of fragmentation
disturbances can facilitate invasion of exotics.
Taking a characteristically fatalistic perspective,
these scientists assume that natural disturbance
regimes are history and thus that we must select
disturbance patterns to encourage those species
we deem desirable. Moreover, they gratuitously
connate natural disturbances (e. g., wildfire) with
human disruptions (e.g., livestock grazing).

Montane mammals of the isolated moun
tain ranges of the Great Basin will fare badly if
anthropogenic climate change proves as severe
as expected by scientists not in the employ of
the Bush administration. Drawing from island
biogeography and general circulation models
(GCMs; nottobeconfused with Time magazine
reader surveys), the authors speculate that 3 of
the Great Basin's 14 small mountaintop mam
mals will be altogether lost from the region, and
4 of 19 mountain ranges wi\llose at least.50%
of their small mammal species.

France & Sharp report their findings on the
ecological richness of polynyas. These open ar- .
eas amidst the pack ice are nodes of diversity,
attracting sea birds, seals, Polar Bears, and other
polynaphiles. Again, human-induced climate
change could affect these phenomena.

"Deep Evolution," by Kevin Kelly; Whole
Eanla RelIiew, fall 92, p.4-20. Even those expect
ing an article on benthic adaptations will not be

disappointed by this profound article. A former
WER editor presents here some of the post-bar
winist views of evolution being voiced by Lynn
Margulis and other heretics. Kelly suggests that
natural selection is only a part of evolution. Sym
biosis, directed mutations, self-organization, and
of course the algorithmic search also may play
key roles in the evolutionary process.

"No Dogs Allowed," by Ted Williams;
Audubon, 9-10/92, p.26-35. "The prairie dog is
still denied its rightful place in the American
West," due to ranchers and their friends in the Ani
mal Damage Control agency, the Forest Service,
the BLM, and. even the National Park Service.
Biologist Jon Sharps is trying to stop poisoning
programs and restore prairie dogs to 10% of their
original range.

"Environmental Action's Dirty Dozen of
1992," by Marlene Harris; EnvironmentalAc
tion (6930 Carroll Ave 6th Roor, Takoma Park,
MD 20912; $15/yr), fall 1992, p.20-27. Each
year, Environmental Action describes the nefari
ous actions of 12 of DC's worst politicians. This
year, EA chose Senators Don Nickles (R-OK)
and Richard Shelby (D-AL); Vice President
Quayl(e); and Representatives Wayne Allard (R
Ca), John Doolittle (R-CA), Mel Hancock (R
MO), Dan Burton (R-IN), James Hansen
(R-UT), Ron Marlenee (R-MT), Bob Stump (se
riously; R-AZ), Don Young (R-AK), Mike Oxley
(R-OH); and Rick Santorum (R-PA). Patterns
emerge: all 12 are white men; most are over 40;
most are RepUblican.

"Cliff Hanging Science: Sheercliffs protect
a unique ecosystem," by Kathryn Hoppe; Sci
ence News, 9-26-92, p.200-202. "The Weekly
Newmagazine of Science" this time reports on
the discovery of 1CXX>+ year old Northern White
cedars (Thuja occidentalis) along the cliffs of the
Niagara Escarpment of southern Ontario. Also
newly discovered by science, and uniquel y vul
nerable to anthropogenic disruptions, is the
cryptoendolithic community of the Escarpment's
white dolomite rocks. Here lichens, algae, and
fungi live "inside rocks ... to escape the condi
tions at the surface." (Ah, to be young and a
cryptoendolithic alga ... )

"Polluted Air: a wilderness crisis in the
making," by Lucy Rosenau; Wildemess ReconJ,
9-92, p.1, S-6. September's Proceedings of the
California Wilderness Coalition (2655 Portage
Bay East, Suite 5, Davis, CA 95616) discuss the
da,mage air pollution-especially ground level

ozone- is doing to California's Wilderness Ar

eas and why the Clean Air Act is failing to rec
tify the situation. This Record also nonchalantly
notes the comment deadline on-get this-"rec- .
reational mi ni ng ... for the East Fork of the San
Gabriel River in the Sheep Mountain Wilder
ness." (Write the Supervisor, Angeles NF, 710
N SantaAnitaAve,Arcadia,CA91006. Say you
also oppose recreational chainsawing.)

"Amphibians of the Northern Forests," by
Steve Trombulak; The Northern Forest Forum,
Autumn Equinox 1992, p.4-5. PAW founder
Jamie Sayen has started a bimonthly tabloid dedi
cated to restoring "sustainable natural and hu
man communities" in the Northern Appalachians
and Adirondacks ($12/yr; Forum, POB 6,
Lancaster, NH 03584). This inaugural issue fea
tures a fine article by a Middlebury College bi
ology professor on the Northern Forest's 22
species of salamanders, frogs, and toads, many
of which.are threatened by acid deposi tion, wa
ter pollution, c1earcutting, and other human in
sults. A bit of good news is that the Mudpuppy
(Necturus maculosus) still survives in.the

Champlain Basi n of New York and Vermont.

"The Mysterious Haunts of the Marbled
Murrelet," by Kim Nefsort; Forest Watch, 9-92,
p.1S-18. The "Citizens' Forestry Magazine" pub
lished by Cascade Holistic Economic Consult
ants (CHEC, 14417 SE Laurie, Oak Grove, OR
97267) profiles the old-growth dependent sea
bird-the auk that nests like a hawk, in mature
conifers of the Pacific Northwest Late in 1992,
under court order (and after.

"Fish &Wildlife Service Slashes Species"
and "Grizzlies on Knife-Edge of Extinction," by
Keith Hammer; Earth First! (-POB 5176,
Missoula, MT 59806), 9-92, p.19-22. Keith
Hammer and the Montana Ecosystems Defense
Council (POB 1901, Kalispell, MT 59901) have
filed suit against FWS policy on the Grizzly Bear,
a Threatened species, and the FS's Upper Yaak
timber sale program. This article explains.

This EFt has other urgent articles too:
"Sikhote Alin: The Old World Wild" describes
threats to Siberia's forests: "perhaps half of the
taiga (the size of the US west of the Mississippi)
is old growth," but Weyerhaeuser. Hyundai, and'
other transnational companies plan to reduce this
fraction. George Wuerthner's "Cattle Number
One User of Western Water" continues his tire
less and effective attack on welfare mnching.
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"Hurricane Andrew: The Population Fac
tor," by Robert Fox; Footnotes, 9-92. Footl/otes,
newsletter of Negative Population Growth ($30/
yr; roB 1206, Teaneck, NJ 07666), "the only
population/environmental organization that calls
for a smaller US and world population, and for
specific realistic measures to achieve those
goals," here warns that Andrew presages more
severe crises stemm'ing from population growth
in combination with natural "disasters." Dispro
portionate growth is occurring in areas prone to
hurricanes and other costly disturbances: "The
426 coastal counties have just 11 % of the te'rri
tory in the continental US, but hold 110 million
MOple-45% of the population." Growth is es
pecially rapid in Rorida, where humcanes are
wont to slam, and California, where the Big
Earfhquake may any year now level the play
ing field.

"The Atmosphere Confusionists," by Rhys
Roth; NoSweaJ News, fall 92, p.l,5. Though the
name may sound like Gore-tex propaganda, No
Sweat News is actually the new "Journal of the
Grassroots Action to Protect the Atmosphere,"
to be published quarterly by Northwest Atmo
sphere Protection Coalition (IDB 10346, Olym
pia, WA 98502), a project of Earth Island
Institute (300 Broadway, Suite 28, San Francisco,
CA 94133). Long-tme anthropogenic perspira
tion foe Rhys Roth brings to this premier issue a
rare blend of ecological and political sav,vy. He
begins by dissecting the fossil fuel industryl
Whi~e House campaign to confuse US I/atiol/
also (that's pc for Americal/s) about the green
house effect. Send NAPe a generous donation
fOr their work and journal, and read also "the
Greenhouse Effect: What Every Activist Must
Kn9w," Barbara Kelley's "The Space Program,
The Department of Defense, and the (vanishing)
Ozone Layer," and "Ozone Depletion." By the
way, Science News reports this week (10-10) that
this year's Antarctic ozone hole is 8.9 million
square miles in extent. Hot damn; we've set a
newreeord!

"Time Is A Riyer and The Water Is Rising:
The Threat to Usumacinta River:' by Christian
Kallen, "Damming The RoofofThe World," by
Justin Lowe; World Rivers Review, 3rd Quarter 0

1992, p.8-11. The International Rivers Network
(1847 Berkeley Way, Berkeley, CA 94703; $25/
~r) publishes a fact-filled newsletter for im
poundment mourners .everywhere. This issue
covers the '. Me~ito Federal Electric
Commission's renewed determination to darn the
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biggest ri vel' in Mexico south of the Rio Grande,
and China's exploitation of Tibet's rivers. Other
qime scenes profiled in this Review include
India's Narmada River, Kenya's Turkwel River,
Alberta Canada's Oldman River, Sarawak
Malaysia's Rajang River, Russia's Katun River,
Argentina's and Paraguay's Parana River,
Czechoslovakia's Danube River, and Japan's
(last free-nowing) Nagara River.

"Why Wild Fish Matter: A Biologist's
View" by Ray White (p.2S-SO), "Montana Gray
ling-Heading for Extinction?" by George
Wuerthner(p.6O-64), "About Trout" column by
Robert Behnke (p.65-68); Trout, summer 92.

o • "Why Wild Fish Matter: Balancing Ecological
and AquacuHural Fishery Management," by Ray
White, p.I8-48; Trout, fall 92. Some of the best
news for salmonids lately has come from the
quarterly ofTrout Unlimited- not good news in
the sense that fish are recovering, for wild na
tive salmon and trout populations are at all-time
lows, but good news in the sense that this large
and powerful organization is increasingly speak
ing and acting on behalf of native fish and eco
system protection. In successive articles, fish
ecolOgist Ray White details the disastrous im-

. pacts of hatchery programs, dams, deforestation,
livestock overgrazing, and other human factors
on wild salmon and trout George Wuerthner
unveils the plight of the last nuvial population
of grayling in the contiguous 48 states. Fish tax
onomist Robert Behnke, also in successive is
sues, unclouds genetic mysteries surrounding
grayling and California Golden Trout In a wel
come change from standard sportsmen's talk,
these authors advocate defending and restoring
natural habitat and fish populations.

"Still Logging After All These Years," by
Sue Sutton; Borealis, fall 92, p.35-41. As
Ontario's 7600 square kilometer Algonquin Pro
vincial Park approaches its centennial (1993), it
is beset by logging, tourism, and hunting. The
Canadian Parks and Wilderness SocietY
(CPAWS, Suite 1335, 160 Bloor St E, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada M4W IB9; membership $35 a
year), the mainstream conservation group that
publishes Borealis, has proposed a phase-out of
logging in the park and establishment of a Wil
derness zone to protect part of the park's eastern
portion. Algonquin, unfortunately, typifies the
state of provincial parks in Canada.

.. "When Is Wilderness Wilderness:' by
Roberta Clowater and John Thebarge, on page

45 of this issue adds statistics to show how little
of Canada is protected: Onl y 2.6% of Canada is
protected as wilderness (a figure similar to that
of the US) and only 35% of designated wilder
ness (compared to most of the paltry US Wi1
demess System) is protected from destructive
land uses. Elsewhere, dams, sport hunting and
fishing, trapping, airplanes, and other intrusions
are common.

Endangered Spaces Progress Report
1992. World Wildlife Fund Canada's 3rd
Progress Report on its Endangered Spaces Cam
paign, to protect samples of all natural regions
in the country, grades the federal and provincial
govemments. WWF Canada President Monte
Hummel summarized this campaign in Wild
Earth volume 1#4. Progress has been slow and
uneven, but WWF Canada has gained commit
ments from most of the governments to accept
the Endangered Spaces goal. To help, write En
dangered Spaces Campaign, clo WWF Canada,
90 Eglinton Ave East, Suite 504, Toronto,
Ontario M4P 2Z7 CANADA.

"Crisis in the Hot Zone," by Richard
Preston; The New Yorker, 10-26-92, p.58-81.
This is a true story about viruses, and the havoc
these parasitic proto-organismic proteinaceous
capsules may wreak on humanity as our popu
lation goes ever farther out of bounds. Key play
ers in this drama include the US Army Institute
for Infectious Diseases (sic[kJ), Hazleton Re
search Products and its Reston Primate Quaran
tine Unit, HIV, Ebola Zaire, Ebola Reston and
other viruses. Like any good story, this one con
veys lessons, among which: invading wild habi
tats, especially tropical forests, increases risks of
bringing into human populations virulent viruses
once living peacefully in endemic animal hosts;
importing monkeys and other exotic animals in
vites importation of viruses dangerous to North
American peoples; AIDS likely is an indirect
result of habitat destruction; AIDS is probably a
precursor of worse epidemics, as human popu
lation grows and spreads into the last reservoirs
of intact biodiversity-complete with viruses not
yet given the opportunity to replicate themselves

. inside human cells.

"The Mussels' Message:' by William
Stolzenburg; Nature Conservancy, 11/12-92,
p.16-20. In a more balanced society, men would
march to war to uphold the dignity of the White
Wartyback Pearly MUBsel, the Shiny Pigtoe, the



Pink Heelsplitter, the Wavy-rayed Lampmussel,
and other molluscan beauties whose interests'
have been transgressed. Our society, alas, i's ex
terminating these filter feeders with nary a
thought about what this will mean for water qual
ity in the Tennessee, Clinch, and other Southeast
ern rivers. The Associate Editor of this fine
magazine explains: "Dams, dirty water and a
deadly mollusk from Europe [Zebra Mussel]
threaten to dismantle much of the East's fresh
water mussel fauna ... Forty-three percent of
North America's matchless collection of 300
freshwater mussel species are extinct or on the
way." (p.18)

"Two Faces of Japan," by Conger Beasley
Jr, Bu:u;worm, 11-12192, p.32-37. Japan is send
ing mixed signals: Even as it continues to de
vour forests in Malaysia, Indonesia, the
Philippines, America's Pacific Northwest, and
now South America and Siberia-as well as con
tinuing to slaughter whales, sea turtles, and
countless other imperiled organisms- it is prom
ising to give at least $7 billion over the next 5
years for environmental assistance programs in
developing nations. Beasley tells of the huge
obstacles the young grassroots-oriented environ
mental movement in Japan faces as it tries to
overcome the Japanese public's obedience to
established norms and the power structure's
deadly efficiency in promoting industry: "To re
verse the astounding industrialization of the past
four decades, to set the country on a more eco
logically responsible course, would require a set
of imperatives that the present governmental
system is powerless to implement The Japanese
nation today is guided by an uneasy balance of
semi-autonomous groups. The most influential
groups include ministry officials, political
cliques, and cadres of bureaucrats and business
men." (p.32-3)

"Beyond Ecospeak: Toward a Language for
Deep Ecology," by Dennis Fritzinger, The War
rior Poet #1, ASUC Box 3'61, Berkeley, CA
94720. Wilderness poet Dennis Fritzinger has
started a poetry periodical sure to inspire lyrical'
Earth defenders. The first issue includes a pro
vocative essay carrying forth the discussion en
gendered by Christoph Manes, John Elder, Bill
Devall, and others on the need for a language
that does not reify Nature. Dennis warns that
reification, "the objectification of subjects, cre
ates a language of exploi tation and abuse."

"Why We Need a Smaller US Population
And How We Can Achieve It," by Donald Mann,
NKJ President; A Negadve Poplliation Growth
Position Paper. Virtually the only environmen-

. tal group that calls for smaller US and world
populations, Negative Population Growth (NPG,
PaB 1206, Teaneck, NJ 07666; annual dues $30)
here proposes an annual immigration ceiling of
200,000, and reduced fertility to 1.5 children per
woman on average (the latter encouraged partly
through tax incentives) to achieve an optimum
US population of around ISO million within 100
years. This will seem to many readers a bloated
and unwieldy number - more like a maximum
than an optimum - but vastly preferable to the
more than 4SO million we'll have within 100
years if we stay on our present path.

"Short-Term Dynamics of a Neotropical
Forest (Change within limits)" by Richard
Condi t, Stephen Hubbell, & Robin Foster (p.822
828), "Biodiversity and Forest Change in Ma
laysian Borneo" by Richard Primack & Pamela

woodcut by Patrick Dengate

Hall (p.829-837), "Population Variation in a
Tropical Bird Community" by Bette Loiselle &
John Blake (p.838-845); BioScience, 12-92. In
this issue, BioScience considers "Stability and
Change in the Tropics." In the fields of ecology,
particularly tropical ecology, "change within lim
its" and nonequilibrium theory seem to be sup
planting notions of community equilibrium and
stability; and these articles show why. Empha
sizing that different species react differently to
disturbances, and that natural disturbances are
inherent to tropical forests but that modem hu
man disruptions far exceed these in scale, the
various authors draw forth the conservation
implications of their findings, among which:
"tropical forest diversity is only weakly self-pre
serving; it is quite fragile when exposed to ex
ternal threat." (828) Also, "Because of the
relatively low density and large size of many
tropical birds, large tracts of forest will be nec
essary to ensure population sizes adequate for
long-term survival." (843)
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Announcetnents

ENVIRONMENT-FRIENDLY
OLYMPICS

With Norway facing the next Winter
Olympics onslaught, the Norwegian Society
for Conservation of Nature has begun Project
Environment-Friendly Olympics. The Presi
dent of the International 01 ympic Committee,
IOC, has asked Project Envi ronment-Friendly
Olympics to contribute to the planning for the
IOC's Sub-Committee on Sports and Environ
ment. A Project goal is for the IOC to "in
clude environment as a third element to the
Olympics, complimenting sports and culture."
Project Environment-Friendly has written a
thorough document on the impact of the Olym
pic Games, how to reduce the environmental
risks, and who should be involved with the
"greening" of the Olympics. To help enhance
Olympic standards write for information: Olav
Myrhoh. Project Manager, Project Environ
mental-Friendly Olympics, POB 454, N-2601
Lillehanlmer. Norway.

DEEP ECOLOGY WORKSHOP

The 1993 Deep Ecology- Way of the
Mountain Learning Center Workshop will be
held 16-20 August 1993. Workshop present
ers include George Sessions, Dolores
laChapelle, Max Oelschlaeger, David Abram
and Jody Cardamone. It will be held in the
mountains of Aspen CO this year. Registra
tion for the week is $3.50 which includes
lunches. materials, and a banquet. For more
information write toJody Cardamone. Aspen
Center for Environmental Studies, POB frTTl,
Aspen, CO 81612 orca11303-925-5756. Aca
demic Credit of 3 CEUs available. Registra
tion is limited.

EASTERN MOUNTAIN LION IN THE
ADIRONDACKS?

Catamount Investigation Network is an
Adirondack research group looking for infor
mation on the possible presence of the East
ern Mountain Lion in the North Country
(northern New York). If interested in work
ing on this project or contributing field sight
ing data, contact Jack Gray, 315-393-4968, and
Don Hassig, 315-393-1975.
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1993 MIDWEST ENVIRONMENTAL
ETHICS CONFERENCE

The 1993 Midwest Environmental Eth
ics Conference will be held on March 26-29
at the Iowa 4-H Education and Natural Re
sources Center in Madrid, Iowa. Bioregional
ism is the focus of the conference. Set in the
wooded hills and prairies of central Iowa, the
conference will highlight the "Midwest bio
region" through speakers. discussion and ac
tion strategies. Speakers include Peter Berg, .
Martha Crouch, Frank Popper, Deborah Pop
per, Charlotte Black Elk, and Stephanie Mills.

Registration will be under $75 per per
son, full meal package under $60 and lodging
$15. Some REAP scholarships are available
to Iowa educators and full-time students (col
lege or high school). Please call for an appli
cation. Contact: Judy Levings or Danielle
Wirth, 33 Curtiss Hall, Iowa State University,
Ames. Iowa 50011. 515-294-4764.

HEADWATERS, ANCIENT FOREST
ACTIVIST CONFERENCE

After a successful 1992 West Coast An
cient Forest Activist Conference. Headwaters
is pleased to announce a 1993 sequel. The
conference will a1fow activists to exchange
ideas and strengthen strategies. Headwaters
wants the 93 conference to focus on the de
velopment of the forest conservation move
ment. The conference will be held from
February 5-7 in Ashland. Oregon. Contact
Headwaters, POB 729, Ashland, OR 97250
Tel: 503-482-4459 Fax:5m-482-7282.

COMPETING VISIONS OF NEW WEST

A Symposium on the Environment focus
ing on land use and alternative economic strat
egies will be held 5-7 Februaryl993 at the
University of Colorado, Boulder. The keynote
speakers will be David Brower, Earth Island
Institute, and Tom Powers, University of Mon
tana Economics Department. Panels will cover
issues ranging from property rights, to the Wise
Use Movement to wolf reintroduction. Rep
resentatives from the Sierra Oub, National
Audubon -Society, Wilderness Society. and
other groups wi II attend. For information call
(303)492-8308 or write to CUEnvironmental

Center, University of Colorado at Boulder,
University Memorial Center. 331A; Campus
Box 207, Boulder, CO, 80309.

KATIE LEE: A REAL COWBOY
LADY

Katie Lee has released her newest colIec
tion of authentic cowboy Western songs titled
"His Knibbs and the Badger," featuring Ed
Stabler. The tape includes previously unre
corded poems by Henry Herbert Knibbs and
Charles Badger Oark, along with other favor
ites. Katie's songs focus on the lost rivers and
flooded canyons, the way of the land and its
disappearance. His Knibbs and the Badger is
available through mail order: $13 (postpaid)
from Katydid Books and Music, POB 395,
Jerome, AZ 86331.

LETTERS NEEDED TO STOP
CORRIDORH

A monstrous force is being unleashed on'
the Central Appllachians- the CorridorH pro
posal to build an interstate across the moun
tains of northern West Virginia and Virginia
(beginning in Elkins WV and ending at 1-81
in VA). The route would pass through or near
such world-class biodiversity centers as the
Canaan Valley, Monongahela and George
Washington National Forests. and Seneca
Rocks National Recreation Area

The Corridor H issue could set a prece
dent for the entire East. Virginians For Wil
derness is asking concerned persons to send
letters opposing Corridor H to US senators and
representatives (senators. US Senate, Washing
ton, OC 20510; representatives, House ofRep
resentatives, DC 20515), WV Governor
Gaston Caperton (State Capitol. Charleston,
WV 25305), and CommissionerFred Van Kirk
(WVDOT, Division of Highways. 1900
Kanawha Boulevard E., Building Five,
Charleston, WV 25305). Virginians suggests
advocating the no-build alternative, and stress
ing that the money could be far better spent
on the crumbling infrastructure of cities (mass
transit, bridges. etc.). The public record for
receiving comments on the project will remain
open until 25 January 1993. Contact Virgin
ians For Wilderness. Rt.1 Box 250. Staunton,
VA 24401.
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DOUGLAS

ABOUT SUBMISSIONS

Notwithstanding our aversion to the prevailing patriarchal paradigm,
Wild Earth welcomes submissions. Poems should be sent directly to
our Poetry Editors, Art Goodtimes (Box 1008, Telluride, CO 81435)
and Gary Lawless (Gulf of Maine Books, 61 Maine St, Brunswick, ME
04011). Poets should realize that we receive hlll1dreds more poems each
quarter than we can publish.

Artwork, articles and letters should be sent to the Art Director or
Editor at our main address (POB 492, Canton, NY 13617). Wild Earth
welcomes submissions of original illustrations or high-resolution fac
similes thereof. Botanical/zoological/landscapes are eagerly sought, with
depictions of any member of the class Gastropoda especially prized. Rep
resentational drawings should include common species and scientific
names.

Articles/letters should be typed or neatly hand-written, double
spaced. Those who use a computer (heaven forbid) should include a
copy on disk. We use Macintosh but can convert from Pes ("personal
[like hell] computers'). Writers who want their material returned should
enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope. .

Articles, ifaccepted, may be edited down for space or clarity, though
if substantive changes are made, the author's approval will be sought.
Articles with significant scientific content (e.g., most biodiversity re
ports and wilderness proposals) will be reviewed by our Science Editor
for accuracy and clarity. Wilderness proposals will also be reviewed by
our Executive Editor, and controversial or complicated pieces may be
peer reviewed. Lengthy biologically-based articles generally should in
clude literature citations.

Wild Earth occasionally reprints articles; but due to the surfeit of
submissions we receive, reprints will usually be low. priority. If an ar
ticle is being submitted to other publications as weihs Wild Earth, the
writer should indicate so. We usually try to avoid duplication. We gen
eral!y welcome other periodicals to reprint articles from Wild Earth, pro
vided they properly credit the articles.

In matters of style, we follow the Chicago Manual ofStyle loosely
and Strunk's & White's Elements ofStyle religiously. Also, we suggest
that authors remember several basic niles when writing for Wild Earth,
since we always have far more material than we can print and we ex
pect our writers to be lucid, perspicacious, and ineffably winsome.

1. Eschew surplusage (Twain).
2. Thou shalt not verbalize nouns (Abbey 1988).
3. Do not affect a breezy manner (Strunk & White 1959).
4. Watch your antecedents (Davis 1988).
5. Include a goddam floppy (Butler 1992).

Back issues of Wild Earth numbers 1-7 are available.
Price: $7 members

$8 non-members/institutions

Send orders & payment to:

Wi/dEarth
POB492
Canton, NY 13617

436 W. MapJehurst
Ferndale, MI 48220

(313) 398-2251
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FrogLake·

Leaving the Mono Creek trail
on a wild dare
from my unkempt, irregular and unfathomed
side,
I lit out
through thick brush and heavy timber,
bushwacking up

,. the high lake's outlet branch;

rough going-
but I don't ask "why?" like some fool
I just go
nearly 1400 vertical feet
in less than a mile,
including the last hard pull
over the rimtop

where I found hidden treasure.
Friend, mark it on your map:
a perfect cirque
of polished granite,
its lake very deep
and coldy forbidding,
reckoned at about six acres,
cradles by sheer-wall
2,ooofoot grey rock spires
on three sides

Too much.
Nothing in the Boy Scout manual
prepared me for this.
My dumb mouth hangs open
in the breeze,

.my dazed recesses
stammer along in silence
unbroken but for a lovely cataract
on the south shore
below a july snowfield.
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Throwing down my pack
in an instant
I do a Uttle jig.
YAAHOO! Hurraay! Alone at last!

And so,
to make a long story short,
therespend four lazy nights
counting stars shoot across the big dipper,
snuggled among my knobby lodgepoles,

four careless days
by my smoky fire
on a small rise above the lake
pondering oiuy my tummy growling
and the pink Sierra sunsets,

somewhere
between heaven and earth.

And never saw one frog.

-MarkGaffney, July 1986

Padfic Tree Frog by Peggy Sue McRae



QUANTTTYInquiries Invited.
Tel {904} 542-7904 FAX {904} 542-34-47

You can, ofcourse.

Who Can Save The
Abnosphere?!

P.O. Box 8 Old Town FL 32880
Up to 20% of proceeds to lOnvironmenlal causes

Citizens are the only force pow
erful enough to save the atmo
sphere. Northwest Atmosphere
Protection Coalition (NAPC)
works to inform the public about
the facts of climate change and
howtogetinvolved. Weworlcto
organize grassroots atmosphere
protection groups to work for
cbangeatthe localandstate level.
Write to us for a free copy ofNo
Sweat News and join the Grass
roots movement to save the at
mospherel NAPe, PO Box
10346, Olympia, WA 98502.

U()L[)~

often Brash, some Beauliful,
even Brilliant,

cerlainly INTERESTING and
INFORMATIVE and dare we claim:

PROFOUND

fCO-T-SHIRTS
such as:

1. The lilliE R's - Reduce Reuse Return
Rethink Repair Replant Recharge

Recirculate RECYCLE
Z. Ewrythi.. HIS Itl ""'11 - Wonderfli
silk-screen grlptic shows Ameriun Allilltor

hiving I CottOllllOUlh Mocusin for IlIldL
3. *CW - Rill Cocbdlll w.edpecbr -dellt •

lelll1hi.from • slicked deck.
Inspired Will.ife Art by Joel Smith.

BUliper Stickers: 1.lline R's (see alloYt)
2. Too Many People. Too Few TrHs 3. Just Sly NO To
Developer. 4. Replant The Planet- Rest«e Ilalift
Species 5. l.Jwns Suck Pl'ecioUl Water - XERISCAPE
6.1 LOVE The SUWlIIIle. River.

Bumper SUckers - One· $2 ppd.

or five for $5 postpaid.

T-Shirts -IOO"A COITON
Hand Silk-Screened

S M L XL ... One - $12.90 Two - $22.08

Three· $29.84 Six - $54.44 AuPosrPAID

AM to, cOlDpl.te c.tKIST.

FLORIDA MAIL PRESS

Share the Earth.Satisfaction guaranteed.

Ask Gov. Hickel. POB 110001. Juneau. AK 99811.
Jo stop the shooting 01 wolves from the air.

Jim Morris
T-Shirts

Support wildlife by wearing environmental t
shirts. 10% of profits go to environmental groups.
45 designs. $12.95 ea. Great fundraiser. 12 at
57.50 ea. & 48 at $7.00 ea. Add $3.00 per order
for shipping. Heavyweight. 100% cotton t-shirts
in S. M. L. XL in white. natural & black.

FREE CATALOG.

JIM MORRIS PO. Box 18270. Dept. WE13
Boulder. CO 80308 Phone: 303-444-6430

and
Cross Country Ski Center

'f Ideal for workshops, reunions,
weddings, etc.

'f Hiking, x-c skiing, mtn. biking
from Ouf door.

'f 450 acres-breathtaking vistas.
'f Hand-built, furnished-native

materials.
'f Sauna, rec room, meeting

facilities.
'f Great food! organic gardens.

A·dTIJMP SPROUTS: .
jJfIlS;. West Hawley, MA 01339

(413) 339-4265

Pre-publicatioD offer:

$12 postpaid
from Wild Earth
P.O. Box 492
Canton, NY 13617.

A Survey

A descriptive inventory of old growth
forest tracts east of the Great Plains.
Featuring the essay, Old Growth-A
New Perspective by Robert Leverett.

by Mary Bryd Davis

We feature papers high in post-consumer waste:
100% pew legal pads & 95%pew toilet tissue

both of which are unbleached.

OLD
GROWfH
In The East

z$TREECYCii
RECYClED PAPER

__ -W~ntf~nzp7

P.O. Box 5086 Bozeman, MT 59717
(406) 586-5287

DON'T MISS THIS PAPER!
•••••••••••••••••

Publication date: Spring 1993

·50% post-consurner wastes
• 100% de-inked recycled fiber

• Chlorine-free bleaching process

PRESERVATION STONE 20# bond
light gray (color may vary)

8.5x11 sheets $ 5.00/reamof5oo

#10 or #63/4 envelopes 9.75/box of 500

shipping charges exIra

I The manufacturer says that due to a lack of I
consumer demand the environmental quality of

I this paper may be sacrificed for a "prettier'" I
I paper. Go for it! Let's show them that I
I environmentally conscious people use I

environmentally benign paper.------------
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Send orders and payment to:
Wild Earth

Po. Box 492
Canton, NY 136'17.

Please include any instructions tor gifts.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• Join the Cenozoic Society and subscribe to •• •• Wild Earth •
• Associate Members receive an annual subsdiption (4 •
• issues) toWild Earth and discounts on back issues, other •
: publications and merchandise. :

: $20 __ Associate Membership/annual subscription. :
• $20 __ Annual inst~ution/group subscription. •
• $25 _._ Associate Membership/subscription in Canada or Mexico. •
• $30 __ Associate Membership/subscription overseas. (surface mail) •
• $35 __ Associate Membership/subscription overseas. (air mail) •
• $10 __ Associate Membership/subscription (Low Income) •
• $ _'_ Here's a donation for gift subscriptions. •
• (Wild Earth staff may choose recipient/s.) •
• $__ Here's my contribution to the Wild Earth Research Fund. •
• 0 New Membership 0 Renewal •
: 0 Send me asample issue. (Please include $2 for postage.) :

• N~e •
• &ffi~ •
• C~ State Zip •

: Wild Earth, POB 492 :
• Canton, NY 13617 •

••••••••••••••••••••••••••

NQrth Carolina potter George
Rector will again produce a

limited run of

--•
These individually wheel-thrown earth
enware cups make excellent receptacles
from which to sip one's homebrew or cup
of(organic)]oe.The mugs have a lead-free

,glaze and feature an attractive piscine motif
Last yealJs mugs went fast so besure to order
early!

$14/each
, $ 3.50 shipping ($2 each additional cup)

No gimmicks.* No gadgets.- Send us your money.

Yes, we know you're deluged wi th pleas for money from worthy organimtions. Ifyou're like'us, you may be waging a constant battle
to keep your mailbox free of appeals from the big, Washington, D.C. environmental groups. Well, raising money is a tricky business
and we're not very good at it. Wild Earth doesn't buy and sell mailing lists, hawk green gadgetry, or print ads from caring corporations
like Dow and Exxon. Our focus is simple~ Wild Earth acts as an independent, biocentric voice within the New Conservation Move
ment, and publishes the finest, most visionary writing on wildlands/conservation issues_ And that takes money.

THE RESEARCH FUND

No periodical like mid FArth survives on subscriptions alone. We d~pend on contributions
from individuals and foundations. Your donation to the Wild Earth Research Fund will make it
possible for us to continue to publish the kind of articles you see in \-Wid Earth- bold vision
backed with sound science. All contributions to the Research Fund are used to pay contributors
for their work.

We don't claim that your $5, $10, or $.500 contribution to the Wild Earth Research Fund is
going to save the p1anel. We can guarantee, though, that it will help us continue to be a loud,
uncompromising voice championing the cause of biodiversity, wilderness and life!

Send tax-deducti_ble donations to:
The Wild Earth Research Fund
POB 492 r;:};!
Canton,NY 13617 ~

* OK Here's our gimmick. For a limited time. all donors sending $75 or more will receive a sigiled. limited edition print of the northern spotted owl by artist

Peggy Sue McRae. This is the same, stuMing image that appeared on the cover of Wild Earth's premiere issue.
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Keep it Wild. Buy it.

BUY,Back
The Dacks

Send contributions to: .
Buy Back The Dacks Fund
Wi/dEarth
P.O. Box 492
Canton, NY 13617

'Wild Earth magazine an
nounces the creation of a people's
fund for the Adirondacks. Only
42% of the six million acre
Adirondack State Park is protected

by public ownership-and of this
amount, less than halfis designated
Wilderness. Recent legislative ini
tiatives have failed and much ofthe
pri¥atelyowned land for sale within

the park is threatened by develop
ment. Here's your opportunity to

help keep the Northeast's crown
jewel Forever Wild.

Buy Back The Dacks, a coop
erative effort of Wild Earth and the
Adirondack Conservancy will iden
tify and purchase imperiled lands
with a particular focus on sensitive
habitats and private lands contigu
ous to existing Wilderness. Your
coiuributions to Buy Back The
Dacks go directly -toward land ac
quisition/preservation-not to sup
port the other important work of
either organization. Buy Back The
Dacks...working to protect wild
habitat for all Adirondack natives.

~•.,.=

Free mail-order catalog of over 300 hard to find, important
conservation books selected and described by one of America's
leading conservationists. Categories include:

• Wilderness Preservation • Wildlife Protection
• Wild Rivers & Dams • Conservation & Ecological History
• Conservation Biology • Fiction
• Overpopulation • Rainforests
• Eco-Philosophy • Natural History
• Land EthiCs • Sustainability & Bioregionalism
• Forest Issues • Paleontology & Anthropology

Also calendars, ecological music, maps, and more.

1B3@@Ik~ @~ ~llu~
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Books of the Big Outside: POB 5141 (Dept. we)
Tucson, AZ 85703
(602) 628-9610

Dave Foreman's

The Last Stronghold
The Story of the Battle for Montana's Badger-Two Medicine

GRIZZLY COUNTRY, PUBLIC LAND, WOLF HABITAT, SACRED GROUND

or
OIL FIELD?

Surrounded by G1l1Cier National Parle, the
Blackfeet Indian Reservation, and the Bob
MarShal1 Wilderness Complex; tbe Badger-Two
Medicine represents tbe beart of one of America's
last remaining wilderness ecosystems, and is
cOllSidered to be tbe last stronghold for Blackfeet
cultural practices. Tbreatened witb oil and gas
development, this land bas now become a symbolic
battleground for Native American sacred land
claims and for !be overall fate of America's public
wildlands.

From Napi's creation of the Blackfeet World,
through the current oil drilling proposals and the
OulfWar; the story of the Badger-Two Medicine
is bighlighted in this 35 page booklel

For only $200, The Last Stronghold offers a
brief, yet derailed, look at the bigger picture of the
Badger-Two Medicine controversy.

TooroerTbeLartSau~hoM

send check or money oroer for $3.00
($2 plus $1 for mailing) to:
Rocky Mountain Front Advisory Council,
Box 8442 Missoula, Montana 59807
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SPECIES SP( )T/./( JilT

Fisher (Martes pennanti)
. .' ~

Seldom seen in the flesh, the furtive Fisher is more often detected through
its spoor, which are larger than those of other members of the weasel family

excepting the Wolverine and River Otter. Fishers need large roodless, mature
forests; so look for their tracks in wild northern forest. Here's a bit of what
tracker Paul Rezendes says about this consurnmate carnivore in Tracking &
The Art OfSeeing (see a longer excerpt in this issue's Readings section).

The fisher was all but eradicatedfrom most ofNorth America for its
pelt, but there are welcome signs that it has made a comeback in much
ofits original range. Fishers are found in the southern tier ofthe Ca
nadian provinces and south to northern California and the northern
Rocky Mountains in the West and to New England and northern New
York in the East. (p. 128)

»,.:.:./': ..:...
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.' . "

. ·\~,;.i; .;.".. ... :.

Fisher in snow, alternating UJalk, by Heather K. Lenz
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Fisher, Running Track Pattern by Heather K. Lenz

Massachusetts-based artist Heather K. Lenz, whose work appears on the cover and on p.78, is primarily a painter.
Her recent entry into the field of natural science illustration began with the production of illustrations for Paul

Rezendes's Tracking & The Art ofSeeing (Camden House Publishing, 1992). A limited number of original drawings
from the book are available from the artist (8C82 Box 7-D, Wendell Depot, MA 01380) who has graciously agreed to
donate a substantial portion of any sales to the Wild Earth Research Fund.
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P.O. Box 492 l

Biodiversity Legal Foundation
The Biodiversity Legal Foundation (BLF)" is a non-profit,
public interest .organization dedicated to the preservation
and restoration of all native wild plants and animals,
communities, ecosystems, and natural landscapes in North
America: The BLF utilizes creative administrative and
legal strategies to prevent habitat destru~tion, to prod
government agencies_into action, and toenforce conserva-
tion law intended to protect natural diversity. ~

...working to preserv.e and restore the.full.array
.ofbiological diversity in North Americ,:,

The Bio~iversityLegal.Foundation
needs your support.. .

, Donations may be sent to:.

BLF, P.O. Box' 18327, Boulder"CO 80308-8327.

. The BLF is a non-profit 501(c)(3) organ,ization. Contri~ons are tax
deductible from personal income tax; .

Integrating Biology and Law

The BLF pioneered some of the first successful
multiple species/ecosystem cases' in the ·country. These
legal and administrative actiops are usually brought on
behalf· of grassroots activists and scientists. The BLF
recently planned and brought one of the first broad-based
generic lawsuits challenging the U.S. Fish .and Wildlife
Service for its failure to list and pro~ect hundreds ofnative
spe<?ies under the Endangered Species Act. As part of this

. legal action, the cou~ affirmed the illegality of President
Bush's 9O-daymoratorium on rule-making which was
holding up thelistings ofdozens ofspecies under the ESA.

Looking Out For The Little Guys

Though the BLF has taken alead role in legal efforts
to protect the Grizzly Bear and Woodland Caribou in the
Selkirk Ecosystem, the Foundation's sharpest focus is on
the aggressive defenseoftheecosystemsof"uncharismatic" .
species-;-which are often overlooked in the preservation
efforts of mainstream environmental groups. Among oth-

.ers, the BLF is currently working to protect these.•
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